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Abstract

Business processes and information systems evolve constantly over time and affect each
other in non-trivial ways. Therefore, aligning security requirements between business
processes and enterprise application architectures (EAAs) is a challenging task. This is
especially true for access control requirements (ACRs) that are of great significance in IT
security and privacy. The following three goals of the business level of an organization
illustrate their importance:

1. Identifying and protecting critical assets and sensitive data.

2. Establishing appropriate organization-wide IT security and privacy strategies.

3. Complying with the rising amount of security and privacy laws.

ACRs are crucial to achieve these goals. However, the implementation of these goals
requires knowledge to be transferred from the business level to the IT level. The size
and complexity of organizations make a complete and correct implementation of ACRs a
challenge for the IT level. The different terminologies within both domains additionally
complicate this process. Furthermore, the size of organizations, the complexity of EAAs and
the interconnection between EAAs and business processes affect the error rate during the
design phase of ACRs and EAAs negatively. These interrelationships lead to misalignments
between EAA, access permissions and business processes and they increase over time as
adjustments are required due to evolutionary change of business processes and information
systems.

Previous work relies heavily on extensions of business process and architecture modeling
languages. This imposes serious effort for organizations to extend existing standard models
and maintain these extensions over time. Other approaches rely on manual processes to
solve the aforementioned problems. Such approaches require a lot of effort, do not scale,
and are error-prone for complex systems.

The aim of this thesis is to research howACRs can be aligned between the business level and
IT level with minimal additional effort for organizations. Specifically, this thesis explores
how business level ACRs can be extracted from business processes to be automatically
transferred into access permissions for role-based access control (RBAC) and how the EAA
can be analyzed for violations of these business level ACRs. These proposed approaches
will assist security experts during the design of access permissions for RBAC and reduce
complexity of this engineering process. They will also enable enterprise architects to
inspect the EAA at design time for data flows that violate business level ACRs and help
the enterprise architects in resolving the identified violations.
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Abstract

The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

(I) An approach to automatically extract business level ACRs from business processes
with a subsequent transformation into an initial role model for RBAC.

(II) An approach to automatically generate architectural data flow constraints from ACRs
to identify data flows of services in EAAs that violate the ACRs.

(III) A high-level process for organization on how to use these approaches within different
evolution scenarios.

(IV) A model for mapping relevant elements from business processes, RBAC, and EAAs
with respect to ACRs together. This model is created automatically by the approaches
and is used, among other things, to document design decisions, improve the mutual
understanding of domain models and assist the enterprise architect in resolving
errors within the EAA.

Within the scope of this thesis two case studies are conducted to validate the approaches
and proposed contributions. The first case study is a real-world case study, resulting from
a cooperation with a national art gallery that revises its information systems. Another case
study is based on the Common Component Modeling Example (CoCoME). CoCoME is a
case study of a realistic supermarket chain developed by the scientific community. It was
developed to research software evolution and has several evolution scenarios extended
by various research groups. Both case studies are suitable for researching ACRs as they
are affected by substantial number of legal regulations pertaining IT security as well as
data protection and have a multitude of sensitive data flows. For each case study a goal
question metric (GQM) model is developed to systematically validate the contributions of
this thesis. Therefore, validation goals are defined. Scientific questions are methodically
derived from the validation goals. Afterwards, for each scientific question appropriate
metrics are specified in order to investigate the scientific questions. The following aspects
are examined throughout the case studies:

• Quality of generated access permissions.

• Quality of identified data flows in services of the EAA that violate ACRs.

• Completeness and correctness of the generated model for the traceability of ACRs
across business and IT models.

• Applicability of approaches in evolution scenarios of business processes and EAAs.

At the end of this thesis I elaborate on the future work with regard to the approaches of
this thesis. This encompasses how the model for mapping relevant elements from business
processes, RBAC, and EAAs with respect to ACRs can be enriched with elements from
other models of the business level and IT level, how the approaches of this thesis can
benefit from additional input information and how other domain models can profit from
the extracted information about business level ACRs.
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Zusammenfassung

Geschäftsprozesse und IT-Systeme sind einer ständigen Evolution unterworfen und be-
einflussen sich in hohem Maße gegenseitig. Dies führt zu der Herausforderung, Sicher-
heitsaspekte innerhalb von Geschäftsprozessen und Enterprise Application Architectures
(EAAs) in Einklang zu bringen. Im Besonderen gilt dies für Zugriffskontrollanforderungen,
welche sowohl in der IT-Sicherheit als auch im Datenschutz einen hohen Stellenwert
haben. Die folgenden drei Ziele der Geschäftsebene verdeutlichen die Bedeutung von
Zugriffskontrollanforderungen:

1. Identifikation und Schutz von kritischen und schützenswerten Daten und Assets.

2. Einführung einer organisationsweiten IT-Sicherheit zum Schutz vor cyberkriminellen
Attacken.

3. Einhaltung der zunehmenden Flut an Gesetzen, welche die IT-Sicherheit und den
Datenschutz betreffen.

Alle drei Ziele sind in einem hohen Maß mit Zugriffskontrollanforderungen auf Seiten der
Geschäftsebene verbunden. Aufgrund der Fülle und Komplexität stellt die vollständige
und korrekte Umsetzung dieser Zugriffskontrollanforderungen eine Herausforderung
für die IT dar. Hierfür muss das Wissen von der Geschäftsebene hin zur IT übertragen
werden. Die unterschiedlichen Terminologien innerhalb der Fachdomänen erschweren
diesen Prozess. Zusätzlich beeinflussen die Größe von Unternehmen, die Komplexität von
EAAs sowie die Verflechtung zwischen EAAs und Geschäftsprozessen die Fehleranfällig-
keit im Entwurfsprozess von Zugriffsberechtigungen und EAAs. Dieser Zusammenhang
führt zu einer Diskrepanz zwischen ihnen und den Geschäftsprozessen und wird durch
den Umstand der immer wiederkehrenden Anpassungen aufgrund von Evolutionen der
Geschäftsprozesse und IT-Systeme verstärkt. Bisherige Arbeiten, die auf Erweiterungen
von Modellierungssprachen setzen, fordern einen hohen Aufwand von Unternehmen, um
vorhandene Modelle zu erweitern und die Erweiterungen zu pflegen. Andere Arbeiten
setzen auf manuelle Prozesse. Diese erfordern viel Aufwand, skalieren nicht und sind bei
komplexen Systemen fehleranfällig. Ziel meiner Arbeit ist es, zu untersuchen, wie Zugriffs-
kontrollanforderungen zwischen der Geschäftsebene und der IT mit möglichst geringem
Mehraufwand für Unternehmen angeglichen werden können. Im Speziellen erforsche ich,
wie Zugriffskontrollanforderungen der Geschäftsebene, extrahiert aus Geschäftsprozessen,
automatisiert in Zugriffsberechtigungen für Systeme der rollenbasierten Zugriffskontrolle
(RBAC) überführt werden können und wie die EAA zur Entwurfszeit auf die Einhaltung
der extrahierten Zugriffskontrollanforderungen überprüft werden kann. Hierdurch wer-
den Sicherheitsexperten beim Entwerfen von Zugriffsberechtigungen für RBAC Systeme
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unterstützt und die Komplexität verringert. Weiterhin werden Enterprise-Architekten in
die Lage versetzt, die EAA zur Entwurfszeit auf Datenflüsse von Services zu untersuchen,
welche gegen die geschäftsseitige Zugriffskontrollanforderungen verstoßen und diese
Fehler zu beheben.

Die Kernbeiträge meiner Arbeit lassen sich wie folgt zusammenfassen:

(I) Ein Ansatz zur automatisierten Extraktion von geschäftsseitigen Zugriffskontrollan-
forderungen aus Geschäftsprozessen mit anschließender Generierung eines initialen
Rollenmodells für RBAC.

(II) EinAnsatz zum automatisierten Erstellen von architekturellenDatenfluss-Bedingungen
aus Zugriffskontrollanforderungen zur Identifikation von verbotenen Datenflüssen
in Services von IT-Systemen der EAA.

(III) Eine Prozessmodell für Unternehmen über die Einsatzmöglichkeiten der Ansätze
innerhalb verschiedener Evolutionsszenarien.

(IV) Ein Modell zur Verknüpfung relevanter Elemente aus Geschäftsprozessen, RBAC
und EAAs im Hinblick auf die Zugriffskontrolle. Dieses wird automatisiert durch die
Ansätze erstellt und dient unter anderem zur Dokumentation von Entwurfsentschei-
dungen, zur Verbesserung des Verständnisses von Modellen aus anderen Domänen
und zur Unterstützung des Enterprise-Architekten bei der Auflösung von Fehlern
innerhalb der EAA.

Die Anwendbarkeit der Ansätze wurden in zwei Fallstudien untersucht. Die erste Studie ist
eine Real-Welt-Studie, entstanden durch eine Kooperation mit einer staatlichen Kunsthalle,
welche ihre IT-Systeme überarbeitet. Eine weitere Fallstudie wurde auf Basis von Common
Component Modeling Example (CoCoME) durchgeführt. CoCoME ist eine durch die Wis-
senschaftsgemeinde entwickelte Fallstudie einer realistischen Großmarkt-Handelskette,
welche speziell für die Erforschung von Software-Modellierung entwickelt wurde und
um Evolutinsszenarien ergänzt wurde. Aufgrund verschiedener gesetzlicher Regularien
an die IT-Sicherheit und den Datenschutz sowie dem Fluss von sensiblen Daten eignen
sich beide Fallstudien für die Untersuchung von Zugriffskontrollanforderungen. Beide
Fallstudien wurden anhand der Goal Question Metric-Methode durchgeführt. Es wurden
Validierungsziele definiert. Aus diesen wurden systematisch wissenschaftliche Fragen
abgleitet, für welche anschließend Metriken aufgestellt wurden, um sie zu untersuchen.
Die folgenden Aspekte wurden untersucht:

• Qualität der generierten Zugriffsberechtigungen.

• Qualität der Identifikation von fehlerhaften Datenflüssen in Services der EAA.

• Vollständigkeit und Korrektheit des generierten Modells zur Nachverfolgbarkeit von
Zugriffskontrollanforderungen über Modelle hinweg.

• Eignung der Ansätze in Evolutionsszenarien von Geschäftsprozessen und EAAs.
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Am Ende dieser Arbeit wird ein Ausblick gegeben, wie sich die vorgestellten Ansätze
dieser Arbeit erweitern lassen. Dabei wird unter anderem darauf eingegangen, wie das
Modell zur Verknüpfung relevanter Elemente aus Geschäftsprozessen, RBAC und EAAs
im Hinblick auf die Zugriffskontrolle, um Elemente aus weiteren Modellen der IT und
der Geschäftsebene, erweitert werden kann. Weiterhin wird erörtert wie die Ansätze der
Arbeit mit zusätzlichen Eingabeinformationen angereichert werden können und wie die
extrahierten Zugriffskontrollanforderungen in weiteren Domänenmodellen der IT und
der Geschäftsebene eingesetzt werden können.
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1 Introduction

This thesis introduces an approach to align access control requirements (ACRs) from
business processes with role-based access control (RBAC) and enterprise application
architectures (EAA). The approach reduces needed time, costs and errors of security experts
during the role engineering process. It enables enterprise architects to check whether the
designed EAA is in line with business level ACRs and allows service design managers to
understand how access control policies, systems and service calls are coupled with the
business processes. These benefits become crucial especially in evolution scenarios of
business processes, RBAC and EAAs. Section 1.1motivates why aligning business processes
with RBAC and EAA is essential from the business point of view of an organization.
Section 1.2 points out the current problems with regard to the alignment. Afterwards,
Section 1.3 presents the scientific research questions that are derived from the problems.
Section 1.4 summarizes the approach of this thesis and Section 1.5 explains the scope
and assumptions. Then Section 1.6 lays down the corresponding contributions of this
thesis. Finally, Section 1.7 outlines the structure of this thesis and Section 1.8 concludes by
presenting the parts of the thesis that were published in scientific publications.

1.1 Business Level Access Control Requirements and IT

The world is in an age when data has become the most valuable asset for organizations [70].
Unfortunately, that data needs to be protected as the interconnected digital world paves
the way for cybercriminal attacks. Its protection depends on an appropriate management
as well as the confidentiality of data. Nonetheless, the problem of cybercrime becomes
increasingly alarming and the amount of obligatory IT security and privacy laws is growing
[1]. The costs that organizations lose due to cybercriminal incidents is growing year by
year [12]. One major reason for that is that criminals have begun to organize themselves
in big and professional groups [116]. Thus, adhering to security and privacy requirements
given by corporate risk management, law and customers is becoming more essential for
organizations of all kinds. Both, IT security and privacy are non-functional requirements
affecting business processes as well as IT systems. Access control is a fundamental building
block of IT security and privacy that has to be implemented accurately. Defining and
enforcing ACRs is a challenging task. To cope with the rising amount of functional and
non-functional requirements stemming from various stakeholders, organizations model
business processes and EAAs.

On that account, the business level of an organization has several more goals to focus on
[25, 176]. Within the scope of this thesis, business level refers to service design managers
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and compliance managers which are defined by the Information Technology Infrastructure
Library (ITIL) [34]. The first goal is to identify critical business assets, such as sensitive
data and business secrets, classify them according to their protection needs and establish
appropriate organizational rules and standards to protect them. As only the business
level knows which assets are critical for the organization, they are in the sole position to
define appropriate IT security and privacy requirements. Defining and enforcing these
requirements is a challenging task [230].

To prevent cybercriminal attacks and resulting reputational damage, both leading to a
loss of monetary income, the business level has a second goal: establishing organization-
wide IT security and privacy strategies to enforce requirements. Many organizations
operate worldwide having branches and subsidiaries all over the world, that need to be
protected. This complex management task involves numerous departments, thousands
of employees and dozens of heterogeneous IT landscapes with various processes and
architectural models. There are guidelines like the ISO/IEC 27000-series [210] or the IT
Baseline Protection [117] from the German Federal Office for Security in Information
Technology (BSI) describing how to establish, manage and maintain information security
effectively in organizations. Among others, these guidelines describe ACRs from the
business level perspective. However, not only technical guidelines exist describing how
and where to establish security in an organization. Business process guidelines like ITIL
[34] and COBIT [32] that comprise sets of practices for IT service management have
also dedicated parts for governance and management of IT security and especially access
control. ITIL and COBIT focus on the alignment of IT services with business needs by
describing necessary services and their interactions. Best practice business processes, tasks
and checklists are provided to help describing the services in a way that organizations can
properly integrate these services.

Establishing organization-wide IT security and privacy is not enough. The business level
is increasingly stressed by governments to comply with a rising amount of laws regulating
IT security and data privacy. This is a challenging task, especially when operating in
different countries all over the world. Organizations have to adhere to each country’s
laws. Thus, IT compliance is the third goal of the business level. Laws pertaining IT
security exist for various sectors. The Basel Accords [36] and the Minimum Requirements
for Risk Management (MaRisk) [88] regulate bank capital adequacy, risk management and
market liquidity in the finance sector. For the sector of critical infrastructures, Germany
enacted, for example, the IT Security Act [89]. It seeks to establish state-of-the-art security
measures and an uniformly way to report security incidents to the national agency. This
affects facilities for electricity generation, gas/oil production, telecommunication, water
supply, agriculture, heating, public health, transportation systems, financial services and
security services, as they all belong to critical infrastructures. Another example from
the United States of America is the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) [103], that regulates the healthcare information flow through different healthcare
organizations. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [222] is another example. It
is a regulation of the European Union (EU) to strengthen the data protection of individuals
in EU countries. It prescribes security and privacy requirements and thus, ACRs for the
collection, processing and use of personal data in any organization. If an organization
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violates a law it is prosecuted. To avoid prosecution by the state and severe monetary
penalties, for example, up to four percent of the organization’s worldwide turnover accord-
ing to the GDPR, it becomes important for the business level to establish organization-wide
IT security and privacy strategies that comply with the laws. To make matters worse
the aforementioned laws are only a small part of the progressively growing amount of
regulations that pertain IT security and privacy. In [180] a security review of a super-
market information system exemplifies the numerous security and privacy requirements
stemming from various laws.

IT security and privacy defined at the business level have several advantages. The business
level knows best which assets are critical for the organization. They have a holistic
view of all organizational locations as well as communications and information flows
between all departments and branches. This holistic view comprises also knowledge
about communications with third parties. They are critical for the organization, as they
provide weak spots for attacks and information leakage. Furthermore, the business level
is the responsible organizational part to identify and incorporate regulations from laws,
obviously with the support of the legal department. Due to these facts, the business level
is most suited to define appropriate security and privacy requirements.

For the business level to fulfill the three aforementioned goals of a) defining critical assets
and their protection degree, b) establishing organization-wide IT security and privacy
strategies and c) enforcing IT compliance, support from the IT level is required. Within
the scope of this thesis, IT level refers to enterprise architects and security experts. They
are responsible to implement IT security and privacy appropriately. As access control
is a fundamental building block of both, IT security and privacy, this thesis focuses on
access control requirements (ACRs). All of the above-mentioned goals demand appropriate
establishment and enforcement of access control for organizational data because IT security
as well as privacy prescribe various access control restrictions.

While only the business level knows which assets need to be protected, only the IT level
is able to realize technical solutions. For example, access control is a part of information
systems and thus, implemented by the IT level. Several problems, on which I elaborate
in [25], such as different terminology, domain knowledge, domain-specific models and
modeling tools of the IT level and business level, widen a communication gap that may
lead to errors and security breaches. For example, the business level holds information in
laws and business processes, while the IT level works with EAAs and use cases. Gartner, an
American research and advisory firm for information technology insights, identifies several
enterprise architecture pitfalls [115] undermining the gap between the business level and
the IT level. Among others, they identify the following enterprise architecture pitfalls:
doing only technical domain-level architecture, insufficient stakeholder understanding,
not spending enough time for communications and not engaging businesspersons. The
authors conclude that there is a demand for a holistic modeling approach that includes
business and IT. I elaborate on the demand for a holistic modeling approach for IT security
and privacy in [24] and [25]. Gartner also identifies the complexity in understanding
correct requirements due to different knowledge and models of business and IT and states
this as a severe challenge of the business level [115]. These facts underline the existence
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of a communication gap that may lead to serious security breaches, as one error is enough
to undermine the whole organizational protection.

While an alignment between business and IT models is beneficial [90], it is hard to realize
due to various reasons [140, 230]. As a consequence, the business level and IT level are
not well aligned [37, 231] undermining the above-mentioned goals of the business level.
Additionally, the fact that organizations are evolving is often neglected making the matter
worse. Business processes, EAAs, systems, and requirements evolve steadily over time
and each has its own lifecycle. So far, these complex interrelations are not completely un-
derstood and are not adequately researched. Consequently, the IT and business level affect
each other in non-trivial ways [9]. For example, the business level defines requirements
implicitly in business processes, which are not part of the IT terminology. However, the
enterprise architect designs the EAA based on the information from the business processes
and this is done continuously as the whole organization evolves over time. As a result,
the different models are not well aligned with each other, representing not the requested
outcome [24, 25]. Another consequence is that decisions concerning the IT level cannot
be made reliably, since important business level information might not be considered [9].
As I described in [25] there are security analysis approaches for business models and also
for IT models. However, organizations face the problem to model IT security and privacy
holistically across models of business and IT and organizations have an increasing need to
design non-functional requirements uniformly to reduce design flaws and human errors
during the implementation of requirements. So far, there is no approach that solves this
problem holistically satisfying the three mentioned goals of the business level [25]. Hence,
there is a need to align business and IT models with regard to ACRs especially during
evolution scenarios.

Eliminating potential software faults and mistakes in an early development lifecycle is
important as it helps cutting down development costs significantly [43]. The later a fault
is identified the more complex and cost-intensive it is to repair it [40, 123]. A mistake that
is introduced during the requirements phase costs five times more to correct them during
the design phase, ten times more than during the code phase and 368 times more than
during the operation phase. Identifying mistakes in an early design phase is essential as
otherwise they lead to security breaches and information leakage undermining the aspired
goals of the business level. Besides the potential for security breaches, the costs to repair a
mistake is a key business driver for organizations to identify and prevent mistakes early
on during the realization of business requirements.

In order to align the models of the business level and the IT level with regard to ACRs and
identify mistakes and misalignments in an early design phase, it is necessary to understand
the mutual dependencies between the core models of the business level and IT level. On the
one hand, there is the lifecycle of business processes and on the other hand, the lifecycle
of EAAs and access control policies. Changes in one of them may need adjustments in the
others [9, 25]. For the purpose of supporting enterprise architects and security experts to
incorporate ACRs of the business level correctly, it is beneficial to:

a) help security experts to transfer ACRs from the business level correctly into access
control policies of the access control system.
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b) help enterprise architects to align the EAA with ACRs from the business level.

In this thesis, I propose an approach to automatically extract business level ACRs from the
business level artifact, namely business processes and transfer them to the design phase of
the IT level with the intention to tackle the above-mentioned problems (see also problem
statements in Section 1.2). In essence, the extracted ACRs are used to:

a) form an initial role model with access control policies for RBAC.

b) transform them into architectural data flow constraints in order to identify ACR
breaches in the EAA.

The approaches to extract ACRs from business processes is called BPMN Access Permis-
sion Extractor (BAcsTract) and Palladio Access Permission Extractor (PAcsTract). While
BAcsTract extracts ACRs from the de facto standard business process language Business
Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [5], PAcsTract extracts ACRs from IntBIIS_LP, a busi-
ness process language in the Palladio Component Model (PCM) [189]. On top of PAcsTract
a transformation algorithm called Access Permission Architecture Aligner (AcsALign)
transforms the extracted ACRs into architectural data flow constraints to identify ACR
breaches in the EAA.

As mentioned earlier mistakes in the RBAC role model and the EAA happen due to
misalignments during the design phase and especially during evolution scenarios. While
there are security analysis approaches on the business level side or on the IT level side, the
approaches presented in this thesis specifically help to identify and resolve misalignments
across models on both sides. Thus, the approaches facilitate an alignment of ACRs between
the core models of the business level and the IT level.

1.2 Problem Statement

To achieve the three goals of the business level a) Identifying assets to be protected, b) an
organization-wide IT security and privacy strategy, and c) compliance with laws, described
in the beginning of Chapter 1, the need arises for:

• an appropriate and compliant establishment of access control policies in the access
control system.

• an alignment between the EAA and the ACRs from the business level.

There are several key problems concerning this need, which are addressed as part of this
thesis.
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P1 Missing knowledge on IT level: Enterprise architects and security experts have typ-
ically not enough knowledge about which business assets are critical and the required
protection degree [25]. The overall view of communication to third parties and between
organizational departments is missing. Thus, the IT level is not able to define appropriate
ACRs. This means that essential knowledge about which systems are allowed to access
which assets and how to design the access control policies is missing on the IT level.
Only the holistic view of the business level has the required knowledge. This problem
corresponds to one of the aspired goals of the business level and is described in more detail
in Section 1.1.

P2 Different terminology between business and IT level: Typically, the business level is
concerned with regulations and business goals. Their way to express their knowledge is,
for example, in business processes. This thesis focuses on the Business Process Model and
Notation (BPMN) [5] as a representative language for business processes. While enterprise
architects design EAAs with prominently the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [6, 212],
security experts configure their access control systems for instance with access control
policies. However, different terminology, domain knowledge, domain-specific models and
modeling tools of the business and IT level widen a communication gap [115]. This may
lead to errors and security breaches. I elaborate on this in Section 1.1 and in more detail in
[25]. However, the business level is in the need of expressing ACRs in a way that the IT
level properly understands them because one mistake may undermine the whole security
of the organization. Due to these problems, EAAs and access control systems are not well
aligned with laws and business level ACRs [37, 231]. This is especially true for IT security
and privacy requirements [25]. The need of organizations to cope with these problems is
growing, such as shown in my systematic literature review [24]. Consequently, decisions
of the IT level cannot be made reliably, since important business level information may not
be considered [9]. All of these reasons may lead to serious security breaches undermining
the aspired goals of the business level.

P3 Experts needed to understand business level: A direct consequence from problem P2
is the need for experts who understand the terminology and models of both, the business
level and IT level. This requirement slows down the overall design process and makes it
more expensive. Especially in evolution scenarios, where the whole process of aligning
artifacts has to be repeated constantly the reliability on the expert’s skills is a factor that
brings in an error rate, as the experts have to work through a vast amount of artifacts (see
Section 2.2). There is no possibility to automatically check whether the produced results
from the experts are correct.

With regard to access control systems, organizations, especially bigger organizations,
are interested in role-based access control (RBAC) [2], as it has its advantages [8]. An
example is the medical industry where RBAC is common and widely deployed [65, 211].
Compared to other access control systems it is beneficial in themanagement and expression
of access control policies as well as in the provided security degree [8, 7]. The greater
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the number of employees in an organization the more RBAC simplifies complexity in
managing permission assignment and individual user permissions compared to other
access control concepts. In 2010 a NIST economic report estimated that RBAC research
has saved industry 1.1 billion dollar over multiple years [7]. Their conclusion was that
more than 80 percent of the analyzed organizations with an employee size more than 500
realized a better security strategy through the usage of roles and reduced administrative
costs. These are some reasons why RBAC is a widely used concept [7, 65, 91]. Its model
consists of roles containing the actual permissions. An additional hierarchy reduces the
amount of duplicate permissions and eases the management and assignment of employees
to permissions. The user is not assigned to permissions directly, but rather to roles. A role
can express a job of an employee, from a business point of view, for example, manager
and comprises all permissions needed by the manager. The resulting benefit for the
human resources department is a comprehensible assignment between permissions and
employees that makes the assignment process less error-prone, as the roles reflect the
jobs of employees [8]. In addition, the complexity in handling evolution of permissions in
large companies is reduced. Other benefits arise from the integrated separation of duties
concept, which allows restricting the power of individual employees [8]. This increases
the protection against internal fraud. As stated above, organizations have a need for a
compliant incorporation of ACRs into RBAC, but RBAC has its own challenges. More
information on RBAC is provided in Section 2.2.

P4 Costly and error-prone engineering of the RBAC role model: Due to the complexity
of RBAC systems, many organizations fear the change from their legacy access control
systems to RBAC, even though it brings a higher security degree [8]. Establishing RBAC
is both, costly [151] and error-prone [8, 151, 91]. Experts have to manually engineer
a role model containing roles, permissions and a hierarchy matching the needs of the
organization. This is a complex task. The challenge is to elicit appropriate roles, their
permissions and hierarchy matching the ACRs of the business level [91]. These circum-
stances make the overall engineering process slow, as the experts have to work through
a vast amount of documents to understand the ACRs of the organization [8]. Business
processes, process documentations and organizational charts are evaluated to develop an
appropriate role model. Depending on the size of the organization, business level artifacts
like business processes grow easily into hundreds, resulting in a vast amount of complex
and interrelated artifacts demanding a specific business knowledge to understand them.
This is a complicated and tedious task, which may end with errors inside the role model
[8, 35]. However, each error is a potential security threat to the organization, as it may
result in vulnerabilities and data leakage. While organizations continuously evolve, ACRs
change and demand adjustments. This increases the problem of errors due to the manual
adaptation process and increases the overall costs for RBAC.

P5Missing alignment between RBAC and business level access control requirements: Af-
ter security experts develop the role model (roles, their permissions and hierarchy) by
manually going through the vast amount of business processes, neither the security experts
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nor the business level can check if the resulting role model reflects the business level ACRs
correctly. The whole process of building the role model is manual and depends heavily
on experts. Furthermore, there is no traceability between the resulting role model and
the business artifacts, e.g., business processes. Due to missing traceability and the absent
possibility to check the role model automatically against ACRs from the business level,
RBAC is not well aligned with the business level ACRs. There is a lack of tool support for
security experts during the manual engineering of the role model.

Organizations aim for their business goals by executing business processes. Often software
systems are required to support these business processes. The EAA links business processes
and software systems by organizing the system landscape and services in an architecture.
It is an IT level artifact and designed by enterprise architects. As explained in Section 1.1,
the alignment of business processes and EAAs provides considerable benefits such as
efficiency, resource savings and increased performance [90] but this alignment is hard
to achieve due to various reasons [90, 140]. More information on EAAs is provided in
Section 2.3 and Section 6.3.1.

P6Complexanderror-pronedesigningof theenterpriseapplicationarchitecture: To cope
with the rising number of functional and non-functional requirements stemming from
different stakeholders, the enterprise architect designs the EAA. According to Gartner
[115], EAA requires a holistic approach that does not only focus on technical solutions
but involves stakeholders and businesspersons making it complex to design a correct EAA
[230]. In particular, modeling security and privacy requirements is complex [25]. Gartner
also identifies the complexity in understanding correct requirements due to different
knowledge and models of business and IT and states this as a severe challenge of the
business level. As previously described in Section 1.1, a communication gap exists that
may lead to design errors, undermining the whole organizational security. Such mistakes
are very cost-intensive if not found during the design phase [40, 123]. The most prominent
mistakes are logical and design mistakes. While logical mistakes simply arise from faults
and false solution approaches, design mistakes arise from unclear, false interpretation and
misunderstanding of requirements. All in all, designing a correct EAA with regard to the
business level ACRs is complex and error-prone.

P7 Missing alignment between enterprise application architecture and business level ac-
cess control requirements: The enterprise architect has to consider many functional and
non-functional requirements. Two of them are IT security and privacy requirements. A
fundamental building block of both are the ACRs stemming from laws and the business
level. The knowledge about critical business assets lies on the business level. This widens
a communication gap due to different terminology and domain specific models, making
it difficult for the enterprise architect to understand business level’s needs appropriately
[140] (see Section 1.1 for more details). Consequently, it is challenging to align the EAA
with business level ACRs correctly [231, 140]. Business processes and the EAA are mutually
dependent. They affect each other in non-trivial ways [9]. As a result, the models are
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not well aligned with each other, representing not the requested outcome [37]. They are
developed separately and without an appropriate and automatic transfer of ACRs from
the business level [25]. At this point, the enterprise architect lacks tool support to check
the EAA for violations of business level ACRs.

P8Missingsupportofevolutionscenarios forRBACandenterpriseapplicationarchitecture:
Evolution in organizations is a fact. Not only departments change but also business pro-
cesses, ACRs and EAAs change steadily. In reality, the business level and IT level are
tightly coupled. However, this is not the case for their models [37]. The models affect
each other in non-trivial ways [9]. Changes in business processes impose access control
changes and thus, require changes in RBAC and EAAs. To this point, different employees
in the organization are responsible for these artifacts and the evolutionary change is not
well studied and understood so far, especially for ACRs [25]. However, because of the
evolution of all the artifacts, an adaptation and alignment of these artifacts is crucial. This
adaptation process is complex and manual, resulting in mistakes endangering the overall
security of the organization as well as the aspired goals of the business level. Furthermore,
each mistake that is not identified during the design phase is very expensive later on [40,
123]. Overall, neither the IT level nor the business level knows or have tool support to
check if RBAC or the EAA are aligned correctly with the business level ACRs.

To cope with the problems illustrated in this section there is the need to help security
experts in building the role model in line with the ACRs from the business level and
furthermore, to help the enterprise architect to analyze the EAA for compliance with
business level ACRs.

1.3 Research Questions

Two needs arise from the three goals of the business level that were described in the
beginning of Chapter 1: an appropriate and compliant establishment of access control
policies in the access control system and an alignment between the EAA and the ACRs
from the business level. These needs lead to several key problems that were presented in
Section 1.2. In addition to these needs, the appropriate and compliant establishment of
RBAC and EAA has its own challenges. These challenges are also reflected in the context
of organizational evolution and are formulated as key problems in Section 1.2. This thesis
formulates research questions based on the problems described in Section 1.2 that arise
from the needs of the business level and IT level to align business level ACRs from business
processes with RBAC and the EAA. The research questions are structured in two layers.
The first layer, RQ1 to RQ8, state an overarching research question for each problem.
Afterwards, the second layer subdivides these overarching research questions into more
specific sub-questions, which are addressed in this thesis.
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RQ1 What kind of business knowledge can be extracted from business processes about ac-
cess control requirements? RQ1 arise from the problem that the IT level has missing
knowledge about which business assets are critical and their required protection degree
(P1). The essential knowledge about which systems are allowed to access which assets
and how to design appropriate access control policies resides at the business level. In
order to transfer the required business knowledge to the IT level, this thesis addresses the
following research questions that subdivide RQ1:

RQ1.1 Is the information about access control requirements from business processes
correctly and completely transferred into the role model?

RQ1.2 Are all extracted access control requirements from business processes analyzed
in the EAA?

In the case studies conducted in the course of this thesis, RQ1.1 and RQ1.2 will be addressed
with accuracy metrics.

RQ2 How can an alignment of business processes, RBAC and the enterprise application ar-
chitecture help the business level and IT level to better understand mutual dependencies
stemming from access control requirements? The different terminology, domain knowl-
edge, domain-specific models and modeling tools between the business level and IT level
widen a communication gap (P2). This may lead to errors and security breaches under-
mining the aspired goals of the business level. However, the business level is in need to
express ACRs in a way that the IT level understands properly. To address this problem
RQ2 needs to be answered. In order to close the communication gap between the business
level and IT level the sub-questions RQ1.1 and RQ1.2 of RQ1 need to be answered.

RQ3 What kind of business knowledge is no longer needed on the IT level when RBAC and
the enterprise application architecture are automatically aligned with business level ac-
cess control requirements? Experts are required on the IT level who understand different
terminologies and domain-specific models of the business level and IT level (P3), so that
business level ACRs can be correctly transferred to models of the IT level. This need slows
down the overall process of alignment, especially in evolution scenarios. Furthermore,
these experts bring in an additional error rate during the complex alignment process. To
address these problems RQ3 needs to be answered. In order to reduce complexity in the
alignment process, this thesis addresses the following research questions that subdivide
RQ3:

RQ3.1 Is the number of artifacts, which the security experts need to process manually,
reduced?

RQ3.2 Are any extensions or modifications of EAA or business process models required
for the architectural analysis?
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RQ4 To what extent can an automatic extraction of business level access control require-
mentsmake role engineeringmore efficient? RQ4 arise from the complexity of engineer-
ing an appropriate role model for RBAC (P4). Experts are required who have business-
and IT-specific knowledge. During the role engineering, they have to manually work
through a vast amount of business processes. Furthermore, the role model requires contin-
uous adjustment due to organizational evolution. Both problems make the overall role
engineering process slow, costly and error-prone. In order to make the role engineering
more efficient and reduce the errors through the use of BAcsTract and PAcsTract, the
sub-question RQ3.1 of RQ3 needs to be answered and additionally, this thesis addresses
the following research question with regard to RQ4:

RQ4.1 Can parts of the role engineering process be automated?

RQ5HowcanRBACbealignedwithbusiness level access control requirements? Themiss-
ing alignment between RBAC and business level ACRs arise from the fact that security
experts have to manually work through a vast amount of business processes to elicit ACRs
(P5). This is a manual task that is tedious and complex and does not provide enough
traceability between the resulting role model and the business processes. To support this
process by establishing traceability between the role model and the business processes
with regard to ACRs, this thesis addresses the following research question with regard to
RQ5:

RQ5.1 Is a generated role model element always originating from a business process
element and thus traceable?

RQ6 To what extent can an identification of access control requirement breaches in the
enterprise application architecturemake error resolutionmore efficient? The enterprise
architect designs the EAA to cope with the rising number of functional and non-functional
requirements of the business level, for example, IT security, privacy and ACRs that stem
from various stakeholders. In particular modeling security and privacy requirements is
complex. Another challenge lies in the complexity of correctly understanding requirements
due to different terminology and domain-specific models between the business level and
IT level. Consequences are logical and design mistakes. Logical mistakes simply happen
from faults and false solution approaches. Design mistakes happen due to misunderstood
requirements. Hence, designing an appropriate EAA is complex and error-prone (P6). To
tackle this problem RQ6 needs to be addressed. In order to reduce complexity as well as
logical and design mistakes, this thesis addresses the following research questions that
subdivide RQ6:

RQ6.1 Are logical and design mistakes of service call input/output parameters identified?

RQ6.2 What is the accuracy of identified ACR breaches in the EAA?
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RQ7How can the enterprise application architecture be alignedwith business level access
control requirements? RQ7 arises from the missing alignment between the EAA and
business level ACRs (P7). While the enterprise architect has to design an enterprise applica-
tion in compliance with ACRs, the knowledge about critical business assets and ACRs lies
on the business level. This and other reasons make it difficult for the enterprise architect to
correctly understand and implement business level needs [230, 90]. Additionally, business
processes and the EAA are mutually dependent. This means they affect each other in
non-trivial ways making it difficult to align these models with each other. To support the
enterprise architect in the establishing of a traceability between the EAA and the business
processes and thus, to align both in terms of ACRs, this thesis addresses the following
research question with regard to RQ7:

RQ7.1 What is the accuracy of generated traceability information in the ACR mapping
model?

RQ8 How can an alignment of business processes, RBAC and the enterprise application
architecture support evolution scenarios of business processes, RBAC and the enterprise
application architecture? Organizations and their domain-specific models evolve con-
stantly over time. However, models of the business level and IT level are coupled tightly in
practice. Changes in business processes may require changes in RBAC or the EAA. Thus,
during evolution scenarios adjustments in each model are inevitable. This evolutionary
change is not well studied and understood so far, especially for ACRs (P8). The alignment
process itself is manual, complex, error-prone and lacks appropriate tool support. To tackle
this problem RQ8 needs to be addressed. In order to align business processes, RBAC and
the EAA during evolution scenarios, this thesis addresses the following research questions
that subdivide RQ8:

RQ8.1 Can changes of the role model resulting through changes in business processes
be computed automatically?

RQ8.2 Can the architectural analysis be automatically computed in evolution scenarios?

1.4 Approach

To tackle the problems introduced in Section 1.2, this thesis proposes an approach to align
models of the business level with models of the IT level in terms of ACRs. The need for an
alignment arises from several business level goals, whose importance grows increasingly
(see Section 1.1). Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [5] is a semi-formal
notation and the most prominent modeling language for business processes [23, 213].
Another language is Petri nets [170] that provide a formalized view of business processes.
Transformations between both exists. A major aim of this thesis is to provide approaches
that need minimal to no adjustments or extensions to the domain specific models that are
prominently used in organizations. The approaches of this thesis are designed in a way to
impose nearly no additional overhead and require no additional expertise in order to be
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utilized. This is achieved by reusing already existing models for business processes and
IT architecture, that organizations have to design anyway. Due to this reason, this thesis
focuses on BPMN, the de facto standard modeling language for business processes [23,
213], as the main business level artifact.

The idea of this thesis is to reuse implicit knowledge about ACRs that lies in business
processes (business level artifact) and to transfer this knowledge to RBAC and EAAs
(IT level artifacts). Many organizations, especially big organizations, model business
processes to automate and improve the quality of their organizational processes. There
are many laws and security guidelines like the IT Security Act [89], the ISO/IEC 27000-
series [210] and the IT Baseline Protection [117] prescribing or recommending security
mechanisms, including ACRs. Many organizations implement them either by prescription
or due to business level obligations. Another kind of guidelines, like ITIL [34], details
practices for IT service management. ITIL improves quality of IT services in a standardized
manner by using best practices to establish effective and appropriate business processes.
Therefore, ITIL proposes a set of business processes that help to align IT with business
level needs. A specific part of ITIL focuses on access control, providing various business
processes for access control and best practices on how to incorporate access control into
all organizational business processes. These facts make business processes a rich reservoir
for business level ACRs, as not only laws are reflected in them, but also business level
needs and IT security and privacy demands (see further explanation in Section 1.1 and
Section 1.2).

In addition to BPMN, another business process language is chosen, IntBIIS_LP, which is
coupled closer with IT architectures and EAAs. This allows to research how information
about ACRs can be transformed to and used in EAAs. IntBIIS_LP is an extension that
introduces business processes to PCM, which is an architecture modeling and state-of-
the-art performance prediction approach [189]. Conceptually IntBIIS_LP is based on the
BPMN standard and introduces a minimal required set of BPMN elements [5].

The approaches to align business processes with domain models of the IT level tackle the
problems introduced in Section 1.2. Their purpose is to enable security experts to engineer
a more correct role model for RBAC more quickly and to help enterprise architects in
designing a more aligned and less flawed EAA. The idea intends to impose only little
additional effort to utilize the approaches, by reusing already existing models of business
processes and architectures that have to be designed anyway. This makes the approaches
especially useful during evolution scenarios, where many misalignments of models are
produced due to human errors (see further explanations in Section 1.1). In summary,
business level ACRs are extracted from already existing business processes automatically
to form:

a) an initial role model with access control policies for RBAC.

b) architectural data flow constraints to analyze the EAA for data flows that violate
business level ACRs.

In case a) this thesis proposes the approaches BPMN Access Permission Extractor (BAc-
sTract) and Palladio Access Permission Extractor (PAcsTract). While BAcsTract extracts
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implicit ACRs from business processes defined in the de facto standard business process
language BPMN, PAcsTract extracts them from IntBIIS_LP. In both cases, the automatically
extracted business level ACRs are used to form an initial role model for RBAC. BAcsTract
and PAcsTract help security experts during the role engineering process to build an initial
role model automatically and to incorporate all ACRs from the business level correctly
and completely. During the role engineering process, security experts only have to extend
the initial role model with technical ACRs making the overall role engineering process
quicker, more cost effective and more importantly, less error-prone. Additionally, an ACR
mapping model is computed automatically that links elements of business processes with
elements of RBAC. This establishes an alignment that helps the business level as well as
security experts to better understand design decisions and mutual dependencies of the
models. More details on BAcsTract and PAcsTract are presented in Chapter 3.

In case b) this thesis proposes the approach Access Permission Architecture Aligner
(AcsALign). AcsALign builds on top of the extraction of business level ACRs and transforms
the extracted ACRs into architectural data flow constraints. Then these constraints are
used in an architectural data flow analysis on the EAA to identify forbidden data flows.
Forbidden data flows represent violations of the ACRs, i.e., that the EAAs has logical
or design mistakes. While logical mistakes simply arise from faults and false solution
approaches, design mistakes arise from unclear, false interpretation and misunderstanding
of requirements. They are the most prominent mistakes made in the EAA, which happen,
for example, due to the complexity of building EAAs (see Section 1.2 for more details).
The identification of logical and design mistakes in the EAA helps the enterprise architect
to resolve these mistakes and to provide a correct and aligned EAA with regard to ACRs.
Furthermore, AcsALign extends the previously built ACR mapping model by linking
elements of the EAA with elements of RBAC and business processes together. This
establishes a better alignment and comprehensibility of design decisions. Morover, the
ACR mapping model helps the enterprise architect throughout the resolution of identified
mistakes by providing helpful information that foster the comprehensibility about the
mistakes. Further details on AcsALign are presented in Chapter 3.

There are manifold scenarios in which BAcsTract, PAcsTract and AcsALign can be utilized
throughout the organizational processes. The engineering and establishment of RBAC and
the EAA, are only the obvious ones. As organizations and their domain-specific models
constantly evolve, a periodic adaptation of the models and systems is required. This creates
a wide scope of evolution scenarios where the approaches of this thesis can be utilized to
either improve the adaptation processes or predict required changes and misalignments in
one of the three aforementioned models that are stemming from changes in other models.
A detailed explanation of how the approaches of this thesis can be utilized in organizations
is presented in Chapter 4.
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1.5 Scope and Assumptions

To explain under which circumstances the proposed approaches show most effects the
scope of this work and the assumptions are discussed in this section. The various laws
that regulate IT security and privacy [222, 89, 88, 36] as well as the different IT security
guidelines [210, 117] build the fundamentals for the business level to identify critical
business assets and establish organization-wide IT security as well as privacy strategies
and adhere to regulations. These guidelines and regulations are a key business driver for
the business level to tailor organization specific ACRs and incorporate them into their
information systems.

The business level considers ACRs during the design of business processes. There are
various guidelines [34, 32] supporting this design phase. In the scope of this thesis, I
assume that ACRs incorporated into business processes by the business level are legally
correct and in line with the business goals introduced in Chapter 1. The reason is that
this thesis focuses not on identifying erroneously defined ACRs at the business level, but
on defining an automated transformation of ACRs from business processes to IT level
artifacts. For the same reason I assume that business processes are designed syntactically
and semantically correct.

Organizations that define business processes can benefit most from the approaches of this
thesis, as these business processes serve as input for the approaches. Especially during
evolution scenarios the approaches can directly propagate changes in business processes
with regard to ACRs to the IT. As this thesis focuses on the alignment of ACRs between
the business level and IT level, organizations with many or complex access control policies
or organizations with high-security requirements can benefit most from the approaches
presented in this thesis.

In terms of access control, organizations utilizing RBAC [2] or hybrid RBAC concepts (see
Section 6.2.5) can profit the most. The extracted ACRs can be used with various access
control concepts, but this thesis focuses on RBAC, as it is widely used among organizations
of all kind [7] (see Section 2.2 for more explanations regarding RBAC). The healthcare
sector is a prominent example [211]. Furthermore, RBAC is also used in combination
with other access control concepts (hybrid RBAC concepts are presented in Section 6.2.5).
An example is the combination of attribute-based access control (ABAC) with RBAC.
Nonetheless, in hybrid RBAC concepts roles and permissions are still required. Hence, the
approaches of this thesis can provide considerable benefit by generating them. Based on
the generated information security experts can either manually complete the required
access control policies or it is possible to extend the approaches in order to extract the
required information from other sources. Another reason why RBAC was taken as the
access control concept is that the granularity of RBAC policies is well suited in order to
extract appropriate access control policies from business processes in order to align the
RBAC with the business processes.

Among RBAC there are two disciplines to engineer the role model and its access permis-
sions. Role engineering elicits role models from business artifacts in a manual process,
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while role mining elicits role models from already existing access control policies in IT
systems. Both are described in Section 2.2 in more detail. The approaches proposed in
this thesis are role engineering approaches, as they extract ACRs from business processes.
However, a major difference to other role engineering approaches is that the extraction
of the role model from the business processes is automated and does not require any
significant human intervention.

In the area of enterprise architecture this thesis focuses on aligning the EAA with business
processes. Therefore, I assume that business processes and the EAA are built in a top-down
manner, meaning that the IT level has to meet the requirements of the business level
(i.e. business processes). Organizations with such scenarios can benefit most from the
approaches of this thesis, but other evolution scenarios of organizations, where changes
in RBAC or the EAA impacts the business processes, are also supported. Still Chapter 4
elaborates on the spectrum of scenarios in which organizations may utilize the approaches
of this thesis. In particular, the chapter states how organizations may utilize the approaches
throughout different evolution scenarios.

The approaches of this thesis have three fundamental objectives which were considered
during their design. The first and most significant objective is, that the approaches aim
for imposing least possible effort for organizations in order to utilize them. This reflects,
for example, in the input models of the approaches. The concepts of the approaches are
build on de facto standard languages as BPMN [23, 213] and UML [212] and on models
as business processes and EAAs that most organizations have to design anyway. Second,
the approaches transfer implicitly modeled business knowledge about ACRs to the IT
level. This objective is tightly coupled with the first objective and is reflected in the
fact that the approaches do not build upon extended modeling languages that introduce
and thus, require specific modeling of security related information as part of the input
models. However, the approaches presented in this thesis are compared and delineated
from approaches that utilize modeling extensions as part of the related work in Chapter 6.
The third objective is that the approaches of this thesis aim to align ACRs across models
of the business level (business processes) and IT level (RBAC and EAAs) during evolution
scenarios, because throughout evolution scenarios most misalignments and mistakes are
introduced.

1.6 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis consist of the approaches BAcsTract, PAcsTract and
AcsALign. They extract business level ACRs from business processes, to align them with
role models of RBAC and EAAs. Thereby, the approaches address the problems described
in Section 1.2 with the following contributions.

C1 Extract business level access control requirements from business processes: In many
organizations, especially organizations dealing with critical infrastructure, business pro-
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cesses are full of ACRs from the business level. By extracting these ACRs the knowledge
about critical assets and their protection degrees is transferred from the business level
to the IT level (P1). This bridges the communication gap between the business level and
IT level that widens due to different terminology and domain-specific models in terms
of ACRs. Furthermore, this helps the IT level to better understand the demands of the
business level (P2). After the knowledge about ACRs is extracted, it is transformed into
domain-specific models of the IT level. Thus, the knowledge is transferred automatically
and the necessity for experts and dependencies on their skills is reduced (P3).

C2Establish anACRmappingmodel for access control requirements betweenbusiness pro-
cesses, RBAC and the enterprise application architecture: The different terminology and
domain-specific models between the business level and the IT level widen a communication
gap (P2). Consequently, understanding correct ACRs is challenging and requires experts
having expertise in both domains (P3). Both problems are tackled by interconnecting
access control relevant elements of business processes with elements of RBAC and the EAA.
This establishes an ACR mapping model that allows to track design decisions regarding
ACRs across the three mentioned models and thus, couples the domain-specific models
together. Experts, but also the business level and IT level, are supported in understanding
design decisions in models outside of their expertise. As elements of business processes
are connected to elements of RBAC and the EAA, an alignment between these models
is established (P5 and P7). This is also the case for evolution scenarios of each of these
models (P8).

C3 Build initial RBAC rolemodel from extracted access control requirements: ACRs from
the business level, which are extracted from business processes, are transformed to an
initial role model for RBAC. Theoretically, the ACRs can be transformed into any model
or policy required by a particular access control system. This thesis focuses on RBAC due
to the enormous potential for organizations as explained in Section 1.2 and Section 2.2.
The generated initial RBAC role model possesses ACRs form the business level, making
the error-prone and cumbersome process of manually extracting ACRs from business
processes by security experts, unnecessary. The resulting role model has a complete set of
ACRs that resided in the business processes. After the generation of the initial role model
it can be extended by security experts with technical ACRs. Altogether, the automatically
generated initial role model eases the cumbersome and error-prone work of the security
experts of going through the vast amount of business processes (P3). This fact also eases
the difficulties for organizations to migrate to RBAC systems, as the overall process is
accelerated as well as less error-prone due to automation and simultaneously does not
impose additional effort on organizations due to the usage of de facto standard models
that are designed anyway (P4). The traceability between the role model elements of RBAC
and business process elements, which is established by the ACR mapping model, allows
an alignment of RBAC with business level ACRs (P5). Due to the automated generation of
the initial role model and the established traceability of elements by the ACR mapping
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model, a faster adaptation and better support is facilitated during evolution scenarios (P8).
This provides the opportunity to react faster to changes of evolution scenarios.

C4 Generate architectural data flow constraints for data flow analysis in the enterprise ap-
plication architecture: The extracted ACRs from business processes are transformed into
architectural data flow constraints. These constraints are verified by using a data flow
analysis on the EAA. This reflects whether the designed architecture is aligned with the
ACRs from the business level (P7). Any identified forbidden data flow indicates that the
designed architecture has logical or design mistakes which violate ACRs. Furthermore,
the identification of forbidden data flows enables the enterprise architect to identify the
security breach and resolve it at design time (P6). This reduces the requirements to rely on
expert knowledge in order to identify security breaches resulting from ACR breaches and
increases the comprehensibility of identified security breaches and related design decision
through the provided results of the architectural data flow analysis (P3). Moreover, ACR
breaches are resolved before the implementation phase, after which the change of software
systems is costly, complicated and sometimes even impossible [40, 123]. The automated
analysis that checks whether the EAA complies with the ACRs from the business level,
also supports evolution scenarios of business processes, RBAC and EAAs. It means the
analysis enables to check whether a change in the role model or business processes or the
EAA leads to an ACR breach and thus, requires a change in the EAA (P8).

C5Ahigh-level process to alignRBACand the enterprise application architecturewithbusi-
ness levelaccesscontrol requirements: Models of the IT level and the business level affect
each other in non-trivial ways. Neither role models of RBAC nor EAAs are well aligned
with business processes, which are designed by the business level. This is especially true
for ACRs (P5 and P7). Therefore, this thesis proposes a high-level process for organizations
that explains how to utilize BAcsTract, PAcsTract and AcsALign in order to align RBAC
and EAAs with ACRs from business processes.

C6 A high-level process to identify inconsistencies betweenmodels in evolution scenarios
of business processes, RBAC and the enterprise application architecture: Business pro-
cesses, RBAC and the EAA affect each other in non-trivial ways and are not well aligned.
This is especially problematic as business processes, RBAC and EAAs evolve constantly
over time. An evolution of one model may require adaptations in the others. This adapta-
tion process is complex and is done manually. Consequently, this process produces errors
endangering the overall security of the organization (P8). This thesis proposes a high-level
process for organizations that explains how to utilize BAcsTract, PAcsTract and AcsALign
throughout different evolution scenarios to understand mutual dependencies and compare
model alternatives with each other.

Within the scope of this thesis I conducted several case studies to validate the approaches
and proposed contributions (see Chapter 5). For each case study a goal question metric
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(GQM) model [181] is developed to systematically conduct the case study and measure re-
sults. The goals of the GQMmodel are derived from the problems introduced in Section 1.2.
The proposed contributions of this section are related to the goals of the GQM model,
as they address the aforementioned problems. Research questions stated in Section 1.3
match with the questions of the GQM model. For each question metrics are introduced to
measure the results and to finally derive whether the goals are achieved. The case studies
use two different case study systems to validate the approaches of this thesis. First, the
community-driven case study system Common Component Modeling Example (CoCoME)
is used. It covers a real-world supermarket chain with several evolution scenarios. Second,
a collaboration with a national art gallery was done in order to elicit business processes,
the EAA and build a role model. Both case study systems are explained in more detail in
Section 5.1.2 and Section 5.2.2 of Chapter 5.

1.7 Outline

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:

• Chapter 2: introduces the foundations concerning business processes, RBAC, EAAs,
Palladio and IntBIIS. Section 2.1 introduces BPMN, the de facto standard modeling
language for business processes, followed by the access control method RBAC in
Section 2.2. Afterwards, Section 2.3 introduces EAAs. The last two sections present
PCM, a modeling language for IT architectures and IntBIIS, which introduces a
modeling language for business processes as part of PCM.

• Chapter 3: presents the approaches BAcsTract and PAcstract for extracting ACRs
from business processes to form a RBAC role model and the approach AcsALign to
identify ACR breaches in EAAs. Section 3.1 begins with the formal concepts of the
approaches and lays down which characteristics modeling languages of business
processes and EAAs have to fulfill in order to utilize the approaches. Afterwards,
Section 3.2 describes the realization of the concepts from the previous section for
the modeling languages BPMN and PCM. Therefore, Section 3.2.1 defines the input
for BAcsTract, PAcsTract and AcsALign along with relevant boundary conditions.
Section 3.2.2 provides an overview over the input models for the approaches, re-
sponsible roles and assumptions of this thesis. Afterwards, Section 3.2.3 explains in
detail the approaches BAcsTract and PAcsTract and how they extract ACRs from
business processes to form a RBAC role model, followed by an explanation of Ac-
sALign and how it uses the output of PAcsTract to identify ACR breaches in EAAs
in Section 3.2.4. This chapter concludes with a discussion about BAcsTract and
PAcsTract in Section 3.3 and a discussion about AcsALign in Section 3.4.

• Chapter 4: elaborates on how organizations can utilize the approaches from the
previous chapter throughout different evolution scenarios of business processes and
EAAs. It describes how organizations can align their business processes with RABC
and EAA when using the approaches. Therefore, Section 4.1 briefly discusses the
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phases that organizations typically undergo when establishing business processes,
as well as an EAA and a role model. Afterwards, Section 4.2 outlines the phases
when the approaches of this thesis are utilized. Section 4.3 concludes this chapter
with a discussion about benefits and limitations resulting from the utilization of the
approaches in evolution scenarios.

• Chapter 5: describes the experimental validation of the approaches. Section 5.1
presents the first case study based on the Common Component Modeling Example
(CoCoME). While Section 5.1.1 derives research questions and metrics from valida-
tion goals according to the GQM method [181], Section 5.1.2 introduces the case
study system CoCoME. CoCoME is a community driven case study for collaborative
empirical research on software evolution approaches that illustrates a comprehensive
supermarket chain. Section 5.1.3 discusses the results and findings of the case study
and Section 5.1.4 discusses four aspects of validity with regard to the case study
research. The first case study is concluded with a summary in Section 5.1.5. The
second case study in Section 5.2 describes the real-world case study of a national art
gallery which evolves due to digitalization. While Section 5.2.1 derives research ques-
tions and metrics from validation goals according to the GQM method, Section 5.2.2
introduces business processes and the EAA of the national art gallery. Afterwards,
Section 5.2.3 discusses the findings of the case study and Section 5.2.4 elaborates on
the four aspects of validity with regard to the second case study. The second case
study concludes with a summary in Section 5.2.5.

• Chapter 6: discusses the related work concerning the contributions of this thesis.
Section 6.1 begins with a discussion of IT security and privacy extensions for business
process languages and architecture languages as well as transformation approaches
for IT security and privacy attributes based on these language extensions. Section 6.2
surveys related approaches with regard to RBAC. Therefore, the contributions of this
thesis are contrasted to existing role engineering, role mining and hybrid approaches.
Role mining approaches that optimize the role model hierarchy and hybrid access
control concepts that include or extend RBAC are discussed, too. Finally, Section 6.3
elaborates on the relation of enterprise architecture management to the approaches
of this thesis and on differences to security analysis approaches that are based on de
facto standard IT architecture models.

• Chapter 7: concludes the thesis by summarizing the scientific contributions and
research findings in Section 7.1, laying down how security experts, enterprise archi-
tects, the business level and the organization as a whole benefit from utilizing the
approaches presented inSection 7.2, recapitulating assumptions and limitation in
Section 7.3 and outlining future work on the alignment of the business level and IT
level with regard to ACRs in Section 7.4 of this thesis.
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1.8 Previous Publications

1.8 Previous Publications

The approaches, concepts and experimental results presented in this thesis are published in
scientific publications. In the following, these scientific publications are briefly introduced.

1: Sascha Alpers, Roman Pilipchuk, Andreas Oberweis, and Ralf Reussner.
“Identifying Needs for a Holistic Modelling Approach to Privacy Aspects in En-
terprise Software Systems”. In: Proceedings of the 4th International Conference
on Information Systems Security and Privacy (ICISSP). vol. 1. 2018, pp. 74–82.
doi: 10.5220/0006606200740082

A systematic literature review to compare modeling approaches of business and IT was
done in the first publication. It identifies the need for a holistic modeling approach for IT
security and privacy beginning at the business level models and continuing to the IT level
models.

2: Roman Pilipchuk, Stephan Seifermann, and Emre Taspolatoglu. “Defining a
Security-Oriented Evolution Scenario for the CoCoME Case Study”. In: 4nd
Collaborative Workshop on Evolution and Maintenance of Long-Living Software
Systems (EMLS'17). Vol. 37. Softwaretechnik Trends 2. 2017, pp. 70–73

A security review of an information system exemplifying the numerous IT security and
privacy requirements stemming from an increasing number of laws is demonstrated in
the second publication.

3: Roman Pilipchuk, Stephan Seifermann, and Robert Heinrich. “Aligning
Business Process Access Control Policies with Enterprise Architecture”. In: Pro-
ceedings of the ACM Central European Cybersecurity Conference 2018. CECC’18.
ACM Association for Computing Machinery, 2018, 17:1–17:4. doi: 10.1145/
3277570.3277588

The general approach of extracting business level ACRs (BAcsTract) and transforming
them to RBAC and EAAs (AcsALign) is illustrated with a real-world running example in
the third publication.

4: Roman Pilipchuk. “Coping with Access Control Requirements in the Context
of Mutual Dependencies between Business and IT”. in: Proceedings of the ACM
Central European Cybersecurity Conference 2018. CECC’18. ACM Association
for Computing Machinery, 2018, 16:1–16:4. doi: 10.1145/3277570.3277587

Problems and soaring needs concerning role engineering and how BAcsTract and Ac-
sALign may be utilized by organizations to cope with them in various evolution scenarios
are presented in the fourth publication.
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5: Sascha Alpers, Roman Pilipchuk, Andreas Oberweis, and Ralf Reussner.
“The Current State of the Holistic Privacy and Security Modelling Approach
in Business Process and Software Architecture Modelling”. In: Information
Systems Security and Privacy (2019). Ed. by Paolo Mori, Steven Furnell, and
Olivier Camp, pp. 109–124. doi: 10.1007/978-3-030-25109-3

The fifth publication is a systematic literature review and elaborates on the communication
gap between the business level and the IT level arising from different terminology, domain
knowledge, domain-specific models and modeling tools. It discusses the three aspired goals
of the business level (identifying critical business assets, establishing organization-wide
IT security and privacy strategies and complying with IT security and privacy laws) and
that ACRs are a fundamental building block to achieve all the three goals.

6: Roman Pilipchuk, Robert Heinrich, and Ralf Reussner. “Automatically
Extracting Business Level Access Control Requirements from BPMN Models
to Align RBAC Policies”. In: Proceedings of the 7th International Conference
on Information Systems Security and Privacy (ICISSP). vol. 1. ScitePress, 2021,
pp. 300–307. doi: 10.5220/0010184403000307

A detailed explanation and discussion of BAcsTract alongside with a case study and the
GQM model is presented in the sixth publication.

7: Roman Pilipchuk, Stephan Seifermann, Robert Heinrich, and Ralf Reussner.
“Challenges in Aligning Enterprise Application Architectures to Business Pro-
cess Access Control Requirements in Evolutional Changes”. In: Proceedings
of the 18th International Conference on e-Business (ICE-B). ScitePress, 2021,
pp. 13–24. doi: 10.5220/0010511800130024

The seventh publication contains a detailed presentation of PAcsTract and AcsALign
including a case study with the corresponding GQM model.
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2 Foundations

This chapter introduces the foundations on which the approaches of this thesis, BAc-
sTract, PAcsTract and AcsALign, are based on. Section 2.1 describes the business process
modeling language Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) along with its basic
modeling elements. Business process models in BPMN are consumed by BAcsTract as
input. BAcsTract extracts ACRs from the BPMN models to generate a role model for
RBAC. Section 2.2 introduces the concept of role-based access control (RBAC), its value
and adaptation in the industry as well as role engineering and role mining, two types of
methods on how to elicit access permissions for RBAC. Section 2.3 presents briefly the
required fundamentals in the area of enterprise application architectures (EAA). The final
two sections introduce the Palladio Component Model (PCM) and the Palladio extension
Integrated Business IT Impact Simulation (IntBIIS), which introduces business processes
in PCM. IntBIIS is extended in this thesis with IntBIIS_LP to introduce a basic set of
business process elements into PCM. The approaches BAcsTract and PAcstract of this
thesis generate role models for RBAC. In contrast to BAcsTract, PAcsTract does this by
consuming business process models in IntBIIS_LP. The approach AcsALign of this thesis,
that uses PAcsTract to extract ACRs from business processes, aligns EAAs modeled in
PCM with business process ACRs.

2.1 Business Process Model and Notation

Business processes reflect the business activities of an organization by specifying sequences
of tasks that are done by employees and information systems. [158] categorizes business
process languages into traditional, object-oriented, dynamic, and integration languages.
Traditional languages such as Event Process Chains focus on understandability. An
exception are Petri nets that focus on analyzability. These languages focus on describing the
behavior within business processes. While object-oriented languages such as UML focus
on defining structures, integration languages focus on exchange formats to orchestrate
services. The language Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) is part of the
dynamic languages. They also focus on behavior description. In 2004 the Business Process
Management Initiative developed and specified the BPMN standard [5]. They invented it to
provide a notation to design business processes that are easy to design and understandable
by all stakeholders. Today, BPMN achieved mass adoption and is the de facto standard
modeling language for business processes in all kinds of organizations [23, 213].
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2.1.1 Basic Model Elements

BPMNuses graphical notations to visualize the flow of activities for interacting participants.
It has four basic element categories:

• Flow objects: are the core describing elements in BPMN and consist of events,
activities and gateways.

• Connecting objects: are the connectors between the various flow objects.

• Swimlanes: organize activities into different responsibilities.

• Artifacts: are elements that allow to provide additional context within the other
business process elements.

The flow objects events, activities and gateways are the three core elements in BPMN.
Figure 2.1 visualizes them.

Name

Event

Activitiy

Gateway

Figure 2.1: The flow objects of BPMN.

Events represent something that happens during a business process, for example, an
indicator light that goes on. Such an event affects the flow in a process by triggering a
sequence of activities or indicating a result that finishes the business process. Events are
represented by circles. There are three event types. The circle on the left of Figure 2.1
indicates a start event. It marks the beginning of a business process. The circle in the
middle of Figure 2.1 is an intermediate event that is triggered during a business process.
Finally, the circle on the right of Figure 2.1 marks an end event that indicates that the
business process is finished. The rounded box in the middle of Figure 2.1 denotes an
activity. It represents a task that an employee or an information system does in order to
achieve the goal of the business processes. An activity can also represent a sub-process, if it
has a small plus sign in the bottom. Sub-processes are used to hide a process in an activate
of a superior business process. Gateways are represented as diamonds and are used to
control the divergence and convergence of sequence flows. This is, for example, used to
illustrate different cases of decisions. The gateway on the left of Figure 2.1 represents a
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split of alternative paths based on a decision, while the gateway on the right represents a
fork for parallel paths without any further conditions.

Connecting objects interconnect the various flow objects to form a control flow. Figure 2.2
visualizes them.

Sequence Flow

Message Flow

Association

Figure 2.2: The connecting objects of BPMN.

A sequence flow is used to define the control flow of a business process by defining the
sequence in which the activities have to be performed. When an activity is finished, the
sequence flow shows the next activity that has to be done. A massage flow is used to define
the flow of messages that are exchanged between the boundaries of pools. Associations
are used to interconnect artifacts with other flow objects. For example, in the context of
data objects the association indicates whether the data object is required as input for an
activity or is produced as an output of an activity.

Swimlanes are elements to organize activities into separate visual parts to illustrate different
responsibilities. Figure 2.3 visualizes them.

La
ne

Po
ol

La
ne

 1
La

ne
 2

Lane

Pool

Figure 2.3: The swimlanes of BPMN.

The top of Figure 2.3 shows a lane. The lane groups activities into a single responsibility
together. The lower part of Figure 2.3 illustrates a pool with two lanes. The pool is used
to group one or more lanes together, which is used to illustrate departments or different
organizations.
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Artifacts are elements in BPMN that allow to add specific information and context to a
business process. There are three different elements that belong to the category of artifacts
that are shown in Figure 2.4.

Text

Data object

Group

Annotation

Figure 2.4: The artifacts of BPMN.

Data objects represent data that is required or produced in an activity. Data objects with
three dashed lines inside represent a collection. A group is used to add another layer of
activity grouping. In contrast to lanes they does not affect the sequence flow in a business
process. Annotations provide the possibility to add further textual information.Prepare Advertisements and Discounts (simplified)
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Figure 2.5: Shows the business process Prepare Advertisements and Discounts of a supermarket store.

Figure 2.5 shows an example process in BPMN. It depicts the process Prepare Advertise-
ments and Discounts of a supermarket store and has a pool named CoCoME Store and two
lanes named Store Manager and Marketing Manager. The process is triggered by the store
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manager, who decides to renew advertisements and discounts of the store. This is shown
by the start event in the lane store manager in the top left corner of Figure 2.5. Therefore,
the store manager reviews the previously issued advertisement schedules and prepares a
new advertisement request for the marketing manager in the activity Prepare advertise-
ment request. This activity requires the input data collection Advertisement schedule and
produces the data object Advertisement request. Afterwards, he sends the advertisement
request to the marketing manager which is represented by the activity Issue advertisement
request to marketing manager. The marketing manager receives this advertisement request
and begins the preparation of a new advertisement schedule according to the advertise-
ment request of the store manager (activities Receive advertisement request and Prepare
advertisement strategy and goals). In order to select proper advertisements and discounts
he analyzes customer profiles of loyalty customers (activity Prepare customer profiles).
Finally, he selects advertisements and discounts according to the needs of the customers
and finishes the advertisement schedule (activity Select advertisements and discounts and
Finish advertisement schedule). In the last activity Approve advertisement schedule, the
store manager receives the data object Advertisement schedule as input and approves the
proposed advertisement schedule. Afterwards, the business process finishes with an end
event.

2.1.2 Value and Usage

In 2014 the BPMN version 2.0.2 was released. BPMN is now specified by the Object
Management Group (OMG), which is a leading consortium for IT industry standards. Under
the ISO 19510 BPMN is ratified as a world-wide standard. Business process guidelines
such as ITIL [34] provide sample processes in BPMN. Today the majority of organizations
with business processes rely on BPMN. Two key factors have led to this mass adoption.
First, the graphical notation of BPMN is easy to understand for business experts as well as
for stakeholders from other areas like law and IT. Second, BPMN has historically helped
to close the gap between modeling business processes and executing business processes
by providing an internal mapping of the graphical BPMN notation to the core process
execution language Business Process Execution Language (BPEL). Consequently, by taking
BPMN as the language of the business level to express their requirements, additional effort
for organizations to use the approaches is reduced.

2.2 Role-Based Access Control

This section briefly surveys the foundations of role-based access control (RBAC). Sec-
tion 2.2.1 lays down the core concepts of RBAC. Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 introduces the two
method types of eliciting access permissions for RBAC. Afterwards, Section 2.2.4 briefly
states the value of utilizing RBAC in organizations. Finally, Section 2.2.5 concludes with a
summary.
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2.2.1 Role-Based Access Control Concept

RBAC is a widely used access control concept to manage and restrict access in information
systems [7]. It uses roles to organize access permissions and a hierarchy to ease the
management of roles. Typically, non-IT employees are responsible to assign roles to
employees, while IT employees are responsible to establish correct roles and functionalities
for the purpose of assignment. The introduction of RBAC made a major step in easing
this complex process [66]. In 1992 a first systematic definition of RBAC was published
by David Ferraiolo and Richard Kuhn [67]. After, several more publications about RBAC
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) adopted in 2004 RBAC as a
standard. In 2012 it was revised forming the current NIST RBAC standard [2].

An access permission states which operation is allowed on which object. It describes
an object-operation pair, where object is defined as any system resource, for example, a
file, printer or service and operation is defined as an execution of some function on this
object. RBAC introduces roles between the user and the access permissions. Instead of
assigning access permissions directly to the user they are assigned to roles. A user is
in possession of one or more roles which can be activated during a session to take over
the access permissions of the activated role. Roles are distinguished between business
roles and technical roles. While business roles describe jobs and business functions of
employees in the organizational context, technical roles reflect the usage of objects or
services and have no organizational meaning [66].

RBAC uses hierarchies to work effectively with roles and define relationships between roles.
Therefore, roles may inherit permissions from other roles building a role hierarchy [66].
There are different types of hierarchieswhich all reflect organizational aspects of employees.
For example, the role head of division may inherit from the role accounting clerk as the
role head of division is the manager and thus, can do everything what the accounting clerk
is allowed to do. This reflects the organizational hierarchy within departments. In RBAC a
role model is used to define the required set of roles, their permissions, a hierarchy and
the assignment of users to roles. The elicitation of a role model tailored to the needs of
the organization is a challenging task [66].

There are several types of RBAC published first by Ravi Sandhu et al. in [183]. Later, NIST
refined these types and proposed a standard including reference models for each type
of RBAC [2]. Each RBAC reference model defines a taxonomy of RBAC functionalities
that are bundled into a package. In the following paragraphs, the types core RBAC and
hierarchical RBAC are introduced.

Core RBAC defines the fundamental parts of RBAC that are bundled into a basic package.
The defined element sets and relations are shown in Figure 2.6. Core RBAC defines six
basic element sets: the users, roles, sessions, operations, objects and permissions [2].

On the right side of Figure 2.6, the set of permissions is shown as a set of object-operation
pairs. The other ovals define the sets for roles, users and sessions. RBAC defines several
relations which are used to formalize policies for RBAC. In the Permission Assignment the
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Users

Sessions

Roles

Permissions

Objects Operations
User

Assignment
Permission
Assignment

Session's
Roles

User's
Sessions

Figure 2.6: The reference model of the core RBAC [2].

role is assigned to its set of permissions. The bi-directional arrow indicates a many-to-
many relation, meaning that a role can contain one or more permissions and a permission
can be assigned to one or more roles. In the User Assignment the user is assigned to its
roles. This relation is also a many-to-many relation. During a session a user activates one
or more roles, usually by using some kind of authentication, for example, username and
password, to obtain the permissions of the role. A session always belongs to exactly one
user. The relations User’s Sessions and Session’s Roles provide the sessions of the user and
respectively the roles activated in a session.

The core RBAC does not define a hierarchy for roles. This is done in the hierarchical RBAC.
This type extends the core RBAC with role hierarchies [2]. The reference model is shown
in Figure 2.7.

Users

Sessions

Roles

Permissions

Objects Operations
User

Assignment
Permission
Assignment

Session
Roles

User
Sessions

Role
Hierarchy

Figure 2.7: The reference model of the hierarchical RBAC [2].

In the top of Figure 2.7 a bi-directional arrow on the set roles defines a relation for the
Role Hierarchy. The role hierarchy is an inheritance that is defined as a subset between
roles. If role A has at least all permissions of role B then role A inherits from role B in the
role hierarchy.

The central part of RBAC is the role model. It bundles all roles, their permissions and the
role hierarchy. There are two major method types to elicit a role model according to the
needs of an organization. The following two sections will describe them.
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2.2.2 Role Engineering

Edward Coyne et al. [72] were the first to propose a systematic top-down scheme to elicit
role models. They introduced the term role engineering as an essentially requirements
engineering process. During the role engineering the role model is engineered manually by
security experts. Therefore, they analyze various business artifacts manually to understand
the ACRs of the organization [66]. Such business artifacts can be business processes,
process descriptions, organizational charts, job instructions, etc. Even interviews with
employees might be carried out, reflecting their daily work. The challenge is to engineer
appropriate and accurate roles, their permissions and a hierarchy, so that they comply
with the ACRs, which are mostly implicitly hidden across various types of documents of
the organization.

Various role engineering approaches are proposed in [60, 172, 98, 57, 219, 218] on how
to systematically engineer a role model by hand, taking different business artifacts into
account. They all have in common that they define roles from a business point of view. Such
business roles express the employee’s daily work and comprise all permissions required to
fulfill this work. They are structured along the business value of an organization by looking
at the various tasks done by employees across their business processes. Business roles
can express organizational functions, for example, developer and project manager, they
can express organizational responsibilities, for example, head of department and facility
manager or they can express parts of processes such as privacy audits and production
monitoring. These definitions of roles align with the organizational structure and reflect
identities inside organizations and business functions. When compared to technical roles
that are elicited with role mining approaches (explained in Section 2.2.3), business roles
have several benefits [66]. They are easier to understand and thus, easier to manage as the
permissions of roles, for example, developer or project manager are deducible from their
name. Non-IT employees are able to understand the meaning behind such roles which
becomes crucial as they are often human resources employees or managers of various
domains that are responsible in correctly assigning roles to employees. The alignment
along the organizational structure also helps in defining an appropriate and meaningful
role hierarchy [66]. Hierarchies of business roles often reflect the organizational chart.

Besides the many benefits of RBAC, a correct and compliant incorporation of ACRs into the
role model is challenging [66, 151, 35]. The challenge is to elicit appropriate and accurate
roles, their permissions and a hierarchy matching the ACRs of the business level [151].
Engineering a role model for RBAC is costly as several security experts are required to
undergo a manual process of engineering the role model from the vast amount of business
artifacts. As explained in the Chapter 1, depending on the size of an organization business
processes of an organization can grow easily into hundreds, resulting in a vast amount of
complex and interrelated processes demanding specific business knowledge to understand
them. Consequently, role engineering approaches are not scalable. Due to the required
knowledge in different artifacts of business and IT, experts are required to conduct the
role engineering process. Furthermore, the engineering of the role model is error-prone
[66, 91]. Role engineering is a complex and tedious process in which a vast number of
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interrelated artifacts have to be understood correctly. Human errors may occur leading to
a potential security threat for the organization. Each error may evolve to a severe security
breach that may lead to a leakage of sensitive information or business secrets (see also
Chapter 1).

Furthermore, each organization and their artifacts evolve continuously over time resulting
in changes of ACRs. Hence, security experts are constantly required to adjust the role
model to the changes of ACRs. For example, this is the case for the lifecycle of business
processes and EAAs, meaning that changes of business processes or the EAA may require
adjustments in the role model. This continuous adaptation of the role model has all the
drawbacks of the role engineering process. It also increases the problem of human errors.
Altogether, the manual engineering of the role model is slow, costly and error-prone.

2.2.3 Role Mining

Role mining is a bottom-up approach to elicit a role model from existing user-permission
assignments as access-control lists. In comparison to role engineering it works in reverse
order because it starts at the resources and analyzes the structures of user-permission
assignments. The basic idea is that user-permission assignments of organizations already
possess all the required information to form a role model. While this seems to be a trivial
problem, it is often required to meet further conditions to get an optimal set of roles.

In [35] and [83] role mining approaches were analyzed in a meta-study. Many different role
mining approaches exist that are based on different types of user-permission assignments
or aim to optimize different characteristics in the resulting role model. Based on the same
set of user-permission assignments two role mining approaches may result in completely
different role models. This is the case as the approaches differ in their optimization goal.
The optimization goal might be, for example, to minimize the amount of roles, to minimize
the number of assignments, to optimize the size of the hierarchy, etc. [83].

Role mining has several assumptions and limitations [35]. While it is scalable in comparison
to role engineering approaches, the major drawback is that it cannot provide a role model
from the business point of view. It means that role mining approaches provide technical
roles and not business roles as role engineering approaches. The problem with technical
roles is that they do not reflect the business function of an employee nor any other
organizational structure, making it hard to comprehend the meaning of the resulting
roles [66]. This contradicts the goal of RBAC to provide a meaningful set of roles to ease
the management and role-user assignment. Besides, an assumption is the existence of a
complete and correct set of user-permission assignments. While this might be the case
for existing organizational departments, it is not the case for newly build departments
and evolution scenarios of organizations and business processes. Furthermore, it is hard
to assume that existing user-permission assignments are correct, as it often occur that
permissions of users are not revoked and grow with the time of employment. Hence,
building upon a set of existing user-permission assignments might result in an erroneous
role model that does not reflect the ACRs of the business level. In addition, a role model that
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is based on role mining does not take business artifacts, for example, business processes
into account. Thus, it cannot be told whether it complies with the ACRs from the business
processes or not. Due to these reasons, rolemining approaches are used as a complementary
approach to role engineering [66].

2.2.4 Value and Adoption

RBAC is a widely used access control concept to restrict access to information systems
[7]. Especially bigger organizations are interested in RBAC as it brings several advan-
tages. Compared to other access control concepts such as mandatory access control and
discretionary access control, it is beneficial in the management and expression of access
control as well as in the provided degree of security [66]. The greater the number of em-
ployees in an organization, the more RBAC simplifies complexity in managing permission
assignments and individual user permissions. RBAC is developed to simplify authorization
management and thus, reduces administrative costs [66]. The concept of role hierarchies
reduces the amount of duplicate permissions and eases the overall management and as-
signment of employees to permissions [66]. Hence, RBAC not only enhances security and
integrity of IT systems but also the organizational productivity. Due to these advantages,
many organizations and industrial sectors benefit from RBAC. There are many case studies
in the healthcare sector that undermine these benefits [211].

In 2010, NIST estimated that RBAC research has saved the industry over 1.1 billion dol-
lars over multiple years [7]. Over time the overall adoption of RBAC has grown across
organizations. The economic benefits were based on three achievements. RBAC allowed a
“more efficient provisioning by network and systems administrators”, a “reduced employee
downtime from more efficient provisioning” and a “more efficient access control policy
maintenance and certification” [7]. NIST concluded that more than 80 percent of the
analyzed organizations with an employee size of more than 500 employees realized a better
security strategy through the usage of roles.

2.2.5 Summary

This section briefly outlined the development of RBAC and summarized most important
definitions of the RBAC types core RBAC and hierarchical RBAC in Section 2.2.1. In
Section 2.2.2 role engineering was introduced explaining its assumptions, concepts and
challenges. Afterwards, Section 2.2.3 differentiated role mining approaches from role
engineering approaches and explained their concepts, assumptions and limitations. Finally,
Section 2.2.4 presented scientific findings on the value and adoption of RBAC in the
industry.
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2.3 Enterprise Application Architecture

Organizations aim for their business goals by executing business processes. Often software
systems are required to support business processes. The enterprise application architecture
(EAA) links business processes and software systems by organizing the system landscape
and their services in an architecture. EAA is a view in the much broader perspective of
the enterprise architecture. Enterprise architecture are frameworks and practices on how
to develop and organize various important information of the organization, for example,
business processes, data, applications and infrastructure to achieve business goals and
realize business strategies. Such frameworks aim to enhance effectiveness and efficiency
in the organization. There are various frameworks, for example, TOGAF [96], FEAF [94]
and EAF Gartner [114], that propose ways on how to establish and maintain enterprise
architectures. All of them define various layers with different views that reflect certain
perspectives on the information of the organization. One of these views is the EAA.

In IT EAAs describe the interaction of systems and the behavior of their services. It
focuses on defining how the numerous services work with each other. This is done by
organizing the various systems of an organization, for example, databases, applications
servers and middleware systems and by defining their interfaces. The interfaces contain
service functions that are provided by a service running on a system. By wiring interfaces
the various systems are connected with each other. Calls to other systems are termed
external calls and can be required by a service for its computation. For example, when a
marketing manager finishes an advertisement schedule it has to be persisted in a database.
Therefore, an external call to the database is made. The enterprise architects are responsible
to design the EAA according to the needs of the business so that systems and services
support business processes efficiently and reliably. Therefore, managing the dynamics of
services and the composite architecture of systems as well as their components is essential.
Understanding the different technologies and how they work and affect each other is
important to shape a set of technologies that do not jeopardize each other.

The alignment of business and IT artifacts provides considerable benefits such as efficiency,
resource savings and increased performance [90]. But enterprise architecture approaches
are hard to apply due to their method complexity, the complexity and dynamic of organiza-
tions and the number of involved stakeholders [90, 140]. Furthermore, different roles in an
organization are responsible for the different views [230]. For example, business analysts
are responsible for designing business processes and enterprise architects are responsible
for designing the EAA. Both have their own practices, techniques and domain terminology
that lead to models that are designed separately from each other. Hence, designing the
EAA and aligning it to the business level needs is desirable but hard to achieve in general
[149].
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2.4 Palladio Component Model

The Palladio Component Model (PCM) [189] is a software component model to design
component-based architectures, define model transformations and predict various soft-
ware quality attributes like performance and reliability. PCM allows to describe different
components, their connections, interfaces, services, data types, hardware and software
resources, the allocation of system and components to hardware resources and the usage
of systems and components. It is suited to design various levels of IT architectures, one
of which are EAAs. Fundamentally, the concrete syntax of PCM is based on the syntax
of UML. Section 2.4.1 introduces the different roles in the development process of PCM.
Afterwards, Section 2.4.2 explains the PCM metamodel and Section 2.4.3 summarizes a
data flow extension in PCM, which is used in this thesis to identify read and written data
types of service calls. Finally, Section 2.4.4 concludes with a summary.

2.4.1 Development Roles

The architecture development process in PCM proposes four roles that work on four views
of the software architecture [189]. Each role groups tasks that have to be done in order
to reflect a view of the software architecture. One or more persons are assigned to a role
and are responsible for their tasks. It is possible that one person is assigned to more than
one role and thus, works on several views of the software architecture. For example, a
component developer can be also a software architect. The following paragraphs discusses
the responsibilities of the four roles.

• Software architect: In the Palladio development process the software architect
leads the development process of an application architecture. He is responsible for
designing the architecture by planning the required components of a system, wiring
them, defining interfaces and specifying the available services for other applications
and users. The bigger picture of the application architecture, which defines how
the various parts of the application are connected with each other, is defined in the
assembly model. Furthermore, the software architect delegates task to other involved
roles.

• Component developer: The component developer is responsible for the more
fine-grained parts of the application by designing the behavioral specification of
components. Therefore, he specifies and implements the components of an appli-
cation architecture. This is done by specifying the architecture of components as
well as the wiring inside components which may also consist of components. He
defines interfaces, data types and describes the behavior of services by defining the
service effect specification. Service effect specifications describe an abstraction of a
component’s behavior as well as the interaction with other components.

• Deployer: Specifying software and hardware resources, their characteristics and
planning the application resources lies in the responsibility of the deployer. For
the resource environment specification he specifies, for example, which CPUs, hard
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disk drives, memory and network connections are available. In the allocation model
he allocates the various application parts and instances to the previously defined
resources.

• Domain expert: The domain expert is responsible for specifying the usage of the
application. He is an expert in the application’s domain and defines the user behavior.
This is done by defining usage models that describe how users interact with the
components and include a sequence of service calls.

The previously defined roles reflect the typical Palladio roles that are required during the
design of the application architecture. Application architectures are a subpart of EAAs
that are a subpart of enterprise architectures. When considering the IT architecture from
the business perspective of an organization two more roles need to be considered.

• Enterprise architect: The enterprise architect is responsible for designing the sys-
tem and application landscape. This is done in the EAA. Therefore, he is responsible
for defining systems, their wiring, interfaces and how they interact with each other
from the perspective of the organization as a whole. Software architects are respon-
sible for specifying applications that reside on certain systems that were defined by
the enterprise architect.

• Business expert: The business expert is responsible for defining the business pro-
cesses of an organization. He specifies the roles of the organization in the organi-
zation environment model and the data objects that are exchanged in the business
processes in the data model. The definition of business processes including activities
is done in the business process usage model. Each business process is defined in a
separate model. With support of the enterprise architect he defines the technical
aspects of business processes. These are the service calls done during activities of
the business processes. When considering the typical Palladio roles the work of the
domain expert is replaced by the business expert as the business expert defines the
user behavior as well es the user interaction with the available application services
provided by the systems of the organization.

2.4.2 PCMMetamodel

PCM has six models that can be specified in a development process of an architecture:

• Repository: defines the available data types, interfaces, their operation signatures,
components and systems.

• Assembly: denotes models that compose components into composite components,
composite components into systems and systems into EAAs.

• Service effect specification (SEFF): specifies the behavior of a service provided
by a component including internal actions and external calls.

• Allocation: denotes the deployment of applications, components and systems to
hardware resources.
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• Resource environment: defines the software and hardware resources that are
available in an organization.

• Usage: denotes models hat specify the user interaction with available services of
the architecture.

The following paragraphs present a subset of the aforementioned PCM models that are
relevant for the understanding of the research done in this thesis. These are the repository,
assembly and SEFF models.

The repository defines the basic elements of the architecture. It contains all available data
types, interfaces with operation signatures, components and systems. These elements are
used throughout the other models.

DataType

Composite DataType

0..*

Primitive DataType

type: PrimitiveTypeEnum

<<enumeration>>
PrimitveTypeEnum

INT
STRING
BOOL
CHAR
DOUBLE
LONG
BYTE

innerType

Collection DataType

dataType

InnerDeclaration

11

Figure 2.8: Shows the metamodel for the data type of PCM [189].

Figure 2.8 shows the metamodel for the data type of PCM. A data type in PCM can be a
primitive data type, a composite data type or a collection data type. It is defined and stored
in the repository and can be used, for example, in parameter definitions or return types of
operation signatures. PCM provides several fixed primitive data types as INT and STRING.
They are shown in the enumeration in the lower right part of Figure 2.8. More complex
data types are composite and collection data types. A collection data type represents a
data structure, for example, an array or a list. It defines a set of one of the other data types.
The innerType reference points to the specific data type which the collection represents.
A composite data type groups one or more data types together. Thus, it contains an
innerDeclaration for each data type it contains. The data type order in a sale process is an
example for a composite data type as an order itself consists of a list of ordered products,
an order number, date and so on.

Figure 2.9 shows the metamodel for the interface of PCM. An interface is a set of services
that a component or system provides which it uses to communicate with other components
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Interface
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returnType

1

0..*

Figure 2.9: Shows the metamodel for the interface of PCM [189].

and services. Figure 2.9 shows that the interface contains zero to infinite Signatures with a
serviceName. They represent an operation of a service that is provided to other components
and systems. A signature has zero to infinite Parameters and zero or one returnType. While
parameters are data types that need to be passed to the service in order for the service
to process the request, the return type is a data type that represents the computed result
of the service that is returned to the caller of the signature. A signature can define zero
to infinite ExceptionTypes which represent the possibly thrown exceptions if an error
occurs.

Components and systems bundle services and provide interfaces for communication. Fig-
ure 2.10 shows their metamodel. Basic components, composite components and systems
(denoted as SubSystem in the metamodel) are an InterfaceProvidingRequiringEntity that
can refer to interfaces that are provided, the ProvidedRole, and interfaces that are required,
the RequiredRole. A basic component is atomic and cannot be further decomposed. Com-
posite components are built by composing several basic components or other composite
components. Systems represent a higher level of abstraction as they bundle composite
components of similar purpose together. From the perspective of an architect EAAs repre-
sent a landscape of systems that bundle certain services together in each system. A system
can be further decomposed into components. Structurally they decompose the services
provided by the system into smaller parts as well as internal services.

Figure 2.11 shows an excerpt from a PCM repository with the name org.cocome.cloud. The
first element in the list is a composite component named org.cocome.web. The following
three elements are basic components as denoted in the end of each line with <Basic
Component>. The basic component org.cocome.cloud.web.enterprise provides the interface
IEnterpriseInformation and requires the interfaces storeDAO and IEnterpriseDAO as denoted
by the three elements beneath the component in Figure 2.11. Beneath these elements
six interfaces are shown. The interface IEnterpriseInformation is expanded. Inside it has
several operation signatures that contain parameters and a return type. The actual data
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Figure 2.10: Shows the metamodel for the component and system of PCM [189].

types are shown in the lower part of Figure 2.11. There are four collection data types, for
example, LIST_ComplexOrderTO and two composite data types. The composite data type
EnterpriseID has two inner declarations pointing to other data types.

The behavior of a component is specified in SEFFs. A SEFF is specified for a certain service
signature of a component’s interface. It always starts with a start action and ends with a
stop action. There are several other actions that allow to define the control flow inside
the signature. Examples are the branch action and abstract loop action. The internal
action and external call action provide the possibility to define computation steps. While
the internal action denotes an internal computation in the component, the external call
action denotes a call to another component. The external call action calls a signature of a
service of another component. Data is transmitted to the other component if the signature
specifies parameters and data is returned to the invoking component if a return type is
specified in the signature. Figure 2.12 shows an example of a SEFF in PCM.

The SEFF in Figure 2.12 describes the behavior of the operation signature updateInventory
of the inventory component. While the first circle in Figure 2.12 denotes the start action
of the SEFF, the last circle denotes the stop action of the SEFF. The first box in Figure 2.12
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Figure 2.11: Shows an exemplarily excerpt of a repository in PCM.

shows the internal action calculateNewInventory that calculates the amount of goods in
the actual inventory. Afterwards, the new inventory is stored in the database with the
external call action updateDBInventoryLogic.required.IInventoryDB.add.

Figure 2.13 shows the metamodel for the assembly models in PCM. An assembly model
defines the architecture of composed structures such as composite components and systems.
Instead of containing the actual components and systems an assembly model contains
AssemblyContexts that represent instances of the original components and systems. An
assembly model describes one composite component or one system. Therefore, the inner
components are defined as assembly contexts. Their provided and required interfaces are
either connected through assembly connectors with each other or with the provided and
required interfaces of the composite component or system that is specified in the current
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Figure 2.12: Shows an example of a SEFF in PCM.

assembly model. The latter wires the interfaces of the specified composite component or
system to the outside. The assembly model defines the inner architecture of composite
components and systems. An example of an assembly model is shown in Figure 2.14.

Figure 2.14 shows the composition of the system CustomerOrderManagement denoted
in the higher part of the figure. The system has a provided interface that is shown by
the circle in the upper part of Figure 2.14. The system itself consists of the three basic
components denoted by the «AssemblyContext» inside the system. Their interfaces are
connected with arrows which visualize assembly connectors.

2.4.3 Data Flow Extension Data Centric Palladio

The authors of [202] describe a data flow extension for PCM called Data Centric Palladio
(DC-PCM). In the course of this thesis, this data flow extension is used to derive the read
and written data types of service calls of the EAA. Therefore, it extends the PCM external
call metamodel element of SEFFs to specify the actual data flows between services and
identify database components as stores. By doing so, internal operations on data types such
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Figure 2.13: Shows the metamodel for assembly models in PCM [189].

Figure 2.14: Shows an example of an assembly model in PCM.

as compositions and decompositions can be reflected in the data flow by specifying the
concrete data types that are exchanged between service calls. With the use of the extended
information, the signatures of services and the wiring of components and interfaces the
actual data flow analysis is conducted. During the data flow analysis external call actions
of invoked SEFFs are analyzed. These can be resolved by looking into the assembly models,
that define the wiring of systems and components and match them with the called SEFF.
By traversing all of these paths a data flow graph is build. To identify the read data types of
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an invoked service its data flow is analyzed to identify data types that flow during the last
step back into the invoked service and that additionally are returned by the service itself.
The identification of written data types of an invoked service is computed by analyzing
the data flow for data types that flow to an interface of a database and then are stored
inside the database with a store operation. The following paragraph explains how the
characterized SEFF extends the PCM SEFF.

Figure 2.15: Shows an example for a characterized SEFF in PCM.

Figure 2.15 shows the expanded characterized SEFF checkout of the OnlineShop component.
Inside the SEFF there are a start action, a stop action, an internal action, three Characterized
External Call Actions and three Seff Return Assignments. The data flow extension allows
to append parameter assignments to characterized external call actions as shown in the
expanded read customer from DB action. These parameter assignments are used to define
which data types flow as input from the SEFF into the called service. Therefore, each
parameter assignment has a left- and right-hand side. While the left-hand side (the first
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child value in a parameter assignment) defines which available parameter from the SEFF
flows into the parameter of the called service, the right-hand side (the second child value in
a parameter assignment) defines an additional predicate that is applied to the left-hand side.
This can be, for example, a true, an and or an or. A true simply supports the definition from
the left-hand side. An example for this is shown in the highlighted parameter assignment
in Figure 2.15. It shows that for the parameter customerID of the service call read customer
from DB a primitive data type INT is passed. An and defines a compositional flow of data
meaning that several data types from the SEFF are combined and then passed to the called
service. An or defines an exclusive flow meaning that depending on a condition one or
another data type is passed to the called service. With these variations of the right-hand
side complex internal computations of data can be represented which cannot be reflected
by a simple analysis of invoked signatures. The Seff Return Assignment defines for the
current SEFF the data type that flows out as a return type. Again, the left-hand side defines
the data type that flows for the return type and the right-hand side applies additional
predicates to it. An example is shown in the lower part of Figure 2.15. The left-hand side
defines the primitive data type INT as the return type of the SEFF and the right-hand side
supports this flow with a true. To sum up, by defining the concrete data types that are
passed by SEFFs during external calls to services and provided by SEFFs as return types
complex internal data transformations such as composition and decomposition can be
represented to reflect the real data flow between components and systems.

2.4.4 Summary

This section introduced PCM, an architectural description language for EAAs and software
systems that allows to predict various software quality attributes like performance and
reliability. PCM defines different roles that design four views of PCM on the IT architecture.
Afterwards, an extension to PCM that allows the analysis of data flows in PCM models
was introduced. The approaches of this thesis use PCM as a modeling language for EAAs.
AcsALign uses ACRs provided by PAcsTract to analyze the EAA in PCM for ACR breaches.
The presented data flow extension in PCM supports this analysis by identifying read and
written data types of service calls of the EAA.

2.5 Integrated Business IT Impact Simulation

Integrated Business IT Impact Simulation (IntBIIS) [105] is an approach for integrated
performance simulation of business processes and information systems. During the
performance simulation IntBIIS considers the mutual impact of business processes and
information systems. IntBIIS is an extension to PCM. PCM allows to design domain specific
models of software architecture and is explained in Section 2.4. The core of PCM does
not consider business processes. Thus, IntBIIS introduces formalisms to design parts of
business processes that are relevant for performance and enrich them with IT-specific
information. Both is done in the context of PCM. IntBIIS extends the event-based simulator
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EventSim that is integrated in Palladio with specific properties of business processes. This
allows to perform a more precise performance prediction of information systems by taking
business processes and especially workload burstiness into account. In the context of this
thesis, IntBIIS is extended to provide a complete set of standard business process elements.
Therefore, the following paragraphs focus on the explanation of the business process
elements integrated by IntBIIS into PCM.

ScenarioBehaviour
(from PCM UsageModel)

AbstractUserAction
(from PCM UsageModel)predecessor

successor

0..*

0..*

0..*

1

Acquire
DeviceResource

Release
DeviceResource

Activity

1

ActorStep

responsibleRole
inputDataObject
outputDataObject

EntryLevelSystemCall
(from PCM UsageModel)

operationSignature
providedRole

Figure 2.16: Shows an excerpt of the metamodel of IntBIIS regarding the integration of business processes
into PCM [105].

Figure 2.16 shows the main elements of the business process model. Classes that are
originally from PCM have an additional parentheses stating from PCM UsageModel. The
ScenarioBehaviour bundles elements that belong to a business process. It consists of zero
to infinite amount of AbstractUserActions. An AbstractUserAction can be an EntryLevelSys-
temCall, ActorStep, AcquireDeviceResource, ReleaseDeviceResource or an Activity.

• EntryLevelSystemCall: denotes a step in the business process that is performed
by an information system. The attribute operationSignature specifies the service
that is invoked and the attribute providedRole specifies the system’s interface of the
invoked service. Depending on the service’s signature parameters may be passed
and results may be returned.

• ActorStep: denotes a step in the business process that is performed by an employee
of the organization. It has several attributes. The responsibleRole represents the role
that fulfills the actor step. The attributes inputDataObject and outputDataObject
represent the required and produced data objects during the course of the actor step.

• AcquireDeviceResource: Defines when a device resource is acquired by an em-
ployee or an information system.
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• ReleaseDeviceResource: Defines when a device resource is released by an em-
ployee or an information system.

• Activity: is a container that allows to model nested business processes. This is
required, for example, when defining branches of control flow.

OrganizationEnvironmentModel

ActorResource

0..* 0..*

1

Role DeviceResource
0..*

0..*

0..*

Figure 2.17: Shows the metamodel of IntBIIS regarding the integration of actor resources into PCM [105].

Figure 2.17 shows the metamodel for the actor resources that are used in the business
processes. The organization environment model represents the organizational context for
the business processes. Therefore, it defines ActorResources, Roles and DeviceResources.

• ActorResource: denotes a human resource in an organization. It provides the
possibility to define a concrete employee that can be assigned to one or more roles.

• Role: denotes a role that bundles actor resources and is assigned to activities of
business processes.

• DeviceResource: denotes a device or machine in the organization that can be
acquired in a business process in order to fulfill some activities.

DataModel

0..*
1

0..*

1

DataObject

dataType

CompositeDataObjectCollectionDataObject

Figure 2.18: Shows the metamodel of IntBIIS regarding the integration of data objects into PCM [105].

Figure 2.18 shows the metamodel for the data objects that are specified in the business
processes. The data model represents the data context of the business processes and defines
composite and collection data objects that are used in the context of actor steps in order to
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denote the required and produced data objects during the course of an activity. Therefore,
the data model consists of zero to infinite amount of DataObjects. A DataObject has the
attribute datatype that connects it with a data type in the IT architecture and can be a
CollectionDataObject or an CompositeDataObject.

• CompositeDataObject: is a single data object.

• CollectionDataObject: is a collection of a single data object and has a reference to
it.
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On the one hand, this chapter explains the automatic approach of extracting ACRs from
business processes to form an initial role model for RBAC, henceforth referred to as
BPMN Access Permission Extractor (BAcsTract) and Palladio Access Permission Extractor
(PAcsTract). On the other hand, this chapter explains the approach to identify ACR breaches
in enterprise application architectures (EAAs) by using an architectural data flow analysis,
hereinafter referred to as Access Permission Architecture Aligner (AcsALign). Section 3.1
introduces the formal concepts of the approaches and shows that they are independent of
the chosen language for business processes and EAAs. Section 3.2.1 defines the business
process languages and boundary conditions for the input to BAcsTract, PAcsTract and
AcsALign. Business processes comprise ACRs from laws and corporate regulations that
are incorporated by the service design managers and compliance managers [34], as argued
in Chapter 1. They are the business level of an organization. In the remainder of this thesis,
I assume that ACRs incorporated in business processes by the business level are legally
correct and in line with the business goals introduced in Chapter 1, since the focus of this
thesis is not to identify erroneous ACRs, but to define an automated transformation of
ACRs from business processes to IT level artifacts. Section 3.2.3 explains the approaches
itself and thus, how ACRs are extracted from business processes to form an initial role
model for RBAC and how architectural data flow constraints are generated from ACRs
to identify ACR breaches in EAAs. For the extraction of ACRs from business processes
there are two different implementations. BAcsTract extracts ACRs from BPMN, while
PAcsTract extracts ACRs from the BPMN equivalent in PCM called IntBIIS_LP. PAcsTract
is capable of extracting more information from IntBIIS_LP compared to BAcsTract, as
IntBIIS_LP models is tightly coupled with EAAs (see Section 2.5 for detailed explanation).
Section 3.2.4.2, describes how the extracted ACRs are transformed into architectural data
flow constraints for EAAs to conduct an architectural data flow analysis and identify
violated ACRs. This chapter concludes with a discussion of BAcsTract, PAcsTract and
AcsALign in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4.

3.1 Concept

In this section, the underlying concepts for the approaches are introduced. The concepts are
formal definitions. Based on this, Section 1.4 defines the approaches for specific languages.
In Section 3.1.1 the concept for the extraction of ACRs from business processes is explained.
It comprises the extraction of ACRs from business processes, their transformation to access
permission for RBAC and the formation of a simple role hierarchy. During the extraction
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process an ACR mapping model is built, which is also formally described. In Section 3.1.2
the concept for identifying ACR breaches in EAA is explained. Accordingly, the ACRs are
transformed into data flow constraints that are afterwards used in an architectural data
flow analysis. In addition, this section explains how the ACR mapping model is extended
with IT specific elements to interconnect elements of business processes with elements of
RBAC and EAA.

3.1.1 Concept for Role Model Extraction from Business Processes

This section introduces the formal concept of extracting ACRs from business processes,
their transformation into a role model for RBAC and the elevation of an ACR mapping
model for ACRs. The ACR mapping model interconnects elements of business processes
and RBAC. This documents design decisions regarding ACRs automatically and allows
to trace them among models of business and IT. The concept of this section tackles the
following problems of Section 1.2:

• P1 Missing knowledge on IT level: Knowledge about which business assets are
critical and the required protection degree lies on the business level and thus, is
missing on the IT level.

• P2Different terminology between business and IT level: Several discrepancies,
e.g., different terminology, domain knowledge, domain-specific models and modeling
tools of the business level and IT level widen a communication gap that may lead to
errors and security breaches.

• P3Experts needed to understand business level: Experts are requiredwho know
the terminology and models of both, business level and IT level.

• P4 Costly and error-prone engineering of the RBAC role model: Role engi-
neering is a manual, slow and complex task making it costly and error-prone.

• P5 Missing alignment between RBAC and business level access control re-
quirements: Due to the manual and complex engineering of the role model, it is
not well aligned with business level ACRs.

• P8Missing support of evolution scenarios for RBAC and enterprise applica-
tion architectures: Especially during evolution scenarios the role model is not well
aligned with business level ACRs.

The knowledge about which assets are critical for business and which protection degree
is appropriate lies on the business level. The business level, consisting of service design
managers and compliance managers, has to incorporate IT security requirements and also
privacy requirements stemming from various laws, for example, [88] and [222]. Both, IT
security and privacy requirements are non-functional requirements affecting business
processes as well as IT systems. A fundamental building block of both are the ACRs that
have to be implemented accurately. Defining and enforcing correct ACRs is a challenging
task. Furthermore, the business level uses IT security and privacy guidelines during the
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development of business processes [210], [117]. These business processes describe, among
others, ACRs form the business level perspective. Business process guidelines as ITIL [34]
and COBIT [32] that are used during business process development, also have dedicated
sets of practices for the governance and management of access control. Consequently,
business processes are rich of implicitly modeled ACRs. They are modeled by the business
level while incorporating the various laws and guidelines. More details on this topic
were illustrated in Section 1.1. During the course of this thesis, I assume that the ACRs
incorporated by the business level are legally correct, as the focus of this thesis is not
to identify erroneous ACRs, but the automated transformation of ACRs from business
processes onto IT level artifacts.

To extract ACRs from business processes and form a role model, ACRs have to be defined
from the perspective of RBAC. Therefore, RBAC is described formally at first. As explained
in Section 2.2, RBAC is a prominently used access control approach due to its manifold
benefits for organizations. RBAC enforces access control using roles, permissions, objects
and operations comprised in a role model. The metamodel of RBAC is shown in the
following Figure.

Figure 3.1:Metamodel of RBAC.

Figure 3.1 shows all parts of RBAC and how they are interconnected. Users are assigned
to roles during the user assignment (UA). Roles comprise the actual permissions that are
defined during the permissions assignment (PA). Permissions are operation and object
pairs. Roles and their permissions form a role model that is developed during the role
engineering. If a user wants to execute a permission in one of his roles, the user has to log
in with that role into a session. Further details on RBAC can be found in Section 2.2.

In the following, the formal definition of the hierarchical RBAC is introduced which is
partially based on the definitions of the NIST Standard for RBAC [2] and the first proposal
of RBAC [67]. First, the six basic data elements shown in Figure 3.1 have to be defined:

• USERS: is the set of users.

• ROLES: is the set of roles.

• PERMISSIONS: is the set of permissions.

• OBS: is the set of objects.
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• OPS = {read,write}: is the set of operations, that can be read or write.

• SESSIONS ⊆ USERS × ROLESn: is the set of sessions, in which a user can have acti-
vated roles.

(3.1)

The relations, where the basic data elements are semantic constructs for formulating
policies, are the main concept of RBAC. According to Figure 3.1 a permission consists of
operation and object pairs. Therefore, it can be defined as follows:

PERMISSIONS ⊆ OPS × OBS. (3.2)

The user assignment (UA) is a many-to-many mapping of users and roles indicated by the
arrows in the upper left part of Figure 3.1. Each user can be assigned to one or more roles
and vice versa, i.e.,

UA ⊆ USERS × ROLES. (3.3)

The permission assignment (PA) is a many-to-many mapping of permissions and roles
indicated by the arrows in the upper right part of Figure 3.1. This relation forms the actual
role model that is the core of RBAC defining the existing roles and their permissions:

ROLEMODEL = PA ⊆ PERMISSIONS × ROLES. (3.4)

Several functions can be used to get associations for the basic data elements within the rela-
tions. In order to get the users associated with a certain role, the function assigned_users()
is used. It maps a role onto a set of assigned users, i.e.,

assigned_users(r : ROLES) ⊆ {u ∈ USERS | (u, r) ∈ UA}. (3.5)

The function assigned_roles() returns the roles assigned to a certain user:

assigned_roles(u : USERS) ⊆ {r ∈ ROLES | (u, r) ∈ UA}. (3.6)

Permissions assigned to a role are provided by the function assigned_permissions(). It
maps a role onto a set of permissions, i.e.,

assigned_permissions(r : ROLES) := {perm ∈ PERMISSIONS | (perm, r) ∈ PA}. (3.7)

The function session_user () returns the user of a session:

session_user (s : SESSIONS) ∈ USERS, (3.8)

according to the rule:

∀s ∈ SESSIONS, ∃u ∈ USERS, ∃r ∈ ROLESn : (session_user (s) = u⇒ (u, r) = s), (3.9)
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The function session_user is used by the function session_roles() to return the activated
roles of a user during a session:

session_roles(s : SESSIONS) ⊆ {r ∈ ROLES | (session_user (s), r) ∈ UA}. (3.10)

The function avail_session_perm() returns the permissions available for a user in a session.
These are the permissions assigned to the roles that are activated in the user’s session.
Formally:

avail_session_perms(s : SESSIONS) :=
⋃︂

r∈session_roles(s)
assigned_permissions(r). (3.11)

Users may execute a permission of an activated role in a session. The function exec() is
true if the user can execute the permission, otherwise it is false:

exec(u : USERS, perm : PERMISSIONS) :={︃
true if user can execute permission p,
false otherwise

(3.12)

Three rules are required to define the exec() function:

1. Role assignment: For a user to execute a permission, the user needs to have at least
one assigned role. Formally:

∀u ∈ USERS,∀perm ∈ PERMISSIONS,∀s ∈ SESSIONS : (exec(u, perm) = true⇒
{r ∈ ROLES | session_user (s) = u ∧ session_roles(s) = r} ≠ ∅) .

2. Role authorization: This rule ensures that the user can only activate roles to which
he is assigned to. Formally:

∀u ∈ USERS,∀s ∈ SESSIONS :
{r ∈ ROLES | session_user (s) = u ∧ session_roles(s) = r} ⊆assigned_roles(u).

3. Permission authorization: This rule claims that a user can only execute a permission,
if this permission is assigned to one of the user’s activated session roles. Formally:

∀u ∈ USERS,∀perm ∈ PERMISSIONS,∀s ∈ SESSIONS :
(exec(u, perm) = true⇒session_user (s) = u ∧ perm ∈ avail_session_perms(s)) .

Finally, hierarchical RBAC has a hierarchy for roles. The hierarchy defines that roles
inherit permissions from their ancestor role. Therefore, a binary relation ⪰ is defined on
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ROLES. The inheritance relation r1 ⪰ r2 on role r1 and r2 is true, if all permissions of r2 are
permissions of r1, and all users of r1 are users of r2 . For this, Equation (3.11) is used, i.e.,

r1 ⪰ r2 :⇔ assigned_permissions(r2) ⊆ assigned_permissions(r1). (3.13)

The three previously defined functions need to be extended to comply with the role
hierarchy: Equation (3.5) authorized_users() that maps a role onto a set of assigned users,
Equation (3.6) assigned_roles() that maps a user onto a set of roles and Equation (3.7)
assigned_permissions() that maps a role onto a set of permissions. Formally:

assigned_users(r : ROLES) ⊆ {u ∈ USERS | (u, r) ∈ UA ∧ r′ ⪰ r}, (3.14)

and
assigned_roles(u : USERS) ⊆ {r ∈ ROLES | (u, r) ∈ UA ∧ r′ ⪰ r}, (3.15)

and

assigned_permissions(r : ROLES) :=
{perm ∈ PERMISSIONS | (perm, r) ∈ PA ∧ (r′ ⪰ r)}. (3.16)

Now, that the formal definition of RBAC is complete, ACRs can be defined from the
perspective of RBAC. ACRs are tuples of roles and permissions. They define which role
is allowed to access which object. In conjunction with Equation (3.2), they are triples of
roles, objects and operations, i.e.,

ACR ⊆ ROLES × PERMISSIONS = ROLES × (OBS × OPS). (3.17)

Until now, this section defined the basic data elements of RBAC (eq. (3.1)) and their
relations (eqs. (3.2) to (3.4)) shown in the metamodel of Figure 3.1. Furthermore, several
functions were defined in Equations (3.8), (3.10), (3.11) and (3.14) to (3.16) to get the
associations from within the relations in presence of the role hierarchy in Equation (3.13).
This allowed the definition of the exec() function in Equation (3.12) with its three rules
enabling legitimate users to execute an authorized permission. Finally, ACRs could be
defined from the perspective of RBAC (eq. (3.17)).

First, to define the extraction algorithm, business processes need to be formally defined.
The following definition is weak, as it only defines a rudimentary set of elements. The
corresponding metamodel is shown in the following figure.

In the top of Figure 3.2 the process consisting of lanes is shown. Lanes group responsibilities
together for an employee. The middle of Figure 3.2 illustrates the main parts of a lane:
pools, activities, events, gateways. The pool is the organizational department to which the
lane as well as the employee belongs. Activities are the daily duties that need to be fulfilled
by an employee during the process of a lane. Events denote something that happens, after
that an activity is triggered. Gateways allow to fork and merge flows depending on a
condition. The last three elements are connected by flow transitions representing the flow
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Figure 3.2: Simplified metamodel of business processes that is inspired by BPMN [5].

of actions. A flow transitions have start and end points. In the lower left part of Figure 3.2
the data object is shown with its association. It is connected to an activity. Depending
on the association (in or out) the data object is an input data object or an output data
object. Input data objects are required during an activity to complete it. Output data
objects are produced during the activity and can be inputs to other activities. Details on
the business process language BPMN that may help to understand this section can be
found in Section 2.1.

Out of the presented elements of the metamodel in Figure 3.2, two elements are necessary
for the concept of the extraction algorithm: The concept of lanes, that groups responsibili-
ties together and the concept of data objects, that represents information that flows in the
business process.

In the following, a simplified formal definition of business processes is introduced according
to the metamodel of Figure 3.2:

• POOLS: is the set of pools.

• FLOWTRANSITIONS: is the set of flow transitions.

• ACTIVITIES: is the set of activities.
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• EVENTS: is the set of events.

• GATEWAYS: is the set of gateways.

• DATAOBJECTS ⊆ OBJECTS × ASSOCIATIONS: is the set of data objects consisting
of object and association pairs.

(3.18)

On the basis of the previously defined elements, lanes and processes are defined as follows:
LANES is a set of lanes consisting of a pool, a set of activities, events and Gateways,
PROCESS is a process, consisting of one or more lanes, and PROCESSES is a set of processes.
Formally:

LANES ⊆ POOLS × {ACT | ACT ⊆ ACTIVITIES}×
{EV | EV ⊆ EVENTS} × {GAT | GAT ⊆ GATEWAYS}, (3.19)

and
PROCESS ⊆ LANES, (3.20)

and
PROCESSES ⊆ {PR | PR ⊆ PROCESS}. (3.21)

There are several special cases that define certain sets: ACTIVITIESWITHDATAOBJECTS
defines a set of activities that have data objects, LANESWITHDATAOBJECTS defines a set
of lanes in which each lane has at least one activity with a data object and CLOSEDLANES
defines a set of lanes without any activities. The latter one, can be specified in some
business process languages to express external organizations, which are relevant for the
process, but which’s activities are not known. Formally:

ACTIVITIESWITHDATAOBJECTS ⊆{a ∈ ACTIVITIES | a has an DATAOBJECT}, (3.22)

and

LANESWITHDATAOBJECTS ⊆ {l ∈ LANES |
∃l.a ∈ ACTIVITIES ⇒ l.a ∈ ACTIVITIESWITHDATAOBJECTS}, (3.23)

and
CLOSEDLANES ⊆ {l ∈ LANES | l has no activities}. (3.24)

Along with these definitions two helper functions will be required to get activities and
data objects from a lanes:

get_lane_activities(pr : PROCESS) ⊆ ACTIVITIES, (3.25)

and
get_lane_dataobjects(pr : PROCESS) ⊆ DATAOBJECTS. (3.26)
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Now that the business process, RBAC and ACR are formally defined, the extraction
algorithm of the role model can be formalized. The extraction algorithm consumes a set of
processes and transforms them into a set of ACRs, as defined in Equation (3.17). As ACRs
are defined from the RBAC perspective, they are in the form of tuples of roles, objects and
operations. These tuples can be grouped together to form a role model containing roles
and their permissions as defined in Equation (3.4). In the following, these transformations
are formally described.

During the transformation of processes to a role model an ACR mapping model is build
containing the actual ACRs. The ACRmappingmodel aligns elements of business processes
with elements of RBAC. Besides, it is beneficial for the understanding of design decisions.
For example, to understand how a certain access permission in RBAC is emerged, it is
possible to trace the corresponding business process, role and activity in the ACR mapping
model from which the access permission is originating. This allows to understand the
border conditions from which the access permission was derived and thus, to follow
the design decisions. The ACR mapping model is similar to a documentation of design
decisions regarding ACRs that is built along the way. In a later step the actual role model
is derived from the ACR mapping model. First, to better understand the ACR mapping
model and how it is built, it will be explained in more detail.

For the beginning, a mapping between relevant elements of business processes and RBAC
is defined that serves the purpose of extracting ACRs:

• Lanes and pools: Lanes and pools of business processes (eqs. (3.18) and (3.19)) can
be mapped to roles of RBAC (eq. (3.1)), as both lanes and roles group responsibilities
together for an employee. While lanes group activities for which an employee needs
a certain amount of access permissions, roles group directly the access permissions
together. The pool describes the organizational department and thus, specializes
roles so that same roles in different departments can be differentiated from each
other. Function String() extracts the name of an element. The formalized function
convertLaneToRole() converts a lane into a role and is taking Equations (3.1), (3.18),
(3.19), (3.23) and (3.24) into account, i.e.,

convertLaneToRole(l : LANES) ∈ ROLES, (3.27)

and the rule:
∀l ∈ LANES,∀l.p ∈ POOLS, ∃!rl ∈ ROLES :

l ∉ CLOSEDLANES ∧ l ∈ LANESWITHDATAOBJECT ⇒rl = l.p ◦ String(l).

• Data objects: Data objects of business processes (eq. (3.18)) can be mapped to per-
missions of RBAC (eq. (3.2)). While data objects of business processes consist of
object and association pairs, permissions of RBAC consist of object and operation
pairs. Obviously, the object is equivalent in both. The association of the business
process data object describes an input or output, which can be seen as a read and
write operation. For the input of an object to an activity the object needs to be
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read, while for the output of an object from an activity the object needs to be writ-
ten. The formalized function convertDataObjectToPermission() taking Equations (3.2)
and (3.18) into account, looks as follows:

convertDataObjectToPermission(do : DATAOBJECTS) ∈ PERMISSIONS, (3.28)

and the rule:
∀(do.ob, do.ass) ∈ DATAOBJECTS, ∃!(perm.op, perm.ob) ∈ PERMISSIONS :

perm.ob = do.ob ∧ perm.op = do.ass.

• Processes and activities: The process and activities of business processes are the
holders of the actual lanes and data objects. They do not have an equivalent in RBAC
but can be seen as jobs and tasks that need to be done in order to fulfill the daily
duty of an employee. Thus, they serve as an intermediate level between the lanes
and data objects, interconnecting all together.

On the basis of the introduced mapping in Equations (3.27) and (3.28) the ACR mapping
model is defined as a tuple of role, process, activity and permission. Formally:

ACRMAPPINGMODEL ⊆ ROLES × PROCESSES × ACTIVITIES × PERMISSIONS. (3.29)

Several functions are needed to fill the ACR mapping model. First, roles are extracted from
business processes with the help of Equations (3.1), (3.19), (3.20) and (3.27):

extract_roles(pr : PROCESS) :=
{r ∈ ROLES | {l ∈ LANES} = pr ∧ convertLaneToRole(l) = r}. (3.30)

In the second step, the function extract_process() returns true if the process is extracted.
Only those processes, that have roles inside, are relevant. Therefore, again Equation (3.27)
is used, i.e.,

extract_process(pr : PROCESS) :=
{︃
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 if extract_roles(pr) ≠ ∅,
𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 otherwise

(3.31)

As a third step, the activities are extracted. Only those activities need to be extracted that
have an associated data object. Obviously, lanes without data objects can be skipped, as
their activities do not have any associated data objects. Formally:

extract_activities(pr : PROCESS) :=
{a ∈ ACTIVITIES | {l ∈ LANES} = pr ∧ convertLaneToRole(l) ∈ extract_roles(pr)∧

a ∈ ACTIVITIESWITHDATAOBJECT ∧ a ∈ get_lane_activities(l)} (3.32)
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Fourth, the permissions are extracted. The previously defined mapping function in Equa-
tion (3.28) is used. Formally:

extract_permissions(pr : PROCESS) :=
{perm ∈ PERMISSIONS | {l ∈ LANES} = pr ∧ do ∈ DATAOBJECTS∧

do ∈ get_lane_dataobjects(l) ∧ perm = convertDataObjectToPermission(do)}. (3.33)

Finally, a rule is required to define when a tuple of role, process, activity and permission is
put into the ACRmapping model. The four previously defined functions in Equations (3.30)
to (3.33) are required. Formally:

∀rpr ∈ ROLES,∀apr ∈ ACTIVITIES,∀permpr ∈ PERMISSIONS,∀pr ∈ PROCESSES :
(rpr ∈ extract_roles(pr) ∧ extract_process(pr) = true ∧ apr ∈ extract_activities(pr)∧
permpr ∈ extract_permissions(pr)) ⇒ (rpr, pr, apr, permpr) ∈ ACRMAPPINGMODEL.

(3.34)

Now that the mapping between business process elements and RBAC elements as well
as the ACR mapping model is defined, the ACRs (eq. (3.17)) need to be extended by a
rule. This rule establishes an alignment of ACRs between business processes and RBAC.
Therefore, the extraction functions of Equations (3.30) and (3.33) are reused. Formally:

∀rpr ∈ ROLES,∀pr ∈ PROCESSES,∀permpr ∈ PERMISSIONS :
rpr ∈ extract_roles(pr) ∧ permpr ∈ extract_permissions(pr) ⇒

(rpr, permpr) ∈ ACR. (3.35)

Furthermore, after the alignment of ACRs (eq. (3.35)), the role model (eq. (3.4)) can be
specialized, establishing an alignment between business processes and RBAC, i.e.,

∀r ∈ ROLES,∀perm ∈ PERMISSIONS : (r, perm) ∈ ACR⇒ (r, perm) ∈ PA. (3.36)

In Equations (3.1) to (3.12) RBAC was formally defined with its required functions. Then
in Equations (3.17) to (3.16) a hierarchy for RBAC was specified. Afterwards, in Equa-
tions (3.18) to (3.28) BPMN was formalized as well as the mapping between business
process and RBAC elements that are relevant for the role model extraction. At the same
time, the Equations (3.29) to (3.34) introduced the ACR mapping model along with its
extraction functions. Their purpose is to extract information about ACRs from business
processes and store them in the ACR mapping model. Later, this alignment allows to track
design decisions across both models of business and IT. ACRs were first defined from the
perspective of RBAC in Equation (3.17) and afterwards, they were aligned with business
processes in Equation (3.35). Finally, the extraction of the role model from the information
in the ACR mapping model was defined in Equation (3.36).
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As a last step, a simple hierarchy needs to be established on top of the extracted role model.
Therefore, the binary relation ⪰, introduced in Equation (3.13), is used along with the
definition of the role model in Equation (3.36). Formally:

∀r1, r2 ∈ ROLES,∀permr1, permr2 ∈ PERMISSIONS :
(r1, permr1), (r2, permr2 ) ∈ PA∧

assigned_permissions(r2) ⊆ assigned_permissions(r1) ⇒ r1 ⪰ r2 . (3.37)

The Equations (3.1) to (3.37) formally define the extraction of ACRs from business processes
and the transformation to an ACR mapping model, from which the actual role model is
extracted. In the beginning of this section, the problems from Section 1.2 were introduced,
that are tackled by this part of the approach. The presented concept provides the following
contributions (see also Section 1.6) to solve the previously mentioned problems:

• C1 Extract business level access control requirements from business pro-
cesses: With the extraction of ACRs from business processes, the information about
critical assets and access permissions is transferred from the business level to the
IT level (tackles problem P1). Additionally, this helps closing the gap between the
business level and IT level, as the demands of the business level are better understood
(tackles problem P2). Through the automatic extraction of business knowledge, the
necessity for experts and dependencies on their skills is reduced (tackles problem
P3).

• C2 Establish an ACR mapping model for access control requirements be-
tween business processes, RBACand the enterprise application architecture:
By interconnecting access control relevant elements of business processes with el-
ements of RBAC in the ACR mapping model a confirmability of design decisions
is established. This closes the communication gap between the business level and
IT level and supports the business and IT level in understanding design decisions
in models outside of their expertise (tackles problem P2 and P3). As elements of
business processes are interconnected with elements of RBAC, an alignment between
these models is established (tackles problem P5). This is also the case in evolution
scenarios of either of each of models, as the approach can be applied during the
evolution scenario without noticeable effort (tackles problem P8).

• C3 Build initial RBAC role model from extracted access control require-
ments: The extraction of the role model from business processes is automatic.
This reduces the needed effort of experts to go through the vast amount of business
processes during the role engineering processes (tackles problem P3). Additionally,
this eases the difficulties for organizations to migrate to RBAC systems, as the overall
role engineering process is accelerated and less error-prone due to the automation
(tackles problem P4). The extraction processes allow an alignment of the role model
and the business level ACRs (tackles problem P5). Considering evolution scenarios, a
faster and better support is provided due to the quick applicable extraction, providing
the opportunity to react immediately to changes (tackles problem P8).
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3.1.2 Concept for Identification of Access Control Requirement Breaches
in Enterprise Application Architectures

This section introduces the formal concept for identifying ACR breaches in EAAs and the
extension of the ACR mapping model with EAA elements. The extended ACR mapping
model interconnects elements of business processes, RBAC and EAA with regard to ACRs.
The concept of this section tackles the following problems from Section 1.2:

• P2 Different terminology between business and IT level: Several discrepancies
like different terminology, domain knowledge, domain-specific models and modeling
tools of the business level and IT level widen a communication gap that may lead to
errors and security breaches.

• P3 Experts needed to understand business level: To analyze the EAA for cor-
rectness experts are required who understand terminology and models of both,
business level and IT level.

• P6 Complex and error-prone designing of the enterprise application archi-
tecture: Logical and design mistakes are done during the design of the EAA for
various reasons as misunderstanding correct requirements, complexity of interrelat-
ing models and a widening communication gap due to different terminology.

• P7Missing alignment between enterprise application architecture and busi-
ness level access control requirements: Due to the complexity of engineering
the EAA it is not well aligned with business level ACRs.

• P8 Missing support of evolution scenarios for RBAC and enterprise appli-
cation architectures: Especially during evolution scenarios the EAA becomes
misaligned with business level ACRs, as new logical and design mistakes may be
introduced.

To define the algorithm for the identification of ACR breaches the EAA needs to be defined
formally. The following definition of an EAA is weak, as it only defines a rudimentary set
of elements. The corresponding metamodel is shown in Figure 3.3.

The EAA consists of one or more systems. Each system provides several interfaces. An
interface itself consists of services that can have data types as parameters and return
values. Void is not considered as a data type.

In the following, the basic elements of the EAA metamodel shown in Figure 3.3 are
defined:

• SYSTEMS: is the set of systems.

• INTERFACES: is the set of interfaces.

• SERVICES: is the set of services.

• DATATYPES: is the set of data types.
(3.38)
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Figure 3.3: Simplified metamodel of an enterprise application architecture inspired by the UML metamodel
[6].

Furthermore, two functions are required to get associations between the basic elements.
The function interface_of _service() is used to get the interface of a service. The function
system_of _interface() is used to get the system of an interface. Formally:

interface_of _service(sc : SERVICES) ∈ INTERFACES, (3.39)

and
system_of _interface(i : INTERFACES) ∈ SYSTEMS. (3.40)

I assume that two functions are available that provide data types that are read and written
by the actual data flows of a service. The function service_read () provides the data types
that are read during a service invocation and the function service_write() provides the
data types that are written during a service invocation.

service_read (sc : SERVICES) ⊆ DATATYPES, (3.41)

and
service_write(sc : SERVICES) ⊆ DATATYPES. (3.42)

In order to identify ACR breaches in the EAA a set of ACRs is required as input according
to the definition in Equation (3.17):

ACR ⊆ ROLES × PERMISSIONS = ROLES × (OBS × OPS). (3.43)

In the following we assume that ACRs are provided, for example, by one of the following
alternatives: manually defined, extracted from an access control system, e.g., RBAC,
extracted from an access policy document or by the previously introduced concept in
Section 3.1.1 that extracts ACRs from business processes.

Furthermore, two mapping functions link a) data objects from business processes to data
types of the EAA and b) activities of business processes to services of the EAA. Therefore,
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the formal definition of business processes from Equation (3.18) is used. The function
mapObject () maps each data object of a business processes to strictly one data type, i.e.,

mapObject (ob : OBS) ∈ DATATYPES, (3.44)

and the corresponding rule:

∀r ∈ ROLES,∀ob ∈ OBS,∀op ∈ OPS, ∃dt ∈ DATATYPES :
((r, ob, op) ∈ ACR⇒ dt = mapObject (ob)) . (3.45)

The function mapActivity() maps each activity of a business processes to a set of services
that are invoked during the completion of the activity, i.e.,

mapActivity(a : ACTIVITIES) ⊆ SERVICES. (3.46)

So far, the basic elements of the EAA were defined along with two helper functions
providing the actual read and written data types of service invocations. Afterwards, the
input for the analysis in form of ACRs as well as a mapping between certain elements of
business processes and the EAAwere formalized. In the following, the data flow constraints
and the analysis itself will be defined.

To generate data flow constraints required by the analysis to identify data flow breaches
the formal definition of business processes from Equation (3.18), the convertLaneToRole()
function from Equation (3.27) to convert lanes into roles and the mapping functions from
Equations (3.44) to (3.46) are used. In addition, the inverse image function −1 is used. The
formal function generate_dfconstraints() generates data flow constraints in form of:

DFCONSTRAINTS ⊆ {SC | SC ⊆ SERVICES} × ROLES × DATATYPES × OPS, (3.47)

by consuming ACRs as follows

generate_dfconstraints((racr, obacr, opacr) : ACR) :=
{SC, racr, dt, opacr) ∈ DFCONSTRAINTS | ∃l ∈ convertLaneToRole(−1{racr})∧

∃l.a ∈ get_lane_activities(l) ∧ SC = mapActivity(l.a) ∧ dt = mapObject (obacr). (3.48)

The analysis consumes a generated data flow constraint along with the corresponding
service. The function is true if the service satisfies the data flow constraint, otherwise
it is false. False means that the service produces a data flow that breaches the data flow
constraint and thus, indicates an ACR breach. Formally:

analyse_eaa((SCdfc, rdfc, dtdfc, opdfc) : DFCONSTRAINTS, sc : SERVICES) :=⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
true if (sc ∈ SCdfc ∧ opdfc = read ∧ dtdfc ⊆ service_read (sc))∨

(sc ∈ SCdfc ∧ opdfc = write ∧ dtdfc ⊆ service_write(sc),
false otherwise.

(3.49)
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On the basis of the mapping function in Equations (3.44) to (3.46), the ACR mapping
model can be extended with elements from the EAA. The ACR mapping model defined in
Equation (3.29) looked as follows:

ACRMAPPINGMODEL ⊆ ROLES × PROCESSES × ACTIVITIES × PERMISSIONS.

By extending it with EAA elements it becomes a tuple of role, process, activity, permission,
system, interface and service:

ACRMAPPINGMODEL ⊆ ROLES × PROCESSES × ACTIVITIES × PERMISSIONS×
SYSTEMS × INTERFACES × SERVICES. (3.50)

The previously defined functions to fill the ACR mapping model from Equations (3.30)
to (3.33) need to be extended by an extraction function for the system interface and service,
i.e.,

extract_eaaTrace((SCdfc, rdfc, dtdfc, opdfc) : DFCONSTRAINTS) :=
{(sys, i, sc) ∈ SYSTEMS × INTERFACES × SERVICES |

sc ∈ SCdfc ∧ i = interface_of _service(sc) ∧ sys = system_of _interface(i)}. (3.51)

Finally, the rule from Equation (3.34) that defines when a tuple is put into the ACRmapping
model needs to be redefined with the use of Equations (3.46) and (3.51). The ACR mapping
model then consists of elements from business processes (lane, process, activity and
permission), RBAC (role and permission) and the EAA (system, interface and service)
interconnecting the three models with regard to ACRs. Formally:

∀rpr ∈ ROLES,∀apr ∈ ACTIVITIES,∀permpr ∈ PERMISSIONS,∀sysdfc ∈ SYSTEMS,
∀idfc ∈ INTERFACES,∀scdfc ∈ SERVICES,∀pr ∈ PROCESSES,∀dfc ∈ DFCONSTRAINTS :
(rpr ∈ extract_roles(pr) ∧ extract_process(pr) = true ∧ apr ∈ extract_activities(pr)∧
permpr ∈ extract_permissions(pr) ∧ (sysdfc, idfc, scdfc) ∈ extract_eaaTrace(dfc)∧

mapActivity(apr) = scdfc) ⇒ (rpr, pr, apr, permpr, sysdfc, idfc, scdfc) ∈ ACRMAPPINGMODEL.
(3.52)

The innovation regarding the presented concept is that it can be combined with the
concept from Section 3.1.1 in order to use the extracted ACRs from business processes
for generating data flow constraints to identify ACR breaches in the EAA. To sum up,
Equations (3.38) to (3.39) formally define the EAA, Equations (3.41) to (3.42) define the
data types that are read and written during a service, Equations (3.44) to (3.46) provide
a mapping between business processes and the EAA, Equations (3.47) to (3.49) define
the data flow constraints and the actual analysis to identify ACR breaches in the EAA
and finally, Equations (3.51) to (3.52) formally extend the ACR mapping model. In the
beginning of this section, the problems from Section 1.2 tackled by this part of the approach
were introduced. The presented concept provides the following contributions (see also
Section 1.6) to solve the previously mentioned problems:
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• C2 Establish an ACR mapping model for access control requirements be-
tween business processes, RBACand the enterprise application architecture:
By extending the previously defined ACR mapping model to interconnect RBAC
and business processes with elements from the EAA, the enterprise architect can
comprehend previously made design decisions. The ACR mapping model enables
him to trace ACR breaches of an invoked service back to the violated RBAC permis-
sion and the violated activity of a business process. This closes the communication
gap between the business level and IT level and supports both in understanding
design decisions in models outside of their expertise (tackles problem P2 and P3).
As elements of the EAA are interconnected with elements of business processes and
RBAC, an alignment between these models is established (tackles problem P7). This
is also the case during evolution scenarios of any of the models, as the approach
can be applied during the evolution scenario to align the models without noticeable
effort (tackles problem P8).

• C4Generate architectural data flow constraints for data flow analysis in the
enterprise application architecture: Information about ACRs from the business
level is transformed to data flow constraints on the IT level closing the gap between
both (tackles problem P2). With the generation of data flow constraints and the
subsequent analysis on the EAA to identify ACR breaches an alignment of the EAA
with business processes and RBAC, with regard to ACRs is established (tackles
problem P7). After the enterprise architect has resolved the mistakes, which had
led to ACR breaches, the EAA becomes more secure (tackles problem P6). Due to
the identification of ACR breaches and the provided traceability information for the
resolution of the breaches, no experts are required to manually check the EAA for
alignment with the ACRs (tackles problem P3).

3.2 Refinement for BPMN and PCM

This section describes the realization of the concepts presented in Section 3.1. It explains the
approaches BAcsTract, PAcsTract and AcsALign in detail. The first section, Section 3.2.1,
defines the business process languages, EAA language and boundary conditions for the
input data of each approach. Afterwards, Section 3.2.3 explains how the concept of
Section 3.1.1 is realized for the business process language BPMN and for IntBIIS_LP, the
BPMN equivalent in PCM. First, this section introduces the approach BAcsTract, which
extracts ACRs from BPMN. Second, this section introduces PAcsTract, which extracts ACRs
from IntBIIS_LP. In addition, the ACR mapping model is introduced. It is a fundamental
building block of the extraction process and it is used to track and document design
decisions as well as understand mutual dependencies between business and IT models.
The last section, Section 3.2.4.2, explains how the concept of Section 3.1.2 is realized for the
EAA language PCM. The approach generates architectural data flow constraints from the
previously extracted ACRs to identify ACR breaches in the EAA. The section also describes
how the ACR mapping model from Section 3.2.3.1 is extended to interconnect it with IT
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specific elements from the EAA. This extended ACR mapping model allows additionally
to track design decisions over EAA models, to document these interconnections and
to establish a better comprehensibility about mutual dependencies between business
processes, RBAC and EAA in terms of ACRs.

With the extraction of ACRs from business processes the approaches align artifacts of
business level and IT level in terms of ACRs. Organizations can utilize the approach, for
example, to establishing RBAC, to check whether their RBAC role model is compliant with
the business processes or to update their role model in evolution scenarios of business
processes and access permissions. Various evolution scenarios in terms of EAA and
business processes are supported. More details on this high-level process of utilizing
BAcsTract, PAcsTract and AcsALign will be introduced in Chapter 4.

3.2.1 Knowledge Base

Knowledge base is a circumscription for the input data for an approach. From the perspec-
tive of the approach this input data is the initial knowledge it gets as input. Using the input
data, the approach computes a certain output. This section defines the business process
and EAA languages, as well as the boundary conditions for the input data on which the
approaches BAcsTract, PAcsTract and AcsALign operate. Section 3.2.1.1 describes how
the business process language BPMN serves BAcsTract as input. InSection 3.2.1.2 the
BPMN equivalent IntBIIS_LP of PCM is introduced as input data for PAcsTract. Finally,
Section 3.2.1.3 elaborates on the various inputs for AcsALign.

3.2.1.1 Input for BPMN Access Permission Extractor

Section 3.1.1 introduced the formal concept of the extraction of ACRs from business
processes. BAcsTract realizes this concept. This section introduces details about the input
data to BAcsTract.

The business process language BPMN [5], explained in more detail in Section 2.1, is a
semi-formal notation and is the de facto standard language for business processes [23, 213].
Due to this reason it is used widely across organizations of all kind. This drove the decision
to choose BPMN as the input language for business processes. There are numerous of other
business process languages [158], for example, Petri nets [170, 187]. Petri nets provide a
formalized view of processes and focus on analyzability. This business process language
could also serve as the business process language for the input to BAcsTract. Besides, a
transformation between both languages exist. This allows to transform Petri net models to
BPMN models. A major focus of this thesis is to provide approaches that need minimal to
no adjustments or extensions to the domain specific models used in organizations. Thus,
the proposed approaches should impose little to no overhead and additional expertise to
use them. This makes BPMN well suited, as it is prominently used across organizations.
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There are many approaches extending BPMN. These extensions enrich BPMN with addi-
tional elements, for example, to model security aspects. I conducted a systematic literature
review and an analysis of such approaches in [24]. After extensive research for BPMN
extensions, some examples are [49, 146, 120, 169, 168, 120, 194, 28, 161, 29, 195, 190, 24],
the decision was to stay with plain BPMN for several reasons:

1. Utilization of extensions: None of the BPMN extensions are broadly accepted
and thus, far less organizations use them compared to plain BPMN. If the approach
would operate on a specific BPMN extension a far smaller number of organizations
could use the approach without additional effort. This is also the reason why the
development of a new BPMN extension was discarded because the acceptance of the
extension among organizations would be even smaller.

2. Modeling effort: If a BPMN extension is used, organizations which do not use
the specific extension on a normal base would have to invest additional effort to
extend their models. This modeling effort poses an undesired hurdle that needs to be
overcome. Due to the steady evolution of business processes, this additional effort
may become very costly and time consuming and thus, should be avoided if possible.

3. Usability of approach: If the proposed approaches work on plain BPMN, a major
benefit would be that the approaches also work on all BPMN models with extensions.
This makes the approach usable for a wider range of organizations. Another benefit
is that many organizations, especially big organizations, already have their business
processes modeled in BPMN. Hence, they can use the approach directly without
additional overhead and expertise.

In Section 3.1.1 a formal definition of business processes was given. Along with this
weak definition, the necessary elements for the concept of the extraction algorithm were
explained. Consequently, for the extraction of ACRs by BAcsTract the BPMN models
require the appropriate lanes for the organization and their respective data objects. In
order to build the ACR mapping model, the data objects need to be connected with their
activities. All these elements are fundamental in BPMN.

The previous paragraphs explained that the approach operates on plain BPMN business
processes in order to impose only little additional effort for organizations and allow them to
use the approach directly. This is achieved by reusing already existing models of business
processes that have to be defined anyway. Hence, the input for BAcsTract consists of all
BPMNs of an organization. Ideally, the processes encompass all the various departments
in the organization. This provides a comprehensive picture of the ongoing work done by
employees on a daily basis. Operating on this knowledge base BAcsTract will extract the
role model and establish the ACR mapping model fitting the needs of the organization.
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3.2.1.2 Input for Palladio Access Permission Extractor

The formal concept of the extraction of ACRs from business processes was introduced
in Section 3.1.1. Along with BPMRME, PAcsTract realizes this concept. This section
introduces details about the input data for PAcsTract.

PCM (Section 2.4) and IntBIIS (Section 2.5) are chosen as the EAA and business process
languages because they tightly interconnect business processes and the EAA. In addition,
the realization of the concept with IntBIIS shows that the concept of Section 3.1.1 is
realizable with various business process languages. With PCM IT architectures and in
particular EAA are modeled. IntBIIS, which is part of PCM, is a language to model business
processes. This tight interconnection of the business and IT sector allows to make deeper
research in the field of model alignment of business and IT. A major difference between
BPMN and IntBIIS is that IntBIIS models have an additional technical aspect of business
processes. Here, service calls are modeled that are triggered by employees during their
activities in a process. From a research point of view these facts make PCM and IntBIIS
interesting for the particular research topics of this thesis.

Section 3.1.1 described formal elements that are required in business processes to apply
the concept of role model extraction. These elements are lanes, data objects and activities
and are shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1:Comparison of elements in IntBIIS required for the concept of role model extraction.

Concept Role Model Extraction IntBIIS

Lane Responsible Role
Data Object Composite/Collection Data Object
Activity Actor Step

In IntBIIS lanes are modeled by responsible roles. Responsible roles are defined in the
organization environment model and are attributes of actor steps. Actor steps are the actual
activities. Data objects are defined in the data model as composite/collection data objects
and are specified as input data object and output data object attributes in actor steps. Hence,
data objects are interconnected with their activities. The requirements to apply the concept
of role model extraction are fulfilled by IntBIIS. Further details on IntBIIS can be found in
Section 2.5.

IntBIISwas initially intended for performance prediction and thus, models only the required
parts of business process elements. Due to this reason IntBIIS is extended during the
course of this thesis to model a minimum amount of business process elements. Therefore,
the following subsection analyzes IntBIIS for integrated business process elements to
identify which elements are missing. Afterwards, Section 3.2.1.2 introduces the extension
IntBIIS_LP. It extends IntBIIS by the missing elements in order to make it complete in
terms of business process modeling.
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Integrated Business IT Impact Simulation (IntBIIS)

IntBIIS is a part of PCM and was designed to reflect mutual impact of performance
between business processes and IT architecture. Section 2.5 introduces IntBIIS in more
detail. In this section, IntBIIS is analyzed in terms of business process elements that can
and cannot be modeled.

Here a comparative analysis of BPMN standard elements and IntBIIS elements is done. A
detailed analysis of this was done in the thesis of Tobias Knopf [137], that was supervised
by me. Table 3.2 summarizes the results.

Table 3.2:Comparative analysis of elements in BPMN and IntBIIS.

BPMN IntBIIS

Business Process
Usage Scenario

Lane
Role, Attribute: Responsible Role, -

Pool -

Subprocess
Scenario Behavior

Start Event
Start

Stop Event
Stop

Activity
Actor Step, System Step

Gateways
Branch

Sequence flow Attribute: Successor, Predecessor

Data Object
Composite/Collection Data Object

Association Attribute: Input/Output Data Object, -
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The elements of Table 3.2 correspond with the business process metamodel elements
shown in Figure 3.2 of Section 3.2.1.1. As indicated by the hyphen not all business process
elements are expressible in IntBIIS. Lanes and pools are highlighted in bold, as they cannot
be fully described in IntBIIS. This means that not every activity in IntBIIS can be assigned
to an executing employee. A corresponding element for lanes exists and is modeled by the
role in the organization environment model. Actor steps have the attribute responsible role
that links it to its executing role, but system steps misses this attribute. The pool, describing
the organizational unit, is also missing in IntBIIS.

The overall business process is defined by a usage scenario in IntBIIS and can be found
alongside with lane and pool in the top of Table 3.2. In the middle of Table 3.2 the
subprocess, start event, stop event and activity are shown. The corresponding element for
subprocess is the scenario behavior that is defined inside the usage scenario. Start and stop
events are defined by start and stop elements. The activity has two expressions in IntBIIS.
On the one hand, the actor step denotes the part performed by a human actor, and on the
other hand, the system step denotes the part performed by the information system. The
lower part of Table 3.2 shows the corresponding elements for gateways, sequence flow,
data object and association. Gateways are expressed by branches. The sequence flow is
defined by the predecessor and successor attributes in the actor step and system step. The
data object is modeled in the data model as a composite data object or a collection data
object and finally, the association is realized by the attributes input data object and output
data object inside of the actor step. However, the corresponding part for the system step is
missing.

IntBIIS_LP extends IntBIIS to model the previously described missing elements. Conse-
quently, the input for PAcsTract are all processes of an organization modeled in IntBIIS_LP.
Ideally, the processes encompass all the various departments in the organization. This
provides a comprehensive picture of the ongoing work done by employees on a daily
basis. Operating on this knowledge base allows PAcsTract to extract the role model and
establish an ACR mapping model fitting the needs of the organization. The following
section describes IntBIIS_LP and the metamodel extension in more detail.

Integrated Business IT Impact Simulation_Lanes and Pools (IntBIIS_LP)

IntBIIS_LP extends the metamodel of IntBIIS to complete the set of business process
elements. Table 3.3 shows the elements that need to be extended.

To complete the element lane the attribute responsible role needs to be extended in the
system steps. In IntBIIS the system step is represented by an EntryLevelSystemCall that
refers to an interface of the system. To establish the element pool (see second row in
Table 3.3), an organizational unit needs to be associated with a role of a process. Finally,
the associations of data objects need to be extended in system steps (see last row in
Table 3.3). These associations are already established within the actor steps by the attribute
input/output data object. Both, actor steps and system steps form the activity of a business
process, but the system steps need also a link to the data objects of the actor step.
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Table 3.3: Elements that need to be extended in IntBIIS.

BPMN IntBIIS

Lane
Role, Attribute: Responsible Role, -

Pool -

Association Attribute: Input/Output Data Object, -

The optimal solution to complete the lane element, illustrated by the first row of Table 3.3,
is to connect the EntryLevelSystemCalls with their actor step. This solves additionally the
completion of the data object associations illustrated in the last row of Table 3.3. During
this extension IntBIIS_LP additionally interconnects the AcquireDeviceResourceActions and
ReleaseDeviceResourceActions with the corresponding ActorStep. As AcquireDeviceResource-
Actions and ReleaseDeviceResourceActions are triggered during an activity of an employee,
these actions also belong to a certain role and thus, are realized the same way as with
the EntryLevelSystemCalls. This interconnection allows to track which role acquires and
releases which device.
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Figure 3.4 shows the extended metamodel of IntBIIS for the interconnection of EntryLevel-
SystemCalls, AcquireDeviceResourceActions and ReleaseDeviceResourceActions with Ac-
torSteps. The blue highlighted arrows and black highlighted classes are introduced by
IntBIIS_LP. Other elements are part of the IntBIIS metamodel. To realize a non-intrusive
metamodel, extension classes are provided (ADRMatchASExt, RDRMatchAsExt and ELSC-
MatchASExt) for each class that needs to be extended (EntryLevelSystemCalls, AcquireDe-
viceResourceAction and ReleaseDeviceResourceAction). Each extension class has a reference
to the class that it extends and a reference to the class ActorStep. For example, in Figure 3.4
the class ELSCMatchAsExt has a reference to the class EntryLevelSystemCall and to the
class ActorStep. Through this connection the class EntryLevelSystemCall is interconnected
with its actor step. An additional container is needed to establish a model in IntBIIS_LP.
In Figure 3.4 this container class is ELSCMatchASExtContainer.

The extension described above allows to interconnect EntryLevelSystemCalls, AcquireDe-
viceResourceActions and ReleaseDeviceResourceActions with ActorSteps for a certain process.
Therefore, a new model is established for every process in IntBIIS_LP. An example is given
in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5:An example for themodel that interconnects EntryLevelSystemCalls,AcquireDeviceResourceActions
and ReleaseDeviceResourceActions with ActorSteps.

Figure 3.5 shows the interconnection of EntryLevelSystemCalls and actor steps for a process
in IntBIIS_LP. In the top of Figure 3.5 the ELSC Match AS Ext Container establishes the
required interconnection in its child elements. In the lower part of Figure 3.5 the properties
of the blue highlighted child element ELSC Match AS Ext are shown. It has two properties:
Actorstep and EntryLevelSystemCall. They allow to select the EntryLevelSystemCall and the
actor step that should be interconnected. The equivalent is possible for the interconnection
of AcquireDeviceResourceActions and ReleaseDeviceResourceActions by the child elements
RDR Math AS Ext and ADR Match As Ext. This interconnection allows the matching with
a certain actor step of a process. As the actor step has a distinct responsible role, this
responsible role is connected to the interconnected EntryLevelSystemCall, AcquireDeviceRe-
sourceAction or ReleaseDeviceResourceAction. This completes the lane element for both
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parts of the activity (actor step and system step) in IntBIIS and additionally adds this
property to the acquire device resource actions and release device resource actions. As
the actor step has also distinct data objects that are associated by the Input/Output Data
Objects, the same solution applies to the realization of the association for data objects.

To establish the pool element of Table 3.3, the role element modeled in the organization
environment model is extended by an organizational unit. The metamodel extension is
shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Extended metamodel of IntBIIS. The blue highlighted arrows and black highlighted classes are
introduced by IntBIIS_LP. Other elements are part of the IntBIIS metamodel.

The parts of Figure 3.6 that are not highlighted belong to the metamodel of IntBIIS. The
blue highlighted arrows and black highlighted classes are extended by IntBIIS_LP. The
class Role_PoolExt refers to the class role that is linked in the responsible role of the
class ActorStep. It also defines the attribute organizaitonalUnit of type string. The class
PoolExtContainer in the lower part of Figure 3.6 refers to the class Role_PoolExt and is
required to establish a model.

Figure 3.7 shows an example model that extends the organizational unit in a process
of IntBIIS_LP. In the top of the Figure 3.7 the Pool Ext Container allows to define child
elements for the definition of the organizational unit. In the lower part of Figure 3.7 the
properties of the blue highlighted child element Role Pool Ext Store are shown. It has two
properties: Role and Orgaizational Unit. In the first property the role of a process is selected
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Figure 3.7:An example of the model that extends the organizational unit for roles.

and in the second property the organizational unit is defined for this role. By doing so,
each role in a process in IntBIIS_LP has a distinct organizational unit.

Figure 3.8: Illustrates the extensions provided by IntBIIS_LP.

Figure 3.8 illustrates the extensions provided by IntBIIS_LP on the basis of the intercon-
nection between EntryLevelSystemCalls and actor steps. In the process shown in the top
of Figure 3.8 the actor steps and EntryLevelSystemCalls are defined. The role of the actor
step is linked to an organizational unit. Several EntryLevelSystemCalls can be linked to an
actor step. This establishes the implicit connection to the role and the input/output data
objects.

To sum up, PAcsTract consumes all processes of an organization modeled in IntBIIS_LP.
Each process is modeled in a separate business process model. For each business process
model there are two models providing the missing business process elements. The ELSC
Match AS Ext Container connects the EntryLevelSystemCalls with their actor step and the
Pool Ext Container defines the organizational unit for the role of a process.
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3.2.1.3 Input for Access Permission Architecture Aligner

In Section 3.2.1.3 the formal concept for the identification of ACR breaches in EAAs was
introduced. AcsALign realizes this concept. This section elaborates on the input data
required for AcsALign. As the approach is built on top of PAcsTract, the approach does
also operate on EAAs defined in PCM (Section 2.4) and business processes defined in
IntBIIS_LP (Section 3.2.1.2).

The underlying concept of AcsALign requires the following information: 1) an EAA, 2)
a set of ACRs for the given EAA, 3) a mapping for data objects from business processes
to data types of the EAA, 4) a mapping for activities from business processes to service
calls of the EAA and 5) the actual read and written data types of the data flows of invoked
services.

Hence, the following input data is required for AcsALign:

• The EAA is provided in form of PCM models.

• A set of ACRs is consumed from the output of PAcsTract. There are two possibilities
in PAcsTract fromwhere the ACRs might be derived. On the one hand, PAcsTract can
extract the ACRs from business processes. On the other hand, a security expert can
extend the extracted ACRs with technical ACRs. Both are possible sources of ACRs
for AcsALign. AcsALign uses the ACR mapping model established by PAcsTract to
consume the required information (further information on the ACR mapping model
of PAcsTract will be provided in Section 3.2.3.1 and Section 3.2.3.3).

• The mapping from data objects to data types and the mapping from activities to
service calls are extracted from business processes modeled in IntBIIS_LP. Business
processes in IntBIIS_LP are tightly coupled with the EAA in PCM and thus, already
comprise the required information.

• The read and written data types of service calls are provided by the palladio extension
Data Centric Palladio (DC-PCM) [202]. Among others it provides a simple data flow
analysis for PCM models that outputs a list of data types that are read and written
during the invocation of services. Read means that data types are provided to the
user or system that has invoked the service and thus, are read by them. Written
means that data types are persisted in a database of the EAA. By operating on this
knowledge base AcsALign provides a list of service calls that violates the ACRs.

3.2.2 Model Overview, Responsibilities and Assumptions

This section puts the assumptions of this thesis into a bigger frame. Afterwards, the
various models used as input by the approaches of this thesis are divided into models of
business processes and models of EAA. This is done to provide a better overview before
beginning with the detailed sections about the approaches. At the end, employees of an
organization are assigned to models they are responsible for.
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Organizations that explicitly model and use business processes can benefit more from
the approaches in this thesis, as they do not have to model business processes that serve
as input for the approaches anymore. This is the case for many large organizations.
Nevertheless, organizations that do not use business processes can model them in order
to align their processes with ACRs and EAA. Clearly, organizations with high-security
requirements have to comply with more ACRs and thus, benefit more from the alignment
established by the approaches of this thesis.

In this thesis, I assume that business processes and IT architecture are built in a top-down
manner, meaning that the IT level has to meet requirements of the business level. Business
experts do not choose from ready-to-use IT modules, but rather the enterprise architect
models the EAA according to the requirements of the business processes designed by the
business expert. However, this assumption is only made to explain the approaches in a
systematic way. How organizations can utilize the approaches that already have an EAA
or business processes or an evolution scenario, is detailed in Chapter 4.

Within the scope of this thesis I assume that ACRs incorporated into business processes
by the business level are legally correct and in line with the business goals introduced
in Chapter 1. This thesis does not focus on identifying erroneous ACRs, but on defining
an automated transformation of ACRs from business processes to IT level artifacts. For
the same reason, I assume that business processes modeled by the business level are
syntactically correct and do express the intended matters.

The following two tables summarize the models that are required as input for BAcsTract
and PAcsTract. Table 3.4 specifies the business process models that are required as input
for BAcsTract.

Table 3.4: Business process model input for BAcsTract.

Model Name Business Process Model Description

BPMN Model for business processes with all the required
information as lanes, pools, activities and data objects.

In the case of BAcsTract, it is simple. Table 3.4 shows that only BPMN models are required.
The business expert is responsible for all parts of the BPMN models. No other models are
required.

Table 3.5 specifies the business process models and EAA models that are required as input
for PAcsTract and AcsALign and provides a short explanation of each model. The first five
models of Table 3.4 specify business processes in IntBIIS_LP. The last five models specify
the EAA in PCM.

Table 3.6 summarizes which employees are in charge of the different models of Table 3.5.
The responsibility of a particular employee means that this employee has the final decision
on certain elements of the model.

Table 3.6 shows a top-down specification of models in an organization and their responsible
employees. Certainly, most organizations do already have some models and undergo
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Table 3.5: Business process models and EAA models that are input for PAcsTract and AcsALign.

Model Name Business Process Model Description EAA Model Description

Business Process
Model (Usage
Scenario,
BP Usage Model)

Model for the flow of actor steps and
system steps and the interconnection

of elements modeled in
other IntBIIS_LP models.

x

Data Model Model for data objects. x

Organization
Environment
Model

Model for roles and devices. x

ELSC Match AS
Ext Container

Model for the interconnection of
system steps and acquire/release

device resource actions
with actor steps.

x

Pool Ext
Container

Model for the organizational unit
of roles. x

System x
Model for the interconnection

of systems, components
and interfaces.

Repository x Model for systems, components,
interfaces and data types.

Service Effect
Specification x Model for the behavioral

description of components.

evolution scenarios where parts of the models are changing. Here, a top-down specification
is considered which pertains organizations that start from scratch and don’t have any
models. Regarding BAcsTract, PAcsTract and AcsALign it does not matter if organizations
start from scratch or undergo evolution scenarios. In both cases they can utilize the
approaches equally. Chapter 4 will discuss in detail how organizations may use the
approaches when they undergo different evolution scenarios. For the sake of clarity,
in the following the top-down specification of models is discussed. Fundamentally, all
responsible employees cannot change elements ultimately that lie in the responsibility
of other employees. It is possible that employees propose dummies or suggestions for
elements outside of their responsibilities, but the responsible employee takes always the
final decision on the model elements he is responsible for. Exemplarily, the enterprise
architect cannot change any elements that the business expert is responsible for and has
finally decided on, but the business expert may propose system steps.
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Table 3.6: Shows the model responsibilities in case of PAcsTract and AcsALign.

Nr.
Employee
in Charge Model Name Model Elements

1 Business
Expert

Business Process Model
Data Model

Organization Environment Model
Pool Ext Container

Repository

Actor Steps, ADR/RDR Actions
All
All
All

Data Types (for Data Objects)

2 Enterprise
Architect

Business Process Model
ELSC Match AS Ext Container

System
Repository

System Steps
All

Systems with Interfaces
Interfaces (for Systems),
Data Types (extends)

3 Software
Architect

System
Repository

Components with Interfaces
Interfaces (for Components),

Data Types (extends)

4 Component
Developer Service Effect Specification All

5 System
Deployer

Resource Environment
Allocation

All
All

1. Business Expert: is responsible for modeling most of the IntBIIS_LP models. Data
objects are specified in the data model. Roles and devices are specified in the or-
ganization environment model. The actual business processes are modeled in the
business process models. In the business process model the business expert is respon-
sible for the acquire/release device resource actions and the actor steps. Inside the
actor steps he interconnects data objects and responsible roles. He may also propose
system step dummies for the enterprise architect. The business expert specifies the
organizational units for the roles in the pool ext container. With these steps he
completes all the elements that are part of business processes. Finally, for each data
object from the data model an equivalent data type is modeled in the repository. This
step can be automated, as it is an one-to-one mapping.

2. Enterprise Architect: takes models from the business expert. He specifies the
required interfaces and extends the current data types in the repository. In the same
way, he specifies systems and their interfaces in the system diagram. By doing so, he
specifies the system landscape, meaning the EAA. The enterprise architect is also
responsible for the technical part of the IntBIIS_LP models. In the business process
models, he specifies or completes the system steps. Afterwards, he interconnects
system steps with their actor steps in the ELSC Match AS Ext Container.
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3. Software Architect: uses the models of the enterprise architect to model the ar-
chitecture inside the systems. He extends datatypes and specifies interfaces in the
repository. Additionally, he specifies components with interfaces in the system
diagram.

4. Component Developer: is responsible for the behavioral specification of compo-
nents and uses models of the software architect and enterprise architect. Therefore,
he models the service effect specification for each component. By this he describes
the behavior of components and their interactions with other components.

5. System Deployer: uses the models of the previous roles to specify the available
resources, for example, CPU, HD, network and memory and to allocate components
to resources.

3.2.3 Role Model Extraction from Business Processes

The two approaches described in this section realize the concept introduced in Section 3.1.1,
namely to align business level and IT level artifacts of organizations in terms of ACRs. Both
approaches extract implicitly modeled ACRs from business processes that are designed
by service design managers and compliance managers [34] (formerly introduced as the
business level), automatically. During the extraction participants, their activities and
associated data objects are analyzed to build an ACR mapping model that interconnects
elements of access control and business processes. Section 3.2.3.1 explains the ACR
mapping model that is part of the concept of Section 3.1.1. Afterwards, Section 3.2.3.2
explains the approach BAcsTract and how it extracts ACRs from BPMN to form a role
model for RBAC. Section 3.2.3.3 and Section 3.2.3.4 explain the approach PAcsTract that
extracts ACRs from IntBIIS_LP, a BPMN pendant in PCM.

3.2.3.1 Access Control Requirements Mapping Model

Section 3.1.1 explained the concept for extracting ACRs from business processes by ele-
vating an ACR mapping model that aligns business processes with RBAC. This section
introduces the ACR mapping model that is built during the extraction process of BAcsTract
and PAcsTract. Throughout the extraction the ACR mapping model is built by intercon-
necting elements of business processes with elements of RBAC. Afterwards, it contains the
implicitly modeled ACRs of the business processes. In a final step BAcsTract and PAcsTract
extract the role model from the ACR mapping model. Apart from the usage during the
extraction, the ACR mapping model provides a documentation of design decisions and
allows to trace access permissions. This enables the business level as well as the IT level
to better understand mutual dependencies between models of business and IT, especially
during evolution scenarios.

This thesis proposes a concept for decomposition and aggregation of roles and permissions
(cf. [76]). Roles and permissions that are elements of access control are interconnected
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with intermediate layers. These newly introduced intermediate layers are specific for the
context of business processes [177]. Altogether, they form the layers of the ACR mapping
model. In addition, this thesis proposes a new process in which roles, permissions and
the newly introduced intermediate layers are not engineered manually but extracted
from business processes automatically [177]. By doing so, the approaches BAcsTract and
PAcsTract extract business level ACRs automatically.

Figure 3.9 shows the layers of the ACR mapping model according to the definition of
Equation (3.29) in Section 3.1.1. It is implemented as a database, where each column of
the database represents a layer. Altogether, there are four layers: role, process, activity,
permission.

Figure 3.9: Shows the ACR mapping model filled by BAcsTract and PAcsTract during the extraction of ACRs
from business processes.

Each layer of the ACR mapping model in Figure 3.9 represents either an element of a
business process, RBAC or of both together. The mapping of these elements was formally
defined in Equations (3.27) to (3.28) of Section 3.1.1. Table 3.7 lines up the elements of
BPMN and IntBIIS_LP and should help to understand the mapping of these elements to
the layers of the ACR mapping model.

• Role: The first layer is clearly part of RBAC and represents the RBAC role. In RBAC
the role comprises a set of permissions in order to fulfill the tasks that are the duty
of that role. The employee responsible for these tasks is assigned to that role. In
business processes, as defined in Equations (3.17) to (3.24) of Section 3.1.1, a set of
activities is composed into lanes. The lane stands typically for one or more employees
that are responsible to fulfill these activities during their daily work. This makes
the concept of the lane similar to that of the RBAC role and thus both elements are
mapped in layer role. The corresponding element for the lane in IntBIIS_LP is the
responsible role of the actor step (see Table 3.7). As system steps are connected to
actor steps, they also belong to the responsible role of the actor step. Thus, in case
of PAcsTract the responsible role is mapped to the layer role.

• Process: This layer represents only elements of business processes. Namely, the
business process itself. The work of an employee (role) is organized across several
business processes, during which he has to fulfill the activities in his lane. Thus, each
role has a number of processes it is connected with. The corresponding element for
the business process in IntBIIS_LP is the usage scenario (see Table 3.7). So, in case of
BAcsTract the process name is mapped to the layer process. In case of PAcsTract the
name of the usage scenario is mapped.
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Table 3.7:Comparative elements of BPMN and IntBIIS_LP.

BPMN IntBIIS

Business Process
Usage Scenario

Lane
Role, Actor Step Attribute: Responsible Role,

ELSC Match As Ext

Pool Role Pool Ext Store Attribute: Organizational Unit

Subprocess
Scenario Behavior

Start Event
Start

Stop Event
Stop

Activity
Actor Step, System Step

Gateways
Branch

Sequence flow Actor Step Attribute: Successor, Predecessor

Data Object
Composite/Collection Data Object

Association Actor Step Attribute: Input/Output Data Object,
ELSC Match As Ext

• Activity: This layer also represents only elements of business processes. An em-
ployee (role) has to fulfill during his work different tasks (business processes). During
each task (business process) he has to complete a set of activities, which are the duty
of his work. By completing these activities, he fulfills the overall business process.
Hence, the third layer represents the activities a role has to fulfill during its processes.
The corresponding elements for the activity in IntBIIS_LP are the actor step and
system step (see Table 3.7). Thus, in case of PAcsTract the actor steps and system
steps of the role’s processes are mapped to the layer activity.
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• Permission: The last layer represents elements of business processes and RBAC.
In order to complete an activity, the employee needs the correct amount of access
permissions to the required devices, systems and folders. These access permissions
are specified in an access control system, such as RBAC. For example, to carry out
the activity change price of product shown in Figure 3.10, the employee needs access
permissions to the information system and to the file of the product or to the service
function for changing product price. There might be activities where no access
permissions are needed, for example, sort product in shelf. In business processes,
activities have associations with data objects. Depending on the association the
activity needs a data object as input in order to be carried out and thus, reads data, or
produces a data object as a result of the activity and thus, writes data. Consequently,
input and output data objects of activities represent permissions. Thus, the last
layer represents the input and output data objects that a role requires to fulfill the
activities during its processes. The corresponding elements for the data objects and
their associations in IntBIIS_LP are the data object modeled in the data model and its
binding in the actor step attribute input/output data object (see Table 3.7). As system
steps are connected to actor steps, they are also associated with the input/output
data object attribute of the actor step. So, in case of PAcsTract the input/output data
object attribute is mapped to the layer permission.

An example of an entry in the ACR mapping model is illustrated in Figure 3.10. A part
of the store manager’s duty is the business process change price. In this process his lane
is called store manager and he has the activity change price of product. This activity has
the output data object product, meaning that the store manager does a write operation to
that product during the change of the product’s price. In this example the row in the ACR
mapping model would look like as follows: role would be store manager, process would be
change price, activity would be change prices of product and permission would be write
product (see Figure 3.10).

Figure 3.10: Illustrates an example of an entry in the ACR mapping model.

To sum up, a role in the RBAC role model can be seen as a lane in the business process.
Both are represented in the first layer role and are assigned to an employee. Each role has
a set of business processes which it needs to fulfill as part of its daily work duties. The
business processes of a role are represented in the second layer process. In each business
process, the role completes a certain amount of activities, each of which requires a definite
set of permissions in order to fulfill the activity. The activities of all role’s processes and
their permissions are represented by the third and fourth layer. The mapping of business
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process and RBAC elements to the layers of the ACR mapping model is also summarized
in Figure 3.9.

By establishing the above-mentioned ACR mapping model, BAcsTract and PAcsTract
extract ACRs from business processes and establish a traceability between RBAC and
business process elements. This allows to understand the origin of each extracted business
level ACR by tracing it back to their originating business process, lane, activity and
associated data object.

3.2.3.2 BPMN Access Permission Extractor

Section 3.1.1 explained the formal concept of extracting ACRs from business processes
on which BAcsTract is based. BAcsTract is a top down approach to elicit role models
for RBAC automatically by analyzing the business processes of an organization. ACRs
are extracted from business processes by establishing an ACR mapping model. The ACR
mapping model was introduced in the previous section. During the final steps of BAcsTract
a role model is extracted from the ACR mapping model together with a hierarchy. The
resulting RBAC role model is an initial role model comprising the business level ACRs.
Technical ACRs has to be extended by security experts. Section 3.2.1.1 introduced the
input data for BAcsTract. This section will elaborate on the main logic of the approach
BAcsTract. It realizes the concept introduced in Section 3.1.1 for the de facto standard
business process language BPMN [5]. Therefore, BAcsTract is provided with a set of BPMN
business processes of an organization. Ideally, these processes encompass all the various
departments of the organization and provide a comprehensive picture of the ongoing work
done by the employees on a daily basis.

Figure 3.11 shows an example process which is further on used to explain how BAcsTract
is working. It depicts the process Prepare Advertisements and Discounts of a supermarket
store called CoCoME. The process is triggered by the store manager, who decides that
advertisements and discounts of the store have to be renewed. Therefore, he reviews the
previously issued advertisement schedules and prepares a new advertisement request for
the marketing manager. The marketing manager receives this advertisement request and
begins the preparation of a new advertisement schedule according to the advertisement
request of the store manager. In order to select proper advertisements and discounts he
analyzes customer profiles of the loyalty customers of the supermarket store. Finally, he
selects advertisements and discounts according to the needs of the customers and finishes
the advertisement schedule. In the last step, the store manager approves the proposed
advertisement schedule. Based on this example process, BAcsTract will be explained
further on.

BAcsTract extracts ACRs from business processes by building an ACR mapping model
from which afterwards the initial role model is formed. This is done in six steps. Step one
to four build the ACR mapping model that was explained in Section 3.2.3.1. Step five and
six create a hierarchy and form the initial role model.
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Figure 3.11: Shows the business process Prepare Advertisements and Discounts of a supermarket store.

Step 1: During the first step, roles are extracted from business processes. This was formal-
ized in Equation (3.30) of Section 3.1.1. In this step, unique names are extracted from lanes
and their organizational divisions are extracted from pools. Pools represent organizational
divisions of roles, making equal roles distinguishable across processes. Figure 3.12 shows
this. Both lanes are named Director, but they represent different roles. By considering the
organizational division inside the pool (marketing and sales), it is possible to distinguish
the roles. Not every lane transforms to a role inside the role model. For example, closed
lanes are used in BPMN to model external participants that are interacting in a process
(like a customer in a sale process). Figure 3.13 shows a closed lane in BPMN. It does not
have any activities nor data objects, as it does not belong to the organization itself and
has no access rights within the organization. Thus, such lanes have no entry in the ACR
mapping model. Another example for roles that are not transformed into the role model,
are lanes without a single data object in any of their activities. Roles without any data
object associations have no defined access rights in the business processes and thus, do
not require an entry in the role model. Nevertheless, these roles have entries in the ACR
mapping model in order to be complete. Table 3.8 shows the ACR mapping model for the
example process in Figure 3.11 after step one.

Table 3.8:ACR mapping model after step one.

Nr. Role Process Activity Permission

1 CoCoME Store: Store Manager
2 CoCoME Store: Marketing Manager
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Figure 3.12: Explains how pools distinguish organizational divisions.Closed Lane
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Figure 3.13: Shows an example of a closed lane in BPMN.

Table 3.8 has two entries, one for each lane of the process shown in Figure 3.11. The first
row corresponds with the first lane store manager. The second row corresponds with the
second lane marketing manager. Both role entries in the ACR mapping model have their
organizational unit CoCoME Store beforehand.

Step 2: In this step, the process name is extracted for each role that participates in the
process. This was formalized in Equation (3.31) of Section 3.1.1. During this step, processes
and roles are interconnected with each other. A role gets an entry with the process name
in the ACR mapping model for each process it is participating in. Table 3.9 shows the ACR
mapping model for the example process in Figure 3.11 after step two. As there is only one
process in this example each role has exactly one entry.

Table 3.9:ACR mapping model after step two.

Nr. Role Process Activity Permission

1 CoCoME Store: Store Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts

2 CoCoME Store: Marketing Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts
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Step 3: In step three, activities are extracted according to the formalization in Equation (3.32)
of Section 3.1.1. Each role’s activities in a process are analyzed and added to the ACR
mapping model. By doing so, each role and process is interconnected with the role’s
activities. Sub-processes, that are visualized as activities with an extra plus, are forming an
exception. As they link to another process that is analyzed in any event as an own process,
they produce no entries in the ACR mapping model to avoid duplicates. Table 3.10 shows
an excerpt of the ACR mapping model for the example process in Figure 3.11 after step
three.

Table 3.10: Excerpt of the ACR mapping model after step three.

Nr. Role Process Activity Permission

1 CoCoME Store: Store Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts

Prepare
advertisement

request

2 CoCoME Store: Store Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts

Issue
advertisement
request to

...

3 CoCoME Store: Store Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts

Approve
advertisement

schedule

4 CoCoME Store: Marketing Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts

Receive
advertisement

request

...

As can be seen in Table 3.10, there are more entries in the ACR mapping model than after
step two. This is the case, because in step three each row identifies a certain activity of
a role in a process. The store manager has three activities in the process of Figure 3.11.
These three activities can be found in row one to three of the ACR mapping model shown
in Table 3.10. Prepare advertisement request is interconnected with the process Prepare
Advertisement and Discounts and role CoCoME Store: Store Manager. The same is valid for
the other two activities as well as for the activities of the marketing manager.

Step 4: This step extracts permissions from activities of business processes, according to
the formalization in Equation (3.33) of Section 3.1.1. Therefore, activities of all processes
of a role are analyzed for data objects and their input/output associations. There are two
different possibilities to associate data objects. The left part of Figure 3.14 (1. and 2.) shows
the association with an activity, while the right part (3.) shows the association with a flow
transition.
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Figure 3.14: Shows different ways to model associations of data objects in BPMN.

1. In (1.) of Figure 3.14, the association depicted by a dashed arrow, is pointing to the
activity. This means that the data object is required as an input to the activity in
order to fulfill it. An input data object is synonymous with a read operation on this
data object. For example, in the last activity of the store manager in Figure 3.11,
Approve advertisement schedule, he has to approve the advertisement schedule that
was prepared by the marketing manager. To do this, he requires read access to the
advertisement schedule. This is depicted by the input data association. In order to
open the file of the advertisement schedule he makes a read operation. In terms of
access control, he requires a read permission.

2. In (2.) of Figure 3.14, the association is the other way around, pointing from the
activity to the data object. This means that during the activity a data object is
produced as an output. This is synonymous with a write operation and thus, requires
a write permission. For example, the marketing manager prepares the advertisement
strategy and goals for the advertisement schedule in the activity Prepare advertisement
strategy and goals in the lower left part of Figure 3.11. To do this, he has to write
the advertisement strategy and goals to the advertisement schedule and therefore
needs a write permission for the file. This is depicted by the output association in
Figure 3.11. The activity produces the output data object advertisement schedule,
meaning that this data object is created or modified.

3. In (3.) of Figure 3.14, the data object is connected to the flow transition between
two activities. This notation can be decomposed into two associations as follows: in
the first activity the data object has an output association and in the second activity
an input association. Hence, the first activity requires a write permission while
the second requires a read permission for the data object. An example is shown in
between the first and second activity of the store manager in Figure 3.11. The data
object advertisement request is associated to the flow transition between the activities
Prepare advertisement request and Issue advertisement request to marketing manager.
This means that the first activity produces the advertisement request as an output,
therefore requiring a write permission and afterwards this advertisement request
serves as an input to the second activity, therefore requiring a read permission.
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By analyzing associated data objects this way, read and write permission are extracted
from the business processes and are interconnected to the activities of a role’s process
in the ACR mapping model. Attention has to be payed to the isCollection attribute of
data objects defined by the BPMN standard [5]. It allows to define the multiplicity of the
data object. A collection data object means that the data object has the multiplicity of
n. For example, the input data object advertisement schedule in the first activity of the
store manager in Figure 3.11 is a collection. This is depicted by the three dashes in the
lower part of the data object. In order to prepare the advertisement request, the store
manager has to look at all the previous advertisement schedules. Thus, the input data
object advertisement schedule is denoted as a collection, meaning that there are several
advertisement schedules read by the store manager. For better understanding, the name of
the data object can be interpreted as the data type, meaning that there are several input
files of type advertisement schedule. This is crucial, because indistinction of data object
names due to multiplicities are avoided. In this case, the advertisement schedule and the
collection advertisement schedule have the same name. Hence, the approach can identify
that both are of the same data type, but the first is a single object and the latter a collection
of this object. This allows to distinguish in the permissions whether the data object is a
collection or not. It is important as information systems work with this concept. Table 3.11
shows an excerpt of the ACR mapping model for the example process in Figure 3.11 after
step four.

Table 3.11: Excerpt of the ACR mapping model after step four.
Nr. Role Process Activity Permission

1 CoCoME Store: Store Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts

Prepare
advertisement

request

READ Advertisement
schedule (Coll.)

2 CoCoME Store: Store Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts

Prepare
advertisement

request

WRITE Advertisement
request

3 CoCoME Store: Store Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts

Issue
advertisement
request to

...

READ Advertisement
request

4 CoCoME Store: Store Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts

Approve
advertisement

schedule

READ Advertisement
schedule

5 CoCoME Store: Marketing Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts

Receive
advertisement

request

READ Advertisement
request

...

Table 3.11 shows that in each row the permission is associated with its activity, process
and role. The permission itself consists of a READ, WRITE or READ/WRITE and the
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corresponding data object. The first row shows the required read permission for the
advertisement schedule collection during the activity Prepare advertisement request. Row
two depicts the required write permission for the advertisement request during the same
activity, as the data object is associated with the flow transition and thus, row three
depicts the required read permission for the following activity Issue advertisement request
to marketing manager. After step four, all business level ACRs from business processes are
extracted and stored in the ACR mapping model in form of interconnected tuples of role,
process, activity and permission.

Step 5: During this step, a simple hierarchy is elicited on the basis of the ACRs in the
ACR mapping model. This is done according to the formalization in Equation (3.37) of
Section 3.1.1. Therefore, the permissions of each role, e.g., cashier, are inspected whether
they are a subset of another role, e.g., manager. If this is the case, the role manager inherits
from role cashier. An example is given in Figure 3.15. In the upper part of Figure 3.15,
the role cashier and the role manager are represented with their permissions. Both
roles have the permission READ Inventory list, but only the manager has the permission
READ/WRITE Financial data. The permissions of the cashier are a subset of the permissions
of the manager. Thus, a hierarchy is built as shown in the lower part of Figure 3.15, where
the role manager inherits from the role cashier. There is the possibility to introduce
virtual roles according to [145] to optimize the hierarchy. This may help to reduce the
amount of duplicate permissions and ease permission management. Virtual roles combine
a subset of permissions from which other roles can inherit. The only difference between
the normal hierarchy and virtual roles is that virtual roles are technically never assigned to
an employee [145]. They only serve for abstraction purposes. To find a place to introduce
virtual roles, each role’s activities are compared to activities of other roles. If any activities
are similar, a virtual role may be introduced.

Step 6: During the last step, the initial RBAC role model is extracted from the ACR mapping
model. The formal definition was given in Equations (3.35) and (3.36) of Section 3.1.1. For
each unique role, which has permissions, all unique permissions are extracted. Afterwards,
they are combined with the information from step five resulting in a role model with a
hierarchy. Roles without any permissions are ignored. The role model for the provided
example according to the excerpt of the ACR mapping model from Table 3.11 is shown in
Table 3.12.

Table 3.12: Role model for the excerpt of the ACR mapping model from Table 3.11.

Nr. Role Permission

1 CoCoME Store: Store Manager READ Advertisement schedule (Coll.)
2 CoCoME Store: Store Manager READ/WRITE Advertisement request
3 CoCoME Store: Store Manager READ Advertisement schedule
4 CoCoME Store: Marketing Manager READ Advertisement request

. . .
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Figure 3.15: Shows a simple hierarchy.

The fields role and permission of the first two rows of Table 3.11 can be found identically
in the role model in Table 3.12. Row three of Table 3.11 is merged into the second row of
Table 3.12, as both data objects are the same. It results in the permission READ/WRITE
Advertisement request. If the first permission of the role model in Table 3.12 would not point
to the collection data object advertisement schedule but to the single data object, then the
fourth row of Table 3.11 would impose the same permission as the first row of Table 3.11,
CoCoME Store: Store Manager and READ Advertisement schedule. As the role model would
already has this permission and the role model possesses only unique permissions, the
permission from row four of Table 3.11 would be ignored. This example should illustrate
how rows from the ACR mapping model are treated if they have an identical counterpart
in the role model. As the first row points to the collection data object of advertisement
schedule, it is not identical with the fourth row of Table 3.11 and thus, the fourth row
of Table 3.11 is extracted into the third row of the role model in Table 3.12. Row five of
Table 3.11 is extracted into the role model and shown in row four of Table 3.12.

The resulting role model serves security experts as an initial role model. It comprises
business level ACRs extracted from business processes. Technical ACRs are missing, as
they are not part of the business level knowledge. Nonetheless, the initial role model eases
the role engineering process for security experts who are more technical-oriented and
hence, can focus on technical parts. As a result, the overall role engineering process is less
error-prone, as parts are automated and the resulting role model is better aligned with
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business level ACRs, allowing to backtrack design decisions by using the ACR mapping
model.

There are several models BAcsTract outputs in form of HTML tables. They visualize results
and help security experts during their work. An example of the ACR mapping model and
the role model is shown in Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17. While the ACR mapping model is
identical with the ACR mapping model in Table 3.11, the role model shows the complete
role model for the example process.

Figure 3.16: Shows an excerpt of the HTML output of the ACR mapping model.

Beside these tables, BAcsTract outputs a table with unique permissions and a table sum-
marizing processes and roles. Typically, the amount of business processes is very large.
Thus, the number of roles and permissions is even larger. This makes it difficult to get an
overview of roles and permissions or find a particular one. Hence, the aforementioned
tables help in providing a comprehensive overview. An example for the unique permission
output is shown in Figure 3.18. It provides an overview for security experts and the
business level over all unique permissions, making it easier to track whether a certain
permission is existing or not. Figure 3.19 provides an example for the output about pro-
cesses and roles. It provides an overview over all processes and their participating roles.
This helps to get an overview over the vast amount of processes and their participating
roles in an organization. Both outputs help security experts and the business level to get a
comprehensive overview and to find particular permissions.
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Figure 3.17: Shows an excerpt of the HTML output of the role model.

Figure 3.18: Shows a HTML output of the unique permissions.

Figure 3.19: Shows a HTML output of the processes and roles.

To sum up, BAcsTract operates on business processes of an organization modeled in BPMN.
They are analyzed in six steps implementing the formalized concept from Section 3.1.1.
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During the six steps, relevant parts of the business processes are extracted to build an ACR
mapping model interconnecting elements of business processes and RBAC. Therefore,
tuples of role, process, activity and permission are built. During the final step, the role
model is extracted out of the ACR mapping model. Lastly, BAcsTract creates several
outputs besides the ACR mapping model and the role model that help security experts
and the business level to get a comprehensive view of the results.

3.2.3.3 Palladio Access Permission Extractor

PAcsTract basis on the formal concept for extracting ACRs from business processes ex-
plained in Section 3.1.1. It is a top down approach to elicit role models for RBAC auto-
matically by analyzing business processes of an organization modeled in the PCM [189]
extension IntBIIS_LP. During the extraction, an ACR mapping model is established, which
was introduced in Section 3.2.3.1. Section 3.2.1.2 explained what kind of data PAcsTract
consumes as input. There are several models designed in IntBIIS_LP representing the busi-
ness processes in PCM: business process model, data model, organizational environment
model, ELSC match AS ext container, Pool ext container. Additionally, models representing
the EAA are consumed: system, repository and service effect specification. An overview
over the input for PAcsTract was provided in Table 3.5. This section will introduce how
PAcsTract extracts ACRs and the role model automatically. Ideally, the input processes
encompass all the various departments of the organization and provide a comprehensive
picture of the ongoing work done by the employees on a daily basis. In the following,
the PCM and IntBIIS_LP models are explained, which are part of the running example
introduced in the previous section.

Figure 3.20 shows the PCM system diagram. The round connectors on the left side and
at the top of the surrounding system represent interfaces that serve service calls to the
employees of the supermarket store. Rectangular boxes depict subsystems operated in
the supermarket store. The system Store is responsible for the processes around the cash
desks, the online shop and the inventory. It is connected to the CustomerDataStore via the
interface ICustomerDataRecorder, that is used to store the orders done by customers in
the supermarket. The Store is also connected to the LoyaltyManagement via the interface
ILoyaltyManagementOrderProcessing, that is responsible for the loyalty program of the store.
It is in turn connected to the CustomerDataStore to store orders from loyalty customers.
The system Marketing is connected to the CustomerDataStore to get information about
processed orders, that are required to build customer profiles from which advertisements
and discounts are selected.

Figure 3.21 depicts the process Prepare Advertisements and Discountsmodeled in IntBIIS_LP.
It is equivalent to the BPMN process in Figure 3.11 and has been explained in Section 3.2.3.2.
The corresponding roles are defined in the organization environment model shown in
Figure 3.22.

Organizational divisions of roles are defined in Figure 3.23. For example, the role marketing
manager belongs to the organizational division store.
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Figure 3.20: Shows the system diagram.

Figure 3.21: Shows the IntBIIS_LP process Prepare Advertisements and Discounts of the supermarket store
CoCoME.

the IntBIIS_LP process in Figure 3.21 has eight actor steps that are equivalent to the
activities of the BPMN process in Figure 3.11 and six EntryLevelSystemCalls. The data
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Figure 3.22: Shows the organization environment model.

Figure 3.23: Shows the Pool Ext Container that defines the organizational units for roles of a process.

objects used by the actor steps and EntryLevelSystemCalls are modeled in the data model
shown in Figure 3.24.

Figure 3.24: Shows the data model.

PAcsTract extracts ACRs from business processes by building the ACR mapping model
explained in Section 3.2.3.1. Afterwards, the initial role model is extracted from the ACR
mapping model. The extraction is done in six automatic steps which do not require any
human interaction. Step one to four build the ACR mapping model. Step five and six create
a hierarchy and form the initial role model.
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Step 1: During the first step, roles are extracted from the IntBIIS_LP processes according
to the formalization in Equation (3.30) of Section 3.1.1. Therefore, the properties of each
actor step of an IntBIIS_LP process are analyzed for its responsible role. An example for
the first actor step is shown in Figure 3.25.

Figure 3.25: Shows the IntBIIS_LP process Prepare Advertisements and Discounts of a supermarket store
and the properties for the first actor step.

The properties for the actor step Prepare advertisement request in the lower part of Fig-
ure 3.25 show the responsible role Store Manager. For each role, the organizational division
is extracted from the property Organizational Unit of the corresponding pool ext container.
In the example shown in Figure 3.23, the organizational division for the store manager
is Store. By considering the organizational division it is possible to distinguish roles of
different organizational divisions. Table 3.13 shows an excerpt of the ACR mapping model
for the example process in Figure 3.25 after step one.
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Table 3.13: Excerpt of the ACR mapping model after step one.

Nr. Role Process Activity Permission Data Type

1 Store: Store Manager
2 Store: Store Manager
3 Store: Marketing Manager
4 Store: Marketing Manager

...

Table 3.13 shows four of the eight entries in the ACR mapping model after step one. There
is one row for each actor step containing the role and its organizational division. The
extracted role store manager with its organizational division store of the first actor step is
in the first row of the ACR mapping model shown in Table 3.13.

Step 2: In this step, the process names are extracted in which the roles participate. It
formalized in Equation (3.31) of Section 3.1.1. This step is responsible for interconnecting
processes and roles with each other. Each entry of the ACR mapping model is extended by
the corresponding process name. The process name is found in the properties of the usage
scenario shown in the top of Figure 3.25. Table 3.14 shows an excerpt of the resulting ACR
mapping model after step two.

Table 3.14:ACR mapping model after step two.
Nr. Role Process Activity Permission Data Type

1 Store: Store Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts

2 Store: Store Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts

3 Store: Marketing Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts

4 Store: Marketing Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts

...

Step 3: In step three, actor steps are extracted according to the formalization in Equa-
tion (3.32) of Section 3.1.1. Each role’s actor steps in a process are analyzed and added to
the ACR mapping model. The name can be found in the property Entity Name of each
actor step and is shown in the lower part of Figure 3.25. By doing so, each role and process
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is interconnected with the role’s actor steps. Table 3.15 shows an excerpt of the ACR
mapping model for the example process in Figure 3.25 after step three. To each row the
related actor step is added. For example, the first row belongs to the first actor step, thus
Prepare advertisement request is added to this row.

Table 3.15: Excerpt of the ACR mapping model after step three.
Nr. Role Process Activity Permission Data Type

1 Store: Store Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts

Prepare
advertisement

request

2 Store: Store Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts

Issue
advertisement
request to

...

3 Store: Marketing Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts

Receive
advertisement

request

4 Store: Marketing Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts

Prepare
advertisement
strategy . . .

...

Step 4: This step extracts permissions from actor steps of IntBIIS_LP processes, according
to the formalization in Equation (3.33) of Section 3.1.1. Therefore, the properties Input Data
Objects and Output Data Objects are analyzed. These properties associate data objects, that
are modeled in the data model, with actor steps. In addition to the data object, IntBIIS_LP
also models the data type of a data object. The data type is also extracted in this step, as it
is the representation of the data object in the IT architecture. The isCollection attribute of
data objects, defined by the BPMN standard, is realized through a specific collection data
object. This means that the data object has the multiplicity of n. For example, the input
data object Advertisement schedules of the first actor step in Figure 3.25 is a collection data
object. In order to prepare the advertisement request the store manager has to look at all
the previous advertisement schedules. Thus, the input data object Advertisement schedules
is denoted as a collection, meaning that there are several advertisement schedules read by
the store manager. The collection data object Advertisement schedules itself points to the
inner data object of which the collection is implemented. Figure 3.26 shows the property
Inner Data Object that points to the data object Advertisement schedule, meaning that the
collection advertisement schedules implements a collection of the composite data object
advertisement schedule.

The property Data Types of the data object Advertisement schedules in Figure 3.26 points
to the data type advertisementSchedules. In the EAA modeled in PCM the communication
between systems and components is realized via data types. Thus, signatures of service
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Figure 3.26: Shows the data model with properties.

calls specify data types, e.g., getAdvertisements(date): advertisementSchedules. Data types
are representations of the data objects from business processes in the EAA. That is why
each data object in the data model is connected to its corresponding data type in the
repository. As this data type is the representation of the business process data object, it is
extracted and saved alongside with the permission in the ACR mapping model. This makes
the resulting role model more aligned, as the specific IT object for the data object of the
business process is the data type and is known. This means, that the extracted role model
already points to the concrete IT object in its permission. The input/output associations
data objects to an actor step is comparable to a read and write permission. An input data
object in an actor step requires a read permission for that object and an output data object
in an actor step requires a write permission for that object. For example, the first actor
step in Figure 3.25 has the collection data object Advertisement schedules as input and
the composite data object Advertisement request as output. As a result, the ACR mapping
model will have two entries with a read to the collection advertisement schedules and a
write to the composite advertisement request. Table 3.16 shows an excerpt of the ACR
mapping model for the example process in Figure 3.25 after step four.

In Table 3.15 each row is extended by the extracted permissions and the data type. If
there are more than one data object associated to an actor step, resulting in more than
one permission, the row is duplicated for each other permission. An example for this is
the first actor step of Figure 3.25. It has the collection data object Advertisement schedules
as input and the composite data object Advertisement request as output. They can be
found in row one and two of the ACR mapping model shown in Table 3.16. The first row
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Table 3.16: Excerpt of the ACR mapping model after step four.
Nr. Role Process Activity Permission Data Type

1 Store: Store Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts

Prepare
advertisement

request

READ Advertisement
schedules (Coll.)

Advertisement
schedules (Coll.)

2 Store: Store Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts

Prepare
advertisement

request

WRITE Advertisement
request (Comp.)

Advertisement
request (Comp.)

3 Store: Store Manager
Prepare

Advertisements
and Discounts

Issue
advertisement
request to

...

READ Advertisement
request (Comp.)

Advertisement
request (Comp.)

4 Store: Marketing
Manager

Prepare
Advertisements
and Discounts

Receive
advertisement

request

READ Advertisement
request (Comp.)

Advertisement
request (Comp.)

5 Store: Marketing
Manager

Prepare
Advertisements
and Discounts

Prepare
advertisement
strategy . . .

WRITE Advertisement
schedule (Comp.)

Advertisement
schedule (Comp.)

...

shows the required read permission for the advertisement schedules during the activity
Prepare advertisement request. Row two shows the required write permission for the ad-
vertisement request during the same activity. After step four, all business level ACRs from
the IntBIIS_LP processes are extracted and stored in the ACR mapping model in form of
interconnected tuples of role, process, activity, permission and data type.

Step 5: During this step, a simple hierarchy is elicited on the basis of the ACRs in the
ACR mapping model. This is done according to the formalization in Equation (3.37) of
Section 3.1.1. The permissions of each role, e.g., cashier, are inspected whether they are a
subset of another role, e.g., manager. If this is the case, the role manager inherits from role
cashier. An example was given in Figure 3.15 of Section 3.2.3.2. The procedure is the same
as in BAcsTract (further details were provided in Section 3.2.3.2).

Step 6: The last step extracts the initial RBAC role model from the ACR mapping model.
The formal definition was introduced in Equations (3.35) and (3.36) of Section 3.1.1. Unique
tuples of roles and permissions are extracted from the rows of the ACR mapping model.
The row data type provides extra precision in the extracted role model. As the exact
representation of a data object is known in IntBIIS_LP, the extracted permission will
encompass this information. Thus, final permissions of the role model will have the data
type instead of the data object inside. Take into consideration, that in the provided example
the data types have the same names as their data objects. Taking design guidelines into
account this is the normal case. Further on, extracted permissions are combined with the
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information from step five resulting in a role model with a hierarchy. The resulting role
model for the ACR mapping model in Table 3.16 is shown in Table 3.17.

Table 3.17: Role model for the excerpt of the ACR mapping model from Table 3.16.

Nr. Role Permission

1 Store: Store Manager READ Advertisement schedules (Coll.)
2 Store: Store Manager READ/WRITE Advertisement request (Comp.)
3 Store: Marketing Manager READ Advertisement request (Comp.)
4 Store: Marketing Manager WRITE Advertisement schedule (Comp.)

. . .

The first three rows of the role model in Table 3.17 result from the first three rows of
the ACR mapping model in Table 3.16. From the first row of the ACR mapping model in
Table 3.17 the role and permission are extracted for the role model and can be found in
the first row of Table 3.17. Consider that the objects of the permission column are the data
types of the ACR mapping model. From the second row of the ACR mapping model again
the role and permission are extracted and compared whether this permission is part of the
current role model. As there is no pair with Store: Store Manager and READ Advertisement
request (Comp.) in the role model, it is added to the role model. Otherwise, it would not
be added, as the role model has only unique role-permission pairs. The role-permission
pair from the third row is extracted and compared whether there is an equivalent in the
current role model. As this is not the case, it is added to the role model. Read and write
permissions to the same object are combined into one row, thus the role-permission pair
is combined with the role-permission pair extracted previously. The result is shown in the
second row of Table 3.17: Store: Store Manager and READ/WRITE Advertisement request
(Comp.). The exemplified procedure is repeated with the fourth and fifth row of the ACR
mapping model in Table 3.16, resulting in the third and fourth row of the role model in
Table 3.17.

The resulting rolemodel serves security experts as an initial role model comprising business
level ACRs extracted from business processes modeled in IntBIIS_LP. The objects of the
permissions in the role model are the actual data types of the EAA. Still, technical ACRs
are missing, as they are not part of the business level knowledge. Nonetheless, the initial
role model eases the role engineering process for security experts who are more technical-
oriented and hence, can focus on technical parts. As a result, the overall role engineering
process is less error-prone, as parts are automated and the resulting role model is better
aligned with the business level ACRs, allowing to trace back design decisions by using the
ACR mapping model.

PAcsTract outputs several models in form of HTML tables. They visualize results and
help security experts during their work. An example of an ACR mapping model and a
role model is provided in Figure 3.27 and in Figure 3.28. Both are identical with the ACR
mapping model and the role model from Table 3.16 and Table 3.17.
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Figure 3.27: Shows an excerpt of the HTML output of the ACR mapping model.

Figure 3.28: Shows an excerpt of the HTML output of the role model.

Aswith BAcsTract, PAcsTract outputs several more tables. A table with unique permissions
and a table summarizing processes and roles. Typically, the amount of business processes
is very large. Thus, the number of roles and permissions is even larger, making it difficult
to get an overview over roles and permission or to find a particular one. Hence, the
aforementioned tables help in providing a comprehensive overview. An example for the
unique permissions output is shown in Figure 3.29. It provides an overview for security
experts and the business level over all unique permissions, making it easier to trackwhether
a certain permission is existing or not. Figure 3.30 provides an example for the output
about processes and roles. It provides an overview over all processes and their participating
roles, helping to get an overview over the vast amount of processes in an organization.
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Both outputs help security experts and the business level to get a comprehensive overview
and to find particular permissions.

Figure 3.29: Shows a HTML output of the unique permissions.

Figure 3.30: Shows a HTML output of the processes and roles.

To sum up, PAcsTract operates on business processes that are modeled in IntBIIS_LP.
These processes are analyzed in six steps. This procedure implements the formalized
concept from Section 3.1.1. During the six steps relevant parts of the business processes
are extracted to build an ACR mapping model that interconnects elements of IntBIIS_LP
processes, RBAC and EAA modeled in PCM. Therefore, tuples of role, process, actor step,
business permission and data type are built. In the final step the role model is extracted
out of the ACR mapping model. Lastly, PAcsTract creates several outputs besides the
ACR mapping model and the role model that help security experts and the business level
to get a comprehensive overview of the results. Further details on further outputs and
extracted ACRs resulting from acquire and release device resource actions are presented
in the following section.

3.2.3.4 Palladio Access Permission Extractor and Device Resources

Business processes modeled in IntBIIS_LP are coupled with the corresponding IT architec-
ture. Besides the system step, there is another class of elements that possess interesting
information in terms of access control. Namely, the acquire device resource action and
release device resource action. They allow to define when a certain device or machine is
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Figure 3.31: Shows an IntBIIS_LP process of a supermarket store and the properties for the first acquire
device resource action.

used by a person during a business process. Figure 3.31 shows the acquire device resource
action and release device resource action usage in an IntBIIS_LP process.

The lower part of Figure 3.31 shows the properties of the highlighted acquire device
resource action. Entity Name is the property where the name of the particular action
is defined. In the property Passiveresource Acquire Action the device is selected that is
acquired by this action. In this case, the cash desk PC is acquired. Device resources are
modeled in the organization environment model alongside with roles. In the ELSC Match
AS Ext the acquire and release device resource actions are connected to their actor steps in
which the device is acquired or released. Properties of the release device resource action
are the same as of the acquire device resource action.

In the context of an IntBIIS_LP process an acquire device resource action models that a
certain device or machine, e.g., a cash desk PC or a cash box, is taken during an actor step.
The acquired device is hold until an actor step is associated with a release device resource
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action. In such an actor step, the previously acquired device is freed and afterwards,
can be acquired by others again. In the context of access control, the acquire device
resource action may require a permission to acquire a certain device. Especially in areas of
critical infrastructures devices as control units and database terminals have high security
regulations and need to be protected. In some cases, they are protected with additional
passwords and access rights, in others, they are protected by key cards or restricted access
areas. In all of these cases, an additional access right is required to acquire the desired
device. On this basis, it is possible to extract an ACR from an acquire device resource
action for the executing role.

In the example of Figure 3.31, a cash desk PC and a cash box are acquired by the cashier of
the supermarket store. A cashier acquired for the time of the sales process a cash box with
a specific amount of money for which he is accountable for. To process sales of customers
in a supermarket the cashier requires access to the cash desk PC of the cash desk. As
stated by the directive [82] from the German ministry for finance, all sale processes have
to be secured and be accountable to the processing employee. Hence, the cashier requires
an access right to log in to the cash desk PC and may also require access rights to the
deposit box where the cash box is stored. As a result, two ACRs can be extracted for the
cashier, one ACR for the cash desk PC and one for the cash box.

In step three, of the extraction process of PAcsTract explained in Section 3.2.3.3, the
IntBIIS_LP process is additionally analyzed for acquire and release device resource actions.
For each action the connected actor step is extracted from the ELSC Match AS Ext. The
acquire device resource action is stored alongside with its actor step in a new row inside
the ACR mapping model. Table 3.18 shows an example.

Table 3.18: Excerpt of the ACR mapping model with acquire device resource actions.

Nr. Role Process Activity IS Permission

1 Store: Cashier Process Sale Arriving at
cash desk Acquire Cash Box

2 Store: Cashier Process Sale Arriving at
cash desk Acquire Cash Desk PC

...

There are several models in form of HTML tables that PAcsTract produces. They visualize
results and help security experts and the business level in understanding the resulting ACRs.
PAcsTract provides an output for the overview of all acquire and release device resources
used by roles. An example is shown in fig:PAcsTract:OutputAcquireDeviceResources.

Figure 3.32 illustrates an excerpt of the output that shows the overview about roles and
their acquire and release device resources. The first row of Figure 3.32 shows the role
cashier, followed by the name of the acquire device resource action and the actual device
resource that is acquired. Rows two to four show further acquire and release device
resource actions of the role cashier.
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Figure 3.32: Shows an excerpt of the HTML output about the overview of roles and their acquire and release
device resource actions.

Another output illustrates the role model with extended ACRs for the acquire device
resources. The output of PAcsTract shown in Figure 3.33 depicts this.

Figure 3.33: Shows a HTML output of the role model with ACRs for acquire device resource actions.

The first two rows in Figure 3.33 show the ACRs resulting from the acquire device resources
actions, implicating that permissions are required to acquire the cash box and the cash
desk PC. They are followed by normal permissions of the role model explained in the
previous section.

Another output provided by PAcsTract is an extension to the ACR mapping model. Fig-
ure 3.34 shows the output. This output relates acquire and release device resources actions
with all actor and system steps that are done by the role during the possession of the
device resources. In particular, this allows to track across which actor and system steps of
a role the device resource is actively required.

The first row of Figure 3.34 illustrates the acquire device resource action ACQUIRE CashBox
of the role Store:Cashier in the process sale-process. In the column BusinessActivity all
actor steps are consecutively numbered during which the cashier has the cash box in
use. The columns BusinessPermission and ISDataType, known from the ACR mapping
model, enumerate for each actor step the required access permissions and corresponding
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data types. In the column ISActivity all system steps are consecutively numbered during
which the cashier has the cash box in use. The following columns System, ServiceCall
and ISPermission depict the permissions for data types referenced by the signatures of
the service calls called in the system steps. They form triples of system, service call of an
interface and permission.
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3.2.4 Identification of Access Control Requirement Breaches in
Enterprise Application Architectures

The approach AcsALign described in this section realizes the concept from Section 3.1.2
to identify ACR breaches in EAAs automatically. AcsALign operates on an EAA defined
in PCM (Section 2.4) and business processes defined in IntBIIS_LP (Section 3.2.1.2). It
consumes ACRs extracted with PAcsTract (see Section 3.2.3.3) to generate data flow
constraints for service calls of the EAA. During the generation of data flow constraints
the previously established ACR mapping model from PAcsTract is extended with elements
of the EAA. Hence, the ACR mapping model interconnects elements of access control,
business processes with elements of the EAA. This extension is explained in Section 3.2.4.1.
Afterwards, Section 3.2.4.2 explains how AcsALign works along with the rule set used to
analyze whether the data flows fulfill their corresponding data flow constraints or not.

3.2.4.1 Access Control Requirements Mapping Model Extension

Section 3.1.1 has introduced the concept of an ACR mapping model that is built during the
extraction of ACRs from business processes. This concept was refined in Section 3.2.3.1
for BPMN and PCM. The introduced ACR mapping model aligns business processes with
RBAC in terms of ACRs. Section 3.1.2 introduced a concept to extend this ACR mapping
model with information from the EAA. This section explains how this ACR mapping
model extension is built by AcsALign during the generation of data flow constraints.
The extended ACR mapping model provides a traceability between elements of business
processes and RBACwith elements of the EAA. Apart from the usage during the generation
of the data flow constraints, the ACR mapping model provides a documentation of design
decisions and allows to trace data flow breaches by service calls back to their ACRs,
RBAC permissions and affected business process elements. On the on hand, this allows
to better understand the complex, mutual dependencies of business processes and EAAs
and provides arguments why certain elements have to be realized. On the other hand, it
helps the enterprise architect to elaborate on the breach with responsible employees, for
example, the business process owner and helps him to better understand why the data
flow breach occurred to resolve it correctly. This support in understanding the cause of
the data flow breach is especially helpful during evolution scenarios of business processes
and EAAs, as then extensive changes are made that might produce ACR breaches.

The ACR mapping model built by BAcsTract and PAcsTract (see Section 3.2.3) consists
of four layers and is shown in the left part of Figure 3.35: role, process, activity and
permission. Each role in a business processes requires a set of permissions, for example,
an access permission to a certain document, to fulfill his activities. These permissions are
stored in an access control system such as RBAC. The ACR mapping model is extended
by a system, interface and service call layer representing EAA elements that are invoked
during the fulfillment of an activity.

The right part of Figure 3.35 shows the layers that are extended by AcsALign. An example
of an extended entry in the ACR mapping model is illustrated in Figure 3.36.
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Figure 3.35: Shows the ACR mapping model extended with EAA elements by AcsALign.

Role Process Activity Permission System Interface Service Call

Write:
Product

Change price
of product

Change PriceStore Manager
Inventory IInventoryPrices

InventoryPrices

+ changePrice()

Figure 3.36: Illustrates an example of an extended entry in the ACR mapping model.

• Service call: This layer is part of the EAA and represents a service call. Throughout
the fulfillment of an activity an employee interacts with IT systems. During this
interaction he invokes services of IT systems. For example, to change the price of a
product the service call changePrice() is invoked (shown in Figure 3.36). In order to
fulfill an activity several service calls might need to be invoked.

• Interface: This layer represents the interface element of the EAA. The interface
clusters a set of logically familiar service calls together so that they can be exposed
to other systems as a coherent bundle. For example, the Interface IInventoryPrice
clusters service calls required to modify the prices of products in the inventory
(shown in Figure 3.36).

• System: This layer represents the system element of the EAA. A system groups
interrelated components that interact with each other to encapsulate high-level
behavior. It exposes interfaces so that other systems can interact with it. For example,
the system Inventory encapsulates all functionalities to realize an inventory. The
interface IInventoryPrice with its service call changePrice() is a part of it (shown in
Figure 3.36).

3.2.4.2 Access Permission Architecture Aligner

AcsALign basis on the formal concept of identifying ACR breaches in EAAs that was
explained in Section 3.1.2. The approach is built on top of PAcsTract meaning that it
consumes ACRs extracted by PAcsTract from business processes. These ACRs are trans-
formed into data flow constraints and verified if the given EAA fulfills them. AcsALign
does all steps automatically and does not require any human interaction. A violated data
flow constraint indicates a flaw in the EAA, meaning that it is not aligned with business
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level needs regarding ACRs. During this analysis the ACR mapping model established
by PAcsTract is extended with elements from the EAA as introduced in Section 3.2.4.1.
AcsALign operates on an EAA defined in PCM (Section 2.4) and business processes defined
in IntBIIS_LP (Section 3.2.1.2). Section 3.2.1.3 explained the data consumed by AcsALign
as input. The following models representing the EAA are consumed: system, repository
and service effect specification. A set of ACRs for the given EAA is consumed from the
output of PAcsTract. A mapping for data objects from business processes to data types
of the EAA and a mapping for activities from business processes to service calls of the
EAA is already provided by IntBIIS_LP processes and can be found in the data model and
the ELSC match AS ext container. Finally, a set of read and written data types of invoked
servicses is provided by the Palladio extension Data Centric Palladio (DC-PCM) [202].
Table 3.19 shows an overview of the input data. This section will explain how AcsALign
identifies ACR breaches in EAAs. In the following, the PCM models are explained, which
are part of the running example required to understand how AcsALign is working.

Table 3.19:Data input for AcsALign.

Input Data Description

System Model for the interconnection of systems, components and
interfaces.

Repository Model for systems, components, interfaces and data types.

Service Effect Spec-
ification

Model for the behavioral descriptions of components.

ACRs A set of ACRs for the given EAA.

Data Model Model for data objects and the mapping of data objects from
business processes to data types of the EAA.

ELSCMatch AS Ext
Container

Model for the interconnection of system steps and
acquire/release device resource actions with actor steps,

providing a mapping of activities from business processes to
service calls of the EAA.

Read and Written
Data Types

A set of read and written data types for the service calls of
the EAA.

In the following, the PCM models are explained, which are part of the running example
required to understand how AcsALign is working. The running example for AcsALign
basis on the running example of the CoCoME supermarket explained in Section 3.2.3.3. It
contains the basic CoCoME version with an additional loyalty program and a marketing
division. Furthermore, the supermarket undergoes an evolution scenario during which
necessary business processes and software systems of CoCoME are extended to include
an online shop. In the course of this evolution scenario the enterprise architect makes
logical and design mistakes while interpreting the requirements of the business level.
Logical mistakes arise from faults and false solution approaches. Design mistakes arise
from unclear, false interpretation and misunderstanding of requirements.
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Figure 3.37: Shows the system diagram of the supermarket enterprise CoCoME.

Figure 3.37 shows the PCM system diagram of the running example. It has four systems.
The system Store is responsible for the processes around the cash desks, the online shop
and the inventory. It is connected to the CustomerDataStore via the interface ICustomer-
DataRecorder, that is used to store orders done by customers in the supermarket. The Store
is also connected to the LoyaltyManagement via the interface ILoyaltyManagementOrder-
Processing, that is responsible for the loyalty program of the store. It is in turn connected
to the CustomerDataStore to store orders from loyalty customers. The system Marketing
is connected to the CustomerDataStore to get information about processed orders, that
are required to build customer profiles from which advertisements and discounts are
derived.

Figure 3.38 shows the components of the system Store. The component CashDesk con-
tains the functionalities around the cash desks in the store. The component Inventory is
responsible for handling all the goods that the store owns. Finally, the new component
OnlineShop handles the services around the online shop.

Figure 3.39 depicts the business process Prepare Advertisements and Discounts defined in
IntBIIS_LP. It is equivalent to the BPMN process in Figure 3.11 and has been explained in
Section 3.2.3.2. In short, the process describes how new advertisements are made. A store
manager requests a marketing manager to create an advertisement schedule and approves
it. Themarketingmanager creates the schedule by creating and analyzing customer profiles
build from loyalty orders, defining an advertisement strategy and selecting appropriate
discounts to advertise.
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Figure 3.38: Shows the components of the system Store.

Figure 3.40 shows the ELSC Match AS Ext Container that interconnects actor steps with
EntryLevelSystemCalls. For example, the actor step Prepare customer profiles is connected
with the EntryLevelSystemCall getOrders() and createCustomerProfiles().

Figure 3.41 shows the data model of the supermarket enterprise CoCoME. It defines the data
objects for the business processes and maps them to data types of the EAA. For example,
the property Data Types shows that the collection data object OnlineOrders is mapped
to the collection data type OnlineOrders and the collection data object LoyaltyOrders is
mapped to the collection data type LoyaltyOrders.

AcsALign analysis the EAA for ACR breaches in two steps. The first step processes ACRs
to form data flow constraints for the EAA. The second step analysis whether the data
flow constraints are fulfilled by the EAA. Both steps are done automatically and do not
require any human interaction. In a subsequent third step the enterprise architect manually
resolves the identified mistakes, with the support of additional information provided by
AcsALign.

Step 1) Generating data flow constraints: During the first step, data flow constraints are
generated. Therefore, the ACR mapping model elicited by PAcsTract is extended with
EAA elements. Table 3.20 shows an excerpt of the ACR mapping model for the business
process Prepare Advertisements and Discounts.

AcsALign extracts the mapping of activities from business processes to service calls of the
EAA from the ELSC match AS ext container. It interconnects the actor steps, which are
the activities of IntBIIS_LP processes with EntryLevelSystemCalls, which are the service
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Figure 3.39: Shows the IntBIIS_LP process Prepare Advertisements andDiscounts of the supermarket enterprise
CoCoME.

calls of the EAA. Therefore, the ELSC match AS ext container of each business process is
analyzed. Figure 3.40 shows the ELSC match AS ext container for the business processes
Prepare Advertisements and Discounts in Figure 3.39. Figure 3.40 shows that the EntryLevel-
SystemCalls getOrders() and createCustomerProfiles() are invoked during the actor step
Prepare customer profiles. By analyzing the EntryLevelSystemCalls their corresponding
systems and interfaces are found. This information from the EAA (EntryLevelSystemCall,
interface and system) is extended in the ACR mapping model for the corresponding actor
step. Table 3.21 shows an excerpt of the extended ACR mapping model.

The ACRs extracted from business processes by PAcsTract are part of the ACR mapping
model. Hence, AcsALign reads the ACRs along with the information of corresponding
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Figure 3.40: Shows the ELSC Match AS Ext Container that interconnects actor steps with their EntryLevel-
SystemCalls for the business process Prepare Advertisements and Discounts.

Table 3.20: Excerpt of the ACRmapping model for the business process Prepare Advertisements and Discounts.

Role Process Activity Permission Data Type

...

Store:
Marketing
Manager

Prepare
Advertis-
ements
and

Discounts

Prepare
customer
profiles

READ Loyalty
order (Coll.)

WRITE Customer
profiles (Coll.)

Loyalty
order (Coll.)
Customer

profiles (Coll.)
...

EntryLevelSystemCalls from the extended ACR mapping model to generate data flow
constraints. A data flow constraint states for an EntryLevelSystemCall which data types a
role is allowed to read and write. Table 3.22 shows the generated data flow constraints for
the excerpt of the extended ACR mapping model from Table 3.21.

The extended ACR mapping model in Table 3.21 states for each actor step the data objects
that are allowed to be read and written by a role. It also states the EntryLevelSystemCalls
that are invoked during the actor step. Thus, the EntryLevelSystemCall, the role and the
data objects that are allowed to be read and written are extracted from it. For example,
during the EntryLevelSystemCall getOrders() role Store: Marketing Manager is allowed
to read the data object Loyalty orders (Coll.) and during the EntryLevelSystemCall cre-
ateCustomerProfiles() role Store: Marketing Manager is allowed to write the data object
Customer profiles (Coll.). Finally, the data model shown in Figure 3.41 is used to transform
data objects from business processes to data types of the EAA. As the ACR mapping
model also contains this information each data object, the ACR mapping model can be
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Figure 3.41: Shows the data model of the supermarket enterprise CoCoME.

Table 3.21: Excerpt of the extended ACR mapping model for the business process Prepare Advertisements
and Discounts.

Role Process Activity Permission Data Type System Service Call

...

Store:
Marketing
Manager

Prepare
Advertis-
ements
and

Discounts

Prepare
customer
profiles

READ Loyalty
order (Coll.)

WRITE Customer
profiles (Coll.)

Loyalty
order (Coll.)
Customer

profiles (Coll.)

Mark-
eting

IMarketAnalysis.
getOrders()

Store:
Marketing
Manager

Prepare
Advertis-
ements
and

Discounts

Prepare
customer
profiles

READ Loyalty
order (Coll.)

WRITE Customer
profiles (Coll.)

Loyalty
order (Coll.)
Customer

profiles (Coll.)

Mark-
eting

IMarketAnalysis.
createCustomer-

Profiles()

...
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Table 3.22: Excerpt of the generated data flow constraints for the business process Prepare Advertisements
and Discounts.

Service Call Role Permission

...

IMarketAnalysis.
getOrders()

Store:
Marketing Manager

READ Loyalty orders
(Coll.)

WRITE Customer profiles
(Coll.)

IMarketAnalysis.
createCustomerProfiles()

Store:
Marketing Manager

READ Loyalty orders
(Coll.)

WRITE Customer profiles
(Coll.)

...

also used for the transformation (see column data type in Table 3.21). Consequently, data
object Loyalty orders (Coll.) and Customer profiles (Coll.) are transformed to data types
Loyalty orders (Coll.) and Customer profiles (Coll.). In case of the running example the
names of the data objects and data types are the same, but this must not be the case. Ta-
ble 3.22 shows the generated data flow constraints for the running example. The role Store:
Marketing Manager is allowed to read Loyalty orders (Coll.) in the EntryLevelSystemCall
getOrders() and is allowed write Customer profiles (Coll.) in the EntryLevelSystemCall
createCustomerProfiles().

Step 2) Architectural alignment analysis: In this step, ACR breaches are identified in the
EAA using the previously generated data flow constraints. The data types that are read
and written by an EntryLevelSystemCall are provided by the Palladio extension DC-PCM
in form of a JSON file. Table 3.23 summarizes the relevant parts of the JSON file for the
running example.

Table 3.23: Excerpt of the read and written data types for the invoked EntryLevelSystemCalls of the business
process Prepare Advertisements and Discounts.

Service Call Read/Written Data Types

...

IMarketAnalysis.
getOrders()

READ Loyalty orders
(Coll.)

READ Online orders
(Coll.)

IMarketAnalysis.
createCustomerProfiles()

WRITE Customer profiles
(Coll.)

...
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Table 3.23 shows that the data types Loyalty orders (Coll.) and Online orders (Coll.) are
read during the invocation of the EntryLevelSystemCall getOrders() and that the data type
Customer profiles (Coll.) is written during the invocation of the EntryLevelSystemCall
createCustomerProfiles(). By comparing the actual read and written data types of an En-
tryLevelSystemCall with the data flow constraint for that EntryLevelSystemCall, AcsALign
identifies ACR breaches. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for the comparison.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code to derive if a given data type 𝑑 is allowed [179].
1: function allowed(𝑑, 𝐷𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛, 𝐷𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 )
2: 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 ← (𝑑 ∈ 𝐷𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛 =⇒ 𝑑 ∈ 𝐷𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑) ∧ (𝑑 ∉ 𝐷𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛 =⇒ 𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘)
3: if 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 ∧ 𝑖𝑠𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 (𝑑) then
4: for 𝑑𝑖 ← 𝑑.𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑠 do
5: 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 ← 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 ∧ 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 (𝑑𝑖, 𝐷𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛, 𝐷𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑)
6: end for
7: end if
8: if 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 ∧ 𝑖𝑠𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑑) ∧ 𝑑 ∉ 𝐷𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛 then
9: 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 ← 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 ∧ 𝑑.𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 ∉ 𝐷𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛

10: end if
11: return 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑

12: end function

A 𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 is used if a data type is not known in the business processes. Using 𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 =

𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 is appropriate for high risk environments because it denies access to all unknown
data types. Using 𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 is more permissive and grants access to all data types
that are not known in the business processes. This can be useful in case of many data type
refinements. The latter is used in the running example. 𝐷𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛 is the set of data types
known from business processes. It contains data types for which data objects in the data
model exists. 𝐷𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 is the set of data types allowed by the data flow constraint for the
EntryLevelSystemCall of the data type that is analyzed. The function 𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑊𝐸𝐷 receives:
the data type 𝑑 of an EntryLevelSystemCall that will be analyzed, 𝐷𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 containing the
allowed data types from the data flow constraint of the particular EntryLevelSystemCall
and𝐷𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛 . If the data type 𝑑 is known to business processes, it has to be allowed explicitly
(line 2 in Algorithm 1). Otherwise, the fallback applies. For a composed data type all
of its inner data types have to be allowed as well (lines 3–7 in Algorithm 1). In case a
collection data type is unknown its inner data type must also be unknown (lines 8–10 in
Algorithm 1), otherwise it is forbidden.

In case of the running example, the data flow constraints in Table 3.22 state that the
marketing manager has the permissions READ Loyalty orders (Coll.) and WRITE Customer
profiles (Coll.) for the service calls getOrders() and createCustomerProfiles() of the activity
prepare customer profiles. The data flow analysis for the invoked EntryLevelSystemCall
shown in Table 3.23 detects a read to Loyalty orders (Coll.) and Online orders (Coll.) for
the EntryLevelSystemCall getOrders() and a write of Customer profiles (Coll.) for the
EntryLevelSystemCall createCustomerProfiles(). The results of the comparison algorithm
shown in Table 3.24 yield that: a) the data type Customer profiles (Coll.) is allowed to flow,
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as it is explicitly allowed by the data flow constraint, b) the data type Loyalty orders (Coll.)
is allowed to flow, as it is explicitly allowed by the data flow constraint and c) the data
type Online orders (Coll.) is forbidden to flow, as it is a known data object in the business
processes but has no data flow constraint that permits it for the given EntryLevelSystemCall.
The last part of the algorithm correctly identifies an ACR breach which indicates that the
enterprise architect has made a logical or design mistake during the design of the EAA.

Table 3.24: Results of the AcsALign comparison algorithm for detecting ACR breaches.
Service Call Role Permission Read/Written Data Types Allowed

...

IMarketAnalysis.
getOrders()

Store:
Marketing
Manager

READ Loyalty orders
(Coll.)

WRITE Customer profiles
(Coll.)

READ Loyalty orders
(Coll.)

READ Online orders
(Coll.)

ALLOWED

FORBIDDEN

IMarketAnalysis.
createCustomerProfiles()

Store:
Marketing
Manager

READ Loyalty orders
(Coll.)

WRITE Customer profiles
(Coll.)

WRITE Customer profiles
(Coll.) ALLOWED

...

The flow of the data type Online orders (Coll.) to the marketing manager is correctly
identified by AcsALign as an ACR breach. During the evolution of the EAA the newly
introduced online orders were falsely passed to the service call getOrders(). The mistake
was done by the enterprise architect due to false interpretation of requirements. The
business level has not intended to use online orders for marketing reasons and has not
defined this usage in the business processes. The reason for this is that the GDPR prohibits
the processing and use of personal data without an explicit consent of the person. This
consent was not obtained by the supermarket enterprise CoCoME, as the use of the
online orders was not intendent for marketing purposes. A consent for the processing of
loyalty orders does exists. As a result, the marketing manager has access to personal data
that is prohibited by the GDPR. Hereinafter, the enterprise architect has to resolve the
mistakes identified by AcsALign. This step is not automated and has to be manually done
by the enterprise architect. Nevertheless, AcsALign supports this step with additional
information such as the extended ACR mapping model including the results for identified
ACR breaches.

Step 3) Mistake resolution: AcsALign outputs the results of identified ACR breaches together
with the extended ACR mapping model in form of a HTML file. A CSV file is also provided.
Besides the information about the ACR breach, this output provides additional information
to the enterprise architect. This information supports him to resolve the mistakes in the
EAA. AcsALign produces the following additional information that helps to understand
the ACR breach and identify the logical and design mistake:

a) the violated interface and service call of the affected component/system.
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b) the violated data flow. Beginning from the source component, over the service call
that violates the ACR, to the sink component. This information is part of the JSON
file provided by the Palladio extension DC-PCM.

c) the violated roles and permissions of the access control.

d) the affected business process including the affected activities of lanes.

An example of the extended ACR mapping model with results in form of an HTML file
is shown in Figure 3.42. The right side of Figure 3.42 shows the system, interface and
service call in the columns System and ServiceCall. The read and written data types for the
service calls are shown in the column R/W DataType. They are enumerated. The column
ACR Breach states whether a data type is allowed to flow or forbidden, indicating an ACR
breach. This information supports the enterprise architect in identifying where in the EAA
the ACR breach happened. The left side of Figure 3.42 shows the ACR mapping model
extracted by PAcsTract with the entries for the process, role, activity and permission. They
contain the trace information to the affected business processes and the access permissions
of the access control system. The column BusinessPermission shows additionally the ACRs
for the corresponding service call. The trace information to the affected access permissions
of the access control system helps the enterprise architect to understand which ACR was
intended by the business level in the particular service call and activity. It enables to
understand which access rights to data were violated and how the correct access rights
should look like. The trace information regarding the affected business process, lane and
activity supports the enterprise architect in understand the bigger picture and reflect
design decisions of the business level. It also provides the possibility to contact responsible
employees, e.g., the process owner for further counseling. This trace information across
models of business and IT is unique and facilitates important information to resolve
mistakes in the EAA sustainable.

To sum up, AcsALign is built on top of PAcsTract meaning that it consumes ACRs extracted
by PAcsTract from business processes defined in IntBIIS_LP. It operates in two automatic
steps to analyze the EAA for ACR breaches. In the first step, data flow constraints are
generated for service calls from the ACRs. In a second step, the actual data flows of
invoked services are compared against the generated data flow constraints to identify
ACR breaches. An ACR breach indicates that the EAA is not aligned with the business
processes with regard to access control. This means that the enterprise architect has made
logical or design mistakes during the design of the EAA. AcsALign identifies such breaches
and outputs additional trace information to support the identification and sustainable
resolution of these mistakes.
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3.3 Discussion of BPMN Access Permission Extractor and
Palladio Access Permission Extractor

This section discusses in Section 3.3.1 the problem statements and contributions related to
BAcsTract and PAcsTract. Section 3.3.2 elaborates on the assumptions and limitations.

3.3.1 Discussion of Problem Statements and Contributions

BPMRNME and PAcsTract realize the concept of extracting ACRs from business processes
to form a role model for RBAC that was formalized in Section 3.1.1. In addition, the
approaches establish an ACR mapping model that interconnects elements of business
processes and RBAC. It can be seen as an automated documentation of design decisions,
allowing to trace resulting access permission to their originating process, role and activity.
Both approaches are top-down role engineering approaches eliciting business roles and
permissions. Thus, they are part of the role engineering approaches explained in Sec-
tion 2.2.2. In contrast to typical role engineering approaches that are carried out manually
by experts, the approaches presented in this thesis are mostly automated. With respect
to the business level, they help to accomplish the three goals (identify critical business
assets, establish organization-wide IT security and privacy strategies and comply with
IT security and privacy laws) that were introduced in Section 1.1. Regarding the IT level,
the approaches help to establish a secure and aligned role model for RBAC. Further on,
problems from Section 1.2 are discussed with regard to the contributions of the presented
approaches.

P1 Missing knowledge on IT level: Knowledge about which business assets are critical
and their required protection degree lies on the business level and thus, is missing on the
IT level [25]. The approaches of this thesis close this gap by extracting implicitly modeled
business level ACRs from business processes (contribution C1). The information about
critical assets and their access permissions is extracted and transformed to the IT level by
forming a role model for RBAC. BAcsTract extracts roles and permissions from processes
in BPMN by analyzing interacting lanes and their associated data objects. PAcsTract does
the same on processes modeled in IntBIIS_LP. Additionally, PAcsTract is able to extract
data types of data objects, which are the representation of data objects in the EAA. Further
on, PAcsTract can extract further ACRs pertaining the physical access to devices and
machines. This is especially crucial for organizations dealing with critical infrastructure
and high-risk environments.

P2 Different terminology between business and IT level: Several discrepancies, e.g., dif-
ferent terminology, domain knowledge, domain-specific models and modeling tools of
the business level and IT level widen a communication gap that may lead to errors and
security breaches [24, 25]. By transforming knowledge about critical assets and required
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protection degrees in form of ACRs from the business level to the IT level (contribution
C1), the approaches close the communication gap with respect to access control. Security
experts are getting a role model containing the business level ACRs as well as an ACR
mapping model documenting design decisions. These relieves the security experts in
understanding some models and terminology of the business level in detail as business
level ACRs are inside the generated role model. Comprehensibility for the generated
access permissions is provided by the ACR mapping model. It interconnects elements of
business processes with elements of RBAC and EAA (contributionC2). This allows to track
design decisions regarding ACRs across the three mentioned models and hence, couples
the domain-specific models together. Experts, but also the business level and IT level,
are supported in understanding design decisions in models outside of their subject area.
If any question about an access permission arises, they can trace the access permission
to the originating business process and conclude its existence. They can also talk with
the employees responsible for the activity and the business process owner to clarify any
doubts.

P3 Experts needed to understand business level: Security experts are needed who know
the terminology and models of both business level and IT level. They have to analyze a vast
amount of business processes to engineer a role model, which leads to several problems.
This engineering process requires skills across several domains of business and IT. As the
engineering process is complex, it is time consuming and leads to human errors. During
evolution scenarios the process has to be constantly repeated, as ACRs may change due
to changes in business processes. There is no way to check automatically whether the
engineered role model from the security experts is correct. BAcsTract and PAcsTract
reduce the dependencies on skills of security experts due to the automatic extraction of
business level ACRs from business processes to form a role model for RBAC (contribution
C1 and C2). The approaches reduce complexity while engineering the role model and
allow security experts to focus on technical parts. In addition, the provided ACR mapping
model allows security experts as well as the business level to understand the reasons for
extracted access permissions (contribution C2). Besides, the generated access permissions
are aligned with the ACRs from the business processes automatically and thus, do not
require a check for correctness.

P4 Costly and error-prone engineering of the RBAC role model: Role engineering is a
manual, slow and complex task making it costly and error-prone. By generating an
initial role model for RBAC out of the extracted ACRs automatically (contribution C3),
BAcsTract and PAcsTract ease the engineering of the role model. The vast amount of
business processes that have to be analyzed manually by security experts, are processed
automatically. The usage of BAcsTract and PAcsTract requires only little additional
effort, as they operate on models that have to be defined anyway. In addition, BAcsTract
is tailored to work with BPMN, which is the de facto standard modeling language for
business processes and is used across most companies [23, 213]. Security experts are
provided with an initial role model comprising the ACRs from business processes. This
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reduces complexity and avoids human errors during the engineering of the role model.
Avoided errors reduce the possibility for security breaches. The improved efficiency of
the role model engineering reduces needed time and costs for the organization while
increasing the overall security of the access control system.

P5MissingalignmentbetweenRBACandbusiness levelaccesscontrol requirements: Due
to the manual and complex engineering of the role model, it is not well aligned with busi-
ness level ACRs. The approaches of this thesis help with two points. First, a role model
for RBAC is built by extracting business level ACRs from business process (contribution
C3). This aligns the RBAC with the ACRs from the business processes. Second, elements
of business processes are interconnected with elements of RBAC establishing an ACR
mapping model (contribution C2). It allows to track design decisions regarding ACRs
across the models. All extracted access permissions are traceable to a particular activity
of a business process. The traceability enables security experts and the business level to
understand the reasons for access permissions in a comprehensible way. This leads to a
better alignment of access permissions with business level needs and thus, to more com-
pliant access permissions. PAcsTract goes even further by providing an output visualizing
the usage of devices and machines across actor steps and system steps.

P8 Missing support of evolution scenarios for RBAC and enterprise application architec-
tures: Especially during evolution scenarios the role model is not well aligned with
business level ACRs, as requirements may constantly change due to changes in business
processes and corporate structure [9]. Different employees in the organization are respon-
sible for business processes and RBAC. The evolutionary change of these artifacts is not
well studied and understood so far, especially with regard to ACRs [25]. By extracting
a role model from business processes automatically (contribution C3), the process of
engineering the role model becomes faster and more aligned to business level needs. This
eases the cumbersome and error-prone work of security experts to go through the vast
amount of business processes. As these processes constantly change over time, the role
model has to be adapted to these changes. Each time an adaptation becomes necessary, the
approaches can extract the changes from the business processes and provide an adapted
role model. Alongside the role model, the ACR mapping model allows to understand
why changes are occurring and to trace them back to responsible entities and business
process elements (contribution C2). This supports security experts and the business level
in understanding design decisions outside of their expertise. In evolution scenarios, this is
beneficial as complex decisions have to be made without understanding fully all resulting
changes. The approaches help to resolve this problem in the context of ACRs, enabling the
business level to make proper decisions between different evolution scenarios. Considering
evolution scenarios, a faster adaptation and better support is provided, due to automation
and traceability of elements, giving the opportunity to react faster to changes. The topic
of utilizing the approaches during evolution scenarios will be discussed in more detail in
Chapter 4.
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3.3.2 Discussion of Limitations

Several assumptions are proposed for the work in this thesis. Some of them imply limita-
tions on the use of the approaches and their results:

• Existence of business processes: In this thesis, I assume that business processes
are already modeled. If not, they have to be modeled in order for BAcsTract and
PAcsTract to work. However, medium to large organizations and especially or-
ganizations with high-security requirements, for example, critical infrastructures
are obligated by laws to manage and organize their business according to certain
requirements. To fulfill these obligations organizations design business processes
according to business processes guidelines as ITIL [34] and COBIT [32]. Hence,
many organizations will already have modeled their business processes.

• Correctly modeled business processes: In the course of this thesis, I assume that
business processes are modeled correctly with regard to syntactics and semantics.
If syntactics are not correct, the processes cannot be parsed correctly. Nonetheless,
processes are modeled with modeling frameworks that do syntactical checks and may
forbid nonsensical modeling (it is still possible to model nonsensical processes that
are syntactically correct). In terms of BAcsTract, business processes are consumed
in XML format. This format underlies strict definitions of the Object Management
Group who is responsible for the development of BPMN. In terms of PAcsTract,
the modeling language PCM and IntBIIS_LP are used. Their elements are defined
in metamodels and editors support the responsible roles along with constraints
that check for wrong usage of elements. Regarding semantics, the business level is
responsible to reflect the processes of the organization correctly. There are other
works that help them to accomplish this goal, but it is not the objective of the work
done in this thesis. These limitations apply also when considering the traditional
role engineering process. If business processes are not modeled syntactically correct,
security experts are not able to understand them and if business processes are not
semantically correct, security experts would propagate these errors into the role
model.

• Scope of processes: In this thesis, I assume that business processes encompass all
departments of the organization and provide a comprehensive picture of the ongoing
work done by employees on a daily basis. If parts of the work done in organizations
are not modeled in business processes, they will not be reflected in the generated
role model. Security experts have to take this into consideration. However, the
approaches should help security experts in providing a more aligned and correct role
model. This is also the case when only parts of the ongoing work in organizations is
modeled. In such scenarios, security experts have to go through other business level
artifacts either way.

• Correctly modeled ACRs: I assume that ACRs incorporated in business processes
by the business level are legally correct and in line with the business goals introduced
in Chapter 1, because the focus of this thesis is not to identify erroneous ACRs, but
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to define an automated transformation of ACRs from business processes to IT level
artifacts.

• Initial role model: BAcsTract and PAcsTract extract an initial role model encom-
passing business level ACRs that reside in business processes. As business processes
reflect only the business view of ACR, technical ACRs have to be completed by
security experts. The reason for this is that technical ACRs are not part of business
processes and thus, cannot be extracted from them. The goal of the approaches is to
support the security expert in extracting business level ACRs and this is accomplished
by the initial role model. Technical ACRs are not in the scope of this thesis.

• Effort utilizing approaches: Both approaches were designed to impose only little
additional effort when utilizing them. This is achieved by focusing on de facto stan-
dard modeling languages like BPMN and on models that organizations have to model
anyway. For sure, this is not the case for every organization. Small organizations and
startups may not model their business processes. However, it is another question at
what price this comes when considering profitability. Nonetheless, during the growth
of organizations and in high security environments, organizations come to a point
where they have to model business processes either due to legislative obligations or
due to management complexity. At this point, organizations can benefit the most
from the approaches of this thesis.

• Evolution scenarios: The presented approaches become especially useful during
evolution scenarios. Certainly, to utilize the approaches during evolution scenarios
the scenarios have to be reflected in the business processes. How the approaches
can be utilized during evolution scenarios will be discussed in Chapter 4.

3.4 Discussion of Access Permission Architecture Aligner

This section discusses in Section 3.4.1 the problem statements and contributions related to
AcsALign. Section 3.4.2 elaborates on the assumptions and limitations.

3.4.1 Discussion of Problem Statements and Contributions

AcsALign realizes the concept to identify ACR breaches in EAAs that was formalized in
Section 3.1.2. In addition, the approach extends the ACR mapping model established by
PAcsTract to interconnect elements of business processes and RBAC with elements of the
EAA. This can be seen as an automated documentation of design decisions, allowing to
understand ACR breaches by tracing them back to the affected access permissions and the
affected activities of business processes. With respect to the business level, AcsALign helps
to accomplish the three goals (identify critical business assets, establish organization-wide
IT security and privacy strategies and comply with IT security and privacy laws) that
were introduced in Section 1.1. Regarding the IT level, the approach helps to establish a
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secure and aligned EAA. Further on, problems from Section 1.2 are discussed with regard
to the contributions of the presented approach.

P2 Different terminology between business and IT level: Several discrepancies, e.g., dif-
ferent terminology, domain knowledge, domain-specific models and modeling tools of the
business level and IT level widen a communication gap that may lead to errors and security
breaches [24, 25]. By transforming ACRs from the business level to data flow constraints
on the IT level, AcsALign goes a step further to close this communication gap with respect
to access control (contribution C4). Enterprise architects are enabled to analyze the EAA
for ACR breaches automatically. Furthermore, AcsALign extends the ACR mapping model
from PAcsTract so that it interconnects elements of business processes with elements of
RBAC and the EAA (contribution C2). This allows to track design decisions regarding
ACRs across the three mentioned models and couples the domain-specific models together.
On the one hand, the enterprise architect is supported in resolving logical and design
mistakes leading to ACR breaches. For example, by contacting the business process owner
of an affected business process. On the other hand, the business level and IT level are
supported in understanding design decisions in models outside of their subject area.

P3 Experts needed to understand business level: To analyze the EAA for correctness
experts are required who understand terminology and models of both, business level and
IT level. Then they have to manually compare the EAA with business level requirements
stemming, e.g., from business processes. AcsALign automates this process by using the
extracted ACRs of PAcsTract to analyze whether the EAA fulfills them (contribution C4).
It helps the enterprise architect to design a secure and aligned EAA without the need of
further experts. Furthermore, AcsALign produces an extended ACR mapping model that
helps the enterprise architect to understand the mistakes and how they affect other models
like business processes (contribution C2). It establishes a connection between the ACR
breach and the affected business process as well as the affected RBAC access permission.
This eases the comprehension on how the ACR breach affects other models.

P6 Complex and error-prone designing of the enterprise application architecture: Enter-
prise architects make logical and design mistakes during the design of the EAA for various
reasons such as misunderstanding correct requirements, complexity of interrelating mod-
els and the widening communication gap due to different terminology. This leads to ACR
breaches endangering the overall security of IT systems. AcsALign supports this complex
and error-prone process by identifying ACR breaches with the use of ACRs stemming
from business processes or the access control system (contribution C4). It also supports
the enterprise architect in resolving the mistakes by providing additional information to
achieve a more secure EAA. This helps to increase the overall security of EAAs.

P7 Missing alignment between enterprise application architecture and business level ac-
cess control requirements: Due to the manual and complex engineering of the EAA, it
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is not well aligned with business level ACRs. AcsALign helps the enterprise architect at
two points to design a secure EAA that is aligned with business level ACRs. First, the
EAA is analyzed for ACR beaches (contribution C4). This aligns the EAA with ACRs
from business processes and RBAC. Second, elements of the EAA are interconnected with
elements of business processes and RBAC establishing an extended ACR mapping model
(contribution C2). It allows to track design decisions regarding ACRs across the three
models. All ACR breaches are traceable to the affected service call of a system, the affected
activity of a business process and the violated access permission of RBAC or another access
control system. The ACR mapping model enables the enterprise architect to understand
the mistakes comprehensibly and resolve them correctly. This leads to a better alignment
of the EAA with business level needs and thus, to a more compliant EAA.

P8 Missing support of evolution scenarios for RBAC and enterprise application architec-
tures: Especially during evolution scenarios the EAA is not well aligned with business
level ACRs, as requirements may constantly change due to changes in business processes
and corporate structure [9]. Different employees in the organization are responsible for
the EAA and the business processes. The evolutionary change of these artifacts is not well
studied and understood so far, especially with regard to ACRs [25]. AcsALign enables
a more secure adaptation during evolution scenarios of business processes and access
permissions by checking automatically if the EAA violates ACRs (contribution C4). By an-
alyzing the EAA for ACR breaches automatically, AcsALign helps to increases the security
of the EAA and aligns the EAA to business level needs, leading to better compliance. Due
to negligible amount of time required to conduct the analysis AcsALign can be utilized to
identify ACR breaches each time an adaptation is done. After identifying ACR beaches
they can be resolved to align the EAA with business level needs. Besides, AcsALign allows
organizations to better understand the mutual interdependence of business processes,
access permissions and EAAs. Alongside this, the ACR mapping model is extended with
elements from the EAA (contribution C2). This helps to understand the mistakes that lead
to ACR breaches comprehensible and to resolve them correctly. Considering evolution
scenarios, a more secure adaptation and better alignment is provided, due to automation
and traceability of elements, giving the opportunity to react faster to evolutionary changes.
The topic of utilizing AcsALign and the other approaches during evolution scenarios will
be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

3.4.2 Discussion of Limitations

Several assumptions are proposed for the work in this thesis. Some of them imply limita-
tions on the use of the approach and its results:

• Existence of an EAA model: In the course of this thesis, I assume that the EAA is
already modeled. If not, the EAA has to be modeled in order for AcsALign to work.
However, medium to large organizations have to organize their business to cope with
complexity. Therefore, these organizations will already have modeled an EAA. Some
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other reasons why organizations often model an EAA are, for example, to maximize
the organizational value by being able to make better decisions, to trim costs by
having a more efficient resource allocation and to establish organization-wide IT
security. Organizations with high-security requirements, e.g., critical infrastructures
will also have modeled their EAA as security guidelines will force them to do so.
Hence, many organizations have already modeled their EAA so that this limitation
does apply only to certain organizations.

• Scope of the EAA: In this thesis, I assume that the EAA as well as the business pro-
cesses encompass all departments of the organization and provide a comprehensive
picture of the ongoing work done by employees. If any parts of the organization
are not modeled in the EAA, then AcsALign will not be able to analyze it for EAA
breaches. In such cases AcsALign can at least identify ACR breaches in those parts
that are modeled, helping to secure and align them with ACRs.

• Quality of data flow constraints: The quality of data flow constraints generated
by AcsALign depends on the quality and scope of the ACRs provided as input. At
this point AcsALign depends on PAcsTract and thus, on the quality and scope of
defined business processes. It is also possible to serve ACRs from other sources, for
example, from the access control system. Nevertheless, ACRs need to be correct and
cover as many parts of the EAA as possible.

• No predefined IT-modules: AcsALign presumes that the enterprise architect de-
signs the EAA according to the requirements of the business level. There might be
scenarios where the design is made bottom-up meaning that the business expert has
to use predefined IT-modules during the design of the business processes.

• Limited to data types: The analysis of AcsALign is limited to data types rather
than to actual classes of data. This means that AcsALign cannot differentiate between
different classes of data of the same data type. For example, it is possible that two
classes of data with the same data type have different ACRs depending on the overall
scenario. A newly planed exhibition is confidential during the planning phase but
becomes public after the launch. Such expressions of data types are part of the
runtime of organizations. AcsALign focuses on the support during the design phase.
However, different classes of data types can be designed as individual data types
during the design phase. By doing so, AcsALign is able to distinguish them and the
limitation can be bypassed.

• Effort utilizing the approach: AcsALign was designed to impose only little addi-
tional effort to utilize it. This is achieved by focusing on de facto standard modeling
languages and models that organizations design anyway. Probably startups and small
organizations form an exception. However, during the growth of an organization
and in high security environments, organizations come to a point where they have to
design an EAA either due to legislative obligations or due to management complexity.
Thus, they can benefit the most from AcsALign.

• Mapping of data types and service calls: Regarding the modeling language that
is used to design the EAA: a) a mapping for data objects from business processes
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to data types of the EAA and b) a mapping for activities from business processes to
service calls of the EAA is required. In case of PCM and IntBIIS_LP both mappings
are part of the business process design. For other modeling languages such as BPMN
and UML this mapping has to be provided. However, both mappings require only
low effort that needs to be done once. During evolution scenarios these mappings
require often only small changes. In case of the mapping from data objects to data
types, EAA evolution scenarios do not require a change in the mapping unless a
name of an interconnected data type changes. Then only a marginal change of the
name is required. In case of business process evolution scenarios changes are only
required if new data objects are introduced. Then the mapping needs to be extended
for the newly introduced data objects. Depending on the evolution scenario this
requires also only minor extensions. In case of the mapping from activities to service
calls, EAA evolution scenarios and business process evolution scenarios might imply
changes to the mapping. Again, evolution scenarios of the EAA do not imply any
changes to the mapping unless names of service calls that are part of the mapping
change or are replaced by other service calls. Business process evolution scenarios
require changes for any new activity that is introduced.

• Read and written data types: AcsALign requires a tool that performs a simple
data flow analysis on the EAA to extract the read and written data types of service
calls. Such a data flow analysis is very simple and there are tools for many modeling
languages that provide this capability.

• Evolution scenarios: As with the other approaches of this thesis, AcsALign is
especially useful during evolution scenarios. Certainly, to utilize AcsALign during
evolution scenarios they have to be reflected in the ACRs (for example, in the business
processes or in the access permissions) and the EAA. How AcsALign and the other
approaches can be utilized during evolution scenarios will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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Organizations

This chapter outlines the high-level process of utilizing the approaches introduced in
Chapter 3. It describes how organizations can align their business processes with RABC
and EAA, especially during evolution scenarios. Section 4.1 briefly discusses the phases that
organizations typically undergo when establishing business processes, as well as an EAA
and a role model. Afterwards, Section 4.2 outlines the phases when to utilize the approaches
described in Chapter 3. Section 4.3 concludes this chapter with a discussion about benefits
and limitations regarding evolution scenarios. For the sake of comprehensibility, I will
assume a top-down design of models, where models designed first imply requirements
for the models designed afterwards. For example, business processes are designed before
the EAA and thus, imply requirements to the EAA. However, throughout the sections I
will also discuss how organizations can utilize these approaches, if some of their models
are already designed. Such scenarios are equivalent to evolution scenarios and will be
discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.

Table 4.1 shows the high-level process of organizations when establishing business pro-
cesses, an EAA and a role model. It is illustrated in a top down manner, where models
above imply requirements for the models after. On the left side of Table 4.1, the typical
process without the approaches is illustrated, while on the right side the process when
utilizing the approaches is illustrated.

4.1 Process Typical in Organizations

The typical process for establishing business processes, an EAA and a role model in
organizations is outlined in the left part of Table 4.1. First, organizations have to model
their business processes and an EAA (phase one in Table 4.1). It is also possible that
one or both models already exist. Business processes are developed to achieve business
goals and manage workflows in organizations. Software systems are used to support
and execute these business processes. The EAA is modeled to establish a link between
business processes and software systems. This alignment leads to a better management
and optimization with regard to business goals, providing a considerable benefit for
organizations [90]. The EAA is often build based on the business processes. To align the
artifacts of both Enterprise Architecture Management (EAM) is used. It involves initiating
and establishing of processes, governance and the definition of application scenarios. Also
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Table 4.1: Process with and without the approaches of this thesis.

Phase Typical With Approaches

1 Modeling business processes and
enterprise application architecture

Modeling business processes and
enterprise application architecture

2 Engineering the role model Role model extraction

3 Refinement of initial role model

4 Enterprise application architecture analysis
for access control requirement violations

5 Mistake resolution in
enterprise application architecture

models and lifecycles are defined [149]. Frameworks as TOGAF [96] propose approaches
for designing, planning, implementing and governing the enterprise architecture. They
define different model types with mutual relations. A detailed explanation about EAAs
was provided in Section 2.3. In phase two of Table 4.1 security experts engineer the role
model for RBAC based on the previously mentioned artifacts. The role model is engineered
manually and comprises access permissions according to the needs of the organization.
Therefore, the vast amount of business process must be analyzed. In Section 2.2.2 this
complex, time consuming and cost-intensive phase is explained in-depth.

4.2 Process when Utilizing Approaches

This section introduces the high-level process of how to utilize the approaches of this thesis
throughout different evolution scenarios. By doing so, organizations can align business
processes, RABC and the EAA. Section 4.2.1 introduces the problems that the high-level
process tackles. Afterwards, Section 4.2.2 presents the high-level process as well as the
contributions.

4.2.1 Problem Statement

The high-level process tackles the following problems from Section 1.2:

• P5 Missing alignment between RBAC and business level access control re-
quirements: The process of engineering the role model is complex and error-prone
(as explained in Section 2.2). Security experts have to analyze a vast amount of inter-
relating business processes manually. In addition, there is no traceability between
the elicited role model and the business processes. Due to the missing traceability
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and the complex role engineering process, RBAC is not well aligned with business
level ACRs.

• P7Missing alignment between enterprise application architecture and busi-
ness level access control requirements: During the design of the EAA the enter-
prise architect has to consider many functional and non-functional requirements.
Two of them are IT security and privacy requirements. A fundamental building block
of both are ACRs stemming from the business level and laws. As only the business
level knows which assets are critical and which protection degree they require, a
communication gap widens due to different terminology and domain specific mod-
els. Business processes and EAA affect each other in non-trivial ways [9] (see also
Section 1.1). As a result, it is difficult to align them with each other [24, 25].

• P8Missing support of evolution scenarios for RBAC and enterprise applica-
tion architectures: Business processes, RBAC and EAA are interdependent. As
organizations constantly evolve, changes of one model require adaptation and align-
ment of the others. This evolutionary change is not well studied and understood
so far, especially for ACRs [25]. Furthermore, models are big, complex and not
tightly-coupled (see also Section 1.1). Various employees of different expertise in
the organization are responsible for them. This widens a communication gap that
additionally aggravates the alignment of these models.

4.2.2 High-Level Process

The high-level process outlined on the right side of Table 4.1 reflects the alignment of
business level and IT level artifacts in an organization, while utilizing the approaches
presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis. Some phases are equal to the typical process (phase
one and partially phase three), while others are introduced newly by the approaches. As the
concepts of the approaches are applicable to widely used and de facto standard modeling
languages, the same is true for the applicability of the high-level process. Figure 4.1
illustrates the sequence of phases of the high-level process in which organizations utilize
the approaches from Chapter 3. It is aligned along the typical process of organizations
where they design business processes, EAA and engineer a role model for RBAC. In the
following, the high-level process is outlined in a top-down manner.

The three green little circles in Figure 4.1 named Design new business processes or EAA,
Evolution of RBAC and Evolution of RBAC or EAA indicate starting points in the process.
Starting from Design new business processes or EAA and following the transitions along the
numbers of the phases, results in the top-down order shown in Table 4.1:

• Phase 1: Organizations develop business processes reflecting their organizational
services and products as well as the EAA to organize IT services in accordance to
business needs.

• Phase 2: Security experts utilize BAcsTract or PAcsTract to automatically extract
the initial role model from the business processes.
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Figure 4.1: Shows the high-level process for utilizing the approaches of this thesis.

• Phase 3: Security experts refine the initial role model with technical access permis-
sions.

• Phase 4: Enterprise architects utilize AcsALign to analyze the EAA for ACR breaches
during design time.

• Phase 5: Enterprise architects resolve logical and design mistakes responsible for
the ACR breaches.

Section 4.3 will go into more details of Figure 4.1 and the various starting points for the
different evolution scenarios and purposes. Further on, the individual phases are explained
in more detail.

To illustrate the perspective of an organization when utilizing the approaches along the
high-level process the previously introduced running example of the CoCoME case study
from Section 3.2.3.2 is used. The basic CoCoME supermarket store, including a loyalty
program and a marketing division, undergoes an evolution scenario. In this scenario, the
supermarket store is extended by an online shop according to the community evolution
scenario of adding a pick-up shop [104], including adjustments for handling the loyalty
management. Obviously, privacy must be considered by the CoCoME enterprise. Research
on the various regulations and resulting security and privacy requirements pertaining
CoCoME was conducted in [180].

Phase 1 Modeling business processes and enterprises application architecture: Organi-
zations develop business processes reflecting their organizational services and products to
manage and optimize their services. They are a central point and key factor for the business
level to manage business workflows successfully. The EAA is designed by the enterprise
architect, to organize IT services of the organization in accordance to business needs. This
phase is independent of the presented approach and most middle to big organizations will
already developed both models, as they are a key management factor for organizations.
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More details on business processes and the EAA were provided in Section 2.1, Section 1.1
and Section 2.3.

In case of the running example, the following business processes are designed amongst
others. Figure 4.2 shows the business process of CoCoME for preparing advertisements and
discounts by the marketing manager and store manager. Figure 4.3 shows the customer
support process of CoCoME. Afterwards, Figure 4.5 shows an excerpt of the corresponding
EAA supporting the business processes.Prepare Advertisements and Discounts (simplified)_HLight
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Figure 4.2: Shows the business process Prepare Advertisements and Discounts of the CoCoME supermarket
store.

In the business process of Figure 4.2 new advertisements and discounts are defined, based
on the gathered data of customers participating in the loyalty program. During the selection
of appropriate advertisements and discounts the marketing manager prepares customer
profiles (green highlighted part of Figure 4.2). During this activity, a set of LoyaltyOrder is
consumed, resulting in a required read access to the data object LoyaltyOrder.

The process in Figure 4.3 shows the customer support process of the CoCoME supermarket
store. The process begins with a customer issuing a support ticket. This support ticket is
processed by a customer service employee. To solve the problem, he requires read access
to a set of LoyaltyOrder, represented by the corresponding data objects and dotted arrows
pointing to the activity Solve problem in Figure 4.3. After the problem is identified and
solved, the customer service employee answers to the customer support ticket and the
process is finished. Exemplarily, we look at an evolution scenario where the CoCoME
supermarket store is extended by an online shop, as defined in [104]. Consequently,
some business processes and the EAA changes. Figure 4.4 shows the customer support
process after the online shop was added. The input data object OnlineOrder in the activity
Solve problem is new. As not only loyalty customers may issue problems but also online
customers, the customer service employee requires also access to loyalty orders. The
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Figure 4.3: Shows the business process Solve Customer Problem of the CoCoME supermarket store.

business level distinguishes between LoyaltyOrder and OnlineOrder, as they comprise
different information and are used throughout different processes and purposes.SolveCustomerProblem_Evo
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Figure 4.4: Shows the business process Solve Customer Problem of the CoCoME supermarket store.

An excerpt of the EAA supporting the business processes is defined in Figure 4.5. Grey
elements denote parts of the basic CoCoME without any modifications. Shaded elements
are extended to fit the proposed evolution scenario.

The Store system handles sales and inventory. If a customer uses a loyalty card during
payment, the store system informs the LoyaltyManagement system with a LoyaltyOrder
comprising information about the loyalty card and the ordered goods. The LoyaltyMan-
agement system performs calculations about gained loyalty points and sends the order
to the CustomerDataStore system. This information is available to the Marketing system
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Figure 4.5: Simplified enterprise application architecture of the CoCoME supermarket [178].

via the ICustomerDataStoreQuery interface. The marketing manager uses the Marketing
system to create advertisements based on previous orders.

To sum up, in this phase organizations model their business processes and the supporting
EAA. Some business processes and EAA parts may be new and others may be undergoing
evolution scenarios. The running example showed two processes and the corresponding
EAA. One business process reflects the preparation of advertisements and discounts.
Another reflects the customer support process. The latter undergoes an evolution scenario
while the online shop is added to the CoCoME enterprise. The highlighted green parts
of the business processes in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.3 show the most important parts for
the rest of the running example. It is important to note that the two presented business
processes are taken as an example from the large amount of business processes of CoCoME.
Also, the EAA reflects only a part of the whole EAA. The running example is a simplified
version showing only the relevant parts and elements for the purpose of illustrating the
different phases of the high-level process in which the approaches of this thesis support
organizations in aligning their RBAC and EAA.

Phase 2 Role model extraction: In the typical process security experts would engineer
the role model in a manual, complex and time-consuming role engineering process as
described in Section 2.2.2. In contrast, BAcsTract and PAcsTract ease the engineering of
the role model by extracting an initial role model from business processes automatically.
This takes only negligible amount of time and effort, as only models are used that are
defined anyway. Depending on the used business process language, either BAcsTract or
PAcsTract is used. A detailed explanation on the role model extraction was provided in
Section 3.2.3.

For the running example, Table 4.2 shows the initial role model extracted by BAcsTract
from the two business processes of phase one.
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Table 4.2: Extracted role model from the business process in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.4.

Nr. Role Process

1 CoCoME Store: Customer READ/WRITE Support ticket
2 CoCoME Store: Customer Service Employee READ/WRITE Support ticket
3 CoCoME Store: Customer Service Employee READ LoyaltyOrder
4 CoCoME Store: Customer Service Employee READ OnlineOrder
5 CoCoME Store: Marketing Manager READ Advertisement request
6 CoCoME Store: Marketing Manager READ/WRITE Advertisement schedule
7 CoCoME Store: Marketing Manager READ LoyaltyOrder
8 CoCoME Store: Marketing Manager READ/WRITE Customer profiles
9 CoCoME Store: Store Manager READ/WRITE Advertisement request
10 CoCoME Store: Store Manager READ Advertisement schedule

On the left side of the role model in Table 4.2 are the extracted roles. On the right side
their extracted access permissions. As explained in Section 3.2.3, the initial role model
comprises all business level ACRs from the analyzed business processes. Bold roles and
permissions of the role model in Table 4.2 correspond to the required permissions resulting
from the highlighted green parts of the business processes in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.4.
The green highlighted parts of the first process imply that theMarketing Manager requires
read access to the data object LoyaltyOrder. The green highlighted parts of the second
process imply that the Customer Service Employee requires read access to the data objects
LoyaltyOrder and OnlineOrder. These access permission can be found in row three, four
and seven of the role model in Table 4.2.

To sum up, in this phase security experts are supported in eliciting ACRs from business
processes to form an initial role model. This takes only negligible amount of time as
BAcsTract and PAcsTract operate on models that are designed anyway in the previously
phase. Consequently, security experts do not have to analyze the vast amount of business
processes manually anymore. This reduces complexity, time and costs of the overall role
engineering process. As a benefit, the role model is aligned with business level needs and
security experts whose skills are more technical can focus on technical parts. Another
unique benefit is accomplished by the ACR mapping model. It is built alongside the role
model and documents design decisions regarding ACRs. The established traceability of
ACRs enables the business level to understand resulting access permissions in the role
model, as each access permission can be traced to its originating business process, activity
and lane. This enables the business level to forecast requirements for access permissions
resulting from decisions made in business processes. Besides, the ACR mapping model
improves the communication between the business level and security experts.

Phase 3 Refinement of initial role model: The initial role model, extracted by BAcsTract
or PAcsTract automatically in phase two, has to be completed by security experts. After
phase two, the role model encompasses all business level ACRs from business processes.
In terms of completeness the initial role model lacks technical ACRs. Subsequently, in this
phase security experts refine the initial role model by adding technical access permissions.
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When looking on the typical process without the utilization of the approaches, security
experts would also have to elicit technical ACRs. Hence, the work done by security experts
in this phase has to be done anyway. However, manually analyzing the vast amount
of business processes is not necessary anymore, as business level ACRs were already
extracted in the previous phase. This saves time, costs and reduces errors.

Phase 4 Enterprise application architecture analysis for access control requirement viola-
tions: In this phase, the extracted ACRs from the previous phases are transformed into
architectural data flow constraints to help the enterprise architect analyze the correctness
of the designed EAA. For the analysis it is possible to use the extracted ACRs from phase
two or to use the refined ACRs from phase three. This allows not only to align the EAA
with the ACRs form the business processes, but also to align the EAA with technical ACRs
of the RBAC role model. The generated constraints are used by the enterprise architect
in an architectural data flow analysis to identify forbidden data flows. The existence of a
forbidden data flow means that the EAA was not correctly designed regarding the business
level needs. In more detail, the enterprise architect has done either a logical mistake or a
design mistake during the design of the EAA. A detailed explanation on the identification
of ACR breaches in EAAs was provided in Section 3.2.4. This analysis takes only negligible
amount of time, as all required models are designed by organizations anyway (see phase
one).

Specifically in the running example it means that AcsALign is applied to the EAA and
business processes shown in phase one. The green highlighted part of the business process
in Figure 4.4 has two different types of order defined by the business level. LoyaltyOrder
andOnlineOrder are required as input during the activity Solve problem of the role Customer
Service Employee. The green highlighted part of the business process in Figure 4.2 as well
as the extracted ACRs of the role model in Table 4.2 imply that the Marketing Manager
requires read access to a set of LoyaltyOrder in the activity Prepare customer profiles. This
set is used to prepare Customer profiles. On the technical level (see the EAA in Figure 4.5),
this is realized by the operation getAllOrders(): order[] of the CustomerDataStore system.
It transfers order data from the CustomerDataStore system to the Marketing system. The
operation itself does not perform any anonymization. At this point the EAA has a design
mistake.

Previous to the evolution scenario there was only one order type, LoyaltyOrder. Thus, the
design decisions concerning the service function getAllOrders(): order[] and its technical
description “getting all orders” were correct. With the introduction of the online shop
during the evolution scenario, the new order type OnlineOrder was introduced by the
business level. The reason was the obligation to comply with the GDPR [222], as described
in detail in my publication [180]. GDPR states that organizations are not allowed to use
personal data without an explicit and informed consent of that person. In the evolution
scenario for the online shop no consent was obtained by the CoCoME enterprise. Only
for the loyalty customers a consent exists to process personal data for marketing reasons.
Hence, the GDPR forbids the marketing manager to have access to online order.
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Regarding the technical part, order became a shorthand writing for data that can be Loyal-
tyOrder or OnlineOrder. According to the design decisions and the technical description of
the operation getAllOrders(): order[], the operation was modified correctly to return both
types of orders. But, due to the communication gap and not aligned models of business
and IT (explained in Section 1.1) as well as the complexity of designing EAAs (explained
in Section 1.1 and Section 2.3) the marketing manager still uses the service function getAl-
lOrders(): order[] to get the required orders for preparing advertisements and discounts,
as he also used before the evolution scenario. This is a design mistake in the EAA. The
problem is that according to the technical specification it is correct that the service func-
tion getAllOrders(): order[] returns LoyaltyOrder and OnlineOrder. However, according to
specifications of business processes the marketing manager has only permission to read
LoyaltyOrder (see highlighted parts of process in Figure 4.2 and role model in Table 4.2).
This is due to the restrictions of the GDPR. Consequently, with the designed EAA the
marketing manager has access to forbidden data. This access is not allowed according to
the GDPR and was not intended by the business level. The resulting EAA is not aligned
with ACRs from business processes. However, AcsALign identifies this forbidden data flow
and provides this information to the enterprise architect. This is done in negligible amount
of time, as AcsALign operates on models that are designed by organizations anyway.

To sum up, the enterprise architect uses AcsALign to identify forbidden data flows in the
EAA. This is done either based on the extracted ACRs from phase two or based on the
refined ACRs from phase three. This allows to align the EAA with ACRs form business
processes and with access permissions from RBAC. Forbidden data flows resulting from
logical and design mistakes can be identified, indicating that the EAA is not in line with
business processes or RBAC. Detailed information about security breaches is provided to
the enterprise architect, so that he can resolve the error in the upcoming phase.

Phase 5 Mistake resolution in enterprise application architecture: In this phase, the en-
terprise architect resolves mistakes found by AcsALign previously. The enterprise architect
uses results of phase four to understand each forbidden data flow comprehensively. Ac-
sALign supports this phase by providing an ACR mapping model that interconnects ACR
elements between the three models of business and IT. To better understand why a data
flow is forbidden, the enterprise architect can trace the forbidden data flow back to its orig-
inating access permission in RBAC and their originating lane and activity of the business
process. To visually support the information about forbidden data flows across models
of business and IT, the enterprise architect gets the following additional information
generated from the ACR mapping model:

a) a data flow diagram with a highlighted visualization of violated data flows across
relevant systems, including the sources, sinks and service functions.

b) the corresponding access permissions in the role model of RBAC that are violated.

c) the corresponding business processes, lanes, activities and data objects that are
violated.
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This additional information helps the enterprise architect in understanding design decisions
made by the business level regarding ACRs that are relevant for the forbidden data flows.
He is able to understand where and why the mistake occurs, so that he can resolve it
correctly with regard to previous design decisions. Consequently, the EAA becomes more
correct, secure and better aligned with business level ACRs.

Regarding the running example, the enterprise architect gets the following traceability
information:

a) the whole data flow that is violated. Beginning from the source component, including
all components and service functions that are invoked, to the sink component. The
service function that violates ACRs is highlighted. In the example, it is the service
function getAllOrders(): order[] of the CustomerDataStore system in Figure 4.5.

b) the roles and permissions in the role model that are violated. In the role model
of Table 4.2 a permission of the role Marketing Manager is violated. It is the read
permission for OnlineOrder.

c) the activities of lanes in business processes that are violated. Regarding the running
example, it is the business process in Figure 4.2 and the activity Prepare customer
profiles of lane Marketing Manager along with its data object OnlineOrder.

The additional information in other models of business and IT concerning the forbidden
data flows help the enterprise architect to understand the mistakes faster and more com-
prehensively. Information in the EAA helps to identify the forbidden data flows along with
the service functions that violate ACRs. Traceability information in the role model helps to
understand which access permissions of which roles are violated. Traceability information
in business processes help to understand which ACRs are violated by which activities
of certain lanes. The latter is most valuable, as the enterprise architect can understand
how the business processes and the corresponding data flows should look like and thus,
understand business level decisions. It provides comprehensible information about why
and what has to be changed in the EAA to be conform with business level ACRs. Another
benefit is that the business level is enabled to understand the forbidden data flow as well.
They can also trace the mistake back to the lanes, activities and business processes that
are violated. This enables the business level to understand the problem and the design
decisions of the enterprise architect. Hence, improving the communication between both.

Summed up, the described process shows how business level knowledge about ACRs lying
in business processes is extracted and transformed to IT level artifacts. It enables security
experts and enterprise architects to align their models with ACRs from the business level.
Consequently, the overall security degree is increased, while reducing the expenditure of
required time and money in the overall process. Due to the automation and the negligible
amount of time to process phase two and four, faster adaptations in evolution scenarios are
possible. In addition, the ACRmappingmodel allows to understandmutual dependencies of
business processes, EAA and RBAC. For example, if business processes evolve, conducting
phase two and four enable organizations to understand immediately which changes arise
in RBAC and whether the EAA is in line with the changes in business processes. When
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changes happen to RBAC or the EAA phase four can be conducted to analyze whether the
EAA is still in line with the changes access permissions in RBAC or the ACRs from business
processes. Different evolution scenarios will be discussed in the following section.

Regarding the problems stated in the beginning of this section, the presented high-level
process provides the following contributions (see also Section 1.6) to solve them:

• C5 A high-level process to align RBAC and the enterprise application archi-
tecture with business level access control requirements: The high-level pro-
cess presented in this section aligns the role model of RBAC with business processes
by utilizing BAcsTract or PAcsTract (tackles problem P5). Furthermore, extracted
information from business processes and RBAC are used to align the EAA with the
other models by identifying forbidden data flows with AcsALign (tackles problem
P7). The generated ACR mapping model additionally supports the alignment by
providing a documentation of design decisions across models of business and IT. It
also helps to resolve errors in RBAC and mistakes in the EAA by providing relevant
information across the three models.

• C6 A high-level process to identify inconsistencies between models in evo-
lution scenarios of business processes, RBAC and the enterprise application
architecture: During evolution scenarios of either business processes, RBAC or
EAA the high-level process can be used to forecast changes regarding the other mod-
els. The ACR mapping model helps the business level and IT level in understanding
required changes throughout evolution scenarios across the various models. Thus,
BAcsTract, PAcsTract and AcsALign enable to understand mutual dependencies
more comprehensively and to make tradeoffs among different evolution scenarios
(tackles problem P8).

4.3 Discussion of the Process when Utilizing Approaches

This section will discuss how organizations undergo the high-level process in different
evolution scenarios. The high-level process can start at different phases depending on
which models evolve, which models already exist and which goals are aimed for the
analysis. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Later, in this section such evolution scenarios will
be discussed in detail, but first some background about the applicability of the approaches
has to be provided.

Regarding the applicability of the high-level process a benefit is that the concepts of the
approaches are applicable to widely used and de facto standard modeling languages. Phase
one, in which organizations model their business processes and EAA, is undergone by
organizations anyway, as explained in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2. It is important to note
that in this phase all required input information is provided. It means that most organi-
zations will already have all the input required by BAcsTract, PAcsTract and AcsALign
and thus, no additional effort of modelling is required. With regard to AcsALign, the most
common language for the EAA is UML [6]. The concept described in Section 3.1.2 can be
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used with UML. Other architectural design languages, e.g., PCM are also possible. In this
thesis, I implemented the concept for PCM. I argued this point in Section 3.2. Supposing
organizations use PCM to model their EAA, AcsALign is directly applicable. When other
modeling languages are used for the EAA, for example, UML, the architectural data flow
constraints from AcsALign can be reused with little adaptations, as EAA models in PCM
are fundamentally not very different from UML component models [189]. The concrete
syntax of PCM is based on the syntax of UML. Nevertheless, the main point is that:

a) for phase two, Role model extraction, no additional information is required. Input
models are developed by organizations anyway and are often existing (see also
Section 4.1). The analysis itself takes only negligible amount of time and the business
level and IT level are supported in understanding generated results by various output
models like the ACR mapping model.

b) for phase four, EAA analysis for ACR violations, if modeled in PCM, no additional
information is required. If another modeling language is used, for example, UML, only
few additional information might be required. Most of the generated information can
still be used with a data flow analysis in UML. The analysis itself takes only negligible
amount of time. In addition, the business level and IT level are supported in phase
five with various traceability information providing a better comprehensibility of
generated results.

Models of business and IT are complex and interrelated, as described in Section 1.1 and
Section 1.2. As a result, mutual dependencies between these models cannot be foreseen
in evolution scenarios. This leads to a misalignment of models. The high-level process
proposed in this thesis aligns business processes, RBAC and EAA in terms of ACRs and
thus, allows to understand how during evolution scenarios changes in one model affect
changes in other models. The reason for this is threefold:

a) Section 4.1 explained that the required input is modeled by organizations anyway.

b) as explained in Section 3.2.1, business processes and the EAA models do not need to
be enriched with extended information.

c) Section 3.2.3 and Section 3.2.4 explained that the analysis done by these approaches
takes only negligible amount of time.

Consequently, mutual dependencies and required changes during evolution scenarios
can be analyzed in negligible amount of time and without additional effort. This enables
to forecast the impact of evolution scenarios on interrelated models and decide among
different design decisions appropriately.

The above-mentioned reasons make it valuable to utilize the approaches during evolution
scenarios. Hence, the phases of the high-level process may be undergone partially or in
different sequences. In Figure 4.1 the high-level process is illustrated as a process with
different starting points and transitions.

The three green little circles named Design new business processes or EAA, Evolution of
RBAC and Evolution of RBAC or EAA indicate starting points in the process. Starting from
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Design new business processes or EAA and following the transitions along the numbers of
the phases, results in the sequential order depicted in Table 4.1. The green arrows of the
process shown in Figure 4.1 indicate the possibility to use BAcsTract, PallBPMRNME and
AcsALign separately from each other. Organizations may focus either on aligning their
role model with BAcsTract or PAcsTract (green arrows in the upper part of Figure 4.1) or
on aligning the EAA with AcsALign (green arrows in the lower part of Figure 4.1).

It is important to mention that not all phases have to be processed and that the processing
sequence may vary depending on the needs of the organization. Starting at any of the
three starting points (little green circles in Figure 4.1) indicate different evolution scenarios.
Organizations that already have business processes, an EAA and/or a role model can start
at any of the three starting points and transit according to the flow of the arrows to the
desired destination phase. Respectively, organizations that undergo evolutions of any of
the three models can use the approaches to crosscheck the models with the generated
results. For example, if an organization reworks their role model to increase security, it is
possible to start at Evolution of RBAC to conduct phase two and crosscheck if the reworked
role model meets all ACRs of the business level. This is done by comparing whether the
reworked role model encompasses all access permissions of the generated role model from
BAcsTract or PAcsTract. Another possibility is to start at Evolution of RBAC to conduct
phase four and crosscheck if the current EAA meets the ACRs of the reworked role model.
In case an organization redesigns their EAA to adapt new software systems, it is possible
to start at Evolution of RBAC or EAA to conduct phase four to crosscheck if the reworked
EAA complies with the ACRs from business processes or with the refined ACRs from the
role model.

Another possible use case for the high-level process lies in the possibility to conduct
tradeoff analyses between variants of certain business processes, RBAC and EAA. An
organization can conduct a tradeoff analysis with variants of any of the three models.

a) A tradeoff analysis between variants of business processes.

a1) It is possible to analyze how the variants of business processes comply with
the current role model. Therefore, phase two in Figure 4.1 is conducted and the
generated role model is crosschecked for divergent access permissions with the
current role model used by the organization. A divergent access permission
means that the business process variant requires a change to the current role
model. Whether this change is meaningful and secure has to be decided with
authorities in charge.

a2) It is possible to analyze how the business process variants comply with the
current EAA. Therefore, phase two and afterwards phase four in Figure 4.1,
is conducted. The amount of identified forbidden data flows is a measure for
required changes to the EAA. Identified forbidden data flows may also indicate
whether some functionalities break with regard to information security.

b) A tradeoff analysis between variants of role models.
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b1) On the one hand, the variants of role models can be analyzed for compliance
with business processes. This is done by conducting phase two in Figure 4.1
with a subsequent crosschecking for divergent access permissions between
the generated role model and the role model variants. Each divergent access
permission indicates a misalignment with business processes.

b2) On the other hand, the role model variants can be analyzed for compliance with
the EAA. Phase four in Figure 4.1 is conducted for this. The amount of forbidden
data flows that are identified indicate the misalignment with the EAA.

c) A tradeoff analysis between variants of EAAs.

c1) It is possible to analyze the variants of EAAs for compliance with business
processes. Therefore, phase four in Figure 4.1 is conducted based on the initial
role model from phase two. The resulting amount of forbidden data flows
indicate which parts of the EAA are not in line with ACRs from business
process.

c2) It is possible to analyze the variants of EAAs for compliance with the role
model. Therefore, phase four in Figure 4.1 is conducted based on the current
role model of the organization. Again, the amount of identified forbidden data
flows indicate which parts of the EAA are not in line with the role model of
RBAC.

Such tradeoff analyses reflect decisions between security characteristics and other quality
characteristics, for example, performance.

The high-level process of utilizing the approaches of this thesis promotes comprehensibility
for the business level and IT level by generating traceability between elements of the EAA,
the role model and business processes. Dependencies between these models are often
complex and hard to identify. The business level as well as the IT level are enabled to
forecast mutual dependencies with regard to ACRs. In addition, the approaches support
the engineering of the role model for RBAC and the identification of logical and design
mistakes in EAAs. Nevertheless, refining the initial role model and resolving EAAmistakes
is still a challenging task. On the one hand, to refine the initial role model a security expert,
who mines technical ACRs, is still required. Furthermore, the quality of the extracted role
model is dependent on the quality and workflow coverage of the business processes. On
the other hand, certain IT compliance implications, for example, separation of duty, still
have to be engineered in cooperation with the business level. Regarding the EAA, the
approach closes the communication gap between the business level and the enterprise
architect by providing traceability information across models and documenting design
decisions. After all, communication between both is still recommended. To be clear,
enterprise architects still should question business decisions that imply high costs and
efforts for realization. However, organizations that utilize the approaches have an unique
opportunity: to understand mutual dependencies between business and IT models, to
understand their implications for alignment problems and to ease the engineering of correct
and business level aligned access permissions and EAAs during evolution scenarios.
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5 Validation

This section describes the experimental validation of the approaches explained in Chap-
ter 3. Two case studies are conducted to validate these approaches. Both case studies are
structured according to the GQM method [181]. That means goals are formulated which
represent the desired evaluation objectives. Then research questions are derived from
the goals and finally, metrics are defined to validate the research questions. Section 5.1
presents the case study for the role model extraction from business processes with BAc-
sTract. BAcsTract and PAcsTract extract ACRs from business processes to build an initial
role model for RBAC. Section 5.2 presents the case study for the identification of ACR
breaches in EAAs with AcsALign. AcsALign uses ACRs extracted from business processes
by PAcsTract to analyze service calls of the EAA for violations of these ACRs. In the
course of the second case study PAcsTract is used for the extraction of ACRs from business
processes and thus, the case study partly validates the approach for role model extraction.
Figure 5.1 shows the overall GQM model.
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5.1 Case Study I

Figure 5.1 shows four goals regarding the approaches introduced in Chapter 3. Nine
questions are derived from these goals. The goals are formulated based on the contributions
from Section 1.6 of this thesis. Questions are formulated based on the research questions
from Section 1.3 of this thesis. In the top of each question the prefixes CS1 and CS2 indicate
whether the question is part of the first case study, the second case study or both. Section 5.1
and Section 5.2 will explain the respective parts of the GQMmodel in more detail. The first
case study validates the extraction of ACRs from business processes to form a role model
for RBAC. The corresponding concept was introduced in Section 3.1.1. This case study
uses BAcsTract, which was described in Sections 3.2.1.1 and 3.2.3, as the realization of the
concept. The second case study validates the identification of ACR breaches in EAAs. The
corresponding concept was introduced in Section 3.1.2. Therefore, AcsALign is used as
the realization of the concept. AcsALign was described in Sections 3.2.1.3 and 3.2.4. In the
second case study AcsALign is used in conjunction with PAcsTract. PAcsTract is used to
extract ACRs from business processes that are an input of AcsALign. Consequently, the
accuracy of extracted ACRs from business processes by PAcsTract is also validated in the
second case study.

5.1 Case Study I

This section presents the validation of the role model extraction from business processes
using BAcsTract. In this case study, BAcsTract is validated on the case study CoCoME.
CoCoME is a community driven case study for collaborative empirical research on software
evolution approaches [108]. It represents a comprehensive trading system of a supermarket
chain and consists of 17 business processes that reflect the business around the cash desk,
the inventory of the stores and the management of stores from an enterprise perspective.
They span a comprehensible set of business processes that contain interactions between
actors, data type definitions and data usage descriptions. Section 5.1.1 explains the val-
idation goals and derives research questions of the GQM model [181]. The case study
examines to which extend the utilization of BAcsTract reduces the amount of human
errors during the role engineering process, increases the efficiency of engineering the role
model and quickens the adaptations during evolution scenarios. The case study system
is described in Section 5.1.2. Afterwards, Section 5.1.3 discusses the results, followed by
a discussion of threats to validity in Section 5.1.4. Finally, Section 5.1.5 summarizes the
scientific findings of the case study.

5.1.1 Validation Goals and Research Questions

The case study of this section has the goal to validate the research questions introduced
from Section 1.3 that pertain to the extraction of a role model from business processes.
The validation is structured according to the GQM method [181]. Goals represent the
validation objectives that are desired to be achieved. Thus, they are subdivided into
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research questions. These research questions are validated using metrics. This allows to
answer questions that contribute to goals.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the GQM model for this case study. The green boxes in the top part of
Figure 5.2 represent the goals of the GQM model. The yellow cards represent the research
questions that are derived from the goals. Arrows connect goals with questions that need
to be answered in order to achieve the goals. To confirm a hypothesis proposed by a
question, the corresponding metrics need to be reached. Questions and metrics are also
connected with arrows. The red rounded boxes in the lower part of Figure 5.2 describe the
case study level metrics (CSLM). These metrics are formulated for the case study under
research and need to be evaluated by applying BAcsTract to the case study system and by
analyzing the results. If all CSLMs of a question are met, it testifies that the hypothesis
of the question is confirmed for the given case study. The gray rounded boxes describe
metamodel level metrics (MLM). They are formulated on the metamodel level, so that
they can be answered by the fundamental constructs of the approach. If a hypothesis
of a question is confirmed by an MLM, it indicates that the hypothesis is confirmed for
every specific occurrence of the problem (e.g., a case study experiment) and thus, the
corresponding goal is satisfied for every instance of the problem.

Goal 1 - More efficient engineering of the role model: In Chapter 1 and Section 2.2 I
explained that the typical role engineering process without BAcsTract, in which the role
model for RBAC is engineered, is manually carried out by security experts. They have to
go through a vast amount of business processes, which are complex and interrelated, to
elicit a role model for RBAC. The complexity of the role engineering process (and further
problems described in Section 1.2), are the main causes why engineering a role model is
slow, error-prone and cost-intensive. One of the major concepts of this thesis, namely
to automatically extract a role model from business processes tackles these problems.
Therefore, the first goal is to validate whether the engineering of the role model with
BAcsTract is more efficient than the typical role engineering process. Hence, the goal is
to validate that BAcsTract can reduce complexity of the role engineering process by a)
automating parts of the engineering of the role model and b) transferring complete and
semantically correct information about ACRs from business processes to RBAC.

Goal 2 - Reduction of human errors in the engineering of the role model: The
role engineering process is tedious and requires analyzing a vast amount of BPs by hand.
Chapter 1 and Section 2.2 explained that the number of business processes can easily grow
into hundreds of complex and interrelated processes. As the role engineering process
is complex, it creates room for human errors during the engineering of the role model.
Each error poses a major threat to the security of the overall system as a small error
can lead to a severe security breach leaking sensitive information and allowing access
to forbidden services (see Chapter 1). Therefore, the second goal is to validate that the
proposed approach to extract a role model from business processes reduces the amount
of human errors which security experts make during the engineering of the role model.
Hence, the goal is to validate that BAcsTract automates the parts of the role engineering
process in which the security experts have to analyze the vast amount of business processes
manually and by doing so, reduces human errors.
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Figure 5.2: The GQM model for the case study regarding the extraction of a role model from business
processes [177].

Goal 3 – Faster adaptation in evolution scenarios: I explained in Chapter 1 that
business processes have a lifecycle and thus, change constantly over time. In addition,
their interrelations with access permissions are complex. Thus, evolution scenarios of
business processes may lead to changes in ACRs and as a result, require changes of access
permissions in the role model. To identify and adjust these changes security experts are
required to conduct the role engineering process, at least for the changed processes as
well as for interrelated processes. This evolutional adjustment is slow, error-prone and
cost-intensive, as it is the typical role engineering process (see Chapter 1 and Section 2.2).
The third goal is to validate that utilizing the approach to extract a role model from business
processes automatically allows a faster adaptation of the role model during evolutional
changes of business processes. In addition, it is to validate that the approach increases the
understanding of mutual dependencies between business processes and access permissions
of the role model. Hence, the third goal is to validate that BAcsTract can automatically
compute the adapted role model in evolution scenarios of business processes and establish
an ACR mapping model that helps the business level and IT level to understand mutual
dependencies between business processes and RBAC.
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Each goal consists of research questions which formulate hypotheses that need to be
confirmed in order to achieve the goal. In the following sections, the questions and
corresponding metrics will be explained.

5.1.1.1 Accuracy of the Role Model

In order to achieve any of these goals a crucial point is the accuracy of the extracted role
model. To be precise, it is fundamental to examine whether BAcsTract extracts correct
ACRs from business processes and whether they are complete in terms of their number.
Therefore, question I:

• What is the accuracy of generated access permissions for the role model?

claims hypotheses

• H I.1: The transformation of ACRs from business processes into the role model is
semantically correct.

• H I.2: All ACRs from business processes are transferred into access permissions of
the role model.

To answer question I, BAcsTract is executed with the case study system. Each access
permission of the generated role model is classified based on a reference list of ACRs
for the given business processes. The reference list is made independently by two post-
graduates. They analyzed the business processes manually. Their results were compared
to avoid mistakes. An access permission is a true positive 𝑡𝑝 if the access permission
has an exact counterpart in the reference list. An exact counterpart means that the lane
and the pool of an ACR correspond to the role in the access permission, that the data
object of an ACR corresponds to the data object of the access permission and that the
input/output association of the data object corresponds to the read/write operation in the
access permission. It is a false positive 𝑓𝑝 if there is no exact counterpart in the reference
list. A false negative 𝑓𝑛 occurs if there is an ACR in the reference list for which no access
permission is generated by BAcsTract. This classification is used to calculate the following
two established CSLMs:

• CSLM I.1: Precision 𝑃 =
𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑝 , to address hypothesis H I.1.

• CSLM I.2: Recall 𝑅 =
𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑛 , to address hypothesis H I.2.

Hypotheses H I.1 and H I.2 can be also answered on the metamodel level. Therefore, the
following MLMs need to be proven:

• MLM I.1: To address hypothesis H I.1 BAcsTract requires a transformation for every
metamodel element of business processes that do affect the access permission in
the role model. In Section 3.2.3 I reviewed which metamodel elements of business
processes affect the role model. The role model consists of permissions. Permissions
are tuples of roles, objects and operations. In the business process the metamodel
element data object and its input/output association are relevant, as data objects
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associated with activities state access privileges needed to fulfill the activity. In
addition, the participant who carries out the activity has to be considered as he
requires access to the data objects. Participants are represented by the metamodel
elements lane and pool. The lane is the executing instance of activities inside the
lane. Hence, the algorithm of BAcsTract needs to be examined whether it has a
transformation for a) the metamodel elements lane and pool of the business processes
to the metamodel element role of the role model and b) the metamodel element data
object and its input/output association of the business processes to the metamodel
element object and operation of the role model.

• MLM I.2: To address hypothesis H I.2 BAcsTract needs to generate an access per-
mission for every activity that has an associated data object. Therefore, the steps
of BAcsTract need to be analyzed regarding whether they consider every type of
activity that has an associated data object during the extraction of the role model.

5.1.1.2 Automation of Role Engineering

To achieve a more efficient engineering of the role model (goal 1) and a reduction of
human errors during the engineering of the role model (goal 2) BAcsTract automates the
extraction of the role model from business processes. Hence, the automation has to be
examined. Question II:

• Can parts of the role engineering process be automated?

claims hypothesis

• H II: A part of the role engineering process, in which security experts elicit the role
model from business processes, can be automated.

To answer question II, the process of executing BAcsTract with the case study system is
examined. The required amount of human interventions is analyzed for all parts starting
from the preparation of input models, to the utilization of BAcsTract and to the generation
of the role model. A human intervention 𝑖 means that the security experts have to conduct
some manual task in order for BAcsTract to begin or continue its work. Simple tasks as
selecting the input model and pressing correct buttons to launch BAcsTract are excluded
in this case study, as they impose no significant effort. Instead, this case study focuses on
tasks that impose serious effort, for example, extending or designing new models. This
classification is used to calculate:

• CSLM II: Number of Human Interventions 𝐼 =
∑︁
𝑖 , to address hypothesis H II.

Hypothesis H II can be also answered on the metamodel level. Therefore, the following
MLM needs to be proven:

• MLM II: To address hypothesis H II it has to be shown that a) the input models for
BAcsTract do not require any extended modeling and b) that all transformation steps
to generate the role model are automatic. Therefore, the input models for BAcsTract
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introduced in Section 3.2.1.1 and the steps of BAcsTract to generate the role model
introduced in Section 3.2.3 have to be examined.

5.1.1.3 Manual Processing of Artifacts

In order to achieve a more efficient engineering of the role model (goal 1) BAcsTract
automates the analysis of the vast amount of business processes to generate a role model.
Hence, it has to be examined how many business level artifacts BAcsTract analyzes on
behalf of security experts automatically. Therefore, question III:

• Is the number of artifacts, which the security expert needs to process manually
reduced?

claims hypothesis

• H III: The security experts do not have to analyze business processes manually to
engineer the role model.

To answer question III, BAcsTract is executed with the case study system. Each business
process that is analyzed automatically by BAcsTract and does not require a human in-
tervention, is counted as 𝑏𝑝𝑎 , an artifact that the security experts do not need to analyze
manually to engineer the role model. This number is compared to the number of processes
that need to be analyzed by hand during the traditional role engineering 𝑏𝑝𝑚 . To classify
the number of business processes that are analyzed on behalf of the security experts the
percentage of automatically analyzed business processes is calculated with the following
CSLM:

• CSLM III: Percentage of Automatically Analyzed Business Processes𝐴 = 100∗ ( 𝑏𝑝𝑎
𝑏𝑝𝑚
),

to address hypothesis H III.

Hypothesis H III can be also answered on the metamodel level. Therefore, the following
MLM needs to be proven:

• MLM III: To address hypothesis H III all transformation steps of BAcsTract in which
the business processes are analyzed to generate the role model have to be automatic
and without human interventions. Therefore, the metric MLM II is reused to examine
this hypothesis.

5.1.1.4 Automatic Computation of Changes in Evolution Scenarios

To achieve a faster adaptation of RBAC during evolution scenarios (goal 3) BAcsTract
automates the generation of the role model. Thus, it Can changes in the role model
resulting from changes in business processes has to be examined whether changes in the
role model resulting from evolution of business process can be automatically generated.
Question IV:
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• Can changes in the role model resulting from changes in business processes be
automatically computed?

claims hypothesis

• H IV: BAcsTract can compute role model changes resulting from changes of business
processes automatically.

Question IV is answered on the metamodel level. Therefore, two points have to be
examined. It has to be analyzed that a) BAcsTract does not require any human interventions
to further adapt the input models after the evolution of business processes and b) all
transformation steps of BAcsTract to generate the new role model are automatic. A human
intervention means that the security experts have to conduct some manual task in order
for BAcsTract to begin or continue its work. We exclude tasks as selecting the input models
and pressing correct buttons to launch BAcsTract, as we focus on tasks that impose serious
effort, for example, extending or designing new models. Therefore, the following MLM
needs to be proven:

• MLM II: To address hypothesis H IV it has to be shown that a) the input models
for BAcsTract do not require any extension and b) that all transformation steps to
generate the role model are automatic. Here, the metric MLM II will be reused for
part b).

5.1.1.5 Traceability of Role Model Elements

To achieve a faster adaptation of RBAC during evolution scenarios (goal 3) an ACR map-
ping model is established by BAcsTract. It interconnects elements from the role model
with elements of the business processes. This ACR mapping model automatically docu-
ments design decisions and helps the business level and IT level to understand mutual
dependencies between business processes and RBAC. Hence, the precision and recall of
the generated ACR mappings in the ACR mapping model have to be examined. Therefore,
question V:

• Is a role model element always originating from a business process element and thus,
traceable?

claims hypotheses

• H V.1: The ACR mapping information for generated access permissions of the role
model are semantically correct.

• HV.2: All role model elements (role and permission) are traceable to their originating
business process elements (process, lane, activity and data object) in the ACRmapping
model.
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To answer question V, BAcsTract is executed with the case study system. Each generated
ACR mapping in the ACR mapping model is classified based on a reference list of ACR
mappings for the given business processes. The reference list is made independently by
two postgraduates. They analyzed the business processes manually. Their results were
compared to avoid mistakes. An ACR mapping is a true positive 𝑡𝑝 if the ACR mapping has
an exact counterpart in the reference list. An exact counterpart means that the tuple role,
process, activity and permission correspond to the entry in the reference list. It is a false
positive 𝑓𝑝 if there is no exact counterpart in the reference list. A false negative 𝑓𝑛 occurs,
if there is an ACR mapping in the reference list for which no ACR mapping is generated by
BAcsTract. This classification is used to calculate the following two established CSLMs:

• CSLM V.1: Precision 𝑃 =
𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑝 , to address hypothesis H V.1.

• CSLM V.2: Recall 𝑅 =
𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑛 , to address hypothesis H V.2.

Hypotheses H V.1 and H V.2 can be also answered on the metamodel level. Therefore, the
following MLM needs to be proven:

• MLM V: To address hypotheses H V.1 and H V.2 it needs to be proven that each
generated role model element (role and permission) is created based on a tuple of
business process elements process, lane, activity and data object. If this is true, each
generated role model element has originating business process elements to which it
can be traced. Therefore, the steps of BAcsTract to generate an element for the role
model introduced in Section 3.2.3 have to be analyzed.

5.1.2 Case Study System

The Common Component Modeling Example (CoCoME) is used as a case study system to
validate BAcsTract. CoCoME is a community driven case study for collaborative empirical
research on software evolution approaches [108]. It represents a comprehensive trading
system of a supermarket chain illustrated in Figure 5.3. The case study covers the EAA of
a supermarket enterprise with several supermarket stores as well as the corresponding
business processes. The business processes cover store management, sales, inventory
management and reporting. All respective IT systems that support the business processes
are covered by the EAA.

The upper part of Figure 5.3 shows the CoCoME enterprise, from which all supermarket
stores are managed. The enterprise manager is able to review various documents of
the stores to manage them. Therefore, the CoCoME enterprise server connects to each
CoCoME store via the store server. A store manager manages a particular store. The stock
manager of a store is responsible for its inventory. Each store server connects a set of cash
desks forming a cash desk line located in the lower part of Figure 5.3. The cash desk PC
is the central unit of each cash desk and connects a cash box, card reader and bar code
scanner. At the cash desk, the customer places products and the cashier scans them to
process the sale.
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Figure 5.3: Simplified architecture of the CoCoME supermarket chain.

The case study consists of 17 business processes, eight processes are based on [108] and
further nine processes extend the services of the CoCoME architecture developed during
a bachelor thesis [233]. Figure 5.4 gives an overview over the business processes.OverviewProcesses
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Figure 5.4:Overview of sub-processes for the CoCoME supermarket chain.

The upper part of Figure 5.4 shows the sub-processes that are part of the store. The upper
lane gathers the sub-processes related to the cash desk. The sign on of the cashier at the
cash desk, the processing of purchased goods by customers, the management of express
checkouts of customers, the management of products that are returned by customers and
finally, the cash reconciliation of the cash desk. The lower lane gathers the sub-processes
related to the inventory of a store. There are the sign on at the store server by the marketing
manager or store manager, the process for making inventory in the store, the access to
stock reports, the exchange of products with other stores, the ordering and receiving
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of new products and the price change of products. The lower part of Figure 5.4 shows
the sub-processes that are part of the enterprise. There are the sign on of the enterprise
manager at the enterprise server, the access to delivery reports of a store, the access to
cash statements as well as the account transactions of a store and finally, the access to
inventory reports of a store.

The size of the case study is reasonable as can be seen in the business process characteristics
of Table 5.1. Overall, there are 17 business processes containing seven unique roles in 48
lanes which comprise 166 activities and 294 flow transitions. In addition to the business
processes, there are two reference lists. One reference list contains the ACR mappings and
one reference list contains the ACRs of the business processes.

Table 5.1:Characteristics of the business processes of the CoCoME supermarket chain [177].

Business Process Characteristic # Business Process Characteristic #

Business processes 17 Activities 166
Lanes 48 Flow transitions 294
Roles 7 Data objects 38
Data object usage 112 Access control req. 112
Access control req. unique per role 81

CoCoME is appropriate for examining ACRs and RBAC permissions, as many different IT
security requirements stemming from various sources, e.g., laws, pertain the supermarket
chain. Many of them impose ACRs. In [180] I examined the broad amount of security
regulations that pertain the CoCoME supermarket chain. In case of privacy, the GDPR
[222] regulates the collection, processing and use of personal data. There are manifold
ACRs pertaining, for example, the establishment of an access control system, access rights,
and the amount and storage of collected information. Other IT security related require-
ments stem from various fields of regulations, for example, company laws, commercial
legislation, tele-media legislation, criminal law, contract law and labor legislation. Every
country has their own jurisdiction in these fields. The company laws regulate the duties of
organizations to organize, establish, and monitor their information security management.
Practical advice is found in technical standards, for example, the ISO/IEC 27000-series
[210] and the IT Baseline Protection [117] but also in business process guidelines, for
example, ITIL [34] and COBIT [32]. They all propose various ACRs. Commercial legisla-
tion governs the bookkeeping as well as the storage and access of all financially relevant
information. This legislation is particularly important for CoCoME, as CoCoME is a trad-
ing company with stores. In Germany, the law for IT-supported accounting systems [82]
regulates all IT specific requirements for electronic data processing systems, as used by
CoCoME. Authorization concepts, logging and traceability of transaction changes and
tamper-resistant storage of financial information are some of the manifold ACRs imposed
here. Criminal law, contract law and labor legislation propose further IT security and
privacy requirements and thus, ACRs that are also important for CoCoME. Finally yet
importantly, CoCoME itself has to define own IT security guidelines to protect information
and processes that are critical to their business. In [180] I discussed these various sources
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of IT security requirements with regard to CoCoME and identified ACRs as one essential
and major group of requirements.

5.1.3 Results and Discussion

The case study was conducted and the metrics were calculated as described in the previ-
ous sections. BAcsTract processed 17 business processes of the community case study
CoCoME and produced an ACR mapping model and a role model. Further outputs were
produced according to the description in Section 3.2.3.2. In the following, the results for
the metrics and their implications for their associated research question will be presented.
Afterwards, the implications for each goal will be discussed in Section 5.1.3.6. To fulfill
a hypothesis proposed by a question, the corresponding metrics that are interconnected
with arrows need to be accomplished. If any hypothesis of a question is confirmed by all
of its metamodel level metrics, evidence is provided that the hypothesis is confirmed for
every specific occurrence of the problem (e.g., a case study experiment) and thus, that the
corresponding goal is satisfied for every instance of the problem. Table 5.2 summarizes
the results for the CSLMs.

Table 5.2: Summarizes results for the CSLMs.

Nr. Metric Result

1 CSLM I: access permissions in the role model 81
2 CSLM I.1: precision of the role model 1.0
3 CSLM I.2: recall of the role model 1.0
4 CSLM II: number of human interventions before execution 0
5 CSLM II: number of human interventions during execution 0
6 CSLM III: amount of artifacts analyzed on behalf of security experts 17
6 CSLM III: amount of artifacts in the case study 17
6 CSLM III: percentage of automatically analyzed business processes 100
7 CSLM V: ACR mappings in the ACR mapping model 112
8 CSLM V.1: precision of the ACR mapping model 1.0
9 CSLM V.2: recall of the ACR mapping model 1.0

5.1.3.1 Accuracy of the Role Model

To measure the accuracy of generated access permission from the role model the CSLM I.1
precision and CSLM I.2 recall is calculated for the case study. The classification of generated
access permissions against the reference list of ACRs yields the following results for the
accuracy measurement: 81 true positives, zero false positives and zero false negatives.
Hence, the result for CSLM I.1 precision is 𝑃 = 81

81+0 = 1.0 and for CSLM I.2 recall is
𝑅 = 81

81+0 = 1.0. This confirms hypothesis H I.1 and H I.2 and means that BAcsTract
extracted all access permissions correctly from the business processes according to the
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previously defined rules. Table 5.3 shows an excerpt of the generated access permissions
of the role model.

Table 5.3: Excerpt of the generated role model [177].

Role Permission

Store:Store Manager Read Stock report
Store:Store Manager Write Staff schedule
Store:Store Manager Write Inventory listing
Store:Cashier Read Cashier ID
Ent.:Ent. Manger Read Business transaction
Ent.:Ent. Manger Read Inventory report

To answer question I, What is the accuracy of generated access permissions for the role
model? on the metamodel level MLM I.1 and MLM I.2 are answered:

• MLM I.1: To address hypothesis H I, that the transformation of ACRs from business
processes into the role model is semantically correct, it has to be examined whether
BAcsTract has a transformation for every metamodel element of the business pro-
cesses that affects the access permissions in the role model. Hence, the algorithm
of BAcsTract needs to be examined for a transformation from a) the metamodel
elements lane and pool of a business process to the metamodel element role in the
role model and b) the metamodel element data object and its input/output association
of a business process to the metamodel elements object and operation of role model.
BAcsTract applies six extraction steps, explained in Section 3.2.3.2, the same way to
all business processes served as input. Regarding a) the first step is relevant which is
described in Section 3.2.3.2 comprehensively. In the first step, BAcsTract analyzes the
metamodel elements lane and pool to extract the role for the role model. This means
that the algorithm of BAcsTract has a transformation for the metamodel elements
lane and pool of a business process. Regarding b) the fourth step is relevant. It is
described comprehensively in Section 3.2.3.2. In the fourth step, BAcsTract analyzes
the metamodel element data object and its input/output association and transforms
them to the metamodel elements object and operation of role model. Hence, the
transformation regarding b) exists. As a conclusion, MLM I.1 confirms hypothesis H
I.1 on the metamodel level meaning that the algorithm of BAcsTract is designed in a
way that it extracts business level ACRs semantically correct.

• MLM I.2: To address hypothesis H I.2, that all ACRs from business processes are
transferred into access permissions of the role model, it has to be examined whether
BAcsTract generates an access permission for every activity that has an associated
data object. BAcsTract applies six steps to every business process served as input
(see Section 3.2.3.2). As these steps are applied to every business process uniformly, it
remains to examine whether during these steps an access permission is generated for
every activity that has an associated data object. The steps that are relevant for this
are the first and fourth step. They are explained comprehensively in Section 3.2.3.2.
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In the first step, BAcsTract analyzes the metamodel elements lane and pool to extract
the role for the role model. Consequently, each role is extracted from a business
process as this step analyzes all lanes and pools of the business process. In the fourth
step, BAcsTract analyzes the metamodel element data object and its input/output
association to extract the object-operation pair if the data object is associated with
an activity. Hence, every data object associated with an activity is analyzed and a
permission in form of an object-operation pair is extracted. As data objects without
any association have no influence on the business process (and also no meaning),
BAcsTract successfully generates an access permission for every relevant data ob-
ject that is associated to an activity. Hence, MLM I.2 confirms hypothesis H I.2
on the metamodel level meaning that the algorithm of BAcsTract transforms all
business level ACRs of the type role-permission pair from business processes to
access permissions in the role model.

5.1.3.2 Automation of Role Engineering

To identify whether parts of the role engineering process can be automated with BAcsTract
the number of human interventions to execute BAcsTract with the case study is measured.
A human intervention is defined as a significant additional effort, for example, required
modifications of models in order for BAcsTract to work. The baseline in this experiment
is that the organization has designed state of the art business processes. The 17 business
processes are modeled according to the de facto standard BPMN 2.0 [5]. In this experiment,
two steps are examined. The first step is to prepare the input for BAcsTract. While prepar-
ing the input models for BAcsTract neither adaptation nor extensions of the BPMN input
models were required. Thus, while preparing the input no additional human intervention
is measured. The second step is the utilization of BAcsTract to generate the role model.
BAcsTract extracts the role model with 81 entries automatically according to the defined
steps in Section 3.2.3.2. During the execution, no human intervention was measured. This
leads us to CSLM II the number of human interventions 𝐼 = 0 + 0 = 0. This experiment
confirms hypothesis H II that BAcsTract can extract the role model automatically and
without any human intervention before and during the extraction process.

Question II Can parts of the role engineering process be automated? can be also answered
on the metamodel level. Therefore, two points are examined: a) whether the input models
for BAcsTract require any extension or modification and b) whether all transformation
steps of BAcsTract to generate the role model are automatic. For a) Section 3.2.1.1 explains
in detail which input models BAcsTract requires. BAcsTract operates on plain BPMN
models which are the de facto standard for modeling business processes. These, models
do not require any extension or modification in order for BAcsTract to extract the role
model. Regarding b) Section 3.2.3.2 explains the six steps during which BAcsTract extracts
the role model from the business processes. The first and second step extract the roles
and the process names from the business processes. The third and fourth step extract the
activities and permission from the business processes. Finally, the fifth and sixth generate
the role model from the extracted information. As explained in Section 3.2.3.2, all six steps
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are transformations made by the algorithm itself. No human intervention is required.
As a result, BAcsTract automates the part of the role engineering in which the business
processes are analyzed to extract the business permissions for the role model. MLM II
confirms hypothesis HII.

5.1.3.3 Manual Processing of Artifacts

To measure the amount of artifacts which the security experts do not need to analyze
manually, in CSLM III the number of business process that are analyzed automatically by
BAcsTract are counted. The total number of business processes analyzed by BAcsTract
on behalf of the security experts is 𝑏𝑝𝑎 = 17. The amount of business processes that
otherwise would be needed to be analyzed manually is 𝑏𝑝𝑚 = 17. Thus, the percentage
of automatically analyzed business processes is 𝐴 = 100 ∗ ( 1717 ) = 100%, meaning that all
business processes of the case study are analyzed by BAcsTract on behalf of the security
experts. Hence, the extracted role model comprises all ACRs from these business processes.
This case study has only a small amount of business processes when compared to global
operating organizations. In medium to large organizations, business processes grow easily
into hundreds (see Chapter 1). This fact additionally underpins hypothesis H III, that the
amount of artifacts the security experts do not need to process manually is reduced.

Question III Is the number of artifacts, which the security expert needs to process manually
reduced? can be also answered on the metamodel level. The results of MLM II are discussed
in the results of question 2 (see Section 5.1.3.2). They show that a) input models for
BAcsTract do not require any extension nor modification and b) the steps of BAcsTract
to extract the role model are fully automated. Hence, BAcsTract analyzes the business
processes on behalf of the security experts and thus, reduces the amount of artifacts which
security experts have to analyze manually. This confirms hypothesis HIII.

5.1.3.4 Automatic Computation of Changes in Evolution Scenarios

In order to research whether changes in the role model resulting through changes in
business process can be automatically computed, two points are examined in this metric:

a) does BAcsTract require any adaptation of input models after the evolution of business
processes.

b) are all transformation steps of BAcsTract to generate the new role model automatic.

During the evolution of business processes they are modified within the scope of the
BPMN standard. We do not count these modifications as they reflect the evolution scenario
itself and are done anyway. Regarding a) BAcsTract operates on plain BPMN models and,
thus no further modifications or extensions of the business processes are required after
the evolution scenario. This means no additional manual effort is required in order for
BAcsTract the analyze the business processes after the evolution scenario. Regarding b)
the results of CLSM II and MLM II for question II (see Section 5.1.3.2) show that BAcsTract
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extracts the role model from the input models automatically and without any significant
human intervention. This means that all transformation steps of BAcsTract are automatic
which confirms hypothesis H IV that changes in the role model resulting through changes
of business processes can be automatically computed and without any additional effort.

5.1.3.5 Traceability of Role Model Elements

To measure the accuracy of the generated ACR mapping model CSLM V.1 precision and
CSLM V.2 recall are calculated for the case study. The classification of generated ACR
mappings against the reference list of ACR mappings yields the following results for the
accuracymeasurement: 112 true positives, zero false positives and zero false negatives. This
yields a precision in CSLMV.1 of 𝑃 = 112

112+0 = 1.0 and a recall in CSLMV.2 of 𝑅 = 112
112+0 = 1.0.

These results confirm hypothesis H V.1 and H V.2 and mean that BAcsTract generates
correct entries in the ACR mapping model for the business process ACRs of the case study.
Hence, each generated access permission is traceable to its originating business process,
lane and activity.

To answer question V, Is a role model element always originating from a business process
element and thus, traceable? on the metamodel level MLM V is answered. To address
hypothesis H V.1 and HV.2 it has to be examined whether the elements role and permission
of the generated role model from BAcsTract are created based on the business process
elements lane, activity and data object. Therefore, the algorithm of BAcsTract from
Section 3.2.3.2 is analyzed. BAcsTract does only extract role-permission pairs within the
six steps described in Section 3.2.3.2. In the first four steps, the business process elements
process, lane, activity and data object are analyzed to build the tuple of the ACR mapping
model. This tuple is complete if the analyzed lane of the process has an activity with
an associated data object. It means that a) BAcsTract generates tuples containing a role
for each lane of the analyzed process and b) these tuples have a permission for each
activity which is associated with a data object. The fifth step creates a simple hierarchy
and thus, it does not change anything relevant in the ACR mapping model. In the sixth
step, the role-permission pairs are extracted from the ACR mapping model. As stated in
Section 3.2.3.2 a role-permission pair is only extracted if the tuple of the ACR mapping
model has an entry for role and permission. As explained above, this is only the case if
the tuple is based on the business process elements lane, activity and data object. Hence,
MLM V confirms hypothesis H V.1 and H V.2 that each role-permission pair in the role
model originates from a lane, activity and data object of a business process and thus, is
traceable.

5.1.3.6 Goals

The CSLM results as well as the MLM results confirm hypotheses H I to H V raised by the
questions of the GQM model. This means, that the hypotheses H I to H V are confirmed
for the case study and on the metamodel level. This indicates that the hypotheses will
be confirmed by any case study with same characteristics regarding the input models.
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Hypotheses H I.1 and H I.2 confirm that the extraction of ACRs from business processes
and the generation of the initial role model is complete and semantically correct. This
finding increases the significance of the three goals. On this basis, the following sections
explain how hypotheses H I to H V answer these goals.

More Efficient Engineering of the Role Model
The results for question I show that the extracted access permissions have a high accuracy.
BAcsTract correctly identifies all 81 unique access permission of the role model according
to the scheme explained in Section 3.2.3. Results for question II and question III demonstrate
that parts of the role engineering process can be automated by using BAcsTract. In this case
study BAcsTract analyzed 17 business processes with appropriate complexity on behalf of
the security experts. Results for question II show that no adaptation or modification of
input models is required in order for BAcsTract to work as it operates on de facto standard
BPMNmodels without any extensions. The case study results indicate that the vast amount
of business processes an organization has can be automatically analyzed by BAcsTract to
produce an initial role model that comprises business level ACRs of role-permission type.
This relieves security experts of manually analyzing business processes making the role
engineering process quicker. The amount of time needed for the role engineering process
is reduced which leads to a reduction of costs. In addition, the complexity of the overall
role engineering process is reduced. These arguments show that BAcsTract makes the
role engineering process more efficient.

Another finding which makes the role engineering process more efficient arises from
the automatic extraction of the initial role model. According to the results of question
II the extraction requires no human intervention and takes only negligible amount of
time so that the impact from variations of business processes on the role model can be
predicted. BAcsTract can generate an initial role model and an ACR mapping model for
variations of same business processes. The business level can use these results to compare
how the variations of business processes affect access permission of RBAC. Along with
the automated documentation of design decisions by the ACR mapping model BAcsTract
enables IT and business level to make proper decisions regarding access control during
the design of business processes.

Reduction of Human Errors
The case study results for question I show that BAcsTract extracts all 81 unique access
permission of the role model correctly. Results for question II show that the extraction
process is fully automated and does not require any human interventions like the extension
or modification of input models. In conjunction with the results for question III this shows
that the usage of BAcsTract reduces the amount of manual steps during the role engineering
processes. The vast amount of business processes is analyzed on behalf of the security
experts for the purpose of generating a role model comprising business level ACRs. This
automation reduces the amount of human errors [101] during the role engineering process,
as the manual analysis of the vast amount of complex and interrelated business processes
is the major cause for human errors (explained in Chapter 1). BAcsTract relieves security
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experts of manually analyzing business processes to extract business level ACRs for the
role model, making the role engineering process less error-prone.

Faster Adaptaion in Evolution Scenarios
The results for question I show that BAcsTract correctly extracts 81 unique access per-
missions. Results for question V show that the ACR mapping model is built correctly for
all 112 ACRs of the business processes. Consequently, the accuracy of the ACR mapping
model is high. The amount of ACRs in the ACR mapping model is higher than the amount
of access permissions in the role model, as the role model comprises only unique access
permissions. It means that two or more ACRs may lead to the same access permission.
This permission is stored only once in the role model. Contrary, an access permission can
originate from several business processes. Thus, to provide full traceability and gather all
design decisions it is inevitable that ACR mappings for all originating business processes
are identified. Results for question V show that they are identified and stored completely.

The results for question IV show that BAcsTract can be utilized during evolutional changes
of business processes without imposing additional effort. As BAcsTract operates on de
facto standard models, it does not require any modifications or extensions of input models.
This means that BAcsTract can be utilized during the evolution of business processes to
adapt the role model. Due to the fact that the extraction is automatic and imposes no
additional effort, the adaptation of the role model becomes faster compared to the manual
engineering by security experts. The relevance of this is also supported by the results of
goal 1, which shows that BAcsTract makes the role engineering process more efficient in
terms of alignment, performance and complexity.

Besides, BAcsTract allows to predict the impact of changes in the role model resulting from
changes in business processes. This is achieved by the fact that computing adaptations
for the role model requires only negligible amount of time and requires no human inter-
vention. Thus, BAcsTract enables the business level and IT level to decide better among
various evolution scenarios, as their impact on the role model can be better understood.
Furthermore, results for question V show that each generated element of the role model is
traceable to its origin in the business processes. This automatic documentation of design
decisions enables to understand why certain roles and permissions are inside the role
model, which otherwise would not be easy. This is especially true for the business level,
as RBAC and the role engineering process is not part of their expertise. Consequently,
mutual dependencies between business processes and RBAC can be understood better due
to the traceability provided by the ACR mapping model.

5.1.3.7 Reduction of needed business knowledge

In this section, a goal is discussed that is not part of the case study but for which the
case study results allow to draw a first conclusion. The goal is the reduction of needed
business knowledge for the engineering of the role model. Results of questions I to question
V indicate that required business knowledge of security experts is reduced. Typically,
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throughout the role engineering process, security experts have to analyze a vast amount
of business processes (see Chapter 1 and Section 2.2 for further information). Depending
on the size of the organization, the number of business processes can easily grow into
hundreds of complex and interrelated processes. Results for question I to III show that
BAcsTract can analyze these business processes on behalf of the security experts. In
addition, results for question V show that the ACR mapping model comprises a trace for
every generated access permission to its origination business process, lane and activity.
These results indicate that security experts do not need to analyze business processes
extensively and can focus more on technical ACRs which is the core part of their expertise.
Hence, a first evidence can be drawn that the amount of needed business knowledge
during the role engineering process is reduced.

5.1.4 Threats to Validity

Runeson et al. stated in [192] that four aspects of validity need to be discussed during case
study research. Thus, the following sections discuss internal validity, external validity,
construct validity and reliability.

5.1.4.1 Internal Validity

Internal validity refers to the degree in which the claim about the cause of a case study is
reliable and not influenced by unexpected factors.

I expect the input models, the algorithm of BAcsTract and the result classifications to
influence the evaluation results. The factor that is analyzed in this case study is the
BAcsTract algorithm. Regarding the input models I relied on the community driven case
study CoCoME [104] that provides models for a realistic and comprehensive supermarket
chain. CoCoME is used throughout many publications for empirical research and was
developed by different research groups. The business process characteristics presented in
Table 5.1 underpin the appropriateness of the case study size. In my publication [180] I
showed that CoCoME is appropriate for examining security requirements as well as ACRs,
which are analyzed in this case study. By choosing CoCoME I avoided creating a case study
that is tailored to the approach. Regarding the result classifications a classification scheme
is provided for every metric and explained in Section 5.1.1. If possible, established metrics
are used for measurement. All reference lists are made separately by two postgraduates.
Therefore, they analyzed the business processes manually. Afterwards, the resulting
versions were compared to avoid mistakes.

5.1.4.2 External Validity

External validity refers to the degree to which the conclusions of the case study can be
generalized to other situations and environments.
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According to Runeson et al. [192, p. 71] results of case studies cannot be generalized in a
universal way as no statistically relevant sample has been drawn. This is a general problem
in case study research. In the future work further case studies can be conducted in which
the approach is applied on different cases. Nevertheless, the results of this case study
can be generalized to cases with similar characteristics. The most relevant characteristic
is certainly the input model language BPMN. BPMN is the de facto standard modeling
language for business processes [23, 213]. This makes the results meaningful for a broad
amount of other cases. The appropriateness of CoCoME for ACR research was already
discussed in the previous section and was a research objective in my publication [180].

5.1.4.3 Construct Validity

Construct validity refers to the extent the taken measures represent the matter of re-
search.

If possible, established metrics as precision and recall for accuracy are used. Furthermore,
a reasonable classification scheme is provided and explained. Section 5.1.1 explains for
each goal how the research questions and metrics are derived. Finally, the whole case
study evaluation is structured according to the GQM method [181].

5.1.4.4 Reliability

Reliability refers to the degree in which the conclusions of the case study depend on the
conducted researchers.

For the evaluation, the following steps have been conducted: gathering input models,
running the analysis and classifying results. Input models are not created by the author but
provided from the community driven case study CoCoME. The steps of the algorithm are
explained in Section 3.2.3.2. They are fully automated and do not require any significant
human intervention. Hence, I could not influence the results during the first two steps.
Regarding the last step, I explained in Section 5.1.1 how metrics and classifications are
derived.

5.1.5 Summary

In this case study, BAcsTract (explained in Section 3.2.1.1 and Section 3.2.3.2) is validated
with the community driven case study CoCoME. The validation is structured according to
the GQM method [181] where goals represent the validation objectives that are desired
to be achieved. To research these goals, they are subdivided into research questions
which are validated using metrics. Three desired goals, illustrated in Figure 5.2, were
analyzed in this case study: the efficiency of the role model extraction, the reduction of
human errors and the adaptation of the role model during evolution scenarios. Therefore,
BAcsTract was applied to 17 business processes of CoCoME. The five questions were
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answered by measuring ten metrics. The results of the case study show that the accuracy
of generated access permissions is high. BAcsTract automates the analysis of the vast
amount of business processes to extract a role model with business permissions. This
is achieved without imposing additional effort through human interventions before and
during the utilization of BAcsTract. The complexity of the role engineering process is
reduced as the amount of artifacts which security experts have to manually analyze is
reduced. Consequently, the engineering of the role model with BAcsTract is more efficient
while reducing the potential for human errors. Furthermore, the results show that the
accuracy of the generated ACR mapping model is high, allowing to trace generated access
permissions to its originating business process, lane and activity. This model automatically
documents design decisions allowing the business and IT level to better understand mutual
dependencies between business processes and RBAC. The case study results also show
that adaptations of the role model required during the evolution of business processes
become faster when utilizing BAcsTract. Finally, the generated role model is better aligned
with the business processes.

5.2 Case Study II

In this section, the identification of ACR breaches in EAAs using AcsALign is validated on
a real-world case study of a national art gallery. It covers an EAA and a set of business
processes for the preparation of an exhibition. There are ten business processes that
cover the preparation for a new exhibition, internal negotiations and the borrowing and
lending of artworks. They span a comprehensible set of business processes that contain
interactions between actors, data type definitions and data usage descriptions. The business
processes are supported by an EAA that consists of 16 systems with 22 interfaces. A central
middleware interconnects all backend and frontend systems. The middleware aggregates
services and data of the backend systems. Based on this aggregation, the frontend systems
provide certain views tailored for different roles of the art gallery. Section 5.2.1 lists the
validation goals and derives research questions of the GQM model [181]. This case study
examines whether the utilization of AcsALign reduces the amount of human errors during
the design of the EAA, helps during the resolution of errors and quickens the adaptations
throughout evolution scenarios. In addition, PAcsTract is used for the extraction of ACRs
from business processes and thus, is also partly the focus of the validation. The accuracy
of the extracted ACRs with PAcsTract is validated. The case study system is described in
Section 5.2.2. Afterwards, Section 5.2.3 discusses the results, followed by a discussion of
threats to validity in Section 5.2.4. Finally, Section 5.2.5 summarizes the scientific findings
of the case study.

5.2.1 Validation Goals and Research Questions

The case study of this section aims to validate the research questions from Section 1.3
that pertain to the identification of ACR breaches in EAAs. The validation is structured
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according to the GQM method [181]. Goals represent the validation objectives that are
desired to be achieved. Thus, they are subdivided into research questions. These research
questions are validated using metrics. This allows to answer questions that contribute to
goals.

Figure 5.5 illustrates the GQM model for this case study. The green boxes in the top of
Figure 5.5 represent the goals of the GQM model. The yellow cards represent the research
questions that are derived from the goals. Arrows connect goals with questions that need
to be answered in order to achieve the goals. To confirm a hypothesis proposed by a
question, the corresponding metrics need to be reached. Questions and metrics are also
connected with arrows. The red rounded boxes in the lower part of Figure 5.5 describe the
case study level metrics (CSLM). These metrics are formulated for the case study under
research and need to be validated by applying AcsALign to the case study system and
by analyzing results. If all CSLMs of a question are met, it testifies that the hypothesis
of the question is confirmed for the given case study. The gray rounded boxes describe
metamodel level metrics (MLM). They are formulated on the metamodel level, so that
they can be answered by the fundamental constructs of the approach. If a hypothesis
of a question is confirmed by all MLMs, the hypothesis is confirmed for every specific
occurrence of the problem (e.g., a case study experiment) and thus, the corresponding goal
is satisfied for every instance of the problem.
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IV
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Figure 5.5: The GQM model for the identification of ACR breaches in EAAs.
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Goal 1 - Reduction of human errors in the designing of the EAA:Designing the EAA
is a complex task as an increasing amount of functional and non-functional requirements
stemming from different stakeholders and sources need to be considered. In particular,
modeling security and privacy requirements is complex and challenging [25]. Additionally,
Chapter 1 explained that that the gap between the business level and IT level impedes
a correct design of the EAA. Business processes and the EAA are mutually dependent
and affect each other in non-trivial ways [9]. Consequently, it is challenging to align
the EAA with business level ACRs correctly. As a result, the EAA has logical and design
mistakes (see Chapter 1). While logical mistakes simply arise from faults and false solution
approaches, design mistakes arise from unclear, false interpretation and misunderstanding
of requirements. Therefore, goal one is to validate that the approach to identify ACR
breaches in EAAs reduces the amount of logical and design mistakes in the EAA. Hence,
the goal is to validate the accuracy of identified ACR breaches by AcsALign.

Goal 2 – Better support during error resolution in the EAA: Chapter 1 explained
that the complexity of designing the EAA and the gap between the business level and IT
level leads to logical and design mistakes in the EAA. If such mistakes are found, they need
to be comprehensively understood so that they can be correctly resolved. One of the major
concepts of this thesis, namely to automatically identify ACR breaches in EAAs, tackles
this problem. Hence, the second goal is to validate whether AcsALign is able to generate
an ACR mapping model with traceability information that interconnects elements of the
EAA with affected parts of the business processes and access control.

Goal 3 – Aligned adaptation in evolution scenarios: I explained in Chapter 1 that
business processes and the EAA have a lifecycle and thus, change constantly over time. In
addition, their interrelations regarding ACRs are complex. This is why evolution scenarios
of business processes may require changes in the EAA. To identify and adjust these changes
the enterprise architect has to work through the business processes and adjust the EAA
manually. During this complex manual process the potential for human errors is high
leading to logical and design mistakes in the EAA (see Chapter 1). The third goal is to
validate that utilizing the automatic approach to identify ACR breaches in EAAs allows to
align the required adaptations of the EAA with regard to ACR during evolutional changes
of business processes, as mistakes can be identified and resolved during the design time.
Hence, the third goal is to validate that AcsALign can identify ACR breaches in the EAA
during evolution scenarios with a reasonable amount of effort.

Goal 4 - Reduction of human errors in the engineering of the role model: The
role engineering process is tedious and requires analyzing a vast amount of BPs by hand.
Chapter 1 and Section 2.2 explained that the number of business processes can easily grow
into hundreds of complex and interrelated processes. As the role engineering process is
complex, it offers room for human errors during the engineering of the role model. Each
error poses a major threat to the security of the overall system, as a small error can lead to
a severe security breach leaking sensitive information and allowing access to forbidden
services (see Chapter 1). Therefore, goal four is to validate that the proposed approach to
extract a role model from business processes reduces the amount of human errors made
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by security experts during the engineering of the role model. Hence, the goal is to validate
the accuracy of the automatically generated role model of PAcsTract.

Each goal consists of research questions which formulate hypotheses that need to be
confirmed in order to achieve the goal. In the following sections, the questions and
corresponding metrics will be explained.

5.2.1.1 Accuracy of Identified ACR Breaches

To achieve a reduction of human errors during the design of the EAA (goal 1), a better
support during the error resolution of ACR breaches in the EAA (goal 2) and a faster
adaptation of the EAA in evolution scenarios (goal 3), it is fundamental to consider the
accuracy of identified ACR breaches. To be precise, it is fundamental to examine whether
AcsALign identifies ACR breaches correctly and completely in terms of number. Therefore,
question I:

• What is the accuracy of identified ACR breaches in the EAA?

claims hypotheses

• H I.1: ACR breaches in the EAA are identified correctly.

• H I.2: All ACR breaches from the EAA are identified.

To answer question I, several mistakes are injected into the correct EAA. First, a catego-
rization of all possible mistakes into mistake types of the same root cause is done. To
violate an ACR a service call has to provide access for data to which no read access is
intended or it has to trigger a write action for data for which no write access is intended.
By considering all PCM elements that have an influence on data four mistake types can be
derived:

1. a data type produced in a SEFF leading to an explicit data type assignment.

2. a service call in a SEFF leading to a wrong data type that is sent or received.

3. a wiring of systems or components that lead to a wrong data type that is sent or
received.

4. a data type refinement that lead to an illegal composition of data.

For the validation of AcsALign it is sufficient to inject one mistake of each mistake type
into the EAA. More mistakes of the same mistake type are handled the same way and thus,
yield the same result. Second, for each mistake type a mistake is developed for the case
study system and finally, injected into the models. Then AcsALign is executed with the
case study system containing the injected mistakes. Each identified ACR breach in the EAA
is classified based on a reference list of ACR breaches for the given EAA. The reference
list is developed based on the injected mistakes and contains the injected mistakes, their
expected effects and the violated ACRs. An ACR breach is a true positive 𝑡𝑝 if the ACR
breach has an exact counterpart in the reference list. It is a false positive 𝑓𝑝 if there is
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no exact counterpart in the reference list. A false negative 𝑓𝑛 occurs if there is an ACR
breach in the reference list for which AcsALign did not found a violation in the EAA. This
classification is used to calculate the following two established CSLMs:

• CSLM I.1: Precision 𝑃 =
𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑝 , to address hypothesis H I.1.

• CSLM I.2: Recall 𝑅 =
𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑛 , to address hypothesis H I.2.

5.2.1.2 Traceability of ACR Breaches

In order to achieve better support during the error resolution of ACR breaches in EAAs
(goal 2) AcsALign generates an ACR mapping model. It interconnects elements from
the EAA with elements of the business processes and RBAC. This ACR mapping model
automatically documents design decisions and helps the business level and IT level to
understand mutual dependencies between business processes and the EAA in terms of
ACRs. It is especially helpful during the resolution of ACR breaches, done by the enterprise
architect, as it allows to better understand the mistake that resulted in an ACR breach.
Hence, the precision and recall of the generated ACR mappings in the ACR mapping model
have to be examined. Therefore, question II:

• What is the accuracy of generated traceability information in the ACR mapping
model?

claims hypotheses

• H II.1: The generated ACR mapping information for the ACRs of the EAA is seman-
tically correct.

• H II.2: All data flow constraints are traceable to their originating business process
elements (process, lane, activity and data object) in the ACR mapping model.

To answer question II, AcsALign is executed with the case study system. Each generated
ACR mapping in the ACR mapping model is classified based on a reference list of ACR
mappings for the given business processes. The reference list is made independently by
two postgraduates. They analyzed the business processes manually. Their results were
compared to avoid mistakes. An ACR mapping is a true positive 𝑡𝑝 if the ACR mapping
has an exact counterpart in the reference list. An exact counterpart means that the tuple
role, process, activity, business permission, data type, system, interface and service call
correspond to the entry in the reference list. It is a false positive 𝑓𝑝 if there is no exact
counterpart in the reference list. A false negative 𝑓𝑛 occurs if there is an ACR mapping in
the reference list for which no ACR mapping is generated by AcsALign. This classification
is used to calculate the following two established CSLMs:

• CSLM II.1: Precision 𝑃 =
𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑝 , to address hypothesis H II.1.

• CSLM II.2: Recall 𝑅 =
𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑛 , to address hypothesis H II.2.
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Hypotheses H II.1 and H II.2 can be also answered on the metamodel level. Therefore, the
following MLM needs to be proven:

• MLM II: To address hypotheses H II.1 and H II.2 it needs to be proven that a) for each
access permission extracted from the business processes an entry is generated in the
ACR mapping model and b) for each data flow constraint, on basis of which ACR
breaches are identified, an entry is generated in the ACR mapping model. Therefore,
the steps of PAcsTract to extract access permissions from business processes and
AcsALign to identify ACR breaches in EAAs, introduced in Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4,
have to be analyzed. If for each data flow constraint an entry in the ACR mapping
model is generated that also links to a business process, the metric is true meaning
that each ACR breach is traceable to its access permission in RBAC and the relevant
parts of the business processes.

5.2.1.3 Modification and Extension of Input Models

To achieve an aligned adaptation of the EAA during evolution scenarios (goal 3) it needs
to be possible to utilize AcsALign during evolutional changes of business processes and
EAAs. Therefore, it has to be examined whether the input models of AcsALign require
any extensions or modifications during the evolution scenario of business processes or
EAAs in order for AcsALign to identify ACR breaches. Therefore, question III:

• Are any extensions or modifications of EAA or business process models required for
the architectural analysis?

claims hypothesis

• H III:AcsALign requires only a reasonable amount of effort to identify ACR breaches
during evolution scenarios of business processes and EAAs.

Question III is answered on the metamodel level. Therefore, it has to be examined which
modifications and extensions the input models of AcsALign require a) after the evolution
of business processes and b) after the evolution of the EAA. In this thesis, extension means
whether the input models require any extension of the modeling language and as such
require the modeling of extended elements (e.g., when a BPMN extension is used, the
extended elements need to be adapted to the evolution scenario). Modification means
whether any further adaptation of the input models is required after the regular adaptations
made during the evolution scenario. Using this definition the following MLM needs to be
proven:

• MLM III: To address hypothesis H III it has to be shown that a) the input models
for AcsALign do not require any extensions or modifications after the evolution of
the business processes and b) the input models for AcsALign do not require any
extensions or modifications after the evolution of the EAA. As AcsALign uses the
outputs of PAcsTract in this case study, PAcsTract is also subject of research in this
metric. Therefore, the characteristics of input models for AcsALign and PAcsTract
described in Sections 3.2.1.2 and 3.2.1.3 are examined to answer hypothesis H III.
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5.2.1.4 Automatic Computation of ACR Breaches in Evolution Scenarios

In order to achieve an aligned adaptation of the EAA during evolution scenarios (goal 3) it
needs to be possible to utilize AcsALign during evolution scenarios of business processes
and EAAs. Therefore, this question examines whether AcsALign can identify ACR breaches
after an evolution scenario automatically. Therefore, question IV:

• Can the architectural analysis be automatically computed in evolution scenarios?

claims hypothesis

• H IV: AcsALign can identify ACR breaches during evolution scenarios of business
processes and EAAs automatically.

Question IV is answered on the metamodel level. Therefore, it has to be examined whether
AcsALign requires any additional effort in form of human interventions during the identi-
fication of ACR breaches after the input models have undergone an evolution scenario.
A human intervention means that the enterprise architect has to conduct some task in
order for AcsALign to start or continue its work. Simple tasks, e.g., selecting the models
to analyze and pressing correct buttons to launch AcsALign are excluded, as they impose
no serious effort. Instead, this case study focuses on tasks that impose additional effort
as the input of additional information or the modification of AcsALign specific models.
Hence, the following MLM needs to be proven:

• MLM IV: To address hypothesis H IV it has to be shown that all transformation
steps of AcsALign to identify ACR breaches do not require any human interven-
tion after the evolution of business processes and EAAs. As AcsALign uses the
outputs of PAcsTract in this case study, PAcsTract is also subject of research in this
metric. Therefore, the algorithm steps of AcsALign and PAcsTract described in Sec-
tions 3.2.3.3 and 3.2.4.2 are examined for human interventions to answer hypothesis
H IV.

5.2.1.5 Accuracy of Extracted Access Permissions

In order to achieve a reduction of human errors during the engineering of the role model
(goal 2) the accuracy of extracted access permissions needs to be measured. To be precise,
it is fundamental to examine whether PAcsTract extracts correct access permissions from
business processes and whether they are complete in terms of their number. Therefore,
question V:

• What is the accuracy of generated access permissions for the role model?

claims hypotheses

• H V.1: The transformation of ACRs from business processes into the role model is
semantically correct.
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• H V.2: All ACRs from business processes are transferred into access permission of
the role model.

To answer question V, PAcsTract is executed with the case study system. Each access
permission of the generated role model is classified based on a reference list of ACRs
for the given business processes. An access permission is a true positive 𝑡𝑝 if the access
permission has an exact counterpart in the reference list. An exact counterpart means that
the responsible role of an ACR corresponds to the role in the access permission, that the
input/output data objects of an ACR corresponds to the data objects and their read/write
operations of the access permission. It is a false positive 𝑓𝑝 if there is no exact counterpart
in the reference list. A false negative 𝑓𝑛 occurs if there is an ACR in the reference list
for which no access permission is generated by PAcsTract. This classification is used to
calculate the following two established CSLMs:

• CSLM V.1: Precision 𝑃 =
𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑝 , to address hypothesis H V.1.

• CSLM V.2: Recall 𝑅 =
𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑛 , to address hypothesis H V.2.

5.2.2 Case Study System

The case study system is a real-world case study of a national art gallery. It covers an
EAA and a set of business processes for the preparation of an exhibition. All models were
already created, i.e. the author did not create them.

Lending/ 
Borrowing

Data Orchestration

Exhibition

Corpus

CRM ...

CRM  
System

Literature 
DB

Location  
DB

Data  
Manage- 
ment

Research  
Projects ...

Figure 5.6: Excerpt of the EAA from the national art gallery.

Figure 5.6 shows an excerpt of the EAA from the national art gallery. The supporting
system is illustrated in the middle of Figure 5.6. It is a middleware that interconnects
different systems from the lower part of Figure 5.6, e.g., Corpus with systems from the
upper part of Figure 5.6, e.g., Lending/Borrowing, to provide various views on the data
of the lower systems required by the upper systems. The systems of the upper part of
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Figure 5.6 provide the views by aggregating services and data. This is required for the
different employee roles in the art gallery. For example, the systems Corpus and CRM
System provide data and services which are combined in the Data Orchestration. Relevant
parts of it are provided to systems like Lending/Borrowing or Exhibition which are then
accessible to employees.

The case study consists of ten business processes. Figure 5.7 gives an overview over the
business processes.
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Figure 5.7:Overview of sub-processes for the exhibition preparation.

All business processes shown in Figure 5.7 are sub-processes required for the preparation
of an exhibition. First, the curator prepares a concept for the exhibition including the
planned artworks. Then the exhibition concept is finalized to go into the agreement
phase where, for example, the budget agreement is negotiated with the directors. If this is
done, the borrowing of external artworks begins. After the negotiation of conditions, the
transport of the artwork is managed. It is usual that the gallery lends their artworks to
other galleries, too. Therefore, also conditions are negotiated and afterwards, the transport
is managed.

The size of the case study is reasonable for the evaluation of the approach as can be seen in
the business process characteristics of Table 5.4. Overall, there are ten business processes
defined in IntBIIS_LP containing twelve unique roles in 34 lanes which comprise 75
activities. They span a comprehensible set of business processes that contain interactions
between actors, data type definitions and data usage descriptions. The EAA is defined in
PCM including the system, repository and SEFFs. It contains 16 systems with 22 interfaces.
Each system consists of several components. In total they use 48 different data types.
In addition to the business processes and the EAA, there are three reference lists. One
reference list contains the ACR breaches for the EAA, one reference list contains the ACR
mappings of the ACR mapping model for the business processes and one reference list
contains the ACRs of the business processes.

The business processes and the EAA of the national art gallery are appropriate for examin-
ing ACRs and ACR breaches in the EAA, as it is a real-world scenario of an EAA evolution
due to digitalization. The set of business processes encompasses data flows of confidential
information such as financial budgets, insurance values and customer/client data. The
art gallery has also to comply with diverse laws, for example, the GDPR and financial
regulation. Hence, it is a suitable case for analyzing ACRs. Regarding the ACR breaches,
which are explained in Section 5.2.1.1, the EAA contains the usual data processing pat-
terns for information systems, including delegation, merging, reading from and writing
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Table 5.4:Characteristics of the business processes and the EAA of the case study [179].

Business Process Characteristic # EAA Characteristic #

Business processes 10 Systems 16
Lanes 34 Interfaces 22
Activities 75 Connections between systems 21
Data objects 18 Service calls 41
Data object usage 56 Data types 48
Roles 12
Access control req. 83

to databases. There is a variety of confidential data flows of the previously mentioned
sensitive information that spans over a complex EAA that interconnects various systems.
Hence, designing a secure and correct EAA is challenging, making the case study suitable
for the analysis of ACR breaches. Therefore, the four mistakes described in Section 5.2.1.1
are injected into the EAA to cover all relevant mistake types regarding ACR breaches.

5.2.3 Results and Discussion

The case study was conducted and the metrics were calculated as described in the previous
sections. AcsALign processed ten business processes of the real-world case study of a
national art gallery and produced an ACR mapping model and identified ACR breaches.
Further outputs were produced according to the description in Section 3.2.4.2. Hereafter,
the results for the metrics and their implications for the associated research question will
be presented. Afterwards, the implications for each goal will be discussed in Section 5.2.3.6.
To fulfill a hypothesis proposed by a question, the correspondingmetrics that are connected
by an arrow need to be accomplished. If any hypothesis of a question is confirmed by a
metamodel level metric, evidence is provided that indicates that the hypothesis is confirmed
for every specific occurrence of the problem (e.g., a case study experiment) and thus, that
the corresponding goal is satisfied for every instance of the problem. Table 5.5 summarizes
the results for the CSLMs.

5.2.3.1 Accuracy of Identified ACR Breaches

The accuracy of identified ACR breaches for the case study is measured with CSLM I.1
precision and CSLM I.2 recall. The classification of identified ACR breaches from AcsALign
against the reference list of ACR breaches yields the following results for the accuracy
measurement: 6 true positives, zero false positives and zero false negatives. Thus, the
precision in CSLM I.1 is 𝑃 = 6

6+0 = 1.0 and the recall in CSLM I.2 is 𝑅 = 6
6+0 = 1.0. The

identified mistakes are shown in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.5: Summarized results for the CSLMs.

Nr. Metric Result

1 CSLM I: identified ACR breaches 6
2 CSLM I.1: precision of identified ACR breaches 1.0
3 CSLM I.2: recall of identified ACR breaches 1.0
4 CSLM II: ACR mappings in the ACR mapping model 83
5 CSLM II.2: precision of the ACR mapping model 1.0
6 CSLM II.2: recall of the ACR mapping model 1.0
7 CSLM V: generated access permissions unique per role 44
8 CSLM V.1: precision of generated access permissions 1.0
9 CSLM V.2: recall of generated access permissions 1.0

Table 5.6: Results for the identification of ACR breaches with AcsALign (MT means mistake type and
mistakes are set in italic) [179].

MT EntryLevelSystemCall Read Data Types Written Data Types

1 SaveLendingConfirmation LendingRequest LendingConfirmation
2 GetForeignArtwork OwnArtwork –
3 GetArtwork Artwork, ForeignArtwork –

3 GetArtworkForVerifying
Transportation Artwork, ForeignArtwork –

4 CreateLendingContract – LendingContract
4 AddLendingContract – LendingContract

1. First mistake type: In the service call for saving the approved lending request the
system returns a lending request. Here nothing should be returned as only the
approval should be persisted in the database.

2. Second mistake type: In this service call the system returns an own exhibit object
but it must return a foreign exhibit object. The reason is that a wrong service is
called internally.

3. Third mistake type: During the service call for getting the collection of exhibit objects
the system returns too many data objects. Beside the exhibit object, it also returns
the foreign exhibit objects which should not be returned in this case. The injected
mistake is identified again during the service call for getting the collection of exhibit
objects to verify the transportation of exhibit objects (see row four in Table 5.6).

4. Fourth mistake type: The service call to create a borrowing agreement returns the
correct data objects. However, the data object borrowing agreement has been refined
in a wrong way. It contains an exhibit object but should contain a public exhibit
object. The injected mistake is identified again during the service call to store the
borrowing agreement (see row six in Table 5.6). As with the previous service call,
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this service call returns the correct data objects. However, the data object borrowing
agreement has been refined in a wrong way.

All reported mistakes match the injected mistakes. For the mistake types three and four two
ACR breaches are identified for each mistake type. The reason is that the injected mistakes
are used by more than one service call. Thus, each of these service calls is forbidden
with respect to the ACRs. The results confirm hypothesis H I.1 and H I.2, meaning that
AcsALign successfully identified the injected EAA mistakes. This yields a good accuracy
for the identification of ACR breaches in the current case study.

5.2.3.2 Traceability of ACR Breaches

To measure the accuracy of the generated ACR mapping model CSLM II.1 precision and
CSLM II.2 recall are calculated for the case study. The classification of generated ACR
mappings from AcsALign against the reference list of ACR mappings yields the following
results for the accuracy measurement: 83 true positives, zero false positives and zero false
negatives. This yields a precision in CSLM II.1 of 𝑃 = 83

83+0 = 1.0 and a recall in CSLM
II.2 of 𝑅 = 83

83+0 = 1.0. These results confirm hypothesis H II.1 and H II.2. This means
AcsALign generates correct entries in the ACR mapping model for the analyzed ACRs of
the case study. Hence, each data flow constraint and thus, each identified ACR breach
is traceable to its originating access permission in RBAC and the relevant parts of the
business processes.

To answer question II, What is the accuracy of generated traceability information in the
ACR mapping model? on the metamodel level MLM II is answered. MLM II shall answer
whether an entry in the ACR mapping model is generated for every data flow constraint
that should be analyzed in the EAA.

To address hypothesis H II.1 and HII.2 it has to be examined whether a) for each access
permission extracted from the business processes an entry is generated in the ACR map-
ping model and b) for each data flow constraint, on basis of which ACR breaches are
identified, an entry is generated in the ACR mapping model. Regarding a) the algorithm of
PAcsTract from Section 3.2.3.3 is analyzed for the generation of access permissions based
on the business process elements actor step, responsible role, and input/output data object.
PAcsTract extracts the access permissions in form of role-permission pairs within six steps
described in Section 3.2.3.3.

In the first four steps, the business process elements bp usage scenario, responsible role,
actor step and input/output data objects are analyzed to build the tuple of the ACRmapping
model. This tuple is complete if the analyzed actor step of the process has input/output data
objects. It means that a) PAcsTract generates tuples containing a role for each responsible
role of an actor step of the analyzed process and b) these tuples have a permission for each
actor step that has input/output data objects. The fifth step creates a simple hierarchy and
thus, does not change anything relevant regarding the hypotheses. In the sixth step, the
access permissions in form of role-permission pairs are extracted from the ACR mapping
model. As stated in Section 3.2.3.3 a role-permission pair is only extracted if the tuple of
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the ACR mapping model has an entry for role and permission. As explained above, this is
only the case, if the tuple is based on an actor step of a business process that has an entry
for responsible role and input/output data objects. Hence, regarding a) for each access
permission that is extracted from the business processes a complete tuple exists in the
ACR mapping model.

To answer b) the algorithm of AcsALign from Section 3.2.4.2 is analyzed for the generation
of an ACR mapping entry for each data flow constraint. AcsALign works in two steps.
In the first step, information about the ACRs that need to be analyzed in the EAA are
processed. Therefore, the ACRs in form of access permissions generated by PAcsTract
are taken as input. For these ACRs an ACR mapping entry, connecting them to their
originating business process elements, already exists as explained before. The first step
generates for each ACR a data flow constraint based on the EntryLevelSystemCalls. At
the same time the information regarding the EAA from the EntryLevelSystemCalls is
stored in the ACR mapping model. In the second step, the previously generated data flow
constraints are used to analyze the EAA for ACR breaches. As this step does only use
the data flow constraints from the previous step and does not modify the ACR mapping
model, only the first step is relevant to answer b). As stated before, in the first step the
EAA information is extended in the ACR mapping model for each generated data flow
constraint. Hence, regarding b) an entry in the ACR mapping model is generated for each
generated data flow constraint. Consequently, MLM II confirms hypothesis H II.1 and H
II.2 that each data flow constraint has an entry in the ACR mapping model connecting it
with the access permission for RBAC and the relevant parts of the business processes. Thus,
every identified ACR breach is traceable to the violated access permission and business
process.

5.2.3.3 Modification and Extension of Input Models

In order to research whether AcsALign can identify ACR breaches after an evolution
scenario automatically, two points are examined:

a) does AcsALign require any adaptation of input models after the evolution of business
processes and the EAA.

b) are all transformation steps of AcsALign to identify ACR breaches automatic.

While MLM III addresses a), MLM IV of Section 5.2.3.4 addresses b). In the following, MLM
III of question III Are any extensions or modifications of EAA or business process models
required for the architectural analysis? will address a) on the metamodel level. During an
evolution scenario business processes are modified within the scope of IntBIIS_LP. The
same applies to the EAAwhich is modified within the scope of PCM.We do not count these
modifications as they reflect the evolution scenario itself and are done anyway. Regarding
a) Section 3.2.1.3 describes the input required for AcsALign:

1. EAAmodels: the EAA is consumed in form of normal PCMmodels. Whether the EAA
is changed during an evolution scenario does not affect the analysis of AcsALign,
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as no further modifications or extensions besides the evolution scenario itself are
required.

2. Set of ACRs: the ACRs that are analyzed on the EAA are provided by PAcsTract
in this case study. It is also possible to use BAcsTract to get the required ACRs.
Either IntBIIS_LP or BPMN models are required as input. In both cases, only normal
IntBIIS_LP or BPMN models without any modifications or extensions are used. This
means that evolution scenarios of business processes do not affect the analysis of
AcsALign, as no further modifications or extensions besides the evolution scenario
itself are required.

3. Mapping of data objects to data types: In case of PCM and IntBIIS_LP this is already
part of the IntBIIS_LP models as architecture and business processes are tightly
coupled. Besides, this mapping is static and requires rarely changes. Changes are
only required if new data objects are introduced in the business processes and then
the amount of modifications is very low as only one data type has to be connected
for each new data object.

4. Mapping of activities to service calls: As in the previous case this is already part of
the IntBIIS_LP models. The reason is that architecture and business processes are
tightly coupled in PCM and thus, business processes in PCM have service calls as
part of their design.

5. Actual read and written data types of invoked services: This input is provided by a
simple data flow analysis which can be applied to any normal EAA and has to be
executed after each evolution of the EAA. It takes only negligible amount of time
and does not require any modification of the EAA models, as it only calculates the
data flows of data types that are read and written during service invocations.

Consequently, no further modifications or extensions of input models are required after an
evolution scenario when EAA and business processes are modeled in PCM and IntBIIS_LP.
If BPMN is used to model business processes, minor modifications might be required in
the mapping of data objects to data types and activities to service calls. However, for the
case study under research in a) no additional manual effort to extend or modify the input
models is required in order for AcsALign to start the identification of ACR breaches after
an evolution scenario of business processes or the EAA.

5.2.3.4 Automatic Computation of ACR Breaches in Evolution Scenarios

In order to research whether AcsALign can identify ACR breaches after an evolution
scenario automatically, two points are examined:

a) does AcsALign require any adaptation of input models after the evolution of business
processes and the EAA.

b) are all transformation steps of AcsALign to identify ACR breaches automatic.
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MLM III from Section 5.2.3.3 addresses a). In the following, MLM IV will address b).
During an evolution scenario business processes are modified within the scope of the
IntBIIS_LP. The same applies to the EAA which is modified within the scope of PCM.
As mentioned in Section 5.2.3.3 we do not count these modifications as they reflect the
evolution scenario itself and are done anyway. Regarding b) the steps of AcsALign and
PAcsTract are analyzed for human interventions. The algorithm of PAcsTract is explained
in Section 3.2.3.3. It operates in six steps. The first four steps build the ACR mapping
model by analyzing various elements of the business processes. In these steps no manual
intervention is required (see Section 3.2.3.3). The fifth step creates a hierarchy and the
sixth step generates the access permissions. Both steps are done based on the existing
information in the ACR mapping model and thus, do not require any human interventions
(see Section 3.2.3.3).

The algorithm of AcsALign is explained in Section 3.2.4.2. It operates in two steps. The
first step generates the data flow constraints from the input models. This step does not
require any human interventions (see Section 3.2.4.2). Afterwards, in the second step
the EAA is analyzed for ACR breaches based on the data flow constraints and service
calls. This step does not require any human interventions and the required service calls
are provided by a simple data flow analysis which is also automatic (see Section 3.2.4.2).
Hence, both steps do not require any human interventions. This MLM shows that all
transformation steps of AcsALign are automatic and do not required any additional effort.
This confirms hypothesis H IV that ACR breaches can be identified by AcsALign after
evolution scenarios of business processes and EAAs automatically.

5.2.3.5 Accuracy of Extracted Access Permissions

To measure the accuracy of generated access permission by PAcsTract CSLM V.1 precision
and CSLM V.2 recall is measured for the case study. The classification of generated
access permissions against the reference list of business process ACRs yields the following
results for the accuracy measurement: 44 true positives, zero false positives and zero false
negatives. Hence, the result for CSLM V.1 precision is 𝑃 = 44

44+0 = 1.0 and for CSLM V.2
recall is𝑅 = 44

44+0 = 1.0. This confirms hypothesis H V.1 and HV.2 andmeans that PAcsTract
extracted all access permissions correctly from the business processes according to the
previously defined rules. Table 5.7 shows an excerpt of the generated access permissions
of the role model.

5.2.3.6 Goals

The CSLM results as well as the MLM results confirm hypotheses H I to H V raised by the
questions of the GQM model. In addition, hypotheses H II, HII and H IV are confirmed on
the metamodel level. This indicates that the hypotheses will be confirmed by any case
study with same characteristics regarding the input models. On this basis, the following
sections explain how hypotheses H I to H V answer the goals of the GQM model.
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Table 5.7: Excerpt of the generated role model.

Role Permission

Executiv:Director Read Financing plan
Executiv:Director Read/Write Borrowing request
Executiv:Director Read/Write Borrowing contract
Executiv:CEO Read Financing plan
Corpus&Science:Curator Read/Write Exhibition concept
Communication:Communication Read/Write Exhibition concept

Reduction of Human Errors in the EAA Design
The case study results for question I show that the identification of ACR breaches in the
EAA has a high accuracy. AcsALign successfully identified all injected mistakes for each
mistake type according to the scheme explained in Section 3.2.4. The case study results
show that AcsALign enables the enterprise architect to identify and correct the mistakes
in an early design phase. This leads to the conclusion that AcsALign identifies logical and
design mistakes of the aforementioned mistake types. By doing so, the complex task of
designing the EAA becomes less error-prone with regard to ACRs.

Better Support during Error Resolution
Results for question I and II demonstrate that AcsALign identifies ACR breaches in the
EAA and generates an ACR mapping model with high accuracy. The generated ACR
mapping model is built correctly for all 83 ACRs of the business processes. The amount of
ACRs in the ACR mapping model is higher than the amount of access permissions in the
role model, as the role model comprises only unique permissions. It means that two or
more ACRs may lead to the same access permission. This is essential as for each ACR a
potential ACR breach may exist in the EAA. Thus, it is inevitable that the ACR mappings
are generated completely in order for each ACR breach to be traceable to its violated access
permission and business process. Results for question II show that the ACR mappings are
identified and stored correctly and completely.

Furthermore, the ACR mapping model establishes a traceability between identified ACR
breaches and violated parts of the EAA, violated access permission and violated ACRs of
business processes. This is an automatically generated documentation of design decisions
which enables the enterprise architect to understand which service calls violate which
ACRs, which otherwise would not be easy. This supports the enterprise architect during
the error resolution by providing context information about the violated access permissions
and the violated parts of the business processes. For the business level, the ACR mapping
model helps to better understand how and why their business level ACRs reflect in the
EAA, as the EAA is not part of their expertise. Moreover, the automated documentation
of design decisions helps to remember the design decisions over time and in upcoming
evolution scenarios. Consequently, mutual dependencies between business processes,
RBAC and EAA can be understood better due to the traceability provided by the ACR
mapping model.
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Aligned Adaptation in Evolution Scenarios
The case study results for question III indicate that AcsALign can identify ACR breaches
in evolution scenarios of business processes and EAA without any further extensions or
modifications of the input models. Modifications made to reflect the evolution scenario
itself are taken as a baseline, as they have to be done anyway. Furthermore, results for
question III indicate that no additional manual effort to extend or modify the input models
is required in order for AcsALign to start the analysis for ACR breaches after the evolution
scenario. The results for question IV indicate that all transformation steps of AcsALign
are automatic and do not require any additional effort. In conclusion, both questions
show that AcsALign can be utilized without additional effort during evolution scenarios to
identify ACR breaches automatically and thus, align the EAA with business process ACRs.
Identified ACR breaches are then resolved during design time. The results for question I
undermine the significance of this goal with a high accuracy for the identification of ACR
breaches in EAAs.

Reduction of Human Errors during the Role Model Engineering
The results for question V show that PAcsTract successfully extracts the 44 unique access
permissions. All extracted access permissions are correct. The extraction is done auto-
matically and without human interventions, like the extension or modification of input
models. Thus, the vast amount of business processes is analyzed on behalf of the security
experts for the purpose of generating access permissions for the role model. The automatic
generation of access permissions, which reflect business level ACRs, directly influences
the amount of human errors during the role engineering process [101]. PAcsTract relieves
security experts of manually analyzing business processes to extract business level ACRs
for the role model. As otherwise the manual analysis of the vast amount of complex and
interrelated business processes would be error-prone (explained in Chapter 1), the support
and automation of this manual step makes the role engineering process less error-prone.

5.2.4 Threats to Validity

Runeson et al. stated in [192] that four aspects of validity need to be discussed during case
study research. Thus, the following sections discuss internal validity, external validity,
construct validity and reliability.

5.2.4.1 Internal Validity

Internal validity refers to the degree in which the claim about the cause of a case study is
reliable and not influenced by unexpected factors.

I expect the input models, the algorithm of AcsALign, the result classifications and the
injected mistakes to influence the evaluation results. The factor that is analyzed in this case
study is the algorithm of AcsALign. Regarding the input models I relied on a real-world
case study of a national art gallery. It provides appropriate models for ACR analysis, which
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cover all parts of the algorithm. The business process and EAA characteristics presented
in Table 5.4 underpin the appropriateness of the case study size. Business processes span
a comprehensible set that contains interactions between actors, data type definitions
and data usage descriptions. In Section 5.2.2 I elaborated on the appropriateness of the
case study for examining ACRs and ACR breaches. It is a real-world scenario of an EAA
evolution due to digitalization. The set of business processes encompasses data flows
of confidential information as financial budgets, insurance values and customer/client
data. Hence, the art gallery has to comply with diverse laws, for example, the GDPR
and financial regulation, which impose ACRs. The EAA contains usual data processing
patterns for information systems, including delegation, merging, reading from and writing
to databases. There is a variety of confidential data flows of the previously mentioned
confidential information that is spanned over a complex EAA that interconnects various
systems. Hence, designing a secure and correct EAA is challenging and makes the case
study suitable for ACR analysis. By choosing models of a real-world case study I avoided
creating a case study that is tailored to the approach. With regard to the injected mistakes,
I categorized all possible mistake types that influence ACRs in Section 5.2.1.1 and injected
one mistake for each mistake type. More mistakes of the same mistake type would be
handled in the same way and yield the same results. Thus, the injected mistakes are
sufficient to evaluate accuracy. Regarding the result classifications a classification scheme
is provided for every metric and explained in Section 5.2.1. If possible, established metrics
are used for measurement. All reference lists are made separately by two postgraduates.
Therefore, they manually analyzed the business processes. Afterwards, the versions have
been compared to avoid mistakes.

5.2.4.2 External Validity

External validity refers to the degree to which the conclusions of the case study can be
generalized to other situations and environments.

According to Runeson et al. [192, p. 71] results of case studies cannot be generalized in
a universal way when no statistically relevant sample has been drawn. This is a general
problem in case study research. In the future work further case studies can be conducted
in which the approach is applied on different cases. Nevertheless, the results of this
case study can be generalized to cases with similar characteristics. The most relevant
characteristic is certainly the input model languages PCM and IntBIIS_LP. This makes
the results meaningful for a broad amount of other cases modeled in these languages.
Furthermore, in Section 1.4 I argued on the similarity between IntBIIS_LP and BPMN and
mentioned the similarity of modeling EAAs in PCM and UML. Conceptually, IntBIIS_LP is
based on the BPMN standard and introduces a minimal required set of BPMN 2.0 elements.
EAAs modeled in PCM are fundamentally not very different from UML component models.
The concrete syntax of PCM is based on the syntax of UML [189]. Section 3.1 formalizes the
algorithm of AcsALign in an uniformly way and states relevant assumptions so that it can
be applied to similar modeling languages such as UML and BPMN. This makes the results
also meaningful for cases modeled in other modeling languages. On the appropriateness
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of the case study regarding ACR research I elaborated already in the previous section and
in Section 5.2.2.

5.2.4.3 Construct Validity

Construct validity refers to the extent the taken measures represent the matter of re-
search.

If possible, established metrics like precision and recall for accuracy are used. Furthermore,
a reasonable classification scheme is provided and explained for each metric in Section 5.2.1.
Besides, it explains for each goal how the research questions and metrics are derived.
Finally, the whole case study evaluation is structured according to the GQM method
[181].

5.2.4.4 Reliability

Reliability refers to the degree in which the conclusions of the case study depend on the
conducted researchers.

For the evaluation, the following steps have been conducted: creating the input models,
running the analysis and classifying results. Input models are not created by the author but
provided from a real-world case study of a national art gallery. The steps of the algorithm
are explained in Section 3.2.4.2. It is fully automated and does not require any human
intervention during the identification of ACR breaches. Hence, I could not influence the
results during the first two steps. For the last step, I explained in Section 5.1.1 how research
questions, metrics and classification schemes are derived. For the measurement established
metrics for accuracy are used, which provide reasonable evidence and reduce the scope
for interpretations. Consequently, the study design hardly allows another interpretation
that may lead to a different conclusion.

5.2.5 Summary

In this case study, AcsALign (explained in Section 3.2.1.3 and Section 3.2.4.2) is validated
on a real-world case study of a national art gallery. The validation is structured according
to the GQM method [181] where goals represent validation objectives that are desired
to be achieved. To research these goals, they are subdivided into research questions
which are validated using metrics. Four desired goals, illustrated in Figure 5.5, were
analyzed in this case study: the reduction of human errors in the designing of the EAA, the
improved support during error resolution in the EAA, the adaptation of the EAA during
evolution scenarios and the reduction of human errors in the engineering of the role
model. Therefore, AcsALign and as such PAcsTract were applied to ten business processes
from the national art gallery. Five questions were answered by measuring nine metrics.
The results of the case study show that the accuracy of generated access permissions
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by PAcsTract is high. PAcsTract automates the analysis of the vast amount of business
processes to extract a role model with business permissions. In this case study access
permissions of PAcsTract are used as input for AcsALign. The identification of ACR
breaches by AcsALign has a high accuracy. In addition, results show that AcsALign does
not require any extensions or modifications of input models after an evolution scenario in
order to conduct the architectural analysis to identify ACR breaches. The analysis itself
imposes no additional effort during evolution scenarios. This allows to utilizes AcsALign
during evolution scenarios of business processes and EAAs to identify ACR breaches. The
results show that AcsALign provides support during the resolution of ACR breaches by
providing an ACR mapping model which allows to trace ACR breaches to violated access
permissions and violated activities of a business process. Consequently, utilizing AcsALign
aligns the EAAwith ACRs from business processes and human errors are reduced at design
time.

Furthermore, results show that the accuracy of the generated ACR mapping model is high,
allowing to trace ACR breaches to the violated access permissions and violated activities
of a business process. This model automatically documents design decisions allowing
the business and IT level to better understand mutual dependencies between business
processes, access control and EAA. This becomes especially useful during upcoming
evolution scenarios, when design decisions become forgotten and know-how may be lost
due to an employee or responsibility shift.
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The following sections discuss the related work concerning the presented contributions of
this thesis. There are three major research areas that are closely related to the work of
this thesis. Section 6.1 discusses IT security and privacy extensions for business process
languages and architecture languages as well as transformation approaches for IT security
and privacy attributes based on these language extensions. Section 6.2 surveys related
approaches regarding RBAC. Therefore, the contributions of this thesis are contrasted to
existing role engineering, role mining and hybrid approaches. Role mining approaches
that optimize the role model hierarchy and the role of the approaches of this thesis in the
context of other access control concepts that are complementary to RBAC are also discussed.
Furthermore, Section 6.3 elaborates on the relation of enterprise architecture management
to the approaches of this thesis. Afterwards, differences between the approach of this
thesis and security analysis approaches on de facto standard IT architectures are described.
In the following sections, I will focus on security and privacy approaches that are related
to access control as this thesis proposes an approach to align ACRs, stemming from IT
security or privacy requirements, across models of business and IT.

6.1 Security Extensions for Business Process and
Architecture Languages

This section discusses related approaches from the research area of security and privacy
extensions for business process and architecture languages and corresponding transforma-
tion approaches. For this matter, this thesis focuses on security and privacy extensions
that are related to access control as the approaches proposed in this thesis aim to align
ACRs. First, Section 6.1.1 surveys security and privacy extensions for business processes.
Second, Section 6.1.2 surveys security and privacy extensions for IT architectures. Finally,
Section 6.1.3 discusses approaches that transform IT security and privacy attributes on
language extensions from the previously introduced sections. Nonetheless, the approaches
of this thesis intentionally focus on de facto standard modeling languages (as explained in
Chapter 1) and thus, exclude language extensions for security and privacy attributes as
input models. Many approaches extend plain modeling languages, for example, BPMN
and UML to model additional security and privacy attributes. However, such approaches
are rarely used and not that common as the de facto standard modeling languages. The
required additional effort for organizations to explicitly model security or privacy at-
tributes in non-security models as business processes and architectures is rather high.
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Furthermore, this effort has to be done periodically, for example, during each evolution
scenario and thus, costs expensive resources. In order to impose least possible effort for
organizations to utilize the approaches of this thesis, this thesis focuses on information
that most organizations model anyway. On the one hand, this keeps the barrier to utilize
the approaches low and on the other hand, the approaches can be better utilized during
evolution scenarios in order to align the models of business and IT. Hence, compared to
the approaches presented in this section a major difference is that the that the approaches
of this thesis focus on aligning models of business and IT by analyzing implicitly modeled
security information in de facto standard models that most organization model anyway.

In a literature review [24] I have systematically analyzed various approaches that extend
business process languages and architecture languages to express security and privacy
attributes. One scientific finding was that security and privacy are treated differently
between business processes and architectures. Current security and privacy approaches
do not allow to model all aspects of security and privacy in both, business process and
architecture models. Consequently, there is a need to model security and privacy attributes
coherent across the models of business and IT.

6.1.1 Business Process Security Extensions

IT security and privacy extensions for business processes allow to enrich plain business
process models with various aspects of IT security and privacy. The following paragraphs
discuss the related work in this area with the focus on access control and confidentiality
and contrasts the discussed extensions from the approaches presented in this thesis.

The following approaches describe different BPMN extensions to enrich business processes
with security and privacy requirements. The work of Rodriguez et al. [190] proposes a
BPMN extension to incorporate security and privacy requirements into business process
models. Therefore, they enable business analysts to model, for example, non-repudiation,
integrity, privacy, access control and security permissions and attach them to different
BPMN elements as pools, lanes, activities and data objects. The work of Brucker et al.
[49] introduces the BPMN extension SecureBPMN that allows to model various security
and privacy requirements, for example, access control, separation of duty, binding of duty
and trust in business processes. Afterwards, the explicitly modeled security requirements
can be transformed into XACML rules for policy enforcement points. Salnitri et al. [195]
presents the BPMN extension SecBPMN that allows to express security requirements
for confidentiality, integrity and availability. A query language SecBPMN-Q allows to
specify security policies. It allows to verify whether a given set of SecBPMN processes
complies with a SecBPMN-Q security policy. This analysis is realized as a path analysis
in the SecBPMN processes. Mülle et al. [169] propose a way to model authorization,
authentication, audit, confidentiality and integrity requirements without extending the
BPMN metamodel. However, they use a well-defined syntax similar to XML to annotate
requirements as BPMN annotations. Hence, special knowledge for the concrete syntax of
the approach is required. The work of Rekik et al. [188] introduces the BPMN extension
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BPMN-Sec that aims on modeling secure business processes for cloud applications. There-
fore, they extend BPMN with elements to express security and privacy requirements, for
example, access control, privacy, availability and non-repudiation. In [135, 136] the authors
Klarl et al. present IdM-BPMN a BPMN extension to model access control requirements in
the context of identity management. Therefore, lanes and pools are extended with new
elements to model roles and role hierarchies, and activities and groups are extended to
model access control policies. They propose a model-driven development process to define
policies for service-oriented architectures during the business process design. The work
of Sang et al. [196] focuses on the healthcare sector. They introduce several new events,
for example, authentication, authorization, access control and secure communication to
express security requirements in the business processes. This enables to model secure
business processes. Wolter et al. [234] describe a BPMN extension that focuses on modeling
authorization in business processes. Therefore, they distinguish between manual and
IT supported activities. They introduce new elements to express confidentiality levels
similar to the Bell-La Padula model in lanes and data objects and clearance levels and
trusted subjects in lanes. Their approach allows model checking by transforming the
extended BPMN models into colored Petri nets. The aforementioned approaches as well as
similar approaches [242, 208, 215, 58, 143, 68, 193] all have in common that they introduce
BPMN extensions to express different sets of security and privacy requirements as part
of the BPMN elements. However, each of these approaches requires additional effort to
model the requirements in the extended BPMN models. Furthermore, business experts
require security and privacy knowledge, which is typically not their expertise, to be able
to model the security and privacy requirements. If considering that business processes
can easily grow into several hundreds and that all of them evolve constantly, the amount
of resources an organization has to invest in order to model the extended security and
privacy requirements in each business process and to adapt them during the evolution is
high and cost-intensive. In contrast, the approaches of this thesis aim to solve this problem
by building upon de facto standard models, so that organizations can exploit their existing
models. Moreover, the approaches of this thesis are automatic, i.e. that no additional
effort is imposed on organizations to utilize them. Another difference is that the related
approaches do not focus on business-IT alignment, whereas the approaches of this thesis
aim to align IT models with business processes.

In [156] from Menzel et al. a BPMN extension is proposed to model security goals, trust
and threat relationships between participants of business processes and so-called security
groups. This is realized, for example, by defining security intentions and security ratings to
a set of pools and activities. Based on the extended BPMN models, security configurations
can be derived for service-based systems. In contrast to the approaches of this thesis,
the work of [156] explicitly requires additional effort to model trust, confidentiality and
integrity requirements as part of the business processes. They focus on providing means
to express general security goals in business processes and to transform them into security
policies for Apache Rampart configurations.

Varela-Vaca et al. [226] propose a BPMN extension that allows excessive modeling of risk
characteristics of business processes, for example, asset value, cost, frequency, vulnerability,
threat, etc. These characteristics can be converted into a constraint satisfaction problem
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for a constraint solver tool that verifies whether the business processes satisfy the risk
characteristics. A similar approach is presented by Altuhhov et al. [26]. The authors
establish a risk analysis in business processes by incorporating the Information System
Security Risk Management Concept (ISSRM) into BPMN. Therefore, they relate elements of
BPMN and ISSRM with each other, for example, a BPMN data object is an ISSRM IS-asset.
Then assets, risks and measures can be expressed in BPMN, which allows to perform a
risk analysis in the business processes. The aforementioned approaches as well as similar
approaches from Monokova et al. and Meland et al. [161, 155] have a different goal than
the approaches presented in this thesis. They want to enable business experts to make risk
analyses on business process. In contrast, the approaches of this thesis focus on aligning
business processes and IT models with regard to ACRs.

Another work of Altuhhov et al. [27] introduces a BPMN extension to model high-level
business security objectives including variants of security choices as part of BPMN models.
This extension is designed for business analysts in order to improve their business decisions
with regard to risk and IT security.

Wolter et al. [236, 235, 237] propose different BPMN extensions to model separation
of duty and binding of duty in business processes. They use visual representations to
distinguish between manual and automatic tasks as well as to annotate separation of duty
and binding of duty constraints on activities. In fact, separation of duty and binding of
duty are constraints that cannot be expressed in plain BPMN. The approaches of this
thesis could be easily extended to consume the additionally modeled information about
separation of duty and binding of duty. However, this thesis focuses to align business
and IT models without the burden of modeling additional information in extensions, as
explained in detail in the beginning of the Section 6.1.

Another business process language is Petri nets. Many approaches exist that enrich Petri
nets with security and privacy attributes. The approach of Huang et al. [113] uses colored
Petri nets including Petri net properties as completeness and consistency to verify whether
GDPR policies are fulfilled by the business process models. This approach has a different
aim than the approaches in this thesis. They focus on aligning business processes with
requirements stemming from laws. In this thesis, I assume that the business processes are
modeled correctly and compliantly to laws, as the goal of this thesis is to align business
processes and IT models with regard to ACRs.

Approaches similar to [138, 14, 13, 147, 31, 216, 144, 30, 245] focus on analyzing various
aspects of confidentiality and access control in extended business processes modeled
in Petri nets. The works of Accorsi et al. [14, 13] propose an approach to analyze the
propagated information in business processes. This can be done statically or during process
execution with the use of previously defined confidentiality levels. The work of Li et al.
[147] proposes a similar approach based on a colored Petri net extension. It allows to detect
confidentiality issues within the information flow of business processes. Confidentiality
levels are modeled as additional attributes of Petri net tokens. The work of Knorr [138]
also uses confidentiality levels but allows to verify multilevel security policies. Therefore,
control and information flow has to be modeled as different arcs. Atluri et al. [31] propose
a different approach to verify multilevel security policies based on confidentiality levels.
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In [30] they extend their previous work to allow the additional expression of concepts as
separation of duty and RBAC in colored, timed Petri nets. Similar approaches are proposed
in [216, 144]. They also focus on confidentiality of information flow in business processes
by extending Petri nets with RBAC policies or other confidentiality policies. The approach
from Zhang et al. [245] focuses on modeling the Chinese wall policy in colored Petri
nets in order to facilitate a policy compliance analysis on the business level. However,
all of the aforementioned approaches require to model additional security information as
part of Petri net extensions in order to facilitate the proposed analysis. Furthermore, they
only focus on an analysis on the business level. In contrast, the approaches of this thesis
transfer implicitly modeled business knowledge about ACRs to the IT level in order to
generate an initial role model and align the EAA. Furthermore, this is done without the
burden of further modeling effort in any of the business and IT models. Another major
difference is the business process language. BPMN has achieved widespread adoption as
stated before. It is the de facto standard modeling language for business processes [23,
213] and thus, is used as the business process modeling language for the input models
consumed by the approaches of this thesis (explained in more detail in Section 3.2.1).

Approaches from Akbarzadeh et al., Bouroulet et al. and Crazzolara et al. [16, 45, 63] aim
for assessing and analyzing security protocols from the perspective of an attacker. This
requires either to model an attacker as well as attacks, threats and vulnerabilities or to
make an analysis for flaws in the information flow of the given model. Such approaches
have a different purpose than the approaches of this thesis, as they focus on security
protocols and the attacker view. They do not align models across business and IT but
rather focus on identifying existing flaws in security protocols.

To sum up, there are different approaches that extend business processes to enable business
experts or security experts to express security attributes as part of the business processes.
However, such approaches impose additional effort on organizations to utilize them. Hence,
they are not widely used compared to the de facto standard modeling language BPMN.
Furthermore, the utilization of such approaches becomes even more complex and resource-
intensive if considering that business processes and information systems evolve over
time. In both cases business processes must be adapted and thus, additional modelling
effort is required every time to adapt the information in the business process extensions.
This makes such approaches less suitable for the business-IT alignment during evolution
scenarios. In contrast, the approaches of this thesis are build upon de facto standard
modeling languages to overcome this problem.

6.1.2 Architecture Security Extensions

In the area of IT architecture many security and privacy extensions are proposed for the
different UML diagrams. They allow to enrich the UML elements with various IT security
and privacy aspects. The following paragraphs discuss the related work in this area with
focus on access control and confidentiality and highlight the differences to the approaches
of this thesis.
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Jürjens [125] proposes an extension called UMLsec to express security requirements
within a variety of UML diagrams. They aim for organizations that want to model security-
critical systems. Their extension is intended for non-security employees so that they can
express their security needs easily. For example, the extension enables software engineers
to express basic security requirements including security concepts, security primitives,
security management and threat scenarios. Among other things, this allows to model the
confidentiality of information and information flows. There is a list of stereotypes that can
be attached to various UML elements as classes, components and associations. Constraints
can be used to refine specific stereotype elements. An analysis proposed in [124] allows to
verify if a given specification fulfills the constraints associated with the stereotypes and
by this, to identify vulnerabilities. The difference to the approaches of this thesis is that
UMLsec requires additional specification of fine-grained security related information on
the architecture level. In contrast, the approaches of this thesis exploit de facto standard
models that organizations model anyway. Furthermore, the approaches presented in this
thesis go beyond an analysis on the IT level by alignment of the architecture to business
level ACRs.

Heldal et al. [106] propose an UML extension called UMLsProfile to incorporate decen-
tralized labels into UML class diagrams. This enables to model confidentiality of data
flows at design time in a fine-grained manner. The concept of declassification is included.
The work of Goudalo et al. [93] also proposes an UML extension to model confidentiality
and confidential information flow in architectures. Their extension uses confidentiality
and security levels for systems, objects and resources to specify access control policies.
Klarl et al. [136] extend UML activity diagrams to express access control policies based
on identity management concepts. Therefore, they introduce means to model roles, role
relationships, permissions and assertion attributes. The work of Fernandez-Medina et al.
[79] introduces an UML extension called SECDW to model confidentiality in UML class
diagrams that are specifically tailored for the domain of data warehouses. The extension
allows to specify security classes for information and users. Through the use of tuples
composed of security classifications, set of user compartments and user roles it is later
possible to specify access constraints. An extension called SECDW+ [220] extends the
previous work and introduces the ability to model leakage of confidential information
(e.g., health information or company turnover) based on conflicts of interest. Conflict
of interest specifies a problem in which isolated access to several data sets is secure but
combined access to these data sets results in an information leakage. On the one hand,
SECDW+ allows to specify conflicts of interest among multidimensional concepts of data
warehouses, for example, dimensions, hierarchies and attributes and on the other hand,
it allows to specify data dependent conflicts of interest, for example, the address of a
patient and his illness type, if it is equal to cancer. In [148] of Lodderstedt et al. an UML
extension called SecureUML is proposed in order to model RBAC requirements in IT
architectures. SecureUML is a policy definition language that extends UML but in theory
is independent of it. The policy definition language is bind to UML via UML stereotypes.
While the approach provides means to extract the specified access control policies for
RBAC systems, it lacks the ability to check if the architecture complies with the policies.
This limitation is overcome in the work of Basin et al. [38]. The authors extend SecureUML
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and use object constraint language (OCL) expressions to analyze if the modeled security
properties are fulfilled by the UML class models or model instances. Another approach
to model access control requirements in architecture models is proposed by Koch et al.
[139]. The authors present an own extension that builds upon UML class and UML object
diagrams. OCL expressions are used to verify the consistency of modeled access control
policies. All of the aforementioned approaches focus on modeling confidentiality aspects
through specification of additional information in IT architectures in order to verify if
the architecture complies with the confidentiality aspects. In contrast, the approaches of
this thesis align the architecture and RBAC with ACRs stemming from business processes
without the overhead of modeling additional information on the business or on the IT
side.

In [73, 74] Emig et al. propose an approach to model access control requirements for the
context of identity management with the focus on service-oriented architectures. They
develop a metamodel for access control that combines aspects of RBAC and attribute-based
access control (ABAC) and is specific for the context of identity management. Based on
this metamodel access control policies can be expressed in a platform independent domain
language called WSACML. This additional language should decouple the specification
of access control policies from the architectural design. Later, WSACML specifications
can be transformed to a domain specific policy language of choice. The authors focus on
providing a platform independent language for modeling access control policies in the
context of identity management. An approach with a similar idea is presented by Alam
et al. in [17] and refined in [18, 19]. The authors propose a framework called SECTET to
secure service-oriented architectures by modeling RBAC policies with OCL expressions.
XACML policies can be derived from the extended architecture models. In contrast to the
approaches of this thesis, the aforementioned approaches focus only on the architecture
level and do not aim for a business-IT alignment of ACRs. Furthermore, these approaches
rely on the explicit modeling of additional information during the architectural design
phase. The approaches of this thesis specifically avoid this to keep the modeling overhead
for organizations at a minimum. This also allows an automatic business-IT alignment
during evolution scenarios.

The work of Alghathbar et al. [22] proposes an UML extension that allows to analyze
access control policies in UML use case diagrams. Their primary goal is not necessarily to
model access control policies in the architecture but to analyze them for consistency and
completeness in an early design phase. The authors extend their UML extension in [21,
20] to express RBAC policies and authorization requirements in UML use case diagrams.
A similar approach is described by Fernandez et al. [80]. The authors use extended UML
use case diagrams, which are enriched with access control policies, in order to extract
access permissions and roles for access control systems. Bertolino et al. [41] present a
similar methodology with tool support. Their approach enables to model access control
policies in extended UML class diagrams to verify their consistency and subsequently, to
generate code for the enforcement of the access control policies of the implementation
phase. All three approaches aim for a different purpose than the approaches presented
in this thesis as they do not focus on closing the gap between the business level and the
IT level. They focus on specifying access control related information explicitly at design
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time rather than extracting them from business models. This imposes additional effort in
utilizing the aforementioned approaches and makes them less suitable for a business-IT
alignment during evolution scenarios.

The work of Sindre et al. [206] focuses on defining misuse cases within extended UML
class diagrams by describing different attackers and how they misuse the systems. In
the work of Gomma et al. [92] a similar approach is proposed but the authors separate
functional use cases from security use cases. Therefore, an UML extension for UML
use case diagrams is presented that allows to express security requirements as part of
the UML use cases. The work of both is different to the approaches of this thesis, as
they focus on enabling architects or other IT roles to model security attributes within
architectural models. They do not aim on aligning EAAs with business processes or other
business level models. Similar approaches are proposed in [86, 200, 201, 81]. They all
have in common that they apply the idea of design patterns to security attributes. After
introducing the so-called security patterns they propose methodologies that describe how
to build secure systems with the help of the security patterns. Thereby, Kim et al. [131,
132] focus on access control, Bouaziz et al. [44] focus on security patterns that are specific
for component-based modeling and Schnjakin et al. [199] focus on security patterns for
the configurations of security modules in service-oriented architectures. These approaches
have the same limitations as the previously mentioned two approaches. They focus on
the phases from architectural design to code implementation but do not consider business
models or the business process design phase. Another methodology that also only focuses
on the architectural and implementation domain is introduced by Hafner et al. [100].
Instead of security pattern the authors describe a model driven security methodology that
is based on a combination of a framework for requirements engineering called ProSecO
and the model driven development framework called SECTET. This allows to transform
security attributes from the architectural design phase level to configuration code for the
implementation phase.

The work of Jutla et al. [126] proposes an extension to the UML use case diagram for
representing privacy specifications as pseudonymization, anonymization and consent
methods in an easy understandable way. The extension does not use the UML profile
extension mechanism but a Microsoft Visio extension ribbon to offer the required elements.
Privacy specifications and ACRs can be expressed in free text fields of extended UML
use case diagrams. The extension introduces a so-called super container in the UML use
case diagram. The super container lies between the actors and use cases connecting them
through labeled lines named by the corresponding actor. Privacy controls stating a privacy
control class or a privacy control obligation are inside the super container. Actors and their
use cases can be connected to the whole container, to particular privacy control classes or
to particular privacy control obligations. This means that all privacy controls, those of the
privacy control classes or only those of the privacy control obligations have to be realized
for the connected use cases. The presented extension allows to model not only any kind of
privacy principles but also other security principles as confidentiality. The work of Basso et
al. [39] introduces an UML extension via UML profiles to express various privacy concepts
through the incorporation of privacy policies in several UML diagrams. Privacy policies are
composed by one or more statements that describe the rules specified by the privacy policy.
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Besides, they specify the purpose of data collection, management and prerequisites which
need to be met. The introduced stereotypes allow to design privacy-aware applications
through the specification of the application’s privacy policy and by keeping track of the
elements responsible for enforcing them. This allows to express access control for private
data and also privacy principles as consent, data security and purpose limitation. Another
privacy related extension is proposed by Simons [205]. The UML extension enables to
define privacy restrictions in UML class diagrams. The profile is developed for the area
of mobile distributed systems but it is applicable to other areas. The main idea is to bind
access rights to context information by using confidentiality levels and confidentiality
sources and the validity of the context information. In this UML extension, constraints are
used to validate the model. This is done by imposing restrictions on the stereotypes to
enforce the correct usage of the extension. The two major differences to the approaches
presented in this thesis are that the previously mentioned approaches introduce additional
modeling elements to cope with security and privacy related information and that they
only focus on IT models rather than on the business-IT alignment.

Houmb et al. [112] propose an UML extension called SecurityAssessmentUML that extends
UML sequence and UML activity diagrams to incorporate risk analysis concepts into
architecture modeling. Therefore, they enable to model vulnerabilities, undesired events,
attackers, threats and assets in the previously mentioned UML models. This approach
aims for a different purpose than the approaches presented in this thesis. They want to
enable IT roles to make risk analyses at the architecture level. In contrast, the approaches
of this thesis focus on aligning business processes and IT models with regard to ACRs.

A more general modeling approach for security is proposed by Hatebur et al. [102]. The
authors use UML profiling to express problem frames in UML class diagrams. Problem
frames are patterns used to define problem classes by their context and characteristics. In
the context of security the traditional goals confidentiality, availability and integrity can
be modeled. They are expressed by stereotypes including specifications for the data to
be secured, the attacker and the stakeholder of data. This allows to express any possible
confidentiality requirement by using problem frames. The authors expect the main ad-
vantage of their approach in the ability to express dependability requirements without
the anticipation of a solution. This separates the problem space from the solution space.
The works of Mouheb et al. [165, 164] are similar with regard to the abstraction level.
The authors propose an UML extension that captures security requirements and allows
specifying security solutions. This is achieved by weaving security aspects into UML
class, sequence, state machine and activity diagrams in an aspect-oriented manner. Thus,
security concerns are separated from software functionalities. In contrast to the afore-
mentioned approaches, the approaches of this thesis focus on the business-IT alignment
of ACRs by leveraging implicitly modeled access control information in non-extended
business processes.

To sum up, there are different approaches that extend architecture modeling languages in
order to express security attributes as part of the architecture. However, such approaches
impose additional effort on organizations during the architectural design phase and they
are not widespread compared to the plain de facto standard models. Furthermore, the
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utilization of such approaches becomes even more complex and resource-intensive when
considering that business processes and information systems evolve over time. In both
cases, the architecture must be adapted and thus, every time additional modeling effort is
required to adapt the architecture extension. This makes these approaches less suitable
for the business-IT alignment during evolution scenarios. In contrast, the approaches of
this thesis build upon de facto standard modeling languages to overcome this problem.

6.1.3 Transformation on Language Extensions

This section examines security analyses and transformation approaches that are based on
the architecture and business process extensions from Section 6.1.1 and Section 6.1.2. While
transformation means that some security attributes are transformed between two or more
development phases (business processes design, architectural design, implementation),
security analysis means that a security related question is analyzed in a model of the
development phase. This section mostly focuses on approaches for the business process
design phase and architectural design phase but other approaches are also mentioned if
they are considered relevant with regard to the contributions of this thesis.

Klarl et al. [136, 135] introduce extensions for BPMN processes and UML activity diagrams
to express access control policies in the context of identity management. The extended
models can be transformed to access control policies. However, the transformed informa-
tion is exactly the same information that has to be extended in the UML and BPMN models
prior to transformation. Hence, there is no information difference between modeling the
information directly in an access control policy and in the extensions for UML and BPMN.
No new information is generated and the modelling effort is similar. A major difference to
the approaches of this thesis is that the proposed transformation has not the goal to align
business and IT models, but rather to extend business models with access control specific
information.

Jürjens [125] proposes an extension called UMLsec to express security requirements
within a variety of UML diagrams. The extensions enable software engineers to express
basic security requirements including security concepts, security primitives, security
management and threat scenarios. In [124] the author introduces an analysis that allows
to verify if a given architecture specification fulfills the constraints associated to the
UMLsec stereotypes. Any unfulfilled constraint indicates a potential vulnerability. A
similar analysis is used by Simons [205] to verify if the architecture complies with the
privacy related information that is additionally modeled in their specific UML extension.
The work of Heldal et al. [106] proposes a similar analysis. The authors propose an UML
extension that focuses on confidentiality and confidential information flow in UML class
diagrams. Through the generation of Jif code skeletons the architect is able to verify if
the architecture complies with the constraints of the extended security stereotypes. The
difference to the approaches of this thesis is that the aforementioned approaches require
additional specification of fine-grained security related information on the architecture
level. This information has to be specified, for example, by enterprise architects and then
allows to verify if a given architecture fulfills the security requirements. In contrast, the
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approaches of this thesis automatically extract ACRs from business processes to identify
misalignments of the EAA with regard to the extracted ACRs. This achieves a business-IT
alignment at design time and during evolution scenarios which is especially crucial as
organizations and their models evolve constantly.

In the work of Lodderstedt et al. [148] an UML extension called SecureUML is proposed
in order to model RBAC requirements in IT architectures. Based on the specified access
control policies in the IT architecture RBAC or other access control policies can be derived
automatically. In contrast to the approaches presented in this thesis, the derived RBAC
polices have to be explicitly modeled in extended architecture models. Furthermore, their
approach does not align RBAC with business ACRs stemming from business processes. A
similar approach is presented by Pavlich-Mariscal et al. [175]. The authors extend several
UML diagrams to express access control policies during the architectural design phase.
Afterwards, specified access control policies can be transformed into code that enforces the
policies at runtime. The limitations are the same as with the above-mentioned approach.
Access control polices have to be modeled explicitly in architecture models and the ap-
proach does not help to align RBACwith business ACRs stemming from business processes.
Another approach is presented by Fernandez-Medina et al. [79]. Again, UML diagrams
are extended to model confidentiality requirements which then can be transformed into
SQL queries to instantiate databases that are aligned with the confidentiality requirements.
Similar approaches that focus on instantiating secure databases are proposed by Vela et al.
[228, 227]. These approach have the same limitations as the related approaches described
in this section. Furthermore, these approaches focus on the transformation between the
architectural design phase and the implementation phase, while the approaches of this
thesis focus on the transformation between the business process design phase and the
architectural design phase. Further approaches that focus on a transformation from archi-
tectural design to code implementation are [73, 74, 17, 18, 19, 44, 199, 171] and vice versa
[42].

Mouratidis et al. [166] propose a methodology to design security attributes by defining
functional and non-functional requirements together in an extended goal-driven require-
ments engineering methodology. Functional and security requirements are elicited and
their constraints are analyzed. Then the operational environment is taken into consid-
eration together with the functional and non-functional requirements. Afterwards, the
architecture is designed in a traditional manner by taking the previously engineered
information into account. In contrast to the approaches presented in this thesis, this
methodology mostly focuses on the requirements engineering phase, whereas the archi-
tectural design phase is not supported adequately with regard to security requirements.
This limitation is overcome in [167]. The authors extended the previous methodology
to propose a secure software development methodology where the architectural phase
is supported with UMLsec models that provide means to express security requirements
as part of the architecture models. When compared to the approaches of this thesis, the
authors propose a mostly manual methodology on how to systematically develop secure
software systems. They do not focus on business-IT alignment in an automatic manner.
Furthermore, the authors rely on architecture extensions that impose additional modeling
effort which makes their approach unsuitable for alignments during evolution scenarios.
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Mülle et al. [169] propose a well-defined syntax similar to XML to annotate confidentiality
and integrity requirements in BPMN models as part of BPMN annotations. Based on the
annotated BPMN models they describe a transformation of the security requirements to
security constraints for IT systems, for example, policy enforcements points and logging
components. In contrast to the approaches presented in this thesis, the transformation
is used for real time enforcement of constraints rather than the alignment of IT models
at design time. Additionally, their research focus lies not at EAAs as it is the case with
AcsALign.

The work of Altuhhova et al. [27] introduces a BPMN extension to model high-level
business security objectives including variants of security choices in BPMN models. They
propose a transformation in order to align high-level organizational goals with business
processes. This is done by deriving security-annotated process skeletons from organiza-
tional goal models. This is an alignment only in the scope of the business level. In contrast,
the approaches of this thesis align models of the business and IT level with each other.

Menzel et al. [156] propose a BPMN extension to express trust, confidentiality and in-
tegrity requirements in a general manner. Based on the extended BPMN models the
authors propose a transformation to security configurations for service-based systems
in Apache Rampart. This allows to derive security policies that are realized as part of
web service implementations. They focus on aligning business processes with code of the
implementation phase. In contrast, the approaches of this thesis focus on aligning models
from the business process design phase with the intermediate layer, the architectural
design phase, that lies between the business process design and implementation phase.
Furthermore, the approaches presented in this thesis focus on transforming implicitly
modeled security information from business processes rather than imposing additional
effort to extend models with security information.

The works of Abramov et al. [10, 11] propose a systematic way to enforce ACRs from the
business level in architectures and databases. Therefore, the authors propose a methodol-
ogy with four phases in which different stakeholders work together to engineer artifacts
as security patterns and UML diagrams. In the first phase, security officers and domain
experts specify organizational security patterns. During the second phase, the conceptual
model and functional models are designed based on user requirements and artifacts of
the previous phase. In this phase, class diagrams including data classes, their attributes
and relationships are defined. The functional model is developed in an extended UML use
case diagram that allows to connect functions with data classes and function calls and to
describe authorization policies. In the third phase, the artifacts of the previous phase are
combined into an unified class diagram that is an extended UML class diagram that allows
to express authorization rules and security patterns. Finally, in the fourth phase, SQL
statements are derived from the unified model in order to establish database schemas and
authorization constraints for databases. The differences to the approaches of this thesis are
that the authors focus on architecture diagrams rather than on business process models
and ACRs and, also security patterns need to be modeled explicitly by security experts
in extended UML class diagrams and extended UML use case diagrams. The approaches
of this thesis focus on supporting commonly used methodologies and de facto standard
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modeling languages without imposing additional overhead through extensions. Implicitly
modeled ACRs are extracted to analyze the correctness of the EAA without an additional
effort for security experts. The aforementioned work aims for a different goal. The authors
want to build databases that are compliant with organizational policies. Their alignment
process is a manual methodology with the focus of transforming the engineered models
into SQL statements to design secure and compliant databases. In contrast, this thesis has
a different goal. The goal is to align EAAs of the IT level and business processes of the
business level with regard to ACRs.

Ramadan et al. [186] present an approach to transfer security requirements, for example,
confidentiality and integrity requirements from extended business processes to extended
architecture models. Therefore, they rely on secBPMN models that extend business
processes with explicitly modeled security requirements as input and on UMLsec as
architecture models that extend UML with explicitly modeled security requirements. The
authors propose transformation rules for the explicitly modeled security requirements
from secBPMN to UMLsec. Although the approach does transfer security requirements
from business processes to IT architectures, it heavily depends on extended models on
the business and IT side. Furthermore, the approach does not consider implicitly modeled
ACRs and does not generate an initial role model for RBAC.

The work of Brucker et al. [49] introduces the BPMN extension SecureBPMN that allows
to model various security and privacy requirements as access control, separation of duty,
binding of duty and trust in business processes. In [48] the authors propose a method to
verify the code implementation for compliance with the modeled security requirements
in SecureBPMN. Their general goal is similar to the goal in this thesis as they transfer
business knowledge about security attributes to the IT level. The major differences are
that they focus on the code implementation as the IT artifact while the approaches of this
thesis focus on EAAs and that they rely on extended business process models in which
security requirements are modeled explicitly.

The work of Rodriguez et al. [191] is based on the BPMN extension of [190]. The authors
introduce transformation rules to generate implementation specifications based on the
extended security requirement annotations of the extended BPMN models. The transfor-
mations are used to semi-automatically generate initial UML class and use case diagrams.
However, the generated initial UML diagrams have to be refined and completed and the
transformation rules heavily depend on the additionally modeled security requirement
annotations of the BPMN extension.

Ramadan et al. [185] present another approach that aligns architecture models with
business processeswith regard to security requirements. Therefore, they transform security
policies from secBPMN2 models to architecture models in UMLsec. While the idea is
similar, the realization is based on different assumptions and goals. They focus on non-
standard models that introduce security specific elements which have to be incorporated
at design time by experts. However, such extended models are not widespread and impose
additional modeling effort on organizations. While the approaches of this thesis also focus
on business-IT alignment, they exploit implicitly modeled security information in de facto
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standard modeling languages and are tailored to impose least possible effort during their
utilization.

To sum up, there are several approaches that facilitate security analyses in architecture
and business models (and code implementation) and also transformations between them.
However, all of the presented approaches rely on extended models on the business side,
IT side or on both sides. Hence, security attributes have to be modeled explicitly by
experts in order to complete the standard models. This imposes additional effort on
organizations during the business process and architectural design in order to utilize these
approaches. None of the extensions are conventionally accepted as the de facto standard
models. Furthermore, the complexity of utilizing such approaches rises due to the constant
evolution of business processes and information systems. Such evolution scenarios require
repeated adaptation of the modeling extension in order for the approaches to work. This
is a manual and resource-intensive process resulting in a heavy burden for organizations
to utilize the approaches. Hence, these approaches are less suitable for the business-IT
alignment in evolution scenarios. In contrast, the approaches of this thesis build upon
de facto standard modeling languages and require no additional modeling effort. One of
their primary aims is to overcome the problem of additional modeling in order to facilitate
business-IT alignment for ACRs.

6.2 Access Control

This section assesses similarities and differences between the RBAC role model extraction
approaches of this thesis and related approaches in this research area. Furthermore, the
role of the approaches of this thesis is discussed in the context of other access control
concepts that are complementary to RBAC. Section 6.2.1 makes a comparison to other role
engineering approaches and afterwards, in Section 6.2.2 to role mining approaches. Sec-
tion 6.2.3 introduces approaches that optimize the role model hierarchy. These approaches
can be seen as complementary to the approaches of this thesis. Section 6.2.4 makes a
comparison with hybrid approaches that combine properties of role engineering and role
mining. Finally, Section 6.2.5 elaborates on the utilization of BAcsTract and PAcsTract
in the context of other access control concepts that are complementary to RBAC (hybrid
RBAC concepts), i.e., concepts that either combine certain parts of RBAC with other access
control concepts or concepts that modify RBAC in order to introduce new functionalities
for access control.

6.2.1 Role Engineering Approaches

This section examines related work in the area of role engineering. Role engineering
approaches are carried out top-down. Experts decompose business artifacts, for example,
business processes or IT artifacts mostly manually into permissions that are required to
carry out specific tasks [66]. Afterwards, these permissions are grouped into roles and
a role hierarchy. Roles elicited with role engineering are business roles reflecting the
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hierarchy of an organization. Section 2.2.2 has introduced role engineering in more detail.
In the following paragraphs, role engineering approaches are subdivided into approaches
that operate on business artifacts and approaches that operate on IT artifacts. I will begin
with the approaches that operate on business artifacts.

Early role engineering approaches like the work of Coyne et al. [72] describe the role
engineering process as amanual methodology from a high-level point of view and thus, lack
many practical details. It describes a decomposition from business processes and functional
structures to system-specific access control requirements. A similar engineering approach
is described by Chandramouli [57] and Jaeger et al. [119]. The first approach focuses
on the healthcare sector. The authors propose specific roles and a hierarchy tailored
for healthcare systems that are based on their practical experience in the healthcare
sector. However, permissions still have to be defined by security experts. The second
approach focuses on protection domains for remote programs. The authors propose
rules and transformations on how to derive and adjust permissions based on specific
protection domains and protection domain changes. Thomson et al. [219] present a similar
engineering approach. The methodology called Napoleon has seven phases in which
application developers and security experts manually engineer access control related
information, for example, objects, application constraints, key chains and enterprise
constraints. Afterwards, a tool supports the transformation of the engineered security
information into access control policies for RBAC. Another role engineering approach is
proposed by Roeckle et al. [98]. The authors explain a methodology for experts where they
manually engineer roles and permissions to form a RBAC role model based on business
artifacts. First, they elaborate that business artifacts, e.g., job descriptions and organigrams
lack sufficient information to build an appropriate role model. Then they show their
methodology that is based on information from business processes and expert knowledge
to fill the previous gaps. However, the amount of business processes, which needs to be
analyzed in the aforementioned approaches, grows increasingly with the organizational
size. As all steps are carried out manually, the approaches are time-consuming and
resource-intensive. The rigorous amount of human interventions required to analyze all
business processes makes the proposed approaches error-prone [35]. Hence, decisions
about roles and permissions for the role model cannot be made reliably, since important
business process information may be missed [9]. The approaches presented in this thesis
are also top-down role engineering approaches and focus on business processes, as the
business level artifacts. The major difference is that the approaches of this thesis automate
the analysis of business processes and thus, tackle the above-mentioned problems of
scalability and human errors. Another difference is that they generate an ACR mapping
model that interconnects elements of business processes and RBAC, allowing to understand
mutual dependencies and providing an automated documentation of design decisions.
Furthermore, the approaches presented in this thesis do not only focus on RBAC role
models, as IT level artifacts, but also on EAAs. They provide means to align RBAC and
EAAs with business process ACRs. This becomes especially useful during evolution
scenarios.

The work of Gustaf et al. [172] proposes a role engineering approach in which ACRs
are defined along a bottom-up business development process. The authors propose a
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methodology with seven phases. They begin by modeling scenarios of the system usage
that describe ACRs in form of action-event sequences. Then permissions are derived from
the scenarios and constraints, as separation of duty, are identified and made explicit for
each scenario. During the next steps, scenarios are aggregated into tasks and work-profiles
which represent business processes, a role hierarchy including roles, is derived and finally,
the role model is defined. Compared to the approaches of this thesis, this role engineering
approach is a manual methodology in which experts systematically engineer permissions,
roles and a hierarchy along the business development process. Thus, this approach suffers
from human errors, is resource-intensive and lacks scalability as described in the previous
paragraph in more detail. The approach is unsuitable to quickly align IT architectures,
RBAC and business processes during evolution scenarios.

Epstein et al. [77] describe an approach that decomposes roles into permissions with
several additional layers from which roles, permissions and a role hierarchy can be derived
manually. Therefore, they introduce three additional layers (jobs, workpatterns, tasks)
between roles and permissions to divide them into smaller and better manageable parts.
Roles are responsible for one or more jobs in which they have to do workpatterns. Each
workpattern consists of atomic tasks in order to complete the workpattern. Tasks may
require permissions to accomplish the task. The work of [172] suggests a methodology on
how to manually engineer these layers in an organization. Compared to the approaches of
this thesis, the engineering approach is resource-intensive, lacks scalability and suffers
from human errors. Furthermore, their approach is not able to facilitate a business-IT
alignment during evolution scenarios while the approaches of this thesis specifically tackle
the formerly mentioned problems. In the work of this thesis a decomposition between roles
and permissions is introduced by the concept of the ACR mapping model. However, this
thesis proposes different layers with a different purpose. Their purpose is to interconnect
RBAC with elements of business processes and EAAs.

Fuchs et al. [84] describe a structured process-oriented methodology to engineer ACRs and
implement access control policies with regard to identity management in organizations.
They propose three major steps in which different stakeholders from business and IT
work together. All three steps are done with a high-level identity management strategy
in place. The first step breaks down the high-level identity management strategy into
smaller projects, specifies a detailed plan and involves all relevant stakeholders. In the
second step results from step one are refined and transformed into business processes and
security policies reflecting the requirements of the smaller projects. During the third step
business processes and security policies are implemented and the technical implementation
is tested and re-engineered if necessary. The authors present a high-level methodology
for a manual, structured process to establish identity management including ACRs and
access control policies in organizations. Security policies have to be specified along with
the business processes. All sources can be taken into account for the elicitation of ACRs
and the specification of security policies. During the final step the previously engineered
artifacts, business processes and security policies are implemented. The approach has
several differences from the approaches of this thesis: a) it is manual and resource-intensive,
b) requirements may stem from all possible sources, c) ACRs and security policies have
to be defined explicitly, d) the authors do not describe how to test implemented security
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policies and e) the goal of the authors is to implement business processes along with
security policies. In contrast, the approaches of this thesis propose an automated way
to extract ACRs from business processes and align the architectural design along with
RBAC to business process ACRs. One of the main goals is to overcome the gap of manual
engineering, that is proposed by the aforementioned approaches. The automation of the
approaches of this thesis enables them to be used throughout evolution scenarios to align
business processes, the EAA and RBAC with respect to ACRs. This is achieved without
imposing additional effort on organizations.

The work of Epstein et al. [78] presents a role engineering approach that utilizes UML
diagrams to express different parts of RBAC. In a case study in the healthcare sector the
authors show how UML can be used throughout the architectural phase to document
some of the RBAC related policies in order to finally build a role model. However, some
aspects are not addressed in their engineering approach, for example, constraints on ACRs
and the role hierarchy. A similar approach is proposed by Fernandez et al. [80]. The
authors suggest to derive a role model from extended UML use case diagrams. Therefore,
authorizations are derived from use case preconditions, roles from actors and the residual
access control information from the extended stereotypes that have to be additionally
specified in the UML use case diagram. However, this engineering approach also does not
consider constraints on ACRs and the role hierarchy. Another approach from Crook et al.
[182] focuses on requirements engineering artifacts. The authors propose a methodology in
which organizational documents that contain ACRs are analyzed to engineer access control
policies based on roles. They analyzed various organizational documents to identify those
documents which contain access restrictions and authorizations procedures. Then they
propose an analytical methodology for analyzing the previously selected organizational
documents in order to manually specify roles and corresponding access control policies
from the role’s perspective. In contrast to the approaches of this thesis, the aforementioned
engineering approaches are not able to bridge the gap between the business level and IT
level in order to align business processes, RBAC and EAAs in terms of ACRs. The reason is
that they do not take the main business artifact, namely business processes, into account
and they do not align RBAC with ACRs stemming from business processes.

An automatic role engineering approach is proposed by Narouei et al. [152]. The major
difference is that they do not focus on business processes, as business level artifacts.
Instead, they use natural language processing to extract roles and permissions from
high-level requirement specifications that include access control policies expressed in
human-understandable language. Hence, the approach can be seen complementary to
the approaches of this paper, as both approaches together could produce a more precise
and complete role model. Further natural language processing approaches are proposed
by Xiao et al. [239] and Slankas et al. [207]. The first approach uses shallow parsing
techniques to match sentences with predefined access control patterns and the second
approach uses inductive reasoning. However, compared to the previous approach both
approaches have several weaknesses. For example, it is hard to get data sets with labeled
data that are similar to the documents being analyzed and the approaches do not take
contextual information into account [152].
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To sum up, role engineering approaches can be differentiated between approaches which
consume business artifacts and approaches that consume IT artifacts. Business processes
are consumed often by the first group. They describe how to elicit, establish or implement
ACRs into productive systems. However, these approaches only describe manual method-
ologies. This is one of the problems described in Section 1.2. These manual approaches
often require experts, they are resource-intensive and error-prone, they do not scale and
they are slow especially during the constantly required adaptations in evolution scenarios
[35]. The work of this thesis tackles these problems by proposing approaches that are
automatic, that consume de facto standard models in order to make them easily utilizable
for organizations and that are applicable during evolution scenarios to align business
processes, EAAs and RBAC with respect to ACRs without imposing additional effort. The
second group consists of manual and some automatic approaches but they focus on IT
artifacts rather than business processes. Thus, these approaches do not extract business
ACRs and do not align RBAC with business ACRs.

6.2.2 Role Mining Approaches

This section examines related work in the area of role mining. Role mining approaches
are carried out bottom-up, meaning that an algorithm analyzes existing permissions in an
organization automatically to group them into roles and a role model [66]. Roles elicited
with role mining are technical roles reflecting the underling usage of systems and services.
Role mining was introduced in detail in Section 2.2.3. In the following paragraphs, role
mining approaches to elicit a role model are briefly summarized. Role mining approaches
that focus on optimizing the role hierarchy are discussed in the next section and hybrid
approaches are discussed in the subsequent section.

A survey on role mining approaches was recently done by Mitra et al. [35] and previously
by Vaidya et al. [223]. Role mining analyzes permissions of existing access control systems,
which are IT level artifacts, providing roles from a technical point of view. Such roles only
reflect the performed actions on data objects but lack business meaning in form of the
daily work of employees. The authors of the surveys identified [128, 142, 197, 225] to be
the most fundamental role mining approaches. The works of Kern et al. and Kuhlmann et
al. [128, 142] provide a link between traditional data mining algorithms and RBAC. The
authors propose a clustering algorithm that is based on the k-means algorithm to mine
an RBAC role model. In the work of Schlegelmilch et al. [197] a hierarchical clustering
algorithm is used to derive roles from merged access permissions. Results are presented in
a user-friendly graphical form allowing security experts to incorporate expert knowledge
to guide the role mining algorithm. Vaidya et al. [225] present the unsupervised role
mining approach called RoleMiner. They adapt traditional data mining algorithms in
order to allow overlapping access permissions, as access permissions of roles typically
have overlapping permissions. This allows them to mine more appropriate roles and role
hierarchies. The approaches of Colantonio et al. and Molloy et al. [62, 59, 160] advance
the work of [225] by improving semantics and introducing further cost and performance
optimizations. Altogether, role mining operates on the technical level. Their premise
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is that the existence of access permissions in productive access control systems can be
used to mine a role model. Hence, role mining approaches can neither bridge the gap
between the business level and IT level nor can they analyze ACRs from the business
point of view in contrast to the approaches presented in this thesis. The approaches in
this thesis focus on eliciting a role model from de facto standard business process models
that most organizations already have. Furthermore, the approaches of this thesis focus on
the alignment of business processes, RBAC and EAAs with regard to business ACRs.

6.2.3 Role Mining for Hierarchy Optimization

This section examines related work in the area of role mining that focuses on the opti-
mization of role hierarchies. Such role mining approaches do not mine access permissions
from productive access control systems but have the assumption that all required access
permissions are already existing in an analyzable format. These approaches are carried
out bottom-up, meaning that an algorithm analyzes an existing role model to optimize the
role hierarchy [66]. Role mining was introduced in detail in Section 2.2.3. In the following
paragraphs, these approaches are briefly summarized.

A detailed survey on role mining approaches including role mining approaches that focus
on optimizing the role hierarchy was recently done by Mitra et al. [35]. In the following
paragraphs, several approaches are representatively discussed. The work of Guo et al. [97]
elaborates on a role hierarchy building problem in which the set of roles already exists
and the goal is to build an optimal role hierarchy. They use a directed acyclic graph where
edges represent the relationships of roles and optimize the number of edges to a minimum.
Similar approaches that use graph-based strategies are presented by Zhang et al. in [243]
and [244]. [243] uses another graph-based optimization to build role hierarchies. They
optimize a matrix that includes the user assignments, permission assignments and roles
and afterwards, identify pairs of roles that can be merged based on permission overlaps.
In [244] the authors use a heuristic as part of the graph-based approach. They iteratively
add and remove roles from the graph based on a heuristic to optimize administrative costs
of the overall role model. Dong et al. [71] introduce a role mining approach that leverages
the network-clique-finding model to optimize role hierarchies. Roles are mapped to a
network in which they build cliques that are optimized with regard to specific parameters.
The work of Molloy et al. [159] uses formal concepts to optimize the role hierarchy. They
formulate triples of objects, attributes and a relation that is based on access permissions.
The role hierarchy has to satisfy the specified triples which optimize certain parameters
with regard to the relation. Vaidya et al. [224] extend the work of [225] in order to provide
a role hierarchy optimization for mined roles. Their aim is to minimize the number of
roles. Therefore, they define a minimal perturbation role mining problem which derives a
minimal set of roles from a user-permission assignment where the roles have to be similar
to the roles mined with the role mining algorithm of [225]. It means that the approach
computes similarities between roles produced by two different role mining algorithms
where the first algorithm mines roles and the second one optimizes the role hierarchy.
Takabi et al. [217] improve the work of [224] as the authors noticed that the measure
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for minimal perturbation was not appropriate for calculating the role similarity. They
propose a new metric that focuses either on permission similarities, user similarities
or hierarchy-relation similarities. Another role mining approach to optimize the role
hierarchy is proposed by Lu et al. [150]. The authors view the problem from an end-user
perspective. It means that users should be assigned to least possible amount of roles, as the
problem with a high user-role assignment is that it becomes hard for users to handle their
amount of roles. HyungHyo et al. [145] propose a role hierarchy optimization in which
virtual roles are introduced in order to optimize the hierarchy. The difference to normal
roles is that virtual roles are technically never assigned to employees. Such roles serve
only the purpose to reduce the amount of duplicate permissions and ease the permission
management. Therefore, virtual roles are introduced between roles that have a partial
subset of access permissions (not a full subset, meaning that only some access permissions
are the same). The aforementioned approaches do not mine a role model by analyzing
productive access control systems but aim at optimizing an existing role model in terms
of its role hierarchy. Hence, such approaches have a different purpose compared to the
approaches of this thesis. The purpose of the aforementioned approaches is not to bridge
the gap between the business level and IT level and they do not analyze ACRs from the
business point of view. However, such approaches can be combined with the approaches
presented in this thesis in order to optimize the role hierarchy with regard to certain
optimization parameters. Nonetheless, these optimization parameters depend heavily on
the requirements of organizations. Thus, there is no one-size-fits-all optimization but
rather each organization will require a specific optimization based on their requirements.

6.2.4 Hybrid Approaches

This section discusses related work in the area of hybrid approaches. Hybrid approaches
generate roles including permissions for RBAC based on business information (the role
engineering part) and existing access control information from access control systems (the
role mining part). Hence, these approaches combine role engineering and role mining in
order to elicit roles and permissions that take business meaning into account.

A first attempt showing the need to consider business information in the context of
role mining is described by Kuhlmann et al. [142]. The authors provide a link between
traditional data mining algorithms and RBAC and explain the difference between business
roles and technical roles. They discuss that considering business information in role
mining is meaningful and propose a general methodology for role mining that allows
to take business artifacts into account. However, in their realization of the role mining
approach they did not rely on business artifacts. The work of Ma et al. [153] introduces a
role mining approach that considers weights that are associated with permissions. These
weights determine the importance of these permissions. It is possible to determine those
weights based on different business artifacts or with the help of business experts. However,
the authors do not describe how to weight the permissions based on business artifacts as
they focus on weights stemming from other sources. A similar approach is presented by
Xu et al. [240]. The authors propose a role mining approach that optimizes several quality
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metrics that may, for example, stem from policies. However, in their realization they do
not focus explicitly on business policies but rather on IT policies and other metrics, e.g.,
role interpretability.

The first explicit combination of role engineering and role mining is proposed by Fuchs et
al. [85]. The authors present a hybrid methodology that mines permission from access
control systems and takes business information into account during the generation of
roles. They classify basic roles, organizational roles and technical roles as an outcome from
their methodology. Basic roles are roles with a basic set of access permission from which
many other roles extend. Organizational roles are generated based on the organizational
structure and technical roles are elicited from mined access permissions. However, many
of the proposed steps have to be done manually by experts and the authors do not provide
information on concrete steps how to generate the final role model. They describe a
high-level methodology in which role engineering approaches and role mining approaches
can be combined. Their methodology proposes to use role mining to elicit technical
permission and bundle them in business roles stemming from organizational structures.
Compared to the approach of this thesis, this hybrid approach is highly manual and does
not consider the access permissions of business ACRs (only the business roles). Thus, this
hybrid approach is not suitable to facilitate a business-IT alignment during the evolution
of business processes.

Colantonio et al. [60] propose a formal framework that allows to combine existing role
mining approaches with role engineering approaches. In particular they enable role
mining algorithms to work on business artifacts as business processes and organizational
structures. Therefore, they introduce a metric that allows role mining algorithms to
derive additional roles from business artifacts and take these roles into consideration
during the mining of the access permissions from access control systems. The metric
measures roles in business processes based on the role’s involvement in activities and
cooperation with other roles of the same division. They call this metric “the spreading
of the role among business processes or organization units” [60]. A similar approach is
proposed by Colantonio et al. in [61]. The authors propose a methodology that combines
a role engineering approach with certain types of role mining approaches. Therefore,
they describe a manual role engineering approach in which experts decompose business
information into dataset partitions. Each dataset partition groups users and permissions
that belong to a certain division. Afterwards, a role mining approach uses these dataset
partitions in addition to the access control systems to elicit access permissions and roles
with business meaning. Both aforementioned approaches, utilize business information
stemming from different business artifacts in order to enable role mining approaches to
take business information with regard to the organizational structure into account. While
the first approach proposes a formal metric which allows to transform information about
roles from business processes and organization charts, the second approach proposes a
manual methodology in which experts engineer dataset partitions with information about
business roles that the role mining algorithm can analyze. Although these approaches
consider business processes to elicit a RBAC role model, they do not consider the access
permissions of business ACRs (only the business roles). The approaches focus only on
business information that allows the role mining part to elicit roles that are closer to the
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organizational structure. Furthermore, the second approach requires rigorous human
intervention in order to provide the required dataset partitions with business information
for the role mining approach. Consequently, both approaches are not suitable to align
RBAC and EAAs with business ACRs. The approaches presented in this thesis aim in
particular to align EAAs and RBAC with business ACRs (including access permissions)
stemming from business processes as well as to enable organizations to align those models
during evolution scenarios without imposing significant overhead.

In [154] Mandala et al. propose a hybrid approach. They describe a role mining approach
that is based on a bipartite graph and takes user attributes as a business information input.
In essence, access permissions are mined from existing access control systems and roles as
well as a role hierarchy are mined by taking user attributes into account. However, they
assume that user attributes are already existing but in fact they have to be engineered in a
manual role engineering process. Furthermore, business information is only used in order
to mine roles with some kind of business meaning. Thus, this approach is neither able to
align RBAC with business ACRs nor is it able to align the EAA with ACRs from RBAC and
business processes.

Molloy et al. [159] propose another hybrid approach. They assume that roles already
exist that are manually engineered with a role engineering approach. Then a role mining
approach is used to mine further roles based on existing access control systems. In a next
step, the role mining approach combines the roles from the role engineering approach and
the role mining approach in order to optimize the role model. This optimization involves,
for example, merging, splitting and deleting of roles. A similar approach is described by
Hernandez et al. [107]. The authors propose an approach that mines roles including access
permissions stemming from permissions engineered with a role engineering approach
and permissions mined with a role mining approach. Their proposed role engineering
approach relies on the manual analysis of questionnaires, user attributes gathered from
various business information and user skill sets in order to engineer the access permissions
for the employees of an organization. Finally, roles are elicited from the combination of
permissions stemming from the role engineering and role mining approach. Because of
the way both hybrid approaches are structured, it is possible to combine them with any
role engineering approach that creates roles and permissions. Thus, both approaches can
be seen complementary to the approaches, BAcsTract and PAcsTract, of this thesis, as the
related approaches can be used to complement the role model with technical permissions.
However, in contrast to the approaches presented in this thesis, those approaches are not
able to align RBACwith business ACRs during evolution scenarios efficiently, because both
approaches rely on rigorous, manual human interventions. Furthermore, the approaches
are not able to align the EAAwith RBAC or with business processes with regard to ACRs.

6.2.5 Hybrid RBAC Concepts

This section discusses related work in the area of hybrid RBAC concepts. Hybrid RBAC
concepts are approaches that extended RBACwith further functionalities in order tomodify
or extend the RBAC concepts. They either combine certain parts of RBAC with other
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access control concepts or modify RBAC concepts in order to introduce new functionalities
for access control. The following paragraphs will discuss how the approaches of this
thesis, specifically BAacsTract and PAcsTract, can be used in presence of a hybrid RBAC
concept.

Kern et al. [127, 129] describe a hybrid RBAC concept called enterprise role-based access
control (ERBAC). It extends the concepts of RBAC. ERBAC introduces the enterprise role
which is a business role that groups access permissions for one or more systems. Thus, it
describes a role that is a layer above the typical RBAC role which lies at the application
layer. The idea of the authors is to introduce a role concept that is more suitable for
organizations and is better manageable by the human resources department. Therefore,
access permissions of enterprise roles may consist of, for example, application layer roles,
permissions of application layer roles and LDAP groups. ERBAC introduces another
concept called joker permissions which allow to specify wildcards as part of an access
permission. The enterprise role is responsible to define the attribute that is required to
resolve the wildcard. For example, the access permission read financeReport$ProjectName$
and enterprise attribute ProjectPRIM resolves into the permission read financeReportPro-
jectPRIM. This allows to include more abstraction as part of the enterprise roles in order to
easier reflect and manage the ACRs of business roles. The approaches of this thesis are
also applicable to ERBAC as ERBAC focuses explicitly on business roles. In the context of
ERBAC, roles that are extracted by BAcsTract and PAcsTract can be seen as enterprise roles
containing the business permissions. As explained in Chapter 3, technical permission have
to be complemented by security experts. In case of ERBAC, this would be the part of the
application layer permissions that are not reflected in the business processes. Furthermore,
it is possible to extend BAcsTract and PAcsTract in order to generate joker permissions
based on the extracted permissions from the business processes. However, this thesis
focuses on RBAC as it is widely adopted and other concepts often include the core RBAC
concepts.

A similar concept is presented by Wortmann [238]. The author describes a system-
overlapping authorization schema that is based on the concepts of ERBAC [127, 129].
There are two major differences. First, the enterprise role does not specify access permis-
sions explicitly but rather groups application roles that define the actual access permission.
This resolves a problem from ERBAC that enterprise roles may define access permission
of completely different granularities and further enhances the clarity and manageability
of roles. Second, on top of the enterprise roles the author defines process roles. Process
roles are simply the roles of the business processes and their activities. These roles should
help to define appropriate enterprise and application roles by interconnecting them with
the business processes. However, the author did not make it clear what the difference
between enterprise roles and process roles is and what value process roles contribute.
Due to the similarity of enterprise roles and process roles it is a valid question whether
process roles are practically useful as part of the role model. It seems that process roles are
rather a construct of the author in order to provide a connection to the business processes
[135]. Thus, one could consider using the approaches of this thesis to extract enterprise
roles and application role permissions that have to be complemented by security experts
with application permissions that are not part of the business processes. Nonetheless,
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the approaches of this thesis can contribute by extracting relevant RBAC parts for the
proposed hybrid RBAC concept.

Hybrid RBAC concepts as in [122, 75, 73] propose a concept to combine attribute-based
access control (ABAC) [4] with RBAC. ABAC uses fine-grained attributes with which data
objects or services are labeled. Afterwards, users receive a set of attributes. If the attribute
of a user matches the attribute of a data object or service, then the user is allowed to access
the data object or service. A combination of ABCA and RBAC is possible, for example, by
specifying the roles of RBAC as additional attributes of ABAC. Another possibility is to
instantiate both concepts and define rules on how the RBAC system and ABAC system
can work together. Independently of the way how the hybrid combination of RBAC and
ABAC is realized RBAC roles and access permission need to be engineered. Thus, the
approaches of this thesis can contribute to these hybrid RBAC concepts by generating the
required RBAC parts. Furthermore, it is possible to extend the approaches of this thesis
with additional sources from which the attributes for ABAC can be extracted. However,
this is not in the scope of this thesis but it is described as part of the future work in
Section 7.4.

Klarl et al. [134] propose the B&S-RBAC concept. It is a hybrid RBAC concept that extends
the role concept of RBAC by dividing the traditional role into a business and a system
role. Business roles are described as roles that have the same granularity of roles that
can be used in business processes. System roles are described as technical roles that have
to be defined by security experts or application managers. The aim of this distinction is
to ease the user-role assignment for the human resources department while allowing a
fine-grained definition of technical roles. The human resources department has only to
assign business roles to users. Each business role is connected to a set of system roles that
are managed by the application managers. As RBAC is a fundamental building block of
this approach, the approaches of this thesis can be utilized in order to generate business
roles as well as the corresponding access permissions. As explained in Chapter 3, technical
permission have to be complemented by security experts. In the case of B&S-RBAC, this
is anyway required and is done by the application manager or security expert. Thus, the
approaches of this thesis can be utilized to generate the RBAC parts of the B&S-RBAC
concept. Nevertheless, this thesis focuses on RBAC rather than a hybrid RBAC concept as
RBAC is widely adopted and thus, is included by other concepts allowing the approaches
of this thesis to be used regardless of the actually utilized hybrid concept.

In [3] the authors describe a NIST standard for the next generation access control (NGAC)
concept. While NGAC is on its own an access control concept, it combines features of
RBAC and ABAC and allows to express RBAC policies. NGAC links users and data objects
through user and object attributes with different relations that represent the access rights.
Altogether, these elements are stored as a graph to express the set of access control policies.
This graph is equivalent to the role model in RBAC. The actual privileges can be derived
from the graph on the fly as triples of user, access permission and data object. By using
the relations NGAC enables to express access control policies of any granularity including
fine-grained policies. To express RBAC policies the user attributes can be used to express
roles while their relations express the access permissions. The approaches of this thesis
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can be utilized in order to get an initial set of interconnected user attributes, relations and
data objects. However, as NGAC is way more specific and fine-grained than RBAC, the
generated information has to be complemented with obligatory technical permissions and
optional fine-grained access control policies. While NGAC is a rather new but interesting
access control concept, it lacks the widespread adoption of RBAC. Hence, this thesis aims
for an alignment of RBAC with business processes and EAAs because at the moment
organizations can benefit the most from it. Furthermore, the focus on RBAC allows the
approaches of this thesis to be extendable. It means that they can be tailored to any of the
other aforementioned hybrid RBAC concepts.

6.3 IT Architecture Approaches

The subsequent sections outline related approaches that focus on security analysis in
standard models of the architectural design phase. This section does not consider any
extensions as extended models and security analysis on extended models were already
discussed in Section 6.1. The focus of this section lies on approaches that encompass
an analysis of security or privacy attributes that are related to access control, as the ap-
proaches presented in this thesis focus on access control. Section 6.3.1 makes a comparison
with approaches that align the architecture with business processes. Among others this
encompasses the enterprise architecture frameworks that provide guidelines on how to
establish EAAs. Afterwards, Section 6.3.2 contrasts the approaches of this thesis from
security analysis approaches on architecture models.

6.3.1 Architecture Alignment Approaches

This section discusses related work in the area of architecture alignment. The following
paragraphs, begin with a discussion about enterprise architecture management (EAM)
and how these methodologies are related to the approaches of this thesis. Afterwards, a
comparison between the approaches presented in this thesis and approaches that align
the architecture with business processes and RBAC is done.

The alignment between IT architectures and business models provides considerable bene-
fits [90]. It is called enterprise architecture management (EAM) and involves initiating
and establishing business processes along with governance as well as the definition of
application scenarios and the IT architecture landscapes. EAM can be subdivided into four
categories [149].

• EAM initiatives that focus on the taxonomy of business and architecture models and
their lifecycles.

• EAM processes that describe recurring processes that can be used to achieve business-
IT alignment.
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• EAM application scenarios that focus on the viewpoints of stakeholders during the
alignment of IT architecture models and business processes.

• EAM governance describes organizational structures that are required to achieve
business-IT alignment.

EAM initiatives focus on the taxonomy of required business and architecture models along
the different requirements of achieving business-IT alignment. Thus, these methodologies
emphasize model-driven aspects and describe the lifecycles of those models. Enterprise
architecture frameworks are methodologies to achieve this. They define the respective
metamodels for the crosscutting concerns and how they should be used in order to align the
IT architecture and business models. Enterprise architecture frameworks, for example, the
Zachman Framework [241, 209], the Federal Enterprise Architecture Framework (FEAF)
[94], The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF) [96], the Gartner’s Framework
[114] and the Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF) [69] belong to
the category of EAM initiatives. They introduce the required architecture and business
models with regard to the crosscutting concerns of the business-IT alignment. Besides the
taxonomy of business and architecture models these methodologies describe the lifecycles
of those models and how they should be used during the EAM. EAAs as well as business
processes are always part of these methodologies. A subset of enterprise architecture
frameworks are the enterprise information security architecture (EISA) frameworks, for
example, the Gartner’s EISA Program [141] and the Sherwood Applied Business Security
Architecture (SABSA) [118]. Broadly speaking, EISA frameworks describe the same topics
as enterprise architecture frameworks but with a special focus on IT security. They describe
a comprehensive methodology for EAM with the focus on specific, security related models
for the organizational security including security processes, business security architecture,
information system security and performance management. The primary goal is to align
IT security from the organizational perspective with the core business and IT strategies.
Other methodologies, which belong to the EAM initiatives, focus on the success factors
of EAM methodologies, for example, the works from Bricknall et al. [47], Bussells [55],
Janssen et al. [121] or Seppanen et al. [204]. The authors elaborate on critical success
factors of the aforementioned enterprise architecture frameworks from the practical point
of view and describe among others, the importance of top management involvement,
the implementation of governance processes and the relations to other organizational
lifecycles.

EAM processes describe typical recurring business processes or activities that help organi-
zations to achieve business-IT alignment during the EAM. Buckl et al. [52, 54], Schmidt
et al. [198], van der Raadr et al. [184] focus on specific activities with regard to EAM,
for example, defining target states, analyzing current states and evaluating established
EAM measures. Publications like the works of Hafner et al. [99] and Niemann [173] focus
on the high-level view by providing business processes that have to be established for
EAM. Examples for high-level processes are IT-strategy processes, modeling processes,
application portfolio management processes and policy deployment processes. These pub-
lications also elaborate on the lifecycle of those processes and on the specific challenges
in each lifecycle of a process.
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EAM application scenarios focus on the viewpoints and concerns of stakeholders that
are involved in the EAM. Publications in this area, for example, from Bucher et al. [50],
Hjort-Madsen et al. [110], Buckl et al. [51, 53] or Moser et al. [162] demonstrate the
usage of EAM and their models for the development of applications in specific domains.
Based on practical experience the authors describe best practices tailored for the specific
domains.

EAM governance focuses on establishing of organizational structures, for example, roles,
committees, principles and standards with regard to EAM. While the works of Strano et al.
and Niemi [214, 174] describe important roles and their responsibilities and involvements
throughout different EAM steps, the works of Venkatesh et al. and Hoogervorst [229, 111]
define high-level organizational structures in order to integrate governance activities into
EAM methodologies. The works of Winter et al. and Greefhorst et al. [232, 95] focus on
principles and standards.

Compared to the goals and approaches of this thesis, EAM aims for a high-level view of
business-IT alignment. EAM proposes manual methodologies on how to establish and
manage business-IT alignment in organizations. EAAs and business processes are two of
the more important and widespread models of EAM. However, EAM encompasses much
more than these two models. EAM provides a taxonomy of the required models including
their lifecycles, describes crucial activities and business processes in order to facilitate
business-IT alignment, elaborates on experiences and best practices with regard to the
application of EAM in specific domains and defines various governance activities including
roles, organizational structures and principles that have to be integrated during EAM.
Compared to the contributions of this thesis, EAM is much more high-level and focuses on
defining organizational fundamentals in order to organize EAM from the organizational
point of view. It describes rigorous manual processes and activities and sets them in a
broader organizational context. This makes EAM challenging [149]. While EAM is widely
known, it is hard to apply for various reasons [140]. One reason is the complexity of
EAM and the high number of processes and models that have to be designed carefully.
Another reason is the necessity for bringing many different stakeholders together who
require deep knowledge in the various models of EAM. This thesis tries to overcome
this gap with regard to business ACRs. In contrast to EAM, the approaches of this thesis
exploit well-known and de facto standard models of business and IT and thereby, lower
the threshold and effort for achieving business-IT alignment with respect to ACRs.

In [56] Castellanos et al. present a semi-automatic approach called KALCAS to detect
misalignments of business processes and IT architectures with regard to data. They
utilize ontology matching to automatically infer mappings between business processes
and architecture models including EAAs and data architectures. Afterwards, users have
to verify the inferred mappings. The authors propose some heuristics based on the
ontologies that are able to identify whether data specified in business processes are
represented as part of the architecture models. By using a query language enterprise
architects are enabled to express further alignment heuristics. The authors differentiate
between three states a) aligned means that data from business processes is instantiated in
the architecture, b) misaligned means that data from business processes is not represented
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in the architecture and c) omitted aligned means that data from business processes is
represented by components of a different domain. KALCAS allows to identify whether
data from business processes is represented as part of the architecture or not. This includes
redundant representations. However, the approach does not consider ACRs nor does
it identify violations of ACRs in EAAs. In contrast, the approaches of this thesis align
business processes and EAAs with regard to ACRs and allow an automatic extraction of
business ACRs to form an initial RBAC role model. These delineations also apply to similar
approaches as [33] that aim to align business processes and EAAs by calculating different
metrics that represent the coverage of business elements in the architecture models.

Heinrich et al. [105] propose an approach to align business processes and architecture
models in order to analyze their interrelations. They introduce a simulation that inter-
connects information relevant for the business processes with the architecture model in
order to make a performance prediction. On the one hand, this performance prediction
is more accurate as it takes relevant information from business processes with regard to
performance into account. On the other hand, the performance prediction allows to reason
about design alternatives and verify them against performance requirements. However,
the authors focus on analyzing performance requirements rather than ACRs.

There are several approaches which propose algorithms to derive IT artefacts from business
processes for the pre-architectural design phase, the requirements engineering phase.
Cruz et al. [64] present a model-driven approach to derive UML use case diagrams
including descriptions and UML class diagrams, representing the domain, from business
processes. Afterwards, the authors generate a user interface model from the extracted
models of the business processes. In contrast to the approaches of this thesis, the goal of
the approach is different as it focuses on deriving architecture models in order to generate
user interfaces. Together with UML use case diagrams and UML class diagrams they focus
on the requirements engineering phase rather than the architectural design phase where
EAAs are designed. The work of Brdjanin et al. [46] describes an approach to derive UML
class diagrams from business processes in order to ease and quicken the generation of this
model. They achieve their goal with high correctness and high completeness. Another
approach is described by Khilf et al. [130]. The authors present transformation rules
in order to generate UML use case diagrams, UML sequence diagrams and UML class
diagrams from business processes. These rules should align models of the requirements
engineering phase with business requirements. In comparison to the approaches of this
thesis, approaches as the aforementioned approaches have two major differences. First,
they do not directly focus on the architectural design phase by aligning the architecture
but rather focus on the previous phase of requirements engineering and its models. Second,
they do not focus on the transformation or alignment of security attributes as ACRs. In
comparison, the approaches of this thesis align EAAs and RBAC policies with ACRs from
business processes.

In Section 6.2 I discussed several publications, e.g., [182, 78, 80, 152] that propose either
manual approaches to align access control policies with models of the architectural design
phase or automatic approaches to mine access control policies from IT models of the
architectural design phase. These approaches can be seen as a way to align parts of the
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architecture with the access permissions of the access control system. Approaches of the
first category propose methodologies in which experts manually engineer access control
policies during the architectural design phase in order to extract access permissions for
the access control systems. They propose different ways on how to document the access
control policies as part of the IT models. However, these approaches are slow and resource-
intensive as they impose rigorous manual interventions and additional modeling effort
in order to achieve their goals. Thus, these approaches are not suitable for a business-IT
alignment in the course of evolution scenarios, where the duration and resource-intensity
of the alignment becomes crucial. Furthermore, these approaches do not consider EAAs in
particular but focus on other IT models and thus, do not bridge the gap of aligning EAAs
with ACRs and in particular not business processes with ACRs. Although approaches of the
second category are partially automatic, they do not take EAAs into account. Thus, these
approaches do not bridge the gap of aligning ACRs between EAAs, business processes
and access control systems. Moreover, approaches of both categories do not take business
ACRs into account.

6.3.2 Security Analysis on Architecture Models

This section discusses related work in the area of security analysis approaches of models
related to the architectural design phase. This encompasses above all the analysis and
development of ACRs during the architectural design phase and the verification of access
control related security attributes in architecture models.

Ahn et al. [15] present an empirical methodology called Assurance Management Frame-
work (AMF) for modeling ACRs in parallel with the architecture models and afterwards,
transform the modeled ACRs into code to enforce access control policies. AMF has four
phases. In phase one and two the security model is designed with UML and access control
policies are specified in a formal language. In phase three the consistency and validity
of the security model and access control policies are validated. Phase four is a manual
phase in which identified conflicts are resolved by the security expert. Based on the AMF
methodology code can be generated to enforce the specified ACRs. A similar methodology
is proposed by Kim et al. [133]. It allows a systematic configuration of access control
systems by capturing variabilities of RBAC. The authors also use UML models that have
to be designed in parallel with the architecture models in order to define all static and
behavior properties of the RBAC features. The methodology allows to verify the cor-
rectness of specified access control features. Another approach is presented by Mouelhi
et al. [163]. The authors propose an UML metamodel with which security aspects and
generic access control policies are designed during the architectural design phase. Their
model enables security experts to do early consistency checks and then automatically
transform the access control policies into XACML policies and aspect-oriented code for
applications to enforce these policies. While the aforementioned approaches rely on the
de facto standard modeling language UML, it is still required to explicitly design a security
model and the access control policies with UML and a formal language or a RBAC feature
model with UML. Thus, a second model is built in parallel with the architecture. In contrast
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to the approaches of this thesis, the aforementioned approaches require additional effort
in order to design the required models. This makes the approaches resource-intensive and
less effective during evolution scenarios. In contrast to the approaches of this thesis, the
authors of the previously mentioned approaches aim for a different purpose. First, they
aim to validate the designed access control policies for consistency and second, they aim
to generate code for the implementation phase. In contrast, the approaches of this thesis
aim for a business-IT alignment by aligning business processes with RBAC and EAAs.

Gerking et al. [87] propose an approach to verify information flow requirements in
component-based architectures. Therefore, they extend MechatronicUML, a top-down
methodology to develop component-based architectures of a system, with a lightweight
specification of information flow policies for services. During the architectural design
architects specify the security policy that describes the sensitivity of the service (secret,
public, neutral). The authors propose rules for the input/output delegation and assembly
of data which enable the approach to verify if the architecture complies with the specified
information flow policies. Therefore, the architecture is complemented with behavioral
specifications for services of components, which is typically done in the MechatronicUML
methodology and a verification tool is utilized to verify the information flow policies.
Compared to the approaches of this thesis, this approach focuses only on the architecture
and requires the specification of information flow policies in order to verify them on a
given architecture. In contrast, the approaches of this thesis do not require any further
specification of policies and they focus on the alignment of RBAC and EAAs with business
process ACRs.

Seifermann et al. [202, 203] present an approach to analyze confidentiality in architecture
models through the use of data flow diagrams. Therefore, they describe how to inte-
grate data flow-oriented behavior descriptions into the architecture model. This enables
architects to verify the architecture for compliance with confidentiality requirements. Con-
fidentiality requirements have to be explicitly modeled as part of the data flow-oriented
behavior description. They use roles and access permissions attached to components to
express confidentiality requirements and a verification tool to identify confidentiality
issues. Although this approaches also focuses on confidentiality, it focuses only on the IT
level and does not explicitly take business artifacts into account. Thus, the approach cannot
achieve business-IT alignment. Furthermore, their approach requires manual effort in
order to design the data flow-oriented behavior descriptions and to express confidentiality
requirements.

Approaches that are similar to the work of Tuma et al. [221] enable to verify confidentiality
polices during the architectural design phase. However, such approaches rely on data flow
diagrams that have to be modeled during the architectural design phase and have to be
additionally enriched with security policies, for example, in form of confidentiality levels
as in the case of [221]. A data flow analysis is used to statically verify if any of the specified
security policies are violated. Although such approaches also focus on violations of access
control policies, they do this by using data flow diagrams rather than EAAs. Another
difference is that access control polices have to be modeled manually. The approaches of
this thesis go beyond this by focusing on a business-IT alignment with regard to ACRs.
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Heyman et al. [109] describe an approach to verify security patterns during the archi-
tectural design phase. Therefore, the authors use the Alloy language to describe the
architecture model and verify if the architecture complies with the predefined security
patterns that are also expressed in Alloy. Compared to the approaches of this thesis, the
approach does not focus on ACRs and does not facilitate a business-IT alignment, but
rather focuses on assessing applied security patterns as part of the architecture.
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7 Conclusion

This chapter concludes this thesis by beginning with a summary of problems, research
questions and contributions of this thesis in Section 7.1. Afterwards, Section 7.2 points out
the benefits of the presented approaches for the business level of organizations, security
experts and enterprise architects. Section 7.3 recapitulates the assumptions and limitations
that were discussed throughout this thesis. Finally, Section 7.4 elaborates on future work.

7.1 Summary

In this thesis I addressed three important goals of the business level a) identifying and
protecting critical assets and sensitive data b) establishing appropriate organization-wide
IT security and privacy strategies and c) complying with the rising amount of security
and privacy laws. Access control requirements (ACRs) play a significant role in the
realization of all three goals and the IT level is required to realize them. While the business
level defines business processes to express how the organization is running, the IT level
engineers the RBAC role model and designs an enterprise application architecture (EAA) to
organize the information systems that support the business processes. Business processes,
role-based access control (RBAC) and EAAs evolve constantly over time and affect each
other in non-trivial ways. Thus, aligning ACRs between those models is a challenging task
(explained in Section 1.1). There is a need to realize:

• an appropriate and compliant establishment of access control policies in RBAC.

• an alignment between the EAA and the ACRs from the business level.

In order to align business processes of the business level with RBAC and the EAA of
the IT level with regard to ACRs several problems have to be solved, as described in
Section 1.2. First, the enterprise architects and security experts of the IT level do not
have the knowledge about which business assets are critical and their required protection
degree (problem P1 in Section 1.2). Hence, they are not able to define appropriate access
control policies. This means that essential knowledge about which systems are allowed
to access which assets and how to design the access control policies is missing on the IT
level. Only the holistic view of the business level has the required knowledge. Hence, the
IT level requires the information about ACRs from the business level. Second, the business
level and the IT level have different terminology, domain knowledge, domain-specific
models and modeling tools which lead to a communication gap (problem P2 in Section 1.2).
Misunderstanding may lead to errors and security breaches. This leads to the third problem.
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Expert knowledge is required on the IT level for the specific business level terminology
(problem P3 in Section 1.2).

Forth, engineering a role model for RBAC is costly and error-prone as security experts have
to manually analyze a vast amount of business processes to understand the ACRs (problem
P4 in Section 1.2). Depending on the size of the organization, business processes grow easily
into hundreds, resulting in a vast amount of complex and interrelated artifacts demanding a
specific business knowledge to understand them. As this complex role engineering process
is manually done human errors occur. However, each error is a potential security threat to
the organization, as it may result in vulnerabilities and data leakage and thus, undermine
the three aspired goals of the business level. While organizations evolve, ACRs change
over time and demand adaptations. This increases the problem of errors throughout the
role engineering process as well as the overall costs for RBAC due to the requirement of
repetitive manual adaptations. Fifth, the resulting role model for RBAC is misaligned with
regard to business level ACRs (problem P5 in Section 1.2). There is no traceability between
the manually engineered role model for RBAC and the business processes and there is no
automatism to check the role model against the ACRs from the business processes.

Sixth, designing the EAAs is complex and error-prone because the enterprise architect
has to cope with a large amount of functional and non-functional requirements stemming
from various stakeholders (problem P6 in Section 1.2). Many stakeholders of different
domains have to be involved and understanding the correct requirements is a severe
challenge due to the different domain knowledge and domain models. This leads to
logical and design mistakes during the design of the EAAs. While logical mistakes simply
arise from faults and false solution approaches, design mistakes arise from unclear, false
interpretation and misunderstanding of requirements. Seventh, the continuous evolution
of organizations leads to a misalignment between the EAA and business level ACRs
(problem P7 in Section 1.2). The enterprise architect has to consider IT security and
privacy requirements. A fundamental building block of both are the ACRs. Due to the
communication gap, it is challenging to align the EAA with business level ACRs correctly.
EAAs and business processes are developed separately and without an appropriate and
automatic transfer of ACRs between them. Finally, there is missing support to keep
RBAC and EAAs aligned with ACRs from business process during the required manual
adaptations of evolution scenarios (problem P8 in Section 1.2). Evolutionary change is not
well studied and understood so far, especially for ACRs. However, a correct adaptation of
the aforementioned models is crucial to achieve the aspired goals of the business level.

To address the aforementioned problems this thesis examined the following research
questions, which were described in Section 1.3:

RQ1 What kind of business knowledge can be extracted from business processes about
access control requirements?

RQ2 How can an alignment of business processes, RBAC and the enterprise application
architecture help the business level and IT level to better understand mutual
dependencies stemming from access control requirements?
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RQ3 What kind of business knowledge is no longer needed on the IT level when
RBAC and the enterprise application architecture are automatically aligned with
business level access control requirements?

RQ4 To what extent can an automatic extraction of business level access control
requirements make role engineering more efficient?

RQ5 How can RBAC be aligned with business level access control requirements?

RQ6 To what extent can an identification of access control requirement breaches in
the enterprise application architecture make error resolution more efficient?

RQ7 How can the enterprise application architecture be aligned with business level
access control requirements?

RQ8 How can an alignment of business processes, RBAC and the enterprise application
architecture support evolution scenarios of business processes, RBAC and the
enterprise application architecture?

Throughout this thesis, two major concepts were introduced. The first concept, presented
in Section 3.1.1, describes how a role model can be extracted from business processes
automatically. The second concept, presented in Section 3.1.2, describes how ACR breaches
can be identified in EAAs automatically. Afterwards, Section 3.2 elaborated on the concrete
approaches which realize the foregoing concepts. While the BPMN Access Permission
Extractor (BAcsTract) and the Palladio Access Permission Extractor (PAcsTract) realize
the extraction of access permissions for a RBAC role model from the business process
modeling languages BPMN and IntBIIS_LP, the Access Permission Architecture Aligner
(AcsALign) realizes the identification of ACR breaches in data flows of services in EAAs.
The following paragraphs summarize the main contributions of this thesis, that were
described in Section 1.6.

BAcsTract and PAcsTract extract implicitly modeled business level ACRs from business
processes in six steps (contribution C1 in Section 1.6). This transfers the knowledge about
critical assets and protection degrees from the business level to the IT level and helps the IT
level to better understand the demands of the business level. During the extraction of the
ACRs an ACR mapping model is built that interconnects access control relevant elements
between business processes and RBAC (contribution C2 in Section 1.6). Later, AcsALign
extends the ACR mapping model with access control relevant elements from EAAs. The
ACR mapping model bridges the communication gap between the business level and the
IT level with regard to ACRs. It allows to track design decisions regarding ACRs across
the three mentioned models and thus, couples the domain-specific models together. This
enables the business level and IT level in the understanding of design decisions in models
outside of their expertise and helps the enterprise architect in particular to understand how
to resolve an identified ACR breach. Based on the extracted ACRs from business processes
BAcsTract and PAcsTract generate an initial role model (contribution C3 in Section 1.6).
This helps security experts during the tedious role engineering process and automates the
alignment of the RBAC role model with business level ACRs. AcsALign uses the extracted
ACRs to generate data flow constraints (contribution C4 in Section 1.6). Using these data
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flow constraints AcsALign is able to analyze the data flows of EAAs for violations of ACRs.
This helps the enterprise architect to identify errors, resolve them and by doing so, aligning
the EAA with business level ACRs. The approaches of this thesis can be used throughout
various scenarios together but also independent from each other. A high-level process,
described in Chapter 4, explains how organizations can utilize BAcsTract, PAcsTract and
AcsALign throughout different evolution scenarios to understand mutual dependencies
and to align RBAC and the EAA with ACRs from the business processes (contribution C5
and C6 in Section 1.6).

Within the scope of this thesis two case studies were conducted to validate the approaches
and proposed contributions. The case studies were described in Chapter 5. The first case
study in Section 5.1 is based on the Common Component Modeling Example (CoCoME).
CoCoME is a community driven case study of a realistic supermarket chain developed
by the scientific community. It was developed to research software evolution and has
several evolution scenarios developed by various research groups. CoCoME contains
business processes and an EAA which both have to comply with various IT security
and privacy regulations as I demonstrated in [180]. This case study on CoCoME focuses
on the validation of the role model extraction from business processes with the use of
BAcsTract. The second case study in Section 5.2 is a real-world case study, resulting from
a cooperation with a national art gallery that revises its information systems. The national
art gallery provided its business processes as well as the EAA. The business processes
encompass critical data flows of confidential information as financial budgets, insurance
values and customer/client data. The EAA spans over multiple systems to process common
data processing patterns of information systems, including delegation, merging, reading
from and writing to databases. The second case study focuses on the validation of the
identification of data flows in EAAs that violate ACRs. It also validates the role model
extraction from business processes. The case study is conducted with the use of AcsALign
and PAcsTract.

Both case studies were conducted following the goal question metric (GQM) method [181]
to systematically validate the contributions of this thesis. The following aspects were
examined throughout the case studies:

• Quality of generated access permissions.

• Quality of identified data flows in services of the EAA that violate ACRs.

• Completeness and correctness of the generated ACR mapping model with regard to
the traceability of ACRs across business and IT models.

• Applicability of the approaches in evolution scenarios of business processes and
EAAs.

The overall GQMmodel that describes the validations goals, research questions and metrics
can be found in the beginning of Chapter 5. The results of the case studies indicate that the
extracted access permissions for the initial role model have a high accuracy. BAcsTract and
PAcsTract can successfully automate parts of the role engineering processes and by this ease
the work of security experts and align the role model with business process ACRs. Results
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show that this leads to a reduction of human errors made throughout the role engineering
process. Furthermore, BAcsTract and PAcsTract are applicable during evolution scenarios
to generate a role model containing the required adaptions that otherwise have to be
engineered manually. A comparison between several generated role models as well as
the ACR mapping model allows to forecast how different evolution scenarios affect the
RBAC role model. The ACR mapping model allows to understand how design decisions in
business processes, RBAC and EAA affect each other with regard to ACRs. The case study
results show that AcsALign successfully identifies logical and design mistakes in EAAs
with respect to ACRs. Furthermore, the results indicate that AcsALign can be utilized
during evolution scenarios without imposing additional effort. By doing so, it can align
the EAA with ACRs during various evolution scenarios. Moreover, results of the case
studies show that the generated ACR mapping model is built with high accuracy, meaning
that it contains correct ACR mappings and is complete in terms of the number of ACR
mappings. With the help of the ACR mapping model AcsALign provides the enterprise
architect context information about the violated access permissions and the violated parts
of the business processes during the resolution of identified ACR breaches.

7.2 Benefits

The contributions of this thesis improve the alignment between the business level and the
IT level in terms of ACRs. While the approaches BAcsTract and PAcsTract align the RBAC
role model with ACRs from business processes, the approach AcsALign aligns the EAA
with ACRs from business processes or other sources. The approaches target to help the
business level, security experts and enterprise architects of organizations. The following
paragraphs summarize how these roles benefit by utilizing the approaches.

Security experts utilize BAcsTract and PAcsTract either during the role engineering
process to extract business ACRs from business processes and transfer them into an initial
role model or during required role model adaptions in evolution scenarios. The conducted
research shows that the approaches provide the following benefits for security experts
during its utilization:

• The approaches facilitate the extraction of business ACRs in form of role-permission
pairs that are implicitly modeled as part of the business processes. This allows to
systematically and automatically transfer the knowledge about critical assets and
protection degrees, which reside on the business level.

• The automatic extraction of ACRs from business processes to establish the ACR
mapping model and to build the initial RBAC role model bridges the communication
gap between the business level and the IT level with respect to ACRs. Security
experts can understand why certain access permission are required by tracing them
back to their originating activities in business processes. Furthermore, they are
relived from analyzing the vast amount of business processes manually as the ACRs
from business processes are automatically and systematically transferred into the
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initial role model. This automatic transformation also reduces the dependency on the
skills of security experts with regard to understanding business level terminology
and domain models.

• The approaches reduce the complexity of the role engineering by building an initial
role model that incorporates all ACRs from the business processes automatically. As
the ACRs from the vast amount of business processes are extracted automatically, the
overall role engineering process becomes quicker and more cost effective. Due to the
automation of the otherwise error-prone manual extraction of access permissions
from the business processes the role engineering with BAcsTract and PAcsTract
becomes less error-prone. Thus, security experts are able to increase the correctness
of the role model while keeping additional effort low.

• Security experts are able to align the RBAC role model with the ACRs from the
business processes by utilizing the approaches. This is the case because the ap-
proaches extract ACRs from business process according to a formalized algorithm
that interconnects access control relevant elements of business processes with RBAC.

• Through the use of the ACR mapping model security experts are able to track and
understand current and also previously made design decisions. They can trace access
permissions of the role model to their originating activities in business processes
and by this understand their necessity as well as boundary conditions. If necessary,
they can speak with the employees responsible for the activities as well as with the
business process owners to clarify questions. The ACR mapping model also helps in
understanding mutual dependencies between business processes and the RBAC role
model, as influences between those models can be computed.

• During evolution scenarios, security experts achieve a faster adaptation of the role
model due to the automation of the approaches. Thus, security experts can react faster
to changes resulting through evolution scenarios while increasing the correctness
and alignment of the RBAC role model. Furthermore, the ACR mapping model
enables security experts to keep old design decision with regard to access control in
mind and to understand how evolution scenarios affect the role model.

Enterprise architects primarily utilize AcsALign but also BAcsTract and PAcsTract.
While AcsALign is utilized to identify data flows in the EAA that violate ACRs, BAcsTract
and PAcsTract are utilized to provide a set of ACRs stemming from business processes.
The conducted research shows that the approaches provide the following benefits for
enterprise architects:

• The approaches provide means to transfer the required knowledge about ACRs from
the business level to the enterprise architects, as the knowledge about critical assets
and protection degrees resides at the business level.

• By utilizing the approaches the communication gap between the enterprise archi-
tects and the business level is closed because information about business ACRs
is systematically transferred to the IT level and used to identify ACR breaches in
the EAA. Furthermore, the ACR mapping model enables enterprise architects to
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better understand mutual dependencies between the EAA, RBAC and the business
processes. It increases the comprehensibility about ACRs and their impact on the
EAA.

• The enterprise architects are enabled to identify logical and design mistakes during
the design phase of the EAA by utilizing the approaches to identify data flows of
services that violate ACRs stemming from business processes. This allows to increase
the correctness of the EAA and keep it secure.

• By identifying ACR breaches in the EAA the approaches help enterprise architects
to keep the EAA aligned with the ACRs from the business processes. By resolving
identified violations, they align the EAA.

• The ACR mapping model interconnects access control relevant elements across
EAA, RBAC and business processes. This allows to track design decisions regarding
ACRs across the three mentioned models and couples these domain-specific models
together. On the one hand, enterprise architects are supported in resolving logical
and design mistakes that led to ACR breaches, for example, by providing traceability
to affected business processes and by this providing means to contact the business
process owners of affected business processes. On the other hand, the enterprise
architects are supported in understanding design decisions in models outside of their
expertise.

• Enterprise architects can utilize the approaches during evolution scenarios to identify
if the EAA is aligned with the evolution scenario and to understand the impact of the
evolution of business processes or RBAC on the EAA. The latter is done by checking
if changes in the role model or business processes imply ACR breaches in the EAA
and if so, indicate required changes of the EAA. During evolution scenarios of EAA
enterprise architects can identify if changes of the EAA are still aligned with the
ACRs from business processes and RBAC. Furthermore, the ACR mapping model
enables to understand previously made design decisions and how changes in one
model affect the other models. This allows to keep the EAA correct and secure
throughout evolution scenarios.

The business level also profits from the approaches of this thesis. The approaches support
the business level in achieving the three goals, identifying and protecting critical assets
and sensitive data, establishing appropriate organization-wide IT security and privacy
strategies and complying with the rising amount of security and privacy laws, better, faster
and more cost effective. The conducted research shows that the business level can benefit
through the approaches in the following ways:

• The business level has the goal to establish appropriate organization-wide IT security
and privacy strategies, but the knowledge about critical assets and appropriate
protection degrees resides at the business level. In order to achieve this goal ACRs
are fundamental and have to be transferred correctly from the business level to the
IT level. The business level profits from the approaches as they transfer business
knowledge about ACRs to the IT level and provide an automatic way to align RBAC
and the EAA with these ACRs. This increases the overall security of the organization.
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• Another goal of the business level is to comply with the rising amount of security and
privacy laws to avoid penalties. ACRs are a crucial part of these security and privacy
laws. As such they are reflected inside the business processes. The approaches
enable to align RBAC and the EAA with the ACRs from the business processes. Any
misalignment can be identified and resolved during an early design phase. By doing
so, the approaches facilitate a compliance with ACRs of security and privacy laws
that are reflected in business processes.

• There is a communication gap between the business level and the IT level. The
ACR mapping model established by the approaches enables the business level to
understand how ACRs affect other domain specific models. It allows to better
understand and trace design decisions regarding ACRs across business processes,
RBAC and EAAs. During evolution scenarios of business processes, the business
level can understand how the other models are affected and which changes have to
be conducted in those models.

• The approaches enable the business level to conduct tradeoff analyses between
variants of certain business processes, RBAC role models and EAAs. The high-level
process explains which approaches can be utilized during which evolution scenarios.
This helps the business level to understand when they can utilize which approach
for a tradeoff analysis. With regard to business processes it is possible to analyze
how variants of business processes comply with the current role model or how they
comply with the current EAA. Variants of RBAC role models can be analyzed for
compliance with business processes or with the EAA and finally, variants of EAAs
can be analyzed for compliance with RBAC or with business processes.

Lastly, the organization as a whole does profit from the utilization of the approaches in
the following ways:

• The conducted research shows that the approaches impose only little additional
effort, by relying on de facto standard modeling languages and by reusing already
existing models of business processes and IT architectures that have to be designed
anyway. Hence, the approaches can be used by most organizations from scratch and
without additional effort.

• The approaches reduce costs for organizations a) during the engineering of the RBAC
role model, b) by identifying ACR breaches in EAA in an early design phase and
c) by aligning RBAC and the EAA with ACRs from business processes. Regarding
a) parts of the role engineering are automated and complexity of the overall role
engineering process is reduced. For b) in an early design phase of the EAA data flows
of services are identified that violate ACRs and the enterprise architect is supported
during the resolution of identified mistakes. This reduces costs that arise during a
security breach and that have to be invested in order to resolve the mistakes in a later
phase. Regarding c) costs are reduced as RBAC and the EAA are aligned with the
ACRs from business processes and thus, are aligned with the ACRs from IT security
and privacy laws that are expressed in business processes.
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• Organizations that did not use RBAC so far can benefit from the approaches due to
the fact that BAcsTract and PAcsTract reduce complexity and costs for establishing
a role model for RBAC. Hence, the migration process to RBAC becomes faster and
less error-prone making RBAC more attractive for these organizations.

• There are manifold scenarios where BAcsTract, PAcsTract and AcsALign can be
utilized in organizational processes. The engineering of RBAC and the design of the
EAA, are only the obvious scenarios. As organizations and their domain-specific
models evolve constantly over time, a periodic adaptation of the models is required.
This creates a wide scope of evolution scenarios where the approaches can be utilized
to either enhance the adaptation processes or predict changes in one of the three
aforementioned models. In such scenarios the organization benefits from the high-
level process that explains how to utilize BAcsTract, PAcsTract and AcsALign in
different evolution scenarios to understand mutual dependencies and compare model
alternatives with each other.

7.3 Assumptions and Limitations

This section summarizes and references the assumptions and limitations of this thesis.
First of all, Section 1.5 makes first assumptions and provides a scope for the approaches of
this thesis.

Generally, it is clear that organizations which explicitly model and use business processes
and EAAs benefit more from the approaches as they already possess all required input
models. This is the case for many large organizations. Nevertheless, other organizations
can begin to design the required models and through this, they will not only profit from an
alignment of ACRs across business processes, RBAC and EAA but also from the benefits
of having the models themselves. As this thesis focuses on ACRs from the area of IT
security, organizations with many or complex access control rules and organizations with
high-security requirements can benefit most from the utilization of the approaches.

In the area of enterprise architecture this thesis focuses on aligning the EAA with business
processes. Therefore, I assume that business processes and IT architecture are built in a
top-down manner, meaning that the IT level has to meet requirements of the business level.
Business experts do not choose from ready-to-use IT modules, but rather the enterprise
architect designs the EAA according to the requirements of the business processes designed
by business experts. However, this assumption is only made to explain the approaches in
a systematic way. There are many different evolution scenarios in which an organization
can benefit from utilizing the approaches. These were described in detail in Chapter 4.

Section 3.2.2 provides an overview over the input models and puts the assumptions into
a bigger frame. In the following sections, Section 7.3.1 will summarize the assumptions
and limitations with regard to BAcsTract and PAcsTract and Section 7.3.2 with regard to
AcsALign.
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7.3.1 Assumptions and Limitations of BAcsTract and PAcsTract

Some of the assumptions may bear limitations on the utilization of BAcsTract and PAc-
sTract and their results. This section summarizes the assumptions and limitations that
were made throughout this thesis. Section 3.3.2 provided a broader discussion regarding
the assumptions and limitations for BAcsTract and PAcsTract.

• Existence of business processes: I assume that organizations have already mod-
eled their business processes. If not, additional effort has to be done in order to
design them as they are required as input for BAcsTract and PAcsTract. However,
medium to large organizations and especially organizations with high-security re-
quirements, for example, critical infrastructures are obligated by laws to manage and
organize their business according to certain requirements. To fulfill these obligations
organizations design business processes according to business processes guidelines
such as ITIL [34] and COBIT [32]. Hence, many organizations already have modeled
their business processes.

• Correctly designed business processes: In the course of this thesis, I assume that
business processes are designed correctly with regard to syntactics and semantics. If
syntactics are not correct, the processes cannot be parsed correctly. Nonetheless, pro-
cesses are often designed with modeling frameworks that do syntactical checks and
may forbid nonsensical modeling (it is still possible to model nonsensical processes
that are syntactically correct). Regarding semantics, the business level is responsible
to reflect the processes of the organization correctly. There are other works that
help them to accomplish this goal, but it is not the objective of the work done in
this thesis. These limitations also affect the traditional role engineering process. If
business processes are not designed syntactically correct, security experts are not
able to understand them and if business processes are not designed semantically
correct, security experts will propagate the errors into the role model. Hence, this
limitation affects any approach in this area.

• Scope of processes: In this thesis, I assume that business processes encompass all
departments of the organization and provide a comprehensive picture of the ongoing
work done by employees on a daily basis. If parts of the business are not reflected
in the business processes, they will not be reflected in the generated role model.
This has to be considered by security experts. However, the approaches should help
security experts in providing a more aligned and correct role model. This is still
the case if only parts of the ongoing work of organizations are modeled. In such
scenarios, security experts have to go through other business level artifacts either
way.

• Correctly modeled ACRs: I assume that ACRs incorporated in business processes
by the business level are legally correct and in line with the business goals introduced
in Chapter 1, because the work of this thesis does not focus on identifying erroneous
ACRs, but on defining an automated transformation of ACRs from business processes
to IT level artifacts.
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• Initial role model: BAcsTract and PAcsTract extract an initial role model encom-
passing business level ACRs that are implicitly modeled in business processes. As
business processes reflect only the business view of ACR, technical ACRs have to be
completed by security experts. The reason for this is that technical ACRs are not
part of the business processes and thus, cannot be extracted from them. The goal of
the approaches is to support security experts in extracting business level ACRs and
this goal is accomplished by generating the initial role model.

• Simple hierarchy: BAcsTract and PAcsTract generate a simple hierarchy for the
role model based on proper subsets of the role’s permissions. If permissions of role A
are a proper subset of permissions of role B then role B extends from role A. There is
a wide research field in the area of role mining that aims at optimizing the hierarchy
of role models with regard to various optimization goals. It is possible to combine
such approaches with BAcsTract and PAcsTract to further optimize the role model
hierarchy. However, the optimization goal heavily depends on the organization and
the primary aim of BAcsTract and PAcsTract is to transfer ACRs from the business
level to the IT level. Thus, building another optimization algorithm was not in the
focus of this thesis but rather it leaves this matter open to allow organizations to
decide for themselves which hierarchy algorithm fits them best.

• Effort utilizing approaches: Both approaches are designed to impose least possible
effort for organizations to utilize them. This is achieved by focusing on de facto
standard modeling languages, for example, BPMN and on models that organizations
design anyway, for example, due to legislative obligation or for business performance
reasons. It is clear that this assumption is not the case for every organization. Small
organizations and startups may not design any business processes at all. However,
this assumption is true for most medium to large organizations.

• Evolution scenarios: The presented approaches become especially useful during
evolution scenarios. Certainly, to utilize the approaches during evolution scenarios
these scenarios have to be reflected in the business processes. If this is fulfilled, the
approaches can be utilized with low effort. How to utilize the approaches throughout
various evolution scenarios was discussed in Chapter 4.

7.3.2 Assumptions and Limitations of AcsALign

Some of the assumptions may bear limitations on the utilization of AcsALign and its results.
This section summarizes the assumptions and limitations that were made throughout this
thesis. A broader discussion regarding the assumptions and limitations was provided in
Section 3.4.2.

• Existence of an EAA model: I assume that the EAA is already designed in an
organization. If not, additional effort has to be done in order to design it as it is
required as an input for AcsALign. However, medium to large organizations have to
organize their business to cope with its complexity. Therefore, these organizations
will already have designed an EAA. Other reasons why organizations design an EAA
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are, for example, to maximize the organizational value by being able to make better
decisions, to trim costs by having a more efficient resource allocation and to establish
organization-wide IT security. Organizations with high-security requirements, for
example, critical infrastructures will also have designed an EAA as security guide-
lines will force them to do so. Hence, for most medium to large organizations and
organizations with high-security requirements these assumptions are true.

• Scope of the EAA: In this thesis, I assume that the EAA encompass all systems
and services of the organization that are used throughout the business processes or
for which ACRs are provided. If any parts of the organization are not modeled in
the EAA, AcsALign will not be able to analyze it for EAA breaches. This has to be
taken into account by enterprise architects. In such scenarios AcsALign can at least
identify ACR breaches in those parts that are modeled, helping to secure and align
them with correct ACRs.

• Quality of data flow constraints: The quality of data flow constraints generated
by AcsALign depends on the quality and scope of the ACRs provided as input. At
this point AcsALign depends, for example, on PAcsTract and thus, on the quality
and scope of defined business processes. It is also possible to serve ACRs from other
sources, for example, from an access control system. Nevertheless, ACRs need to be
correct and cover as many parts of the EAA as possible.

• No predefined IT-modules: An assumption in this thesis is that the enterprise
architect designs the EAA according to the requirements of the business level. There
might be scenarios where the design is made bottom-up meaning that the business
expert has to use predefined IT modules during the design of the business processes.

• Limited to data types: The analysis of AcsALign is limited to data types rather
than to actual classes of data. This means that AcsALign cannot differentiate between
different classes of data of the same data type. For example, it is possible that two
classes of data with the same data type have different ACRs depending on the overall
scenario. A newly planned exhibition is confidential during the planning phase
but becomes public after the launch. Such expressions of data types are part of the
runtime of organizations and AcsALign focuses on the support during the design
phase. However, if different classes of data types are designed as individual data types
during the design phase, AcsALign is able to distinguish them and the limitation can
be bypassed.

• Effort utilizing the approach: AcsALign is designed to impose least possible
effort for organizations to utilize it. This is achieved by focusing on models that
organizations design anyway. Some startups and small organizations might be an
exception. However, during the growth of an organization and in high security
environments, organizations come to a point where they have to design an EAA
either due to legislative obligations or due to management complexity. Thus, they
can benefit from AcsALign.

• Mapping of data types and service calls: Depending on the modeling language
that is used to design the EAA a) a mapping for data objects from business processes
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to data types of the EAA and b) a mapping for activities from business processes
to service calls of the EAA might be required. In case of PCM and IntBIIS_LP both
mappings are part of the business process design. For other modeling languages
as BPMN and UML this mapping has to be provided. However, both mappings
require only low effort to create them and they have to be created only once. During
evolution scenarios these mappings require only minor changes.

• Read andwritten data types: AcsALign requires a tool that performs a simple data
flow analysis on the EAA to extract the read and written data types of service calls.
Such a data flow analysis is very simple and there are tools that provide this capability
for many established modeling languages. In this thesis, a data flow extension for
PCM is used that was described in Section 2.4.3.

• Evolution scenarios: AcsALign is especially useful during evolution scenarios.
Certainly, to utilize AcsALign during evolution scenarios the scenarios have to be
reflected in the ACRs and in the EAA. If this is fulfilled, AcsALign can be utilized
with low effort. How AcsALign and the other approaches can be utilized during
evolution scenarios was discussed in Chapter 4.

7.4 Future Work

The following paragraphs elaborate on the future work with regard to the contributions
and approaches presented in this thesis.

Extending input information for the ACRmappingmodel: The ACR mapping model pro-
vides traceability of access control information across models of business and IT (see
Section 3.1 for the formal concept and Section 3.2.3.1 as well as Section 3.2.4.1 for the
realization). Therefore, the model interconnects relevant elements of business processes,
RBAC and EAAs. So far, the ACR mapping model is built upon the information extracted
from the business processes, EAAs and the generated access permissions for RBAC. Re-
garding future work it is possible to use the extended technical access permissions of
RBAC and link them with the information from business processes and EAAs. This has
potential to increase the overall security of access control throughout evolution scenarios
of business processes and information systems.

It is possible to take further domainmodels of business and IT into account and interconnect
their access control relevant information with the current ACR mapping model. Enterprise
architecture frameworks have four major domains, business architecture, data architecture,
applications architecture and technology architecture. Each of them has a set of domain
specific models. In addition to other models from the business architecture and application
architecture domain, for example, system use case diagrams and organizational charts,
models from the data architecture would be the most interesting ones to integrate into the
ACR mapping model. This integration would provide a more detailed view of the data in
an organization. Including these models into the ACR mapping model would increase the
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comprehensibility of how ACRs affect further parts of business and IT. The traceability
across more domain specific models would ease the understanding for domain experts
for models outside of their expertise. I elaborated in [25] that there is a need for holistic
modeling of IT security and especially ACR across models of different domains, to increase
the overall security and reduce errors done throughout the evolution of organizations.

Further interesting models, to extend the ACR mapping model, come from the IT security
domain. Enterprise information security frameworks as the Sherwood Applied Business
Security Architecture (SABSA) [118] and security threat modeling methodologies as
STRIDE [157] propose models that are specific to IT security. Some of them encompass
access control information as well as their realization in the organization. More specific
and interconnected security information as part of the ACRmapping model would increase
the comprehensibility of how ACRs and other security related measures affect models of
the business domain and would increase the provided traceability information of the ACR
mapping model. The latter would increase the understanding of domain specific models
for experts of other domains.

Combining PAcsTract and BAcsTract with hierarchy mining approaches: PAcsTract and
BAcsTract generate an initial role model by extracting implicitly modeled information
about ACRs from the business process modeling languages IntBIIS_LP and BPMN (see
Section 3.1 for the formal concepts and Section 3.2 for the realization). So far, both
approaches generate only a simple hierarchy by identifying roles with a full subset of
another role’s permissions. In the area of role mining there is a research field that focuses
on how to optimize the hierarchy of a role model under certain parameters. A possibility
to increase the efficiency of the role model would be to combine PAcsTract and BAcsTract
with such hierarchy optimization approaches. An example for this is the approach of [145].
They introduce virtual roles in a role model to optimize the hierarchy. The difference to
normal roles is that virtual roles are technically never assigned to employees. They serve
only the purpose to reduce the amount of duplicate permissions and ease the permission
management. Therefore, virtual roles are introduced between roles that have a subset (not
a full subset, meaning that only some access permissions are the same) of identical access
permissions. To decide which of the numerous hierarchy mining approaches is best suited
is a matter of research. The hierarchy optimization would be beneficial for organizations
during the management and assignment of roles to employees.

Extending input information of AcsALign: AcsALign consumes a set of ACRs to identify
data flows in EAAs that violate these ACRs (see Section 3.1 for the formal concept and
Section 3.2.4 for the realization). The information about ACRs is provided, for example,
by PAcsTract that extracts the information from business processes. Clearly, the quality
of identified data flows that violate ACRs depends on the completeness and quality of
provided ACRs. Thus, further research might be done in order to analyze other domain
models and artifacts for additional ACR information as input. To accomplish this goal
artifacts of the legislation domain, business domain and IT domain need to be analyzed. It
is inevitable to understand which artifacts contain which information about ACRs and
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how much effort it takes to extract this information. Obviously, the extended input must
provide information that complements the ACR information provided by PAcsTract as
otherwise no new information would be provided. The extension of AcsALign with further
input models might increase the amount of identified data flow violations and provide
the enterprise architect with further relevant information on how to resolve identified
errors.

How do the models of business and IT affect each other in the backwards direction: In
this thesis, I made research on how business processes affect domain models of IT with
regard to access control. However, as described in Section 1.1 models of business and IT
affect each other in non-trivial ways especially during evolution scenarios of business
processes and information systems. It means that domain models of IT affect business
processes as well. Further research might be interesting for understanding how decisions
made for RBAC and for the EAAs affect the business processes with regard to access
control. Research questions might be How does the lifecycle of access permissions affect the
integrity of business processes?, How do different sets of role models influence the effectiveness
of business processes?,Which effect have different realizations of EAAs on the implementation
of business processes? or How do various access control measures change quality attributes
of business processes?. Altogether, this field of research might unfold further potential to
increase IT security as well as data protection and enforce the correct realization of ACRs
during the design time of business processes and especially during evolution scenarios.

Transferring generated information of BAcsTract, PAcsTract and AcsALign to other domain
models: While BAcsTract and PAcsTract extract ACRs from business processes, Ac-
sALign uses information about ACRs to analyze data flows of services in EAAs for vi-
olations of theses ACRs (see Section 3.1 for the formal concepts and Section 3.2 for the
realizations). The three approaches operate on business processes, RBAC and EAAs. It
is possible to take further domain models of business and IT into account and transfer
the generated information to those models for similar analysis purposes. For example,
an analysis purpose can be the identification of ACR breaches. Enterprise architecture
frameworks have four major domains, business architecture, data architecture, applications
architecture and technology architecture. Each of them has a set of domain specific models.
On the one hand, information about ACRs could be transferred to other domain models of
business architecture and application architecture, for example, system use case diagrams
and organizational charts. On the other hand, models of the data architecture seem very
promising as changes of data structures have a big impact on ACRs. Research is required
to identify the most promising models that would benefit most from an alignment of ACRs.
Research questions likeWhich domain models of business and IT would benefit most from
an alignment of ACRs?, How accepted are those models throughout organizations?, Is any
further information required to conduct an analysis for ACR breaches? and How large is the
amount of effort imposed on organizations to conduct the analysis? have to be answered.
There are several benefits that would arise from the alignment of ACRs in further domain
specific models. First, it might be possible to generate initial models out of the available
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information and by doing so, easing the engineering process of those models. Second, an
identification of ACR breaches would identify errors in an early design phase of those do-
main specific models. This increases the overall security of an organization. Additionally,
this saves costs for organizations, because errors become more expansive the later they are
identified throughout a development process [40]. Third, the early identification of ACR
breaches becomes especially crucial in evolution scenarios of the domain models, as these
evolution scenarios are often complex and error-prone. My research in [25] confirmed
that there is a need for holistic modeling of IT security and especially ACRs across models
of different domains, to increase the overall security and reduce errors done throughout
the evolution of organizations.

Data flow diagrams are another example for domain models that could benefit from a
transfer of ACR information. First, it is possible to align the data flow diagram in the same
way as AcsALign does with the EAA. A data flow analysis could be made to analyze the
data flow diagram for potential violations of ACRs. Afterwards, these violations can be
resolved in an early design phase. Second, it is possible to generate an initial data flow
diagram from the information extracted out of the business processes. Therefore, not only
the ACR information of the business processes is used. This would ease the modeling
process of data flow diagrams and keep them aligned with other domain models. In a next
step, the initial data flow diagram is completed by a data expert and then can be used to
analyze confidentiality aspects of the underlying systems.

I can see that the more information the approaches consume as input, for example, either
through more fine-grained or extended models or through additional sources, the more
aspects of the models can be aligned with each other automatically. However, depending on
the organizational case this increases the effort and thus, has to be considered individually
for each organization.
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